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Abstract: In recent years, the use of renewable energy sources has attracted more attention due to reasons such as 
the decrease in fossil fuel reserves, environmental pollution, and global warming. In this respect, solar energy, being 
clean, abundant, and free, is seen as one of the most dependable renewable energy resources. Evacuated U-tube 
solar collectors operate at higher temperatures and more efficiently compared to flat plate collectors due to their 
selective surface coating and vacuum structure. Therefore, it is widely employed in solar energy applications. In 
addition, it is very important to use natural working fluids to protect the ozone layer and prevent global warming. CO2, 
which is one of the natural fluids, is an inert gas, non-explosive, non-flammable, non-toxic, and non-corrosive. It has 
also become very popular for use in power cycles that utilize energy from low/medium heat sources owing to its low 
critical properties. The objective of the current research is to conduct transient modelling of the CO2-based evacuated 
U-tube solar collectors. The evacuated U-tube solar collector system consists of 15 sets of collectors, each with 13 
evacuated tubes. The transient performance of the solar collectors was calculated by developing a time-dependent 
mathematical model in the MATLAB computer program. The model has been validated with the experimental results 
of an actual system constructed at Doshisha University in Kyoto, Japan. The time-dependent temperature variations 
of each layer of the evacuated U-tube solar collectors and the fluid exiting the collectors were investigated. As a result 
of the study, taking into account the meteorological data of a specific date, an average deviation of 18% was achieved. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Recently, researchers have shown more interest in the use of renewable energy due to environmental pollution, 
global warming, and the depletion of fossil fuel reserves. In this regard, solar energy is recognised as a dependable 
renewable energy resource as it is non-polluting, abundant and with widespread distribution. Solar energy can be 
used in two ways: to generate heat energy using solar collectors or to produce electricity directly using PV (Ge, 2018). 
In low and medium-temperature applications, flat plate and evacuated solar tube collectors are commonly employed. 
Evacuated solar tube collectors offer higher efficiency than flat-plate collectors, function better in cold areas, and can 
reach higher temperatures (Kalogirou, 2004). These collectors are also dependable and have a long service life. 
Thanks to the mentioned advantages, evacuated tube solar collectors are widely utilized in many applications such 
as water heating, air conditioning, and electricity generation. Owing to the combined impacts of highly selective 
surface coating and vacuum, temperatures of 200°C can be obtained in these collectors (Tyagi, 2012). There are 
various types of evacuated tube collectors, among which are the ones operating with heat pipes, the all-glass Dewar 
type, the all-glass fitted with coaxial conduits, those equipped with a U-shaped tube, and the metal-glass collectors 
(Rodriguez, 2018). Gao et al. (2014) proposed a mathematical model to examine the thermal modelling of the U-tube 
solar collector and verified it with experimental work. They investigated the effect of ambient temperature and tube 
design parameters on thermal efficiency. In addition, the location-dependent temperature distributions of the vacuum 
tube U-tube solar collector were studied. Kaya et al. (2019) numerically investigated the collector efficiency at different 
volumetric concentrations by using different nanofluids such as Ag/EG-PW, ZnO/EG-PW, and MgO/EG-PW in 
vacuum tube U-tube solar collectors. They also examined the effect of mass flow rate and thermal losses on the 
collector's thermal performance. In their results, they obtained the highest collector efficiency for 4.0 % volumetric 
concentration when Ag/EG-PW nanofluid was used. Naik et al. (2019) examined the performance of vacuum tube U-
tube solar collectors experimentally and theoretically. The numerically estimated solar collector performance 
parameters were found to be compatible with the experimental data. Numerical correlations have been developed as 
a function of system operating parameters and ambient temperature to examine the energy and exergy efficiency of 
the system. Ma et al. (2010) improved a mathematical model to theoretically analyze the thermal performance of a 
solar vacuum tube U-tube solar collector based on energy balance. Farjallah et al. (2016) developed a three-
dimensional numerical model to study the efficiency of U-tube solar collectors. In their results, they stated that the 
solar collector efficiency increased by 5% by increasing the mass flow rate of the working fluid from 0.001kg/s to 
0.003kg/s. Kim et al. (2016) advanced a theoretical model of a U-tube solar collector containing 20% PG-water used 
as the basic working fluid to prevent freezing in solar collectors. They also analyzed the thermal analysis of the solar 
collector by using different nanofluids such as MWCNT, CuO, Al2O3, TiO2, and SiO2 in the collector. Among the 
various fluids, the highest efficiency was obtained when MWCNT nanofluid was used. Aboulmagd et al. (2014) 
developed a mathematical model for a U-tube solar collector with and without reflectors in the MATLAB program. 
They stated in their results that the collector thermal efficiency is greater than 0.6 even at a reduced temperature 
difference of 0.06 m2K/W.  

Traditionally, water is used as the heat transfer fluid in solar collectors. However, there is a freezing problem in water-
based solar collectors. Researchers have tried to use different fluids such as fluorocarbon and hydrofluorocarbon in 
solar collectors. Many of these fluids have a high global warming potential (GWP), even if they do not damage the 
ozone layer. In addition, the selection of the working fluid is crucial in the development of an efficient, cost-effective, 
and environmentally friendly solar collector system that can operate even when exposed to low ambient conditions. 
In this context, carbon dioxide (CO2), the natural fluid, provides an alternative solution with its zero-ozone depletion 
potential (ODP) and negligible GWP. CO2 is chemically inert, non-toxic, non-corrosive, and non-flammable. Thanks 
to these excellent advantages its application in vacuum tube U-tube solar collectors has increased recently for the 
purpose of generating electrical energy and heat. Islam et al. (2013) investigated the performance of the vacuum 
tube U-tube solar collector transcritical refrigeration cycle. They used CO2 fluid in both the solar collector and the 
transcritical Rankine cycle. Their system consisted of a U-tube solar collector with a vacuum tube acting as a heater; 
a compressor; a heat exchanger and an expansion valve. The performance of the solar collector and the cooling 
system were parametrically investigated. In their results, they stated that for North Dakota, USA, weather conditions, 
the solar collector efficiency was approximately between 40-60%. Shukla (2014) examined the performance of 
vacuum tube U-tube solar collector with CO2 theoretically and experimentally. In their results, they reported that the 
average collector efficiency and heat recovery efficiency for summer were approximately 58% and 45%, respectively. 
Kizilkan et al. (2019 & 2020) analyzed an energy and exergy analysis of a solar-driven transcritical Rankine cycle for 
Turkey and Japan conditions and compared them. In order to evaluate the performance of the integrated system 
using CO2 fluid, a mathematical model was developed for U-tube solar collectors with vacuum tubes. As a result of 
their workings, they calculated the average turbine power capacities as 0.415 kW and 0.396 kW and the average 
heat recovery capacities as 2.10 kW and 1.89 kW, respectively, for Isparta and Kyoto. Zhang et al. (2007) studied 
the theoretical analysis of the solar-powered CO2 transcritical Rankine cycle. They proposed a mathematical model 
to evaluate the performance of the vacuum tube U-tube solar collector cycle. They used experimental data to validate 
the developed numerical formulation. In their results, they calculated the cycle efficiency as approximately 20% and 
the heat recovery efficiency as 68%. 

Although vacuum tube U-tube solar collectors have been investigated experimentally and theoretically for steady-
state, they have not been studied much dynamically. In this study, a transient mathematical model was developed 
for the thermal model of the vacuum tube U-tube solar collector. MATLAB computer program was used for modelling. 
In order to verify the numerical modelling, the measurement results of the vacuum tube U-tube solar collector 
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experiment set in Doshisha University, Japan, were used. Parametric analyzes such as CO2 exit temperature from 
the collector and collector efficiency were conducted as a function of time. 

2. U-TUBE EVACUTAED SOLAR COLLECTOR 

In this study, a numerical model was developed for a U-tube solar collector with a vacuum tube. The collector system 
was composed of 15 units of collectors, each with 13 evacuated collector tubes. Each U-tube solar collector consisted 
of two nested glass tubes, a fin, a U-shaped tube, and a heat transfer fluid (Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1: Cross-section of evacuated tube solar collector with U-tube 

Vacuum tube U tube solar collector consisted of the following five main parts: 

 A transparent glass cover made of borosilicate was used to reduce both radiation and convective heat losses 
from the absorber surface. The space between the inner glass and the outer glass was vacuumed to reduce 
the heat losses by convection and conduction. 

 The outside surface of the inner glass was coated with a selective surface coating for high solar energy 
absorption and to enhance the collector's efficiency. 

 In order to transfer the solar energy absorbed by the absorber surface to the heat transfer fluid, a fin was 
used between the U pipe and the absorber surface. The fin, consisting of 0.2 mm thick stainless steel, 
increased the heat transfer surface area and ensured that more heat was transferred to the fluid. 

 U-shaped copper pipes were placed between the fins to circulate the fluid through which the heat in the fin 
was transferred to the working fluid. 

 Heat transfer fluid (HTF) was used to selectively remove the heat from the sun on the surface. 

The design parameters of the U-tube solar collector are given in Table 1. In order to simplify the calculations in the 
simulation model, the following assumptions were considered. 

 It was assumed that the physical properties of materials were independent of temperature changes. 

 The loss coefficient from the header tube was constant. 

 The absorber tube was assumed to be parallel to the copper fin. 

 The temperature gradient in the radial direction was negligible. 
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Table 1: The dimensions and specifications of the evacuated solar collector 

Material Value 

Length of a collector [m] 1.8 

Tube number [-] 13 

Outer Tube 

Outer diameter [m] 0.038 

Thickness [m] 0.001 

Emissivity [-] 0.88 

Absorptivity [-] 0.06 

Transmittance [-] 0.90 

Inner tube 

Outer diameter [m] 0.027 

Thickness [m] 0.001 

Emissivity [-] 0.06 

Absorptivity [-] 0.927 

Fin 

Outer diameter [m] 0.025 

Thickness [m] 0.0002 

U Tube  

Outer diameter [m] 0.006 

Thickness [m] 0.001 

3. NUMERICAL MODEL 

A mathematical model was developed for the transient one-dimensional thermal modelling of a vacuum tube U-tube 
solar collector using the MATLAB program. The total energy balance of the control volume for each component given 
in the previous section can be written as: 

Equation 1: Energy balance of outer glass 
(m c 

∂T

∂t
)
g
= Isolar αg + hrad,r−gAg(Tr − Tg) 

−hrad,g−amb Ag(Tg − Tsky) − hconv,g−amb Ag(Tg − Tamb) 

Where: 

 hrad,r−g = radiation heat transfer between the selective coating and the outer glass (W/m2K) 

 hrad,g−amb = radiation heat transfer between the outer glass and the ambient (W/m2K) 

 hconv,g−amb = convective heat transfer between the outer glass and the ambient (W/m2K) 

 Isolar  = solar radiation (W/m2) 

 αg  = absorptance of the outer glass 

 𝐴g  = area of outer glass (m2) 

 𝑇r  = temperature of selective coating (K) 

 𝑇g  = temperature of outer glass (K) 

 𝑇amb  = temperature of ambient (K) 

The above-mentioned heat transfer coefficients were calculated using the following equations. 

Equation 2: Radiation heat transfer between the selective coating 
and the outer glass 

hrad,r−g =
σ

1
εr
+
Ar
Ag
(
1
εg
− 1)

(Tr + Tg)(Tr
2 + Tg

2) 

Equation 3: Radiation heat transfer between the outer glass and 
the ambient 

hrad,g−amb = εg σ (Tg + Tsky)(Tg
2 + Tsky

2 ) 

Equation 4: Convective heat transfer between the outer glass and 
the ambient 

hconv,g−amb = 2.8 + 3 Vwind 
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The energy balance of the selective coating is given below:  

Equation 5: Energy balance of selective coating (m c 
∂T

∂t
)
r
= Isolar αr τg − hrad,r−gAg(Tr − Tg) −

(Tr − Tfin)

Rr−fin
 

Where: 

 Rr−fin = thermal resistance between the selective coating and the fin (K/W) 

 α𝑟   = absorptance of selective coating 

 τ𝑟   = transmittance of outer glass 

 𝑇fin  = temperature of fin (K) 

Equation 6: Thermal resistance between the selective coating 
and the fin Rr−fin = 

ln
Dr

Dr,i
⁄

2 πkrlr
+
ln
Dair

Dair,i
⁄

2 πkairlair
+
ln
Dfin

Dfin,i
⁄

2 πkfinlfin
 

The energy balance of the fin can be calculated by the equation given below:  

Equation 7: Energy balance of the fin (m c 
∂T

∂t
)
fin
=
(Tr − Tfin)

Rr−fin
−
(Tfin − Ttube)

Rfin−tube
 

Where: 

 Rfin−tube = thermal resistance between the fin and the U tube (K/W) 

 𝑇tube  = temperature of U tube (K) 

Equation 8: Energy balance of the fin 
Rfin−tube =

2

Pfin
4⁄

 kfinlfintfin
+ 2

ln
Dair

Dair,i
⁄

2 πkairlair
+ 2

ln
Dtube

Dtube,i
⁄

2 πktubeltube
+ 2

1
hHTF Atube

F
  

Where: 

 hHTF = convection heat transfer coefficient of the fluid (W/m2K) 

 F =  fin efficiency 

 Pfin  = circumference of the fin (m) 

  Atube  = area of U tube (m2) 

 k = thermal conductivity (W/mK) 

 l = length (m) 

 t = thickness (m) 

Equation 9: Energy balance of the U-tube (m c 
∂T

∂t
)
tube

=
(Tfin − Ttube)

Rfin−tube
− hHTF Atube ∆Tlm 

Equation 10: Energy balance of the heat transfer fluid (HTF) (m c 
∂T

∂t
)
HTF

= hHTF Atube ∆Tlm + ṁHTFCHTF(Tin − Tout) 

4. MODEL VALIDATION 

The mathematical modelling generated for the solar collector's thermal modelling was validated using actual data 
from a U-tube solar collector with a vacuum tube installed at an experimental site in Kyoto, Japan. The meteorological 
data and system operating parameters of 13 June 2017 were taken into account in the theoretical study, and the 
experimental and theoretical studies were compared. The average error rate for the whole day was calculated as 6%. 
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Figure 2: Validation of vacuum tube U-tube solar collector with experimental data 

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In this study, a transient mathematical model was developed using the MATLAB computer program. Using the 
meteorological data of Japan Kyoto, the fluid temperature and collector efficiency were calculated depending on time. 
CO2, which is natural, environmentally friendly, and has excellent thermophysical properties, was used as the working 
fluid in vacuum tube U-tube solar collectors. Especially near the supercritical point, CO2 had superior heat transfer 
properties compared to the liquid and gas phase regions. As can be seen from Figure 3, the thermophysical properties 
showed sharp changes near the critical point.  

  
Figure 3: Variation of thermophysical properties of CO2 with the temperature at 9000 Mpa. 

Figure 4 shows the monthly variation of ambient temperature, mean solar radiation and CO2 inlet temperature for 
Kyoto according to experimental measurement data from 13 June 2017. As seen from the figure, solar radiation 
increased with the sunshine and reached a maximum value of nearly 1000 W/m2 at about 12 pm. However, after 
noon, there was seen some fluctuations in the solar radiation intensity due to clouds. The right-hand side of the figure 
shows the air temperature and the fluid inlet temperature of the collector. According to the measurements, the 
maximum ambient air temperature was measured at 28°C while it decreased to about 12°C at midnight. From the 
figure, the CO2 inlet variation can be observed during the time. After the start of the operation, i.e., at about 8:00 am, 
it reached 22°C at the exit of the pump and inlet of the solar collector. The variation of the fluid temperature was due 
to the compressor's working characteristics, and at the end of the operation, the temperature remained constant.  
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Figure 4: Variation of solar radiation, ambient temperature, and fluid inlet temperature with time 

Figure 5 shows the variation of solar collector efficiency during the daytime. The efficiency of the collector was 
calculated using the experimental data. As can be seen from the figure, the collector efficiency decreased with the 
increase of solar radiation. The reason for this situation was the increase in heat loss to the environment with the 
increase of solar radiation. Another observation from the figure was that, after 15:00 pm, there was a noticeable 
increase in efficiency. This was because, while the solar radiation started to decrease, the decrease of the 
temperature of the CO2 at the exit of the collector was slighter, resulting in an increase in the efficiency related to the 
efficiency equation, which was the ratio of heat absorbed by the fluid to the solar radiation multiplied by the collector 
area. 

 
Figure 7: Variation of solar collector efficiency with time 

The variation of temperature in the layers forming the vacuum tube U-tube solar collector is given in Figure 6. It must 
be noted that the data was obtained by the calculations using the model described in the previous section since no 
measurements were made during the original experiments. This was because the solar collectors were factory-made, 
and it was very difficult to mount a thermocouple on the layers of the solar collector since all the layers were sealed 
during the manufacturing process. Another important thing was that the figure was plotted using the results of the last 
collector since the highest temperature was obtained at the end of the collector set. According to the figure, the 
receiver layer had the highest temperature, while the outer glass had the lowest temperature. The heat in the receiver 
tube was transferred to the heat transfer fluid in the tube by conduction only. 
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Figure 6: Variation of layer temperatures of the last collector with time 

As described previously, the experimental vacuum tube U-tube solar collector system consisted of 15 collectors, and 
each set consisted of 13 pipes. While the 13 pipes were parallel to each other, the 15 collectors were connected in 
series. Figure 7 displays the temperature change of CO2 at the outlet of each collector. At the maximum solar 
radiation, the CO2 temperature at the 15th collector output increased up to 213°C. 

 

Figure 7: Variation of CO2 outlet temperatures at each collector outlet with time 

Another important parameter that affected the CO2 temperature was the heat transfer coefficient and the Nusselt 
number. As a specific case, i.e., for the final collector, these parameters were plotted against the time (Figure 8). As 
can be seen from the figure, the Nusselt number increased with time since the solar radiation and also CO2 
temperature increased. The convective heat transfer coefficient of CO2, which was the function of the Nusselt number, 
showed a slight decrease during the operation. It must be noted that, at the beginning of the calculations, where the 
mass flow rate was very small, there was a sudden increase, as can be observed from the figure. Actually, this sudden 
increase indicated the start of the operation.  
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Figure 8: Variation of heat transfer coefficient and Nusselt number of the last collector with the time  

6. CONCLUSION  

In the present study, a transient mathematical model was improved for the thermal modelling of the U-tube solar 
collector with a vacuum tube using supercritical CO2 as the working fluid. The mathematical model created was 
validated by comparing the experimental results of the vacuum tube U-tube solar collector set within the body of 
Doshisha University in Japan, Kyoto. Considering the meteorological data of 13 June 2017, there was an average 
error rate of 6% between the theoretical and experimental measurement results for the CO2 exit temperature from 
the collector. While the maximum fluid temperature increased to 213°C during the day, the maximum collector 
efficiency was calculated as 48%. These results showed that CO2 fluid, which is naturally environmentally friendly, 
can be used easily in low-temperature applications. In addition, especially transient and experimental studies are 
needed to determine the practical utility of the vacuum tube U-tube solar collector. In this context, it is thought that 
this study could contribute to future studies. 
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Abstract: For the past decades, scientists have focused research into generating electricity from low-temperature 
resources like low-grade solar collectors, geothermal energy, and waste heat. Transcritical carbon dioxide (CO2) 
Rankine cycle can be used to extract energy from low-temperature heat resources. CO2 can be directly compressed 
to supercritical pressures and heated to its supercritical state before expanding to create a better thermal match with 
the heat resource due to its low critical temperature (31.98°C) and pressure (7.377MPa). The perfect temperature-
shift matching enables the temperature curves between CO2 and the heat resource to be almost parallel, thus 
avoiding pinch point-related constraints and resulting in smaller exergy destruction. In this context, interest in 
transcritical CO2 Rankine cycles has been increasing recently to reduce the irreversibility of the heating process. CO2, 
which is an environmentally friendly natural fluid, has many special advantages like no ozone depletion and low global 
warming potential with attractive thermo-physical properties. In this study, energy and exergy analysis of the solar-
based heat recovery transcritical CO2 Rankine cycle was carried out and compared with the experimental set installed 
at Doshisha University, Kyoto, Japan. The effects of a regenerator and an energy storage tank were theoretically 
analysed for the performance improvement of the transcritical Rankine cycle. 

 

 

 

Keywords: solar energy; transcritical CO2 Rankine cycle; energy analysis; exergy analysis 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Nowadays, a large part of global energy production is supplied from fossil fuels. The use of fossil fuels causes 
environmental pollution, climate change and high CO2 emissions (Li et al., 2016). In this context, electricity generation 
from low-grade heat resources such as solar energy, biomass geothermal energy, and waste heat has been rapidly 
increasing recently. Because high turbine temperature and pressure cannot be produced in a low-grade heat energy 
system, the traditional steam Rankine cycle cannot provide high thermal efficiency and is therefore not a viable or 
economical option (Chen et al., 2006). In contrast, the Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC) is a more suitable alternative 
for low-grade heat source applications in terms of operating parameters, system dimensions, and thermal 
performance (Hung et al., 2010). However, in ORC, heat transfer from the weld stream to the working fluid takes 
place at a constant temperature, causing the pinching problem which then causes irreversibility in the cycle, reducing 
the cycle efficiency (Cayer et al., 2009). High-temperature organic liquids are often flammable and can cause serious 
safety issues. There are also environmental problems with many organic fluids, especially high Global Warming 
Potential (GWP) and Ozone Depletion Potential (ODP) (Shu et al., 2017).  

Recently, the potential of CO2-based transcritical Rankine cycles in low-temperature solar energy applications is 
attracting more interest. The properties of CO2 can overcome the lack of organic liquids mentioned above. The main 
advantage of CO2 as a working fluid is that the pinch point problem that appeared during the heating process of ORC 
is removed as the heating is in the supercritical area. This situation decreases energy and exergy loss and provides 
a better temperature match (Baheta et al., 2018). Secondly, CO2 is natural, non-flammable, non-toxic, 
environmentally friendly, and non-corrosive. Thanks to these features, it has fewer security problems in case of 
leakage from the system. In addition, CO2 is low cost and easily available (Shu et al., 2016). However, the main 

disadvantage of the transcritical CO2 Rankine cycle (tCO2-RC) consisting of an evaporator, turbine, gas cooler, and 
pump is its low thermal efficiency and low net power output. The research group of Zhang et al. (2007) has done 
significant research to develop and test the tCO2-RC with vacuum tube U-tube solar collectors. Velez et al. (2011) 
performed the theoretical analysis of the tCO2-RC for electricity generation from a low-grade heat source. They 
calculated the energy efficiency of the simple tCO2-RC as 7% and the efficiency of the transcritical Rankine cycle with 
a regenerator as 9.8% when the turbine inlet temperature was 150°C, and the pressure was 13 MPa. Cayer et al. 
(2010) compared using CO2, ethane, and R125 fluids from the simple tCO2-RC for low-temperature applications. In 
the analysis results, the highest cycle thermal efficiency was found for CO2 when the maximum pressure was 12 
MPa. Kim et al. (2012) compared the tCO2-RC and supercritical Brayton cycles (sCO2-BC) in terms of energy and 
exergy analyses. They stated in their results that the tCO2-RCs was more efficient for low-order heat sources due to 
thermal coupling in the heat transfer process on the high-pressure side. Shi et al. (2017) experimentally compared 
the simple, with regenerator, with reheat, with regenerator, and reheat tCO2-RC. According to the results of the 
analysis, they stated that the highest energy efficiency was 7.8% in the tCO2-RC with regenerator and reheat. The 
review by Zhang et al. (2020) provided theoretical and empirical information about the tCO2-RC in low-order heat 

conversion applications. In addition, this study presented ideas and approaches for heat transfer improvements. 
Sarkar's (2015) review work presented different tCO2-RCs, system designs, and challenges of these cycles, research, 
and developments that have been examined in recent years. Pan et al. (2016) experimentally investigated the 
analysis of the tCO2-RC with a regenerator. In the experimental study, they calculated the energy efficiency of the 
cycle as 5% when the high-pressure value is 11MPa, and the low-pressure value is 4.6MPa. Yamaguchi et al. (2019) 
studied the energy and exergy analysis of the tCO2-RC for the summer and winter seasons. In their analysis, they 
used the measurement results of the experimental set established in Kyoto, Japan. The efficiency of the solar-
powered tCO2-RC was calculated as 3.4% for the winter season and 5.78% for the summer season. Al Zahrani and 
Dincer (2018) investigated the energy and exergy efficiency of a solar reheat tCO2-RC. They calculated the energy 
efficiency of the tCO2-RC as 34% and the exergy efficiency as 82% in their analysis results. 

The first experimental work on the vacuum U-tube tCO2-RC cycle was established in 2004 in Kyoto by a team led by 
Professor Hiroshi Yamaguchi. Yamaguchi and his team have carried out many theoretical and experimental studies 
on the tCO2-RC. Yamaguchi et al. (2006) calculated the efficiency of the tCO2-RC between 5-8%. In order to increase 

the energy efficiency of the tCO2-RC, a regenerator was added to the cycle for heat recovery. In addition, since solar 
energy was an intermittent renewable energy source, an energy storage tank was added to the cycle to ensure energy 
continuity. By adding a regenerator and an energy storage tank to the system, both high thermal efficiency and energy 
continuity was achieved. 

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION  

Figure 1 demonstrates a schematic representation of the experimental tCO2-RC set up in Kyoto, Japan. The 
experimental tCO2-RC consisted of a vacuum tube U-tube solar collector, turbine, heat recovery system (HRS), 
condenser, and circulating pump. The heat required for the tCO2-RC was supplied from U-tube solar collectors with 
vacuum tubes. The working fluid, CO2, heated up and reached the supercritical phase while passing through the U-
tube solar collectors with vacuum tubes. Supercritical CO2 was sent to the turbine, generating work and then entered 
the heat recovery system. In the heat recovery system, the temperature of the CO2 was lowered a little more. The 
heat energy obtained in the heat recovery system was used in the production of hot water. Then, the CO2 leaving the 
heat recovery system entered the condenser and was cooled to the saturated liquid phase. The low-pressure CO2 in 
the saturated liquid phase was pressurized with the help of the pump and directed to the solar collector. The U-tube 
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solar collector with the vacuum tube, which acted as a boiler for the tCO2-RC, was made of 15 collectors, each of 
which consisted of 13 pipes. 

 
Figure 1: Schematic representation of the experimental tCO2-RC  

Figure 2 shows the modified tCO2-RC. Figures 2a and 2b depict the system in day and night modes, respectively. 
The temperature of the CO2 at the turbine outlet was still high. A regenerator was added to the system to recover this 
heat to the system. In addition, since solar energy was intermittent, a heat storage tank was attached to the system 
for sustainable energy. During the daytime, energy was stored in the phase change material (PCM) tank from the 
CO2 temperature at the turbine outlet. During the night, heat was taken from the PCM tank. 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Figure 2: Modified tCO2-RC a) day mode b) night mode 
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3. THERMODYNAMIC MODELLING 

The balance equations used to state the performance of the experimental and modified tCO2-RCs are given in this 
section. By utilizing the first law of thermodynamics, the performance of the tCO2-RCs was evaluated with the help of 
the MATLAB computer program. 

The following assumptions were made for the analysis of the tCO2-RCs: 

 The pressure drops in solar collectors, condenser, regenerator, and pipes were ignored.  

 The turbine and the pump had isentropic efficiencies. 

 Compression and turbine expansion processes were adiabatic. 

 Kinetic and potential energy changes were neglected. 

 
While determining the performance of tCO2-RCs with and without regenerator, the system design parameters given 
in Table 1 were taken into consideration. 
 

Table 1: Design parameters of tCO2-RCs 

Parameters Value 

Turbine inlet pressure (kPa) 10000 

Pump inlet pressure (kPa) 6500 

Pump isentropic efficiency (%) 85 

Turbine isentropic efficiency (%) 90 

Regenerator effectiveness (%) 75 

Mass of PCM (kg) 13.5 

Specific heat of PCM (kJ/kgK) 2.2 

Enthalpy of PCM (kJ/kg) 260 

Melting temperature (°C) 95 

 
The energy capacities of the experimental tCO2-RC components were as follows: 
 

Equation 2: Energy balance of solar collector Q̇coll = ṁCO2
(h1 − h5) 

Where: 

 ṁCO2 = mass fkow rate of CO2(kg/s) 

 h = enthalpy (kJ/kg) 

Equation 2: Energy balance of turbine ẆT = ṁCO2
(h1 − h2) 

Equation 3: Energy balance of heat recovery system Q̇HRS = ṁCO2
(h2 − h1) 

Equation 4: Energy balance of condenser Q̇Con = ṁCO2
(h3 − h4) 

Equation 5: Energy balance of pump ẆP = ṁCO2
(h5 − h4) 

The energy efficiency of the cycle can be written as follows: 

Equation 6: Energy efficiency of the cycle  ηRC =
Ẇnet

Q̇coll
 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The solar energy-based simple tCO2-RC installed in Kyoto, Japan, was modified to recover heat at the turbine outlet, 
increase the overall energy efficiency of the cycle, and ensure energy sustainability. A generator and a PCM tank 
were attached to the simple experimental tCO2-RC. Energy analysis of tCO2-RCs with and without regenerator were 
made, and the systems compared. In addition, it was calculated how long the energy stored in the PCM tank operated 
the system in the absence of the sun. Figure 3 shows the variation of solar radiation for 17 June 2017 by operating 
time. As can be seen from Figure 3, sudden changes occurred in solar radiation values during the day and reached 
a maximum value of 1150 W/m2 at noon. 
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Figure 3: Variation of solar radiation with time 

Figure 4 displays the time variation of the CO2 temperature leaving the evacuated U-tube solar collector with and 
without the regenerator. Higher fluid temperatures were reached in the tCO2-RC with the regenerator. Figure 5 
exhibits the time-dependent variation of the network produced in the tCO2-RC with and without the regenerator. As 
with the collector outlet temperature, the amount of net power generated from the cycle was greater than that of the 
tCO2-RC with the regenerator. This was because the temperature of the CO2 fluid entering the turbine was higher 
than the tCO2-RC with the regenerator. The maximum CO2 temperature was calculated to be 234°C when the 
regenerator was employed, while the maximum fluid temperature with the absence of the regenerator was determined 
as 221°C. 

 

Figure 4: Variation of CO2 temperature at collector exit with time 

The power generation rates calculated using the system balance equations are given in Figure 5 for two 
configurations. Related to the CO2 outlet temperature, as explained in the previous figure, the power generation rate 
of the system with the regenerator was slightly higher than the original setup, as expected. This was because the 
fluid was pre-heated before entering the collectors, thus resulting in a slightly higher exit temperature. The figure also 
demonstrated that with the increase of the turbine inlet temperature, i.e., collector exit temperature, the power 
generation also increased. Another observation was that, after noontime, the difference in power generation became 
more visible.  
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Figure 5: Variation of net power generation with time 

Figure 6 demonstrates the time-dependent energy efficiency variation of the transcritical Rankine cycle with and 
without the regenerator. As can be seen from Figure 6, the tCO2-RC with a regenerator was much higher than the 
tCO2-RC without a regenerator. Because in the tCO2-RC with regenerator, the heat of the high-temperature CO2 at 
the turbine outlet was recovered to the system. This reduced the heat drawn from the collector and increased the 
efficiency of the system. While the maximum energy efficiency was 11% in the case with the regenerator, the 
maximum energy efficiency was 7% in the case without the regenerator. 

 

Figure 6: Variation of cycle efficiency with time 

In Figure 7, turbine outlet and PCM temperatures were plotted against time. During the analysis carried out by the 
MATLAB program, the minimum temperature difference between the fluid temperature and the PCM was assumed 
to be 15°C in order to maintain a stable heat transfer operation. As can be seen from the figure, the PCM temperature 
increased with the increase of turbine outlet temperature and reached phase change temperature at about 10:40 pm, 
which was 95°C. After this time, PCM started to melt, and at about 16:30, the phase change process finishes, and 
the PCM temperature continued to increase again. However, the energy storage operation finished after it reached 
99°C due to the temperature difference between the PCM and the fluid dropped below 15°C. It must be noted that 
there was still some amount of energy to be transferred to the PCM; however, the temperature difference constraint 
did not allow this. Maybe, at this point, an axillary low-temperature PCM tank could be used in order to store some 
more energy; however, this could be a topic of another study. In the current study, it was only aimed to investigate 
the energy storage possibility of the system.  
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Figure 7: Variation of turbine outlet and PCM temperature with time 

Since the system stopped operating after sunset, one of the main investigations of the previous study was to extend 
the operation hours by employing PCM energy storage. According to the calculations, the stored energy was 
adequate to run the transcritical power cycle during nighttime. Figure 8 shows the variation of CO2 and PCM 
temperatures with time. It must be noted that a temperature difference of 10°C was assumed for the effective 
operation. As can be seen from the figure, after the start of the operation, PCM temperature started to decrease due 
to the energy transfer to CO2. After a couple of minutes, the temperatures remained constant since the PCM reached 
the phase change region, and during the phase change process, the CO2 temperature also remained constant. After 
40 minutes, the phase changer process ended, and again the temperatures started to decrease. At about 55 minutes, 
the operation ended due to the minimum temperature constraint of the working fluid, which was assumed to be 40°C. 
One could say that the operation duration was considerably short; however, in the proposed system, the PCM tank 
was mounted after the turbine in order to take advantage of the excess heat of the fluid. In the original experimental 
setup, this heat was utilized to prepare hot water.  

 

Figure 8: Variation of turbine inlet and PCM temperature in PCM mode 

In Figure 9, the variation of net power generation and the efficiency of the transcritical cycle is given. As with the 
results of the fluid and PCM temperatures explained above, the power generation remained constant during the phase 
change process, finishing after 55 minutes. As can be seen from the figure, maximum power generation was 
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calculated to be 120W, where the maximum efficiency was determined to be 0.068. In order to enhance the power 
generation duration, some more PCM tanks could be employed. Another option could be to employ individual 
collectors solely for storing the solar energy in PCM tanks; thus, energy generation could be extended even to the 
sunshine hours.  

 

Figure 9: Variation of net power generation and cycle efficiency in PCM mode 

To better understand the results of the utilization of the regenerator and the energy storage medium, a comparison 
was made for the energy generation rate of both systems, shown in Figure 10. According to the results, the original 
system was capable of generating an electricity rate of 2817Wh on a specific day. Besides, with the employment of 
the regenerator, the energy generation rate increased by about 200Wh, where total energy generation reached 
3021Wh. Additionally, after sunset, during the nighttime operation, an energy rate of 136Wh could be generated using 
the stored energy by means of the PCM tank. According to the figure, the increment ratio was calculated to be nearly 
12%. 

 

Figure 10: Comparison of electricity generated daily for original and improved cycles 
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5. CONCLUSIONS  

For this paper, the analysis of the tCO2-RC with regenerator, which included the regenerator and the heat storage 
tank, was performed. Analyses were performed using experimental data for 13 June 2017 for Kyoto, Japan. From the 
present work, the following was concluded: 

a) The use of the regenerator in the tCO2-RC instead of the simple tCO2-RC increased both the cycle efficiency 
and the CO2 temperature coming out of the collector; 

b) While the maximum energy efficiency of the tCO2-RC with the regenerator was determined to be 10.73%, 
the maximum energy efficiency of the tCO2-RC without the regenerator was found to be 7.12%. In addition, 
the maximum energy efficiency of the cycle at nighttime using PCM as the energy source was determined 
to be nearly 7%; 

c) The heat in the PCM tank operated the system for 55 minutes in the absence of the sun; 
d) The employment of the regenerator and energy storage tank resulted in an energy generation increase of 

12% when compared to the original system. 
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Abstract: The thermoelectric cooler (TEC), as a solid-state refrigerator, has applications in aerospace, electronics 
and other fields which have demands on thermal management. Compared with other refrigerators, TEC is gaining 
more and more attention due to its compact structure, having no liquid components, non-pollution operation and 
longer lifespan. This research paper has investigated a novel separately-configured thermoelectric cooler which splits 
the hot and cold sides of the micro-TECs using copper connecting wire between the two sides, and corresponding 
performance tests were conducted via experiment. As a result, the research will provide useful information for the 
TEC geometry optimization enabling achievement of the enhanced cooling performance of the TECs. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

As an emerging technology, the thermoelectric cooler is already widely used in areas like domestic, electronics and 
aerospace due to its virtues of compact structure, non-pollution, precise temperature control and so on (Riffat, 2003; 
Majumdar, 2009; Liu, 2015; Chen, 2021). For TEC, the heating or cooling was generated based on the Peltier effect 
which is an irreversible effect and reflected the thermal response to direct current between two different metal 
materials (p-type and n-type).  

The dimensionless figure of merit (ZT) can be calculated as 𝛼𝑠
2 ∙ 𝜌𝑒 ∙ 𝑇/𝑘, which is used to evaluate the conversion 

ability of thermoelectric materials. The high-profile TE materials should have high Seebeck coefficient (𝛼𝑠), high 

electric conductivity (𝜌𝑒) and low thermal conductivity (𝑘) which are the basic properties of materials (Chen, 2021). 
Therefore, researchers have made efforts to investigate novel materials to enhance TEC performance. For TE 
materials, the thermoelectric coefficient (Z) is a thermophysical property which is variable with temperature. For 
different TE materials, there are a suitable temperature range (Gong, 2019). Currently, for the temperature range 
from 250K – 500K, the bismuth telluride (Bi-Te) material is the most commonly used and most promising one 
(Pourkiaei, 2019). Taek-Soo Kim (2002) investigated an outstanding Bi-TE material which has the ZT up to 2.38 
under an extreme temperature of 773 K. However, for most Bi-TE materials, the ZT values are around 1.3 under 
ambient temperature (Tan, 2014; Xu, 2012; Chen, 2014; Tan, 2014; Yeo, 2014). The lead telluride (Pb-Te) materials 
are another mature material used in TE manufacturing which is widely applied at temperatures from 500K – 800K 
(2019). Hsu (2004) proposed a state of the art material AgPbmSbTe2-m with the ZT of 2.2 under the temperature of 
800 K. Nevertheless, the high-profile TE materials are hard to find and can’t meet the current demand for TE industrial 
processes. 

Beside the investigation of TE materials’ basic properties, the structure and design for TEC is another direction of 
study. A novel 3D transient model was built by Gao (2021) to depict the running situation for an annular TEC. The 
results showed that, when the height of TE leg was 0.8mm, the minimum cold side temperature could reach 236.41 
with the pulse current. Manikandan (2015) analyzed the energy and exergy efficiency of annular TEC, their findings 
showed that the shape and temperature ratio had an irreversible effect on the energy/exergy efficient, however, this 
impact seemed to be minor.  Wang (2015) proposed an optimized P-N couple based on thermal profile model which 
achieve the maximized coefficient of performance (COP). Shen (2020) investigated a segmented TEC which 
increased the COP by 2.1%. 

The inner effects in TEC, such as Thomson effect, contact resistance, are nonnegligible, especially for micro size 
TECs. Sun (2020) investigated the impact of Thomson effect on micro TEC via a numerical model. The results showed 
that a positive Thomson coefficient implemented a positive effect on the cooling capacity of a TEC. A two-stage TEC 
with phase change materials was developed by Ruiz-Ortega (2021) under pulse current operation. The minimum cold 
side temperature was 8.5 K lower when the Thomson effect was taken into account. Also, an analytical study was 
undertaken by Tung (2018) to investigate the transient performance of TEC. The Thomson effect had a less significant 
impact (5-7%) on ZT compared to the Peltier effect. Lee (2013) developed the theoretical equations for a TEC taking 
into account the Thomson effect by using the Onsager’s relations, indicating that the impact of the Thomson effect 
was minor for a typical commercial TEC. Braulio (2021) investigated the cooling performance of TEC considering the 
contact thermal resistance. Xu (2020) built a 3D steady state model which took thermal and electrical contact 
resistances into consideration, and the electrical contact resistance led to the most severe cooling performance 
degradation among all the adverse impact factors. 

With a similar structure to TEC, the thermoelectric generator (TEG) could convert heat to electricity based on the 
Seebeck effect, the reverse to the Peltier effect. Numerous researchers have tried to investigate the TEG’s inner 
structure, like leg geometry, to improve the power generation. Li (2019) compared 3 different TE leg geometries, 
which were attained to the photovoltaic-thermoelectric and solar TEG. The results showed that there were different 
optimal geometrical sizes for different photovoltaic cells. Li (2020) also investigated the concentrated PV/T-TEG 
system under various ambient conditions. The results showed that the optimized geometry led to a 48.89% increase 
in the TEG power output, which indicated that geometry optimization can significantly offset the negative impact of 
the climatic condition.   

By reviewing the literature of TEC research development, the current TEC research mainly focused on the internal 
structure of the TECs. This research paper investigated a novel separated-configured thermoelectric which split the 
hot and cold sides of the micro-TECs over a distance with a copper connecting wire in between, and corresponding 
performance test were conducted via experiment. As a result, the research could provide useful information for the 
TEC geometry optimization which could enable achieving the enhanced cooling performance of the TECs. 

2. GEOMETRY DISCRIPTION OF TEC 

The conventional TEC consist of numerous semiconductor units connected by metal connectors, and two ceramic 
plates adhered to the top and bottom of the TEC. These semiconductor units, which include one P-type semiconductor 
leg and one N-type semiconductor leg, were placed electrically in series and thermally in parallel, with one after 
another. A schematic drawing of the TEC is shown in Figure 1a. The proposed novel separately-configured TEC 
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which extended the distance between hot side and cold side is shown in Figure 1b. Compared with tradition TEC, the 
separately-configured TEC adds copper legs into the semiconductor legs, dividing them into two smaller parts. 

  

Figure 1a: schematic for normal thermoelectric cooler, Figure 1b: schematic for novel separately-configured thermoelectric cooler 

The tested TECs in this research were proposed and designed by CSET, University of Hull, and manufactured by 
SAGREON (HuBei, China). The TEC phototypes with/without middle copper legs of different heights are shown in 
Figure 2. The dimensions of TEC phototypes were 20mm * 20mm * 4/4.5/5/6/8 mm, which correspond to the middle 
copper legs’ height of 0mm, 0.5mm, 1mm, 2mm and 4mm. The phototype TECs contained 31 pairs of semiconductor 
units (Bi2Te3) which were arranged in 8 * 8, copper connectors, copper legs, Teflon wire and 96% alumina ceramic 
(Al2O3). 

 

Figure 2: TEC phototypes with/without middle copper legs in different height  

3. GOVERNING EQUATIONS FOR THERMOELECTRIC ANALYSIS 

For TEC operation, there are multiple fields of physics including temperature field and electric field. As the isotropic 
material properties and the TEC’s electric field contain the reversible Seebeck effect and the irreversible effect of 
Ohm’s law, the electric field could be expressed as: 

Equation 1: Continuity equation for current 𝛻 ∙ 𝑗 = 0  

Equation 2: Electric field �⃗⃗� = 𝑗𝜌𝑒 + 𝛼𝑠𝛻𝑇  

Where: 

 j⃗ = electric current density; 

 𝜌𝑒 = electrical resistivity; 

 𝛼𝑠 = Seebeck coefficient; 

 𝑇= temeprature 
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Correspondingly, the temperature field can be divided into reversible heat generated by Seebeck effect and 
irreversible heat of Joule heat. 

Equation 3: Temperature field �⃗� =∙ 𝛼𝑠𝛻𝑇𝑗 − 𝐾𝛻𝑇  

Where: 

 K= thermal conductivity; 

The TEC’s 3-D transient governing equations can be expressed as below: 

Equation 4: TEC’s 3-D transient governing equations 

(𝜌𝑐𝑝)𝑥
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝜏
= 𝛻 ∙ (𝜅𝑥𝛻𝑇) + 𝑗

2𝜌𝑒𝑥 + 𝑇
𝑑𝛼𝑆𝑥

𝑑𝑇
𝑗 ∙ 𝛻𝑇

(𝜌𝑐𝑝)𝑦
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝜏
= 𝛻 ∙ (𝜅𝑦𝛻𝑇) + 𝑗

2𝜌𝑒𝑦 + 𝑇
𝑑𝛼𝑆𝑦

𝑑𝑇
𝑗 ∙ 𝛻𝑇

(𝜌𝑐𝑝)𝑧
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝜏
= 𝛻 ∙ (𝜅𝑧𝛻𝑇) + 𝑗

2𝜌𝑒𝑧 + 𝑇
𝑑𝛼𝑆𝑧

𝑑𝑇
𝑗 ∙ 𝛻𝑇

(𝜌𝑐𝑝)𝑐
𝜕𝑇

𝜕𝜏
= 𝛻 ∙ (𝜅𝑐𝛻𝑇)

  

Where: 

 𝜌 = density; 

 𝑐𝑝 =specific heat at constant pressure; 

Furthermore, the Thomson coefficient can be given as: 

Equation 5: Thomson coefficient 𝛽 = 𝑇
𝑑𝛼𝑆

𝑑𝑇
   

Where: 

 𝛽 = Thomson coefficient; 

The steady state general heat transfer equation could be expressed as: 

Equation 6: Steady state general heat transfer equation −𝛻 ∙ �⃗� + �̇� = 0    

Equation 7: Heat flux �̇� = �⃗⃗� ∙ 𝑗=𝑗2𝜌𝑒 + 𝑗 ∙ 𝛼𝑆𝑇   

According to above equations, the one-dimension steady-state heat equation can be calculated as: 

Equation 8: One-dimension steady-state heat equation   𝛻 ∙ (𝜅𝛻𝑇) + 𝑗2𝜌𝑒 + 𝑇
𝑑𝛼𝑆

𝑑𝑇
𝑗 ∙ 𝛻𝑇 = 0 

4. EXPERIMENT SETUP 

The test platform for the novel separately-configured TEC is shown in Figure 3. It contained DC power supply, data 
record machine, high and low temperature circulation machine, thermoelectric couples and TEC bench. The prototype 
TEC was placed in the TEC bench and T type thermoelectric couples were adhered to both the hot side and cold 
side of TEC to test the temperature, which was recorded by data record machine. When the DC power was turned 
on, the high and low temperature circulation machine kept the temperature of the TEC hot side constant by its internal 
silicone oil. The relative characteristics of equipment are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: Characteristics of equipment 

Name Type Range error 

DC power supply MCH-K3010D 0-10 A  

Data record TOPRIE TP700  ± 0.05 K 

T type thermoelectric 
couples 

TT-T-40-SLE  ± 0.5 K 

High and low temperature 
circulation machine 

XODC-0506-II 0-200 C  
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Figure 3: test platform for the novel separately-configured TEC 

In this experiment, the DC power was set from 0.25 to 5 A, and the hot side temperature was set to 300.15 K 

constantly. The temperature of the cold side was recorded after the temperature of the equipment reached stability. 

5. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

Figure 4 illustrates that the cold side temperature and temperature difference varied with the increasing current for 
thermoelectric cooler without the extra middle copper connection. With the increase of current, the temperature 
difference between the cold and hot sides increased. When the current reached 5A, the maximum temperature 
difference was 39.135K. The cold side temperature and temperature difference variations with the increasing current 
in the thermoelectric cooler with extra copper connections from 0.5mm to 4mm are shown in Figure 5.  

 

Figure 4: Cold side temperature and temperature difference variation with increasing current for thermoelectric cooler without 
middle copper connection 

Figure 5 indicates that with the current increase, the temperature difference increased first and then decreased. That 
was because the joule heat generated by the extra copper connection would increase when the length of copper 
connection increased. When the extra cold generated by thermoelectric materials cannot afford this extra joule heat, 
the cold side temperature would be higher. The maximum temperature difference was 44.595K when the length of 
copper connection was 1mm. 
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Figure 5: Cold side temperature and temperature difference variation with increasing current for thermoelectric cooler with extra 
middle copper connection from 0.5mm to 4mm 

Figures 6 and 7 show the performance comparison between the thermoelectric cooler with and without the extra 
copper connection: Figure 6 shows a normal size thermoelectric cooler and Figure 7 is a micro-thermoelectric cooler 
from former work. Referring to the normal size thermoelectric cooler, the middle copper connection lengths were 
0.5mm, 1mm, 2mm and 4mm, and the lengths were 25um, 50um, 100um and 200um. Both lengths for the normal 
TEC or micro-TEC corresponded to 0.5 times, 1 time, 2 times, 4 times of the thermoelectric materials length.  

 

Figure 6: Performance comparison for TEC with different middle copper connection 

 

Figure 7: Performance comparison for micro-TEC with different middle copper connection 
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According to Figure 6, the results indicated that the performance of separately-configured TEC are improved with the 
extra copper connection. However, the point is different with results of separately-configured micro-TEC. The 
temperature difference of micro-TEC are decrease when the extra copper connection added. That is because the 
Joule heat is dominate part for TEC under micro-size. The extra joule heat generated by extra copper weaken the 
micro-TEC performance. 

6. CONCLUSION 

In this study, the performance of a novel separately-configured TEC was tested by experiment and the results were 
compared with a similar structure micro-TEC. The major conclusions can be drawn up as follows: 

1. The maximum temperature difference was 39.135K for the original TEC, but the maximum temperature 
difference improved to 44.595K when the length of copper connection was 1mm. 

2. With the current increase, the temperature difference increased first and then decreased. That was because 
the joule heat generated by the extra copper connection increased when the length of copper connection 
increased. 

3. The results indicated that the performance of separately-configured TEC improved with the extra copper 
connection. However, the point was different from the results of the separately-configured micro-TEC. The 
temperature difference of the micro-TEC decreased when the extra copper connection was added. That was 
because the Joule heat was the dominate part for the TEC under micro-size. The extra joule heat generated 
by extra copper weakened the micro-TEC performance. 
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Abstract: The process of city growth starts at the centre, which turns into an inner-city as the city grows. City core 
becomes congested as the sizes and functions change, and those spaces struggle to cope with the standards of 
modern living associated with healthy urban development. The urban core is not only rich in traditional treasures, but 
also they have the potential for local economic growth and cultural identity regeneration. Due to haphazard 
urbanization, the city centre confronts the prospect of neglect and contributes more to climate change due to the high 
concentration of people and economic activities. Hence, revitalizing these areas with sustainable qualities is beneficial 
for both the environment and the inhabitants. The major purpose of this study was to address the concerns and 
problems that arise in the urban core of Srirangam, Tamil Nadu, due to uncontrolled expansion and a lack of suitable 
direction for future development. It also focused on the design principles and guidelines for planning sustainable 
development. The main objectives of this study included the review and analysis of the trends and spatial patterns of 
urbanization. (i) To sustainably rejuvenate the neighbourhood and increase employment opportunities; (ii) To improve 
transportation connectivity and identification of various methods to restore the heritage character of the area. The 
study adopted participatory observations, semi-structured interviews, and questionnaire analysis. The findings 
suggested providing spaces that were more suitable for a better future and allowing inhabitants of Srirangam to live 
a sustainable lifestyle.  Also, preserving the heritage for future generations as these cultural assets are irreplaceable 
historical resources. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

As cities are rapidly changing environments, they remain unstable and undulant through the introduction and 
adaptation of new circumstances. These rapid changes may affect the nature economy, social life, and functions, but 
in the long run, are mostly detrimental. In recent years, several cities have struggled with negative changes such as 
the abandonment of buildings and lands, the degradation of environment, unemployment, and the destruction of 
social life. In this way, historic cities include a combination of physical structures and tangible and intangible heritages 
from the past while exhibiting their culture and way of life. Conserving historic city centres and regenerating them 
while planning their future development may bring life to the community and create vitality by involving new uses in 
collaboration with the community and surrounding conditions. In addition to providing places of origin, identity, 
memory, and ownership, historic city centres are essential for cities to maintain sustainability. (Kandasamy & 
Thirumaran, 2019) 

Srirangam, also known as Thiruvarangam, is an island in Tiruchirapalli, surrounded by River Cauvery and Kollidam. 
It is a home to a significant population of Shree Vaishnavites. It is famous for its Sri Ranganathaswamy temple, the 
largest temple complex in India. Srirangam boasts an historic past steeped in tradition, but now as a result of heavy 
urbanization and touristification the area has eventually become congested and the traditional values of the area have 
gradually declined. Hence, this study will focus on the revitalization of the decaying urban core of Srirangam through 
holistic sustainable approach, which could help in retaining the character and identity of the city while improving the 
quality of life for the residents.  

The major purpose of the study was to address the concerns and problems that arise in the urban core of Srirangam, 
Tamil Nadu, because of uncontrolled expansion and a lack of suitable direction for future development. It also focused 
on the design principles and guidelines for planning sustainable development. The main objectives of this study 
included (i) the review and analysis of the trends and spatial patterns of urbanization; (ii) to sustainably rejuvenate 
the neighbourhood and increase employment opportunities; (iii) to improve transportation connectivity and 
identification of various methods to restore the heritage character of Srirangam. By conducting proper investigations 
of this urban core, healthier spaces with architectural heritage can be offered to the people. It is imperative to 
implement policies that will restore life to derelict land and buildings, create new employment opportunities, improve 
the environment, and solve social problems.   

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Revitalisation is the enhancement of physical activities (connected to the environment) in a region to bring things 
back to life (mostly in terms of economic growth) (Manupati et al., 2018) and is a primary tool for sustainability. 

Improving the quality of life and the viability of the built, social, and natural environments is one of the primary goals 
of sustainability. It refers to a wide range of activities such as renovating the buildings, infrastructure and physical 
environment, re-building premises that are no longer fulfilling their intended roles, and reviving abandoned places. 
Urban regeneration is a form of urban intervention that entails rehabilitating old areas and repairing and maintaining 
buildings and the structures surrounding them (Natividade-Jesus et al., 2019). In most European towns, the urban 
regeneration process tries to address both economic and urban development (Lak et al., 2020).  
 
The historical centres are sometimes the focal point of residential, economic, and cultural activities, especially in 
densely populated areas. In addition to reflecting the city's identity, they serve as sites with significant architectural 
and historic monuments and buildings. They are usually the hub of residential, commercial, and cultural activity 
especially in densely populated places. They operate as zones that contain notable monuments and structures of 
architectural and historic value, as well as reflecting the city's character. Extreme density, congestion, and 
encroachments contribute to historic core decay (Utpal et al., 2019). These centres have suffered a marked decline 
in physical appearance, which has a significant impact on the tourist industry and on the city's unique character and 
style (Chahardowli et al., 2020). These regions require special treatment to withstand the ravages of time. This 
preservation and revitalisation of historic centre is vital as its existence is affected by changing urban fabric (Utpal et 
al., 2019). Western cities have historically been driven by their historic centres, which have served as the centre of 

identity, memory, and development. Oftentimes, the centre is a place in which the most intense and memorable 
experiences of urban facts are experienced (Orbasli, 2018). Apart from the cultural concerns, the historical centre 
plays a crucial role in the holistic balance of the city, as noted by two factors. The first aspect is related to the collective 
memory, which is a common heritage that represents the identity and sense of belongingness of people in a 
community. According to Bernardo Secchi, in historical centres, "the history of entire societies and past cultures is 
expressed tangibly." The statement implies not only the possibility of providing historical evidence, but also creating 
a strong connection between men, communities, and the environment that is typical of any permanent society. The 
broken bond between men and the environment is a reason many contemporary outskirts are rejected by their 
residents. As for the second aspect, it consists of public spaces, which are "public places where various gatherings, 
parties, and religious processions take place, as well as places where people stroll" (Mason, 2019). 
 
In an area with obsolete physical, social, and functional structures, urban revitalisation is necessary. By applying 
urban revitalisation to the three systems, healthy and sustainable historic environments are likely to result; sustainable 
communities can easily be managed in such environments (Muminović, 2020). To prevent degradation, an economic 
and social process must be activated which ultimately leads to the preservation of the environment and the social 
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aspects of historic neighbourhoods. In this approach, sustainable development is a transposition of the economic 
definition of preserving the environment, promoting social equity, and developing the economy (Md Rahman et al., 
2020). Historic areas are undergoing drastic changes due to an increasing urban population and uncontrolled 
development. It is more likely that development projects in historic districts will attract a variety of creative economic 
activity and competition, thereby encouraging new inhabitants and tourists to revisit and rediscover these restored 
neighbourhoods of their cities once they become established (Valdenebro and Faustino, 2018). Some Indian cities 
have initiated conservation strategies in their master plans for development, but most efforts to protect the built 
heritage and its characteristic historic areas are too weak and limited (PEARL 2015). 
 
This paper focuses on the importance of urban revitalisation as it is an essential tool for fostering growth and economic 
development. It includes an integrated process pertaining to activities in four areas: economic, social, environmental, 
and cultural: 

 Economic: to facilitate employment, appeal to the interest of stakeholders, rebuild the urban economy; 

 Social: to enhance local infrastructure and increase the source of housing in urban area economy; 

 Environmental: to improve living conditions; 

 Cultural: to enhance the architectural heritage which in turn would attract tourists and brings development 
in urban tourism (Lak et al., 2020).   

3. METHODOLOGY 

The study adopted participatory observations, semi-structured interviews, and questionnaire analysis. The 
questionnaire was prepared based on the following indicators: demographic data like name, age, gender, address; 
building character including housing type, building height, age of the building and traditional elements found in the 
heritage buildings; issues faced by the people including parking concerns, encroachments, congestion and crime 
rate; and public opinion in type of assistance needed for preserving the heritage building, conserving a building using 
adaptive reuse method.  

3.1. Site Study 

Srirangam is a Taluk located in Tiruchirappalli district of Tamil Nadu. It is one of 9 Taluks of Tiruchirappalli district. 
There are 49 villages and 3 towns in Srirangam Taluk. Trichy Corporation has four zones namely Ariyamangalam, K 
Abishekapuram, Ponmalai and Srirangam. Srirangam is the most populous among the four zones. Srirangam is 
known for its Sri Ranganathaswamy temple, which is a prominent Hindu pilgrimage site and India's biggest temple 
complex and the world's largest functioning temple complex. This complex, which spans 156 acres and was built in 
the Dravidian style of architecture, is immense in scale. It is one of the most popular pilgrimage destinations in 
Southern India.  

 
Figure 1: Location map of the Site area 

The temple-centred settlement pattern is comprised of Sapta (seven) concentric rectangular enclosures or prakarams 
formed by thick and huge rampart walls that run round the sanctum sanctorum. The inner four enclosures form the 
temple complex with the outer three enclosures form the settlement. There are consecrated mini-Mandapams in 
collinear formation through the seven enclosures. The town originated and developed based on the 
Ranganathaswamy temple. The urban form of Srirangam followed the Sarvatobadra planning and was enriched with 
the ideology and culture of Sri Vaishnavism. The enclosure surrounding the temple comprised of residential buildings, 
commercial buildings, and few public buildings. The houses in these streets belonged to brahmins predominantly. 
Each layer had walls and gopurams which were built or fortified in and after the 16th century. The temple complex 
consisted of a granary which was predominantly occupied by people serving in the temple. 
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Within the seven enclosures, the residential settlements started from the fifth enclosure (Uthirai street), with the 
external boundary of the temple on the one side and Brahmin residents on the other side; the sixth enclosure (Chithirai 
Street) was also occupied by Brahmin residents; the seventh enclosure (Adayavalanjan street) was completely 
granted to residential and commercial purposes for lower socio-economic people. Festivals were uncommon in this 
enclosure unlike the fifth and sixth enclosure 

3.2. Sampling 

A random sampling technique was used. The formula used for calculating sample size was     

 

Where:  

z = confidence level,  

e = margin of error,  

p = response distribution,  

N = population size. 

3.3. Analysis 

192 samples were collected from the people residing in the enclosures of Ranganathaswamy temple and 
Jambukeshwarar temple. From Figure 2 it can be observed that 86% of the people resided in pucca houses and 14% 

in semi pucca houses. Figure 3 shows that the majority of the houses inside the enclosures were G+1. In the first 
enclosure (Uthirai Street) G, G+1 buildings were found, one or two G+2 buildings were also found. There were 
contemporary buildings either under construction or newly-constructed buildings. In the second enclosure (Chithirai 
Street) G, G+1, G+2 buildings were found. In the third enclosure (Adayavalanjan Street) G+1 and G+2 buildings are 
found; also, illegal settlements were found along the walls of the enclosure.  

From the survey response, it was observed that on-street parking was majorly seen in Srirangam. This was because 
people do not have a separate parking lot as most of the houses here were old buildings. Also, the survey from the 
respondents showed that encroachments were found along the roads in Srirangam, mainly along the stretch between 
Raja gopuram and Ranga Ranga gopuram. Figure 2 shows that 66% of the respondents felt that congestion was 
found and that it was intolerable during the main festivals during Chithirai, margazhi and panguni months. The survey 

showed that people considered there to be an increase in the number of shops in the past five years with most 
increased commercial activities including hotels, cafes, grocery stores, pooja material shops. 

 
Figure 2: On-site interventions on the infrastructure and the response from the respondents 
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Figure 3: Response from the respondents on their perception of heritage and preservation 

Figure 3 shows that 54% of the respondents felt a high importance for heritage. This can be done by repairing and 
renovating the traditional houses, retaining the front façade and other traditional elements of the house. From the 
survey, it was observed that 41% of the respondents expect construction details, 31% expect financial assistance 
and 28% expect design details. Figure 3 depicts that almost 65% of the people were not interested in conserving a 
building using adaptive reuse methods. 24% of the respondents were neutral with the concept and 11% of them gave 
a positive response. People were not ready to rent a part of their house for commercial purposes or revenue-
generating tourism development activities because they felt that their privacy would be disturbed, and they were also 
afraid that interference of commercial activities would damage the physical attributes of the building. Figure 3 shows 
the preference of people between traditional style and modern style of architecture. 80% of the respondents preferred 
the traditional style while 20% of them preferred a modern style of architecture. Figure 4 depicts the traditional 
elements that people would like to incorporate in the buildings. 

 
Figure 4: Response from the respondents on the traditional architectural elements 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Based on the survey results and the field study observations, the authors consolidated the major issues in the selected 
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for tourism purposes which potentially damages not only the heritage assets but also the quality of life of the residents 
of Srirangam. Most issues observed in the study area are discussed in the following: 

4.1. Accessibility          

Congestion was found in Amma Mandapam Road, Gandhi Road and Sannathi Street. This situation became 
intolerable during festivals mainly in chithirai, margazhi and panguni months. There was no proper pedestrian path 
available on the main road to reach the temples and no separate parking lots were provided for residents since most 
of the houses were traditional buildings built long before such a need arose. Due to this, people encroach the roads 
for vehicle parking resulting in the decrease of the road width, thus making accessibility difficult especially during 
festival times. 

4.2. Visual continuity 

Regarding the height of the building and visual continuity of the heritage area, various guidelines have been provided, 
for example, within 1km radius from the Srirangam heritage area the building height should be restricted to 9m. But 
in recent times these guidelines have not been properly followed, and the influence of real estate is a major factor 
breaking these guidelines. Encroachment and irregular billboards affect the visual continuity of the area and 
interference of contemporary buildings in between traditional buildings is also another major factor. 

4.3. Infrastructure enhancement    

The market area in Adayavalanjan Street caused congestion in the area and the road was also encroached by small 

shops and roadside vendors. There was no proper parking facility for the tourist vehicles; private parking was found 
in Melur Road but it was not used effectively because it was far from the main temple entrance and there was a 
difficulty in accessing the parking area. This was also a major reason for on-street parking in Amma Mandapam Road. 
Additionally, there was difficulty in accessing public toilets and a lack of maintenance of the toilets. 

4.4. Heritage preservation 

Even though the largest heritage structures were properly maintained, there was a lack of maintenance of small 
heritage structures like Amma Mandapam and other small mandapams in the surrounding area. Dumping and burning 
garbage near the high walls of the enclosures has damaged the walls and has also caused visual disturbance.  

5. CONCLUSION 

In this study we have addressed the issues and threats faced by a historic core with a case example of Srirangam. It 
is essential to rebuild these communities as revitalisation not only retains the cultural value of the community but also 
has a direct influence on local and state economy. Investment in such redevelopment generates jobs, raises property 
prices, and draws visitors. This study clearly explains the negative influence of urbanisation that not only leads to the 
deterioration of the cultural value of the historic core but also has a direct impact on the quality of life of the people. 
There are also major impacts on the building use, building heights, types of materials used in the heritage area. This 
can be revived only through providing proper user-friendly solutions with sustainable values. Through a structured 
engagement process, communities and local authorities can develop innovative planning techniques and design 
options for sustainable development. Developing comprehensive heritage policies focusing on ways to conserve and 
protect cultural places in an integrated way is a priority for the future. To achieve a sustainable integration of 
development and conservation, it is essential to upgrade the city centre, protect the city's history, culture, and heritage 
in addition to coordinating planning and conservation efforts. Heritage conservation and preservation can assist in 
branding, promotion, and management of the historical core city fabric in ways that can enhance the community's 
sense of belonging, quality of daily life, and visitors' experience. The above findings indicate that an urban 
revitalisation can stimulate the regeneration of a neighbourhood or district, boost local economy and create jobs, 
reinforce local cultures, create greater pride and confidence, and improve sustainable methods of use. Thus, it is 
essential to develop a holistic long-term strategy to conserve both built and social cultural heritage.  

6. RECOMMENDATIONS 

 The three concentric enclosures around the temple can be pedestrianised, open only to bicycles and battery-
operated cars. Apart from providing better mobility for pedestrians, pedestrianisation also helps to reduce 
congestion and pollution levels. It would help the visitors and citizens of the area experience the temple 
comfortably and at a convenient pace. By pedestrianising the area, a clear width of 15m can be obtained, 
removing the encroachments caused by vehicle parking. This would help in the reduction of pollution in the 
area, thus improving the environmental quality. 

 Enforce no parking zones in the roads with major congestion and rejuvenation of the parking available in 
Melur Road. Solar carports could be provided. In addition to providing shade and coolness for parked 
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vehicles, solar canopy can also reduce the use of air conditioning and fuel. Solar canopies result in drastically 
reduced energy bills due to their energy-generating potential; reduced energy consumption and electrical 
costs; reduced environmental impact with the usage of green energy; low maintenance and long lasting. 

 Proper pedestrian paths should be established for pilgrims on foot to commute from Amma Mandapam Road 
to Raja Gopuram. Remove encroachments and free the pedestrian path from hawkers. Commercial spaces 
can be provided near the parking area which in turn helps to remove the encroachments from Amma 
Mandapam Road whilst also providing economical support to the local vendors. This in turn will promote 
walking and reduction in the usage of vehicles in the stretch. 

 Adaptive reuse of buildings could be implemented. Utilizing existing building stock helps promote sustainable 
environments. Furthermore, it contributes to the preservation of cultural identity by giving new life to heritage 
buildings. 

 Façade restoration in the outer three enclosures. In addition to maintaining the historic value of the streets, 
this also sought to evoke community pride and ownership. Some of the houses retain the traditional Tamil 
character and flavour. Based on the traditional elements found, other buildings can be restored. Historic 
buildings help to increase tourism, provide job opportunities, and revitalise communities. 

 Provision of smart bins at regular intervals to avoid throwing and burning of garbage that causes land 
pollution. In addition to reducing management costs, resources, and roadside emissions, smart bins create 
a cleaner, safer, and more hygienic environment. They are ideal for busy tourist spots like Srirangam and 
are environmentally friendly. 
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Abstract: This study investigated the potential of a combined solar and biomass energy system for high pressure 
steam production. The proposed setup comprised a cold tank, a central receiver, a hot tank, a fluidized bed 
combustor, a steam turbine, and a condenser. The integrated system was built, simulated, and modelled with the 
help of two different software system advisor models (SAM) and TRNSYS. Thermodynamic modelling and simulation 
were also used to identify the optimum operational conditions, and to determine the efficiency and performance of 
the system. The results obtained in this study suggested that with the setup proposed it was possible to produce a 
work output of 1.5MW, assuming that the biomass combustor efficiency was 75%. Under these conditions, the ideal 
efficiency of the cycle was 37%, and the actual efficiency of the cycle was 29%. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Continuous population growth and economic development have led to an increase in energy demand and 
consumption, especially from non-renewable sources of energy. The utilization of fossil fuels has intensified 
environmental concerns, such as climate change, greenhouse gas emissions, and global warming potential. As a 
result, great attention has been paid to the utilization of alternative sources of energy, such as wind, biomass, solar, 
and hydro (Khan et al., 2019; Sayed et al., 2021; Jamil et al., 2022).  

From all these possibilities, solar energy and biomass systems have been reported as attractive solutions to the 
conventional fossil fuels, mainly due to their great availability, stability, and reliability (Khan et al., 2011; Inayat et al., 
2017; Soares et al., 2018). According to the International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA) biomass and 
sustainable biomass technologies can play an important role in the worldwide energy mix. It is estimated that by 2030 
biomass use can represent about 20% of the total primary energy supply and 60% of the final renewable energy 
usage (IRENA, 2014). When it comes to solar energy, it is expected that by 2030 solar photovoltaic can represent 
about 13% of the global electricity generated (IRENA, 2016).  

Although solar and biomass are very attractive sources for the production of renewable energy (Inayat et al., 2010, 
2011; Zahid et al., 2020), they also have some drawbacks. For example, solar energy is available only during certain 
periods of time and it can be influenced by factors such as weather conditions and season, while biomass is not 
readily available in all the locations and its utilization for energy production requires high amounts of feedstock 
(Mohaghegh et al., 2021). Therefore, great attention has been paid to the utilization of combined solar and biomass 
energy systems for steam production, mainly due to their continuous supply, flexible operation, decreased 
greenhouse gas emissions, and reliability (Srinivas and Reddy, 2014).  

From the different technologies currently available for solar energy production, central receiving systems (CRS) are 
a particularly attractive technology mainly because they can achieve higher temperatures (above 550°C), greater 
efficiencies, and lead to reduced electricity costs, when compared to other solar energy technologies (Pitz-Paal, 2020; 
Jie, 2021).  

CRS are commonly known as solar power towers and are composed of heliostats and a receiver. The heliostats are 
responsible for concentrating the solar energy into the central receiver, which is further absorbed and transferred as 
heat that can be used for power generation of energy storage (Lange, 2013; Robert, 2020).  

Solar power systems require power generation cycles, such as the Rankine cycle, to produce electricity (Omar et al., 
2018). The Rankine cycle operates with water as a working fluid  and is known for its ability to convert thermal energy 
into work (Aniko and Elemer, 2017; Olivier and Vincent, 2021). The efficiency of this type of cycle is influenced by the 
type and amount of components in the system (e.g. evaporator, condenser, turbine, and pump) and operational 
parameters such as temperature, pressure, and mass flow (Rocha-Meneses et al., 2019).  

Srinivas and Reddy (Srinivas and Reddy, 2014) investigated the utilization of hybrid solar and biomass systems. The 
results obtained in their study suggested that these types of set-ups have an increased plant fuel efficiency, and that 
the thermal efficiency of the cycle can be as high as 27%. Anvari et al. (2019) and Cao et al. (2021) also found that 

hybrid solar and biomass systems were efficient and promising solutions for production of energy. Although these 
types of power systems have several well-known advantages, there is a continuous search for low-cost and highly 
efficient technologies, methods, and operational parameters to produce power and heat from solar, biomass, and 
other renewable sources of energy (Srinivas and Reddy, 2014).  

This study aims to develop, model, and simulate a hybrid energy system utilizing solar thermal energy and biomass 
in order to identify the optimum operational conditions, and determine the maximum performance and efficiency of 
the system.    

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS  

2.1. Design description 

The thermodynamic model used in this study (Figure 1) was composed of a cold tank, a central receiver system, a 
hot tank, a fluidized bed combustor (FBC), a steam turbine, and a condenser. The working fluid utilized in this research 
was water. This system was based in a Rankine cycle and had the following working principle: the central receiver 
system was surrounded by heliostat collectors that reflected the sunlight radiation into the central receiver located at 
the top of the tower. After this, cold water from the cold tank was sent to the solar tower to absorb the heat (Position 
2). As soon as the working fluid was heated in the central receiver it was sent back to the hot thermal storage tank. 
This fluid was then sent to the FBC (which was fed with date palm biomass) for further heating (Position 2’). The hot 
fluid obtained from combustor was then sent to the turbine (Position 3) to generate electricity to the facility and to the 
condenser (Position 4). The fluid that was sent to the condenser ended up in the cold tank (Position 1) and was 
pumped back into the tower.  
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Figure 1: Design of the hybrid system utilized in this study 

2.2. Central receiver system 

The initial operational parameters and equations (Equation 1 to Equation 24) utilized in the central receiver modelling 
and simulation are shown in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.  

 Table 1: Specifications of the central power tower and heliostats utilized in this study 

Parameter Operational value 

Location Sharjah 

Date June 21st 

Latitude (L) 25.25°N 

Longitude 55°E 

Direct normal irradiance (DNI) (kwh/m2) 1850  

Hour angle (HA) (h) 0 

Surface azimuth angle (𝑧𝑠) (°) 0 

Height of the solar tower (Ht) (m) 118 

Heliostat area (m2) 100 

Number of heliostats 100   

Field area (m2) 10000 

Height of each heliostat (Hh) (m) 10 

Weight of the heliostat (w) (m) 10 

Additional separation distance between adjacent heliostat (desp) (m) 0.2 

Number of heliostats within each row of the first zone (Nhel1) 25 

Absorbing aperture height (Ah) (m) 25 

Diameter of reflected spot (Dr) (m) 12.5 

Reflector length (l) (m) 10 

Mirror reflectivity (ηref) 0.95 

Yearly average shadowing and blocking efficiency value (ηs&b) 0.87 

Solar constant (Gsc) (W/m2) 1367 

 

Table 2: Equations utilized in the central receiver system calculations 

Parameter Equation  

Number of days (N) N= 151 + i (1) 

Solar declination (δs) (°) δs = 23.45sin( 
360

365
 (284 + N)) (2) 

Solar altitude (𝛼𝑠) (°) 
𝛼𝑠 = 90° - L +  δs (3) 

Distance between the centre of the adjacent 
heliostat (DM) (m) 

DM =  √w2 + h2 + desp 
(4) 

Minimum radius of the heliostat that ensure of 
not happen any mechanical collusions between 

the adjacent heliostat (ΔRmin) (m) 

ΔRmin = DM x cos (30) 

(5) 

Radial distance from the tower to the first row 
of the heliostat (R1) (m) 

R1 = Nhel1( 
DM

2π
 ) 

(6) 

First zone azimuth angular of the heliostat field 
(Δaz1) (rad) 

Δaz1 = 2 sin-1 (
DM

2π
) 

(7) 
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Parameter Equation  

Number of each heliostat for each row within 
the ith zone (Nheli) 

Nheli = 
2π

∆az1
 

(8) 

Optical efficiency (ηopt) 
ηopt = ηat x ηref x ηs&b x ηcos (9) 

Atmospheric attenuation efficiency (ηat) (d ≤ 
1000m) 

ηat = 0.99321 – 0.0001176d + 1.97×10-8d2 
(10) 

Atmospheric attenuation efficiency (ηat) (d > 
1000m) 

ηat = e-0.0001106d 
(11) 

Distance from heliostat to the tower (d) (m) d = √𝑅1
2 + (Ht − Hh)

2 (12) 

Solar altitude angle of the tower receiver for 
each heliostat (αtr) (°) 

αtr  tan
−1(

Ht−Hh

R1
) 

(13) 

Rotation angle to reflect the incident radiation on 
each heliostat and reflect it to the tower receiver 

(βhs) (°) 

βhs= 
αtr+αs 

2
 

(14) 

Solar incidence angle on each heliostat (θs) (°) θs = cos
-1

[(sinφlat.sinδs.cosβhs) - 

(cosφlat.sinδs.sinβhs. cosφsurf) + 

(cosφlat.cosδs.coshs.cosβhs) + 

(sinφlat.cosδs.coshs.sinβhs cosφsurf) + 

(cosδs.sinhs.sinβhsinφsurf)] 

(15) 

Reflected ray receiving angle on the receiver 
aperture (θR) (°) 

θR= sin−1(
−2Dr.l+Ah√4l2+Ah2 −Dr2

4l2+Ah2
) (16) 

Angle between the vertical direction and reflected 

ray (λs) (°) 

λs = 90° − θR 

 

(17) 

Cosine efficiency (ηcos) ηcos= 
√2

2
(sinαs . cos λs − cos  (φsurf −

 φs) . cos αs . sin λs + 1)
0.5 

(18) 

Extra-terrestrial radiation (Go) (W/m2) Go= Gsc (1 + 0.033 cos
360 x N

356
) x cos (θz) (19) 

Solar zenith angle ( θz) (°) 
θz = 90° − 𝛼𝑠 (20) 

Beam irradiance normal to the solar beam (Boc) 
(W/m2) 

Boc = Go. exp (-0.8662.Tlk. mopt. drm) 
(21) 

Relative optical air mass(mopt) (AM) mopt =  
1

sin𝛼𝑠
, for α > 30° (22) 

Rayleigh optical thickness at air mass m (drm) drm = 
mopt

6.6296 + 1.7513mopt 
− 0.1202mopt  

2 + 0.0065mopt  
3 − 0.00013mopt  

4

, for mopt ≤ 20 

(23) 

Solar beam irradiation on an inclined surface (Bic) 
(W/m2) 

Bic = Boc sinθs 
(24) 

Where:  

 i = date chosen for the calculations (June 21st),  

 d = distance from heliostat to the tower,  

 ηcos = cosine efficiency. 

2.3. Thermodynamic modelling  

The initial operating conditions utilized in the thermodynamic simulation are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3: Operational conditions used in the thermodynamic modelling 

Parameter �̇�𝑶𝒖𝒕,𝑻  Pin  Pout  Tin  Tout  𝜼𝑻 𝜼𝒑 

Operational value  1.5 120 21 105 370 0.75 0.8 
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Where:  

 �̇�𝑂𝑢𝑡,𝑇 (MW) i= work output from the turbine,  

 Pin (kPa) = input pressure,  

 Pout (MPa) = output pressure,  

 Tin (°C) = input temperature,  

 Tout (°C) = output temperature, 

 𝜂𝑇 = efficiency of the turbine,  

 𝜂𝑝 = efficiency of the pump. 

The values of enthalpy in position 2 (h2), position 3 (h3), entropy in position 3 (s3), and temperature in position 2 (T2) 
were interpolated from thermodynamic tables. The remaining values were calculated using Equation 25 to Equation 
40 (Table 4 and Table 5).  

Table 4: Equations utilized in the thermodynamic modelling and simulation of the ideal cycle 

Description Equation  

Mass flow rate (ṁ) (kg/h) ṁ = 
Ẇout,   ideal

h3 – h4
 (25) 

Work input ideal (Ẇin, ideal) (kW) Ẇin, ideal = ẆP, ideal = 𝜈f (P2 – P1) (26) 

CRS heat flow out ideal (Q̇CRS, ideal) (kW) Q̇CRS, ideal = ṁ . Cp (T2 - T1)  (27) 

Heat flow input (actual) (kW) Q̇in, ideal =  ṁ (h3 - h2) (28) 

Heat flow input (actual) (kW) Q̇in, ideal =  Q̇biomass out, ideal + Q̇CRS, ideal (29) 

Biomass heat flow out (kW) Q̇biomass out, ideal = Q̇in, ideal - Q̇CRS, ideal (30) 

Heat flow output (ideal) (kW) Q̇out, ideal=  𝑚 ̇ (ℎ4–ℎ1) (31) 

Efficiency of the cycle (ideal) (%) ηcycle, ideal=
Ẇnet,   ideal

Q̇in,   ideal
=

ẆT,   ideal−ẆP,   ideal

Q̇in,   ideal
 (32) 

Where:  

 �̇�𝑜𝑢𝑡,   𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 = work output (ideal),  

 h1 (kJ/kg) = value of enthalpy in position 1,  

 h2 (kJ/kg) = value of enthalpy in position 2,  

 h3 (kJ/kg) = value of enthalpy in position 3,  

 ℎ4 (kJ/kg) = value of enthalpy in position 4,  

 �̇�P, ideal (kW) = work from the pump (ideal),  

 𝜈f (m3/kg) = specific volume, 

  P1 (MPa) = pressure in position 1, 

  P2 (MPa) = pressure in position 1,  

 Cp = specific heat capacity of water (kJ/kg °C),  

 T1 (°C) = temperature in position 1,  

 T2 (°C) = temperature in position 2, 

  �̇�𝑛𝑒𝑡,   𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 (kW) = net power (ideal),  

 ẆT, ideal (kW) = work turbine (ideal). 

Table 5: Equations utilized in the thermodynamic modelling and simulation of the actual cycle 

Description Equation  

Efficiency of the pump (%) ηp = 
ẆP,   ideal 

ẆP,   actual
 (33) 

Work pump actual (kW) ẆP,   actual = 
ẆP,   ideal 

ηp
 (34) 

Work turbine ideal (kW) ẆT, ideal = ∆Hs (35) 

Efficiency of the turbine (%) ηT = 
∆Ha

∆Hs
 (36) 

Net power actual (kW) Ẇnet, actual = ẆP, actual + ∆Ha (37) 

Enthalpy in position 2’ (kJ/kg) h2a= ẆP, actual + h1 (38) 

Heat flow input actual (kW) Q̇in,actual  = ṁ (h3 – h2a) (39) 

Efficiency of the cycle actual (%) ηcycle,   actual =
Ẇnet,   actual

Q̇in,   actual
 

(40) 
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Where:  

 �̇�𝑃,   𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 (kW) = work from the pump (actual),  

 ∆𝐻 = change in enthalpy, 

 ∆𝐻𝑠 = ẆT, ideal (1500 kW). 

These calculations were further applied to two additional types of combustors (grate stoker firing (GSF) and cyclone 
combustor) to allow comparison with the results obtained for the FBC.  

2.4. TRNSYS and SAM simulations 

Two different types of simulation and modelling software were utilized in this study. TRNSYS software was utilized to 
build the integrated system. The solar thermal collector selected in the software was the Type1288_Concentrator 
(parabolic trough collector), and the biomass combustion boiler was the Type659a. SAM software was used to study 
the utilization of the central receiver system and the utilization of solar energy in the city of Sharjah (United Arab 
Emirates) with latitude 25.29°N and longitude 55.5°E. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Central receiver system  

The results of the central receiver calculations are shown in Table 6. From all the results obtained, great attention 
should be paid to the optical and cosine efficiencies, since they highly influence the performance of the power plant. 
The cosine efficiency obtained in this study was 85% and was similar to the values reported in the literature. For 
instance, Chong and Tan (2012) reported cosine efficiencies between 82.86% and 84.99%, and Eddhibi et al. (2015) 

obtained 82.41%. The optical efficiency achieved in this study was 68%, being only 1.4%-7.9% lower that the values 
found in the literature (Lee et al., 2015).  

Table 6: Results of the central receiver system calculations 

Parameter Results 

N 172 

δs (°) 23.5 

𝛼𝑠 (°) 88.2 

DM (m) 14.3 

ΔRmin (m) 12.4 

R1 (m) 57.0 

Δaz1 (rad) 14.4 

Nheli 25.0 

ηopt 68.0 

ηat (d ≤ 1000m)  97.9 

d (m) 122 

αtr (°) 62.2 

βhs (°) 75.2 

θs (°) 73.4 

θR (°) 28.4 

λs (°) 61.6 

ηcos 85.0 

Go (W/m2) 13235 

 θz (°) 1.80 

Boc (W/m2) 107 

mopt (AM) 1.00 

drm 0.121 

Bic (W/m2) 1028 

3.2. Thermodynamic modelling 

The results of the thermodynamic simulation are shown in Table 7. As it can be seen from the table, for an initial work 
out of 1.5 MW, and mass flow rate of 1.3 kg/s, it was possible to obtain 37% efficiency in ideal conditions, and 29% 
in actual conditions. The efficiency of this Rankine cycle was 16% higher than the values reported in the literature 
(Rocha-Meneses et al., 2019). This can be explained mainly by the configuration setup chosen (hybrid solar-

biomass), since research has shown that this type of system have an improved efficiency (Srinivas and Reddy, 2014). 
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Table 7: Outcome from the thermodynamic modelling and simulation 

Parameter Results 

Ẇout (MW) 1.5 

Ẇin (kW) 22 

Q̇CRS (kW) 1433 

Q̇𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠,𝑖𝑛 (kW) 3403 

Q̇𝑏𝑖𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑠𝑠,𝑜𝑢𝑡 (kW) 2552 

Q̇𝑖𝑛 (kW) 3985 

Q̇𝑜𝑢𝑡 (kW) 2514 

ṁ (kg/s) 1.3 

η
cycle,   ideal

 (%) 37 

η
cycle,   actual 

(%) 29 

The annual energy consumption and thermal efficiency of the FBC, GSF, and cyclone combustor are shown in Figure 
2 and Figure 3, respectively. As can be seen from the figure, GSF had the highest energy consumption (≈21 020 000 

kWh), followed by cyclone combustor (≈21 019 200 kWh), and FBC (≈21 017 000 kWh). When it comes to the 
thermal efficiency, FBC had the highest efficiency (64.4%), followed by cyclone (62.3%), and GSF (61.9%). The 
efficiency of the FBC was within the range reported in literature (52%-73%), and it was influenced by the composition 
and type of feedstock utilized (Erdiwansyah et al., 2021). 

 

Figure 2: (a) Annual energy consumption for biomass combustors. FBC – fluidized bed combustor; GSF – grate stoker firing 

 

Figure 3: Thermal efficiency. FBC – fluidized bed combustor; GSF – grate stoker firing 

Figure 4 illustrates the power block efficiency and Figure 5 the boiler efficiency for the three types of combustors. For 
the power block, FBC had the highest efficiency (157.7%) and GSF the lowest (157.6%). The three combustors had 
a similar trend in the boiler efficiency. FBC had a boiler efficiency of 74.1% (highest), and GSF has an efficiency of 
70.9% (lowest), which were very similar to the values reported in the literature (71-75%) (U. S. Environmental 
Protection Agency Combined Heat and Power Partnership, 2007). 
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Figure 4: Power block efficiency. FBC – fluidized bed combustor; GSF – grate stoker firing 

 

Figure 5: Boiler efficiency. FBC – fluidized bed combustor; GSF – grate stoker firing 

The equipment, and operational & maintenance costs of the different types of combustors analysed in this study are 
shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7, respectively. As can be seen from the figures, FBC had the lowest equipment, 
operational, and maintenance costs. This was mainly due to the amount of feedstock required by this type of 
combustor, as well the type of components required for the system. These differences in the combustor prices were 
also reflected in the net power costs per kWh. For instance, GSF had a net power cost of between 0.069-0.076 
$/kWh, while fluidized bed combustor had a net power cost of between 0.066-0.072 $/kWh (U. S. Environmental 
Protection Agency Combined Heat and Power Partnership, 2007). 

 

Figure 6: Cost of different type of combustors. FBC – fluidized bed combustor; GSF – grate stoker firing 
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Figure 7: Operational and maintenance costs for the different type of combustors. FBC – fluidized bed combustor; GSF – grate 
stoker firing 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper investigated the potential of an integrated CRS system utilizing solar and biomass energy high for pressure 
steam production. For this, two different types of modelling and simulation software were used: TRNSYS and SAM. 
The results obtained in this study show that FBC had a high thermal efficiency when compared to GSF and cyclone 
combustors. This was mainly due to the addition of biomass feedstock in the FBC. Moreover, the central receiver 
was capable of producing 1433kW of heat. The ideal efficiency of the cycle was 37%, while the actual efficiency of 
the cycle was 29%. The results obtained in this study show that utilizing FBC combustors in a hybrid CRS system 
would be a suitable solution to increase the thermal efficiency of the process.  
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Today, the need for energy is increasing as the population increases. Renewable energy sources are used as an 
alternative to fossil resources to meet the increasing energy need. Solar energy is the most used energy source 
among renewable energy sources. In order to get more benefits from solar energy applications and to reach high 
temperatures, concentrator systems are used. Thermal solar energy systems, whose use has increased in recent 
years, are among the renewable energy sources that can provide both heat and electricity generation with solar 
energy. Parabolic trough systems are the most used collector type among thermal solar energy systems. Parabolic 
trough collectors are used in areas such as solar steam production, hot water generation, air conditioning-cooling 
applications, heating of spaces, industrial processes and electricity generation. Parabolic trough type collectors are 
concentrator systems in the middle (100–350°C) with a high (>350°C) temperature group that can focus linearly from 
solar energy applications. Concentrated sun rays fall on the receiver tube, which is at the focus of the collector, and 
heat the water in the tube. Thanks to this, it works in integration with different systems by converting solar radiation 
into useful heat. The aim of this study was to conduct a thermal analysis of a double corrugated parabolic collector 
with a parabolic aperture (W) 80cm, collector length (L) 180cm, collector depth (Lp) 15cm, aperture area 1.44m2 in 
Istanbul in July. The aim was to find the useful energy per unit opening area to be obtained with the help of the 
parabolic trough collector with the solar radiation in July in Istanbul in the determined parameters. 

 

 

 

 

 

Keywords: thermal solar energy systems; parabolic trough systems; renewable energy sources 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Energy is one of our basic requirements for sustaining social, cultural and economic life (Yilmaz & Deniz, 2007). The 
ever-increasing energy demand in the world and the rapid consumption of existing energy resources in parallel with 
this have led to the use of new resources (Ercoşkun et al., 2013). The use of fossil fuels should be reduced because 
they have negative effects on global warming, climate change and the environment (Malekan et al., 2019). Because 
of such problems, governments have started to turn to clean and renewable energy sources. Solar energy is the most 
widely used resource among renewable energy technologies (Alnaqi et al., 2021). The sun emits energy in the form 
of radiation of approximately 1.74 x 1017 W. However, the sun's rays hit the Earth's surface weakly due to factors 
such as scattering, reflection and absorption. Despite these factors, 51% of the Sun's radiation beams contain great 
energy. Solar energy plays an important role in the development of countries as an environmentally eco-friendly and 
sustainable energy source compared to other sources (Malviya et al., 2021). Solar energy applications cover many 
different applications such as heating, cooling and electricity generation (Kalogirou, 2004). The use of parabolic 
trough collectors for industrial purposes along with flat collectors in regions where solar energy is high is becoming 
more and more common (Çetiner, 2015). Concentrated (thermal-condensed) solar energy (CSP) systems have 
developed solutions for generating electricity and thermal energy that have attracted great interest in terms of their 
applicability and performance capabilities. Concentrated solar energy systems consist of four main technologies: 
solar energy tower, parabolic dish collector, the linear lens focuser collectors and parabolic trough collector (PTC). 
Among other solar collectors, parabolic trough collectors are the most widely used collector technology due to easy 
ability to be expanded, lower operating costs and higher efficiency (El Kouche & Gallego, 2022). 

There are many studies in the literature about parabolic collectors. Çolak (2003) made the design, mathematical 
modelling and optimization of a parabolic trough-type solar collector that could follow the sun (Çolak, 2003). Eltez 
(1986) investigated the shaping of the reflective (focusing) surface within the scope of a linearly-oriented tower project 
with a fixed reflector.  Ghasemi and Ranjbar (2016) investigated the effect of nanofluid on the thermal performance 
of the pararabolic solar collector by using nanofluid-doped water, and it was stated that the collector using nanofluids 
performed better than pure water. Fredriksson et al. (2021) investigated the innovative parabolic trough collector 
concept to meet different types of requirements, as well as compared technologies that can increase the cost 
efficiency of solar power plants using molten salt as the heat transfer fluid. In the study of Bi et al. (2020), the 
performance of a new solar air conditioning system with a three-phase accumulator based on an independently 
developed solar parabolic trough collector for solar energy was investigated to provide theoretical guidance for a 
practical application. Joseph et al. (2021) investigated the performance of nanofluids in the absorber pipe with and 
without an inner coating, by coating the inner surface of the absorber pipe used in parabolic trough collectors with 
polymethyl methacrylate/CuO-epoxy composite material by dipping method. On the other hand, in a study by Aseri 
et al. (2021), the existing literature was searched for different systems and components in parabolic solar collectors, 
including solar collector area, heat transfer fluid, receiver, and the capital cost issues were examined. Ruegamer et 
al. (2014) investigated the potential to further reduce the costs and increase the performance of solar power plants, 
even if significant tariff reductions were achieved. They stated that this can be done in three ways. First by scaling 
effects, secondly by increasing operating temperatures and then global efficiency, and thirdly by reducing components 
in the solar field. Mohammadi et al. (2021), contributed to the literature by analysing the technical, economic and 
environmental feasibility of an industrial process facility in Salt Lake City using an electric boiler working with a 
parabolic corrugated collector. 

In this study, thermal analysis of the double corrugated parabolic collector was carried out in Istanbul in July. The aim 
of the study was to find the useful energy per unit opening area of the double- corrugated parabolic collector in the 
determined parameters. It was investigated to what extent the parabolic corrugated collector can benefit from the 
solar radiation falling on the city of Istanbul in July. In the second part of the study, the design values and design of 
the double-flute parabolic trough collector are given. In the third part, the thermal analysis of the designed double 
corrugated parabolic trough collector is specified in the determined design parameters. In the fourth and final section 
the results obtained within the scope of the thermal analysis for the double-flute parabolic trough collector in the 
parameters determined in the study and the suggestions to be presented as a result of these results are stated. 

2. DOUBLE CORRUGATED PARABOLIC TROUGH COLLECTOR DESIGN 

Parabolic trough-type collectors are concentrator systems in the middle (100–350°C) and high (>350°C) temperature 
group that can focus linearly from solar energy applications (Ercoşkun, 2013). The sun’s rays coming to the reflectors 
in the parabolic trough collectors allow the heat transfer fluid to heat up to 400°C with the help of the receiver tubes 
in the parabolic foci. The heat transfer fluid passes through the heat exchanger to be sent to the turbine, producing 
high pressure superheated steam (Masters, 2013). Collectors are usually placed on the north-south axis to get more 
solar radiation. Thanks to the uniaxial trackers, they can also follow the sun in the east-west direction (İşler, 2018). 
This is how parabolic trough collectors work.  
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Figure 1:  Double-corrugated parabolic collector 

Figure 1 shows the shape of the double-corrugated parabolic collector. The parts that appear in blue are the parabolic 
trough mirrors. The tubes shown in red passing through the focus of the collector are known as the receiver tubes. 
The other tubes that appear in red and orange are solar tubes. The design dimensions of the parabolic corrugated 
collector to be used in the study are shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Representation of the design dimensions of the parabolic trough collector 

The value given as 80cm in Figure 2 is the W value, which is the span of the parabolic. The value shown as f is the 
focus of the parabolic found with the help of the height of the parabolic and the span of the parabolic. By placing the 
receiver pipe at the focus of this parabolic, maximum utilization of the rays from the sun is ensured. The value given 
in Lp represents the depth of the parabolic in the collector part, which is found with the help of the aperture and focus 
of the parabolic. The 73.75° angle is the edge angle known as the Rim angle (Rrim). The outer diameter, known as 
the sheath of the receiver tube, is shown by Dc and was taken as 4.7cm in this research. The receiver pipe diameter 
is taken as 3.8cm and is shown by Db. 
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3. PARAMETER VALUES REQUIRED FOR THERMAL ANALYSIS 

Many different parameters affect the useful energy to be provided from the parabolic trough collector. The aperture 
of paraboli, length of parabolic, aperture area of parabolic, depth of parabolic, focal length, outer diameter of glass 
tube, receiver tube diameter, ghosting on the collector, intercept factor, the specular reflectance of the concentrator, 
functions of the angle of incidence of the radiation on the aperture, inlet fluid temperature, ambient temperature, the 
heat removal factor, heat transfer coefficient, beam radiation are all parameters that affect the thermal energy. The 
accepted parameters for the parabolic trough collector used in the study are shown in Table 1. 

 
Table 1:  Characteristics of double- corrugated parabolic collector (Tiwari, 2002; Çevre, 2022) 

 Properties Measurement 

Aperture of Parabolic (W) 80 cm =0.8 m 

Length of Parabolic (L) 180 cm=1.8 m 

Aperture Area of Parabolic (Aa) 1.44 m2 

Depth of Parabolic (Lp) 15 cm 

Focal Leght (f) 26.66 cm 

Rim Angle (Rrim) 73.75o 

Outer Diameter of Glass Tube (Sheath) (Dc) 4.7 cm 

Receiver Tube Diameter (Db) 3.8 cm 

Ghosting on the Collector 4.7 cm= 0.047 m 

Intercept Factor (γ) 1 

The Specular Reflectance of The Concentrator (ρ) 0.84 

Functions of the angle of incidence of the radiation on the aperture (α.𝜏) 0.78 

Inlet Fluid Temperature (Tfi) 190oC 

Ambient temperature (Ta) 21oC 

The Heat Removal Factor (FR) 0.80 

Heat transfer coefficient (UL) 24.93 W/m2K 

Beam Radiation  6903 W/m2 

4. ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS 

Parabolic trough collectors are solar energy systems used in many different areas such as heating, cooling and 
electricity generation. The reflective part of the parabolic trough collector reflects the sun's beam radiation to the 
receiver pipe located in the focal centre of the system. The transfer fluid in the receiving pipe is heated by the heat 
radiation it receives from the sun. Then the transfer fluid circulates in the system and makes the system work. The 
operation of the parabolic trough collector system varies depending on the solar radiation, condensation rate, heat 
transfer coefficient, ambient temperature, inlet temperature of the fluid, aperture of the reflector, specular reflectance 
of the concentrator, and a shadeless clean area. 

Useful energy for this system, whose average receiver surface temperature is accepted as 210°C; 

The product ρ. γ. α.𝜏 is:  ρ. γ. α.𝜏= 0.84 x 1 x 0.78= 0.655 

Shadowless clearing area (S): S= 6903 x 0.655 = 4521.46 W/m2 

The concentration ratio is defined as the ratio of the aperture area to the receiving surface area. 

A concentration ratio:    
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Useful energy: 

 

These factors are region selection and parameters that change according to time. Istanbul, which was taken as a 
region within the scope of the study, ranks 62nd in terms of sunshine duration of 2,446 hours/year. In terms of 
radiation value, Istanbul ranks 7th from the beginning as 1.612 kWh/m2-year (GNS solar). The useful energy was 
found to be 51,435 kW with the thermal analysis obtained as a result of certain parameters in the province of Istanbul, 
whose beam radiation was 6903 W/m2 in July. 
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Abstract: Water is an essential component of life on Earth. Increases in population and exploitation of ground water 
may worsen the situation of living on Earth. Additionally, due to climatic changes, two extreme events such as floods 
and droughts make the scenario tougher. India, the second largely populated country with 17.7% of the total world 
population, has around 30% of its population living in urban areas like Chennai, India’s 6th largest city. Chennai, the 
capital of Tamil Nadu state, is a metropolitan city with the population density of 11 million inhabitants and is expanding 
its boundary due to urban sprawl. It is also losing all of its resources to meet the inhabitant’s day-to-day needs. The 
Chennai city requires 10 million litres of water per day to hydrate its population. With an average of 1400mm of yearly 
rainfall and with four major reservoirs having capacity of 11.5 thousand million cubic feet, Chennai ran out of water 
between 2015 and 2019. NITI Aayog report of India have projected that by 2030 the water demand will be twice its 
availability which will push many cities to “Day Zero’ scenario. This study focused on identifying the potential of ground 
water recharging zones in Chennai Metropolitan Area (CMA) using GIS. These zones were overlaid in the drought-
prone zones and flash flood zones of CMA maps. The study also focused on built-up and open space ratio on the 
above mentioned maps along with the soil maps. The final results was the overlay analysis of all the maps that were 
collected and illustrate the possible recharging zones that could be used to save water during flash flood periods and 
the same can be used to overcome the summer droughts. This study concluded by suggesting the zones where 
further flash flood and drought mitigation plans can be executed. This study can be extended by providing solutions 
to the zones identified to overcome the water stress that happens due to the urban sprawl in Chennai. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The human body consists of 50% - 75% of water and cannot survive without water beyond 3-5 days after which life 
cannot exist. The Earth is covered by 71% of water out of its total surface area. However, it cannot be used as 
portable water without treatment. The Earth consists of only 3% fresh water that can be used for drinking. The fresh 
water available in the groundwater is used for drinking and agriculture (Alcamo, 2007). The growing population in 
urban areas in search of jobs and to meet the economic demand has enormous stress on the groundwater table. To 
meet the water needs of the growing population in the urban areas, water has been exploited hugely. The groundwater 
level is getting reduced, leading to increasing water scarcity in urban areas. The city of Chennai hit the ‘Day Zero’ 
scenario in June 2019 (Kalia, 2020), being the first city in the country to handle the water crisis. 2.5 million litres of 
water were transported from Jolarpet by train to Chennai to meet the crisis. The Chennai Metro Water Supply aimed 
to bring in 10 million litres of water per day to meet the inhabitant’s requirements for a single day. The demand can 
be dealt with only if the water is recharged in the aquifer layers. This paper is based on the Chennai Metropolitan 
Area (Figure 1: Location Map of Chennai), which is experiencing increasing population and water demand. Identifying 
potential recharging zones which can be used during the flash flood times, which can solve the dual problem faced 
by the people of Chennai. 

Research on the availability of water resources and storage of the same has become very crucial after the 2015 
Chennai floods, and has been carried out in both public and private sectors (Kaushik, 2021). Various methodologies 
were adopted to study the scenario in Chennai water management systems. The methods evaluated the surface 
water bodies in and around Chennai using Landsat Imagery (Mukherjee, 2016). Studies also investigated the city’s 
water crisis, called the ‘Day Zero’ scenario in 2019 (Kalia, 2020). Usage of GIS, remote sensing and analytical 
hierarchy process (AHP) in delineating the water resilience zones  (Kaaviya, 2021). This research paper has been 
inspired by the previous study on the ground eater potential zones delineation in the Chennai river basin using GIS 
and analytical hierarchy process (AHP)  (Sajil Kumar, 2022). 

Figure 1: Location Map of Chennai 

2. STUDY AREA 

The Chennai Metropolitan Area (see Figure 1) bounds up the Chennai district, part of Thiruvallur District, and the part 
of Kancheepuram District, in the northern part of Tamil Nadu and consists of Chennai City, which is 176 sq.km, 637 
sq.km of Thiruvallur District and 376 sq.km of Kancheepuram District, which totals 1189 sq.km of CMA. According to 
the 2011 census results, the city had 4.68 million residents. The Chennai district contained 1,100,000 households, of 
which 51% live in rental houses. The population migrating to the city are for employment opportunities available in 
different industrial sectors.  

2.1. Climatic data 

The city experiences a maximum temperature of 35° to 40° during May and June, and the minimum temperature that 
can be experienced is 19° to 25° (Kaushik, 2021). The rainfall of the Chennai CMA depends on the Southwest 
monsoon (June to September) and on the Northeast monsoon (October to December). The Northeast monsoon 
brings heavier rainfall than the Southwest monsoon and the region’s average annual rainfall is 1400mm, according 
to the Chennai Metropolitan Water Supply & Sewerage Board (CMWSSB). The rest of the months fall under the non-
monsoon season, which can be further divided into the winter (January and February) and the summer (March to 
May). Due to urbanisation, summer seasons have experienced drought conditions in recent years.  
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2.2. Flood 

After facing natural hazards in Tamil Nadu every year, the Tamil Nadu government has identified the locations that 
have a vulnerability profile, disaster damage data for all the districts using GIS layers, meteorological and hydrological 
data (TNSMART - Tamil Nadu System for Multi-hazard potential impact assessment, alert, emergency Response 
planning and Tracking, 2022). The data categorises vulnerability based on low, medium, high and very high profiles, 
which are used as a reference for this paper. 

 

Figure 2: Vulnerability Map 

The vulnerability map of the Chennai CMA region shows that the city and its surrounding areas are highly affected 
by floods. A few areas of Chengalpattu and Tiruvallur that come under the CMA boundary are also affected by the 
floods. The map also reveals that the inundation happens around water bodies which might have lost the capacity for 
infiltration due to soil profile and urbanisation.   

2.3. Watershed  

Three main rivers run across Chennai, namely, the Coovum River, approximately 72km in length with 32km running 
within the city; the Adayar River about 42km in length; and the river Kosasthaliyar which flows approximately 136km 
along the northern fringes of the CMA boundary. The Buckingham canal, which runs parallel to the Bay of Bengal, is 
4km long and links all the rivers before reaching the coastline. The canal divides the CMA region into the Northern, 
Central, and Southern parts. Along with these major rivers, many canals connect with the major and minor water 
bodies. Chennai also has estuaries such as Adayar Estuary, Coovum Estuary, and Ennore Creeks within the CMA 
boundary. 

The Chennai CMA region depends upon three major reservoirs for the significant water supply for its residents. The 
capacities of those reservoirs are Puzhal/Red hills reservoir with a total capacity of 3300 million cubic feet (mcft), 
Cholavaram reservoir with the full capacity of 1081 mcft, and Chembarambakkam with a total capacity of 3645 mcft. 
Apart from these, Chennai depends on the Poondi reservoir, which holds a total capacity of 3231 mcft for its habitant’s 
water supply (Chennai Metropolitan Water Supply and Sewerage Board, 2018). 

The watershed area inside the CMA boundary is divided into four parts, including the Chennai district and partially 
the Kancheepuram & Tiruvallur districts (see Figure 3). The two central watershed parts drain towards two major 
basins: the Coovum River Basin and the Adayar River Basin. The major part of the northern region drains toward the 
Kosasthaliyar River, and the southern region falls under the Kovalam watershed area.  
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Figure 3: Watershed Map of the CMA region 

2.4. SOIL 

Chennai has clayey soil within most of the city area, sandy along the coastline and riverine, shale, sandstone, and 
hard rock in the rest of the regions as seen in Figure 4. Sandy areas can percolate rainwater runoff through their soil 
layer and these areas can potentially improve the rainwater harvesting methods recommended by the CMDA, thus 
improving the groundwater level.  

 

Figure 4: Soil Map of CMA region 
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3. METHOD OF STUDY 

The research method included data collection that comprised the official maps and reports from the CMDA Second 
Master Plan of the City and the CMA boundary as illustrated in Figure 5. The watershed map for the CMA region was 
combined with the Soil & Land Use Survey of India (SLUSI) (Soil & Land Use Survey of India, SOI, n.d.) maps of 
Chennai, Kanchipuram and Thiruvallur districts. 

The lake storage level and its total capacities with reference to the mean sea level were taken from the Chennai 
Metropolitan Water Supply and Sewerage Board (CMWSSB) (Chennai Metropolitan Water Supply and Sewerage 
Board, 2018). The average rainfall records from 1971 to 2020 were taken from the same CMWSSB website.  

The maps gathered were rastered using QGIS coordinates, and other relevant details were added to the rastered 
image. The base map used in QGIS was Open Street Map (QGIS) with the Coordinate Reference System (CRS) 
EPSG: 4326 - WGS 84 / UTM zone 44N. The analysis was carried out by having the rastered image as the base 
along with the rainfall and reservoir storage data which was converted into a graphical format.  

 

Figure 5: Research method to identify the potential recharge zones 

4. ANALYSIS 

The data obtained from the CMWSSB website was analysed and the rainfall records for Redhills/ Puzhal, Cholavaram 
and Poondi were grouped in to ten-year segments as shown in Figure 6. This displays that the average annual rainfall 
during the monsoon periods was more than 1,400mm. The same data was used to extract the records for the drought 
period during the summer season which had the minimum or no record of rain. 
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Figure 6: Graph showing the total monthly average rainfall at Puzhal/Redhills, Cholavaram and Poondi during Southwest and 
Northeast Monsoons 

The non-monsoon days were recorded which had a rainfall record of less than 50% of the average annual rainfall 
(see Figure 7). The record shows that the infiltration and storage of rain was possible only during the monsoon 
season.  

 

Figure 7: Graph showing the total monthly average rainfall at Puzhal/Redhills, Cholavaram and Poondi during the Non-Monsoon 
period 

The lake/reservoir capacity of the three major reservoirs and their average storage during the first month were taken 
and are illustrated in Figure 8. It shows the minimum and the maximum storage that those reservoirs contained in the 
past and comparing these data helps in finding out the flooding and the drought periods.  
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Figure 8: Graph showing the average storage on the first day of the month 

The city had its worst drought day in June 2019 when there was no water in the reservoirs to distribute to their in-
habitats. It was because, after the flooding that happened in 2015, the consecutive three years did not receive good 
monsoon rain. As a result, the day was marked as ‘Day Zero’ (Kalia, 2020) when the government imported water for 
their citizens.  

5. RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

Recorded rainfall of more than 1400 mm in the major three reservoirs included in the study were taken and the flooded 
years were identified. The rainfall data over the reservoirs was used to understand the storage level of reservoirs 
during pre-monsoon and post-monsoon periods. It was evident that after the heavy downpour there was an increase 
in reservoir storage as seen in Figure 9. The same shows that the heavy downpour during the Northeast monsoon 
periods was able to be stored and used during the summers of the years immediate after. 

 

Figure 9: Graph showing the highest rainfall average and the average storage on the consecutive highest rainfall years 

The data also shows that the average storage of the reservoirs on which the city depends for its inhabitants’ survival 
rarely reached their full capacity. So, recharging the groundwater during monsoon seasons is essential to meet the 
increasing population. The Tamil Nadu government has laid rules for installing rainwater harvesting inside building 
premises to raise the groundwater levels and the areas that lie along the river which have sandy soil can permeate 
better than the other areas during monsoon periods. The coastal area along the Buckingham Canal can also be 
preferred for groundwater recharging to reduce flooding and prevent saltwater intrusion in the aquifers below. 
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Figure 10: Potential recharge zones 

Due to the increasing population and demand for drinking water, ground water recharging is essential and this can 
be achieved during the monsoon season. The overlapped raster map layers of soil, watershed and flood (Figure 10: 

Potential recharge zones) show that there is potential to recharge the rainwater along the central watershed areas of 
Adayar, Coovum and along the Buckingham Canal as the soil condition are suitable for recharging. The soil profile 
along the ECR (East Coast Road) is preferable as it is sandy and easy to intervene for installing recharge structures. 
The soil profile along the Adayar and Coovum Rivers can have recharge structures that can infiltrate more rainwater 
in a shorter time.  
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Abstract: Due to the global population growth, developing living standards and expectation of comfort levels, energy 
needs have increased significantly.  With the increase in global warming, the need for more heating and cooling has 
arisen, and in order to meet this need, it is necessary to seek new environmentally friendly technologies that provide 
sustainable air conditioning. In this context, development of new materials and technologies for thermal energy 
storage plays a vital role in reducing fossil fuel-based energy use. In the concept thermochemical energy storage 
(TCES), energy is stored via desorption of water and released by sorption of water (for heating) or reaction with water 
(for cooling) of the utilized salt. TCES systems could be a more promising alternative compared to sensible and latent 
heat systems with their advantages such as high energy density, long storage duration and low volume requirement. 
This study presents an overview with a focus on reaction and sorption-based TCES systems.  In particular, the 
performances of fertilizer-based salts used as TCES materials for cooling applications are emphasised. Additionally 
composite material development by using porous host matrices for TCES is discussed. Moreover, potential 
implementation methods of thermochemical based cool thermal energy storage systems are evaluated. Generally, 
the subject of heating is emphasised in thermochemical heat storage applications, but in this study, potential 
application methods of thermochemical-based cold thermal energy storage systems are also evaluated. Although 
some cold thermal storage methods (i.e. ice storage) have been widely researched, studies on TCES for cooling are 
very limited. Since this method can store cold thermal energy at ambient temperature, it represents a significant 
potential for solar energy storage for air-conditioning applications. This study could provide important insights on 
future development of TCES materials and technologies. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

In recent years, energy demand has increased significantly due to the increasing population and comfort demands. 
In addition, with the increase in global warming, the need for more cooling has arisen, and in order to meet this need, 
it is necessary to seek new environmentally friendly technologies that provide renewable energy production and 
reduce the use of fossil fuels. It is necessary to improve and develop energy storage systems in order to meet the 
increasing energy demands, develop them and increase their usability. Today, air conditioning systems are of great 
importance and energy storage systems create solutions to increase the use of these systems in buildings and in the 
industry in the most efficient way. Thermal energy storage systems play an important role in this regard. Together 
with the thermal energy storage systems, the energy requirement ensures that it can be stored when there is no need 
and used later when required. In thermal energy storage, there are three types of storage: sensible heat storage, 
latent heat storage, and thermochemical heat storage. 

Thermochemical energy storage (TCES) technologies are new systems with effective storage density (N’Tsoukpoe 
and Kuznik, 2021). It occurs with the storage of heat in chemical bonds during reversible reactions in two or more 
chemical compounds that can react exothermically. In reversible chemical reaction heat storage, the heat stored 
endothermically is recovered exothermically. The efficiency and economy of the thermochemical heat storage system 
can vary depending on the design of the system and the material selection. In this context, thermochemical energy 
storage plays a vital role in thermochemical heat storage to increase the solar share and thus reduce the use of fossil 
fuel-derived energy in space cooling applications. Although some cold thermal storage methods (i.e. ice storage) 
have been widely researched, reaction-based thermochemical storage has not been investigated before. Since this 
method can store cold thermal energy at ambient temperature, it represents a significant potential for solar energy 
storage for air-conditioning applications. 

The aim of this paper is to provide an overview of previously developed TCES materials for heating and cooling 
applications. Furthermore different reactor and process configurations suitable for TCES will be evaluated and their 
advantageous and disadvantageous aspects will be highlighted. Lastly, recommendations for future development of 
TCES methods will be provided.  

2. THERMOCHEMICAL HEAT STORAGE 

Thermochemical heat storage has a high energy storage density that can be used in seasonal heat storage systems 
(Sunku Prasad et al., 2019; Desai, Sunku Prasad, et al., 2021). In thermochemical heat storage systems, energy is 
stored in substances such as carbonates, metal hydrides, salt hydrates, hydroxides and ammonia. TCES materials 
should have high thermal conductivity, high reaction enthalpy, good cyclic stability and fast reaction kinetics (Sunku 
Prasad et al., 2019). In addition, there are two types of TECS: sorption and reaction-based systems (N’Tsoukpoe et 
al., 2014; Donkers et al., 2017; Desai, Sunku Prasad, et al., 2021).  

The sorption-based TCES system has high energy density and lower heat loss. Sorption, which is a surface 
mechanism between sorbent and sorbate, to store energy by breaking chemical and physical bonds is classified as 
absorption and adsorption (Desai, Sunku Prasad, et al., 2021). If the sorption occurs up to the inside of the sorbent, 
it is called absorption; if sorption occurs on the surface of the material, it is called adsorption (Jarimi et al., 2018). The 

sorption-based TCES composite materials are shown in Table 1. Composites, whose pores contain salt, are involved 
in heat storage applications and enhance the sorption process in the matrix. Composites are formed by the 
combination of matrices and inorganic salts. Vermiculite, pumice, silica gel, alumina are generally used as matrix, 
while CaCl2, MgCl2, LiCl, LiNO3 are used as inorganic salts. Salts are placed in the pores in the matrix and water is 
usually used as the sorbate. 

In the reaction-based TCES system, energy stores thermal energy in a reversible chemical reaction, through 
endothermic and exothermic reactions without absorption. The reaction-based TCES system has a wide operating 
temperature range and high energy storage density compared to the sorption-based TCES system (Desai, Sunku 
Prasad, et al., 2021). The occurrence of reversible chemical reactions makes the storage life theoretically unlimited. 

TCES systems take place in three stages as charging, storage, and discharging.   

AB + heat = A + B             (1) 

In the reversible exothermic reaction, when the A and B components come together, the substance AB is formed and 
heat is released. During this reaction, energy is released and refers to the thermal energy recovered in the 
thermochemical heat storage system. The storage capacity of this system is the heat of reaction at which substance 
AB is formed. In a thermochemical heat storage cycle, the decomposition of the AB substance is called the charging 
process, and the formation of the AB substance is called the discharge process.  

Reaction-based TCES applications are divided into two groups: low temperature for cooling applications (0–50°C) 
and medium temperature for heating applications (50–250°C). Fertilizer-based salts and salt hydrates have been the 
focus of study because of their advantages. 
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Table 1: Classification of sorption thermal storage 

 Liquid Absorption Solid Absorption 
Chemical 

Absorption 
Composite 
Materials 

Working Pairs 

 

LiBr/H2O 
 

NH3/H2O 
 

LiCl/H2O 
 

CaCl2/H2O 
 

Acid & Base / H2O 

Silica gel/H2O 
 

Zeolite/H2O 
 

SAPO/H2O 
 

ALPO/H2O 
 

MOF/H2O 
 

MnCl2/H2O 
 

BaCl2/NH3 
 

CaCl/NH3 
 

MgSO4/H2O 
 

SrBr/H2O 

LiBr-silica gel/H2O 
 

CaCl2-silica 
gel/H2O 

 
CaCl2-FeKIL2/H2O 

 
CaCl2-SBA-

15/H2O 
 

MgSO4-
Zeolite/H2O 

 
Applications 

 
Solar Cooling 

 
Heat pumps 

 
Desiccant 

dehumidification 

 
Seasonal energy 
storage systems 

 
Solar Cooling 

 
Heat pump 
processes 

 

 
Sorption cooling 

 
Heat pump 

Cold storage 

 
Low temperature 

Ref. (Li et al., 2013; Yu, 
Wang and Wang, 

2013; Aydin, Casey 
and Riffat, 2015; 
Sharma and Anil 

Kumar, 2017) 

(Yu, Wang and 
Wang, 2013; 

Aydin, Casey and 
Riffat, 2015; 

Deshmukh, Maiya 
and Srinivasa 
Murthy, 2017; 
Zhang et al., 

2018) 

(Bao et al., 2012; 
Yu, Wang and 
Wang, 2013; 

Aydin, Casey and 
Riffat, 2015; 

Sharma and Anil 
Kumar, 2017) 

(Yu, Wang and 
Wang, 2013; 

Aydin, Casey and 
Riffat, 2015; 

Fayazmanesh, 
McCague and 

Bahrami, 2017; 
Entezari, Ge and 

Wang, 2018) 

3. MATERIALS 

This section discusses composite materials commonly used in TCES systems. Composite thermochemical materials 
are formed by the impregnation of salt hydrates into a porous supporting matrix. Silica gel, zeolite, expanded 
vermiculite and activated carbon are widely used as porous matrix materials. The choice of material significantly 
affects the energy storage time, energy efficiency and energy costs of the system. Salt hydrates have become 
frequently preferred materials due to their high energy storage density, high thermal conductivity, suitable temperature 
and cheapness. It has the features to meet energy demands in space heating and domestic hot water production. In 
cooling applications, various salts are used which are used as fertilizers. 

3.1. TCES materials for heating applications 

Ding (Ding et al., 2021) prepared SrBr2/expanded vermiculite composites (EVM) for thermochemical energy storage 
systems. The desorption and adsorption performances of pure EVM, composites and pure salt were tested (Figure 
1). EVM impregnated with a higher salt concentration had a higher carrying capacity and a larger specific surface 
area. The composite experienced first and second stage reactions at 30.5 to 118.3°C and 118.3 to 214.1°C, 
respectively, relative to the pure salt, and the reaction enthalpy in the composite rose as much as 644.9 J/g. 

 

Figure 1:  EVM prepared with different concentrations of salt a) EVM/15 wt.% b) EVM/45 wt.% (Ding et al., 2021) 

Brancato (Brancato et al., 2019) experimentally tested the LiCl/vermiculite composite sorbent (Figure 2). The thermal 
storage capacity (TSC) of the composite under seasonal (SS) conditions reached 2.15 kJ/g. The composite sorbent 
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was then tested under real operating hydrothermal cycling conditions, performing 14 consecutive cycles and retaining 
its sorption ability. This result made the composite suitable for TES applications. 

 

Figure.2: Synthesized LiCl/Vermiculite composite (Brancato et al., 2019) 

Wei (Wei et al., 2022) obtained diatomite (DT), sepiolite (SP) and expanded perlite (EP) by absorbing CaCl2 into 
macroporous, mesoporous and foamed macroporous matrices, respectively, to obtain new composite sorbents. 
Expanded perlite/CaCl2 had the highest energy storage density and absorption capacity. Figure 3 shows the surface 
morphologies of the three matrices and the corresponding composites. Figure 3a has a fibrous structure in which SP 
fibres were connected to each other. Figure 3d shows the fibre profile in SP/Ca morphology. Figure 3b shows the 
arrays of micron-scale holes in the DT wall filled with calcium chloride after impregnation. In Figure 3c, the EP has 
smooth-walled foam pores. In Figure 3f, calcium chloride for EP/Ca fills the foamy pores of the EP. 

 

Figure 3: SEM images of SP, SP/Ca (a, d), DT, DT/Ca (b, e), and EP, EP/Ca (c, f) (Wei et al., 2022) 

Liu (Liu et al., 2022) used commercial mesoporous silica with large pore size and pore volume, meso-structured 
cellular foam (MCF) silica with 3D-linked porous structure, and commercial zeolite 13X as the porous matrix. 
MgSO4.H2O was used as the salt to prepare the salt composites. They showed that the new composites were 
expected to be a promising candidate for low-temperature energy storage. Figure 4 shows SEM images of porous 
matrices and their derived salt compounds. 

 

Figure 4: (a)(b) PQ Silica-1; (c)(d) PQ Silica-1-50; (e)(f) MCF-2; (g)(h) MCF-2-50 (Liu et al., 2022) 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/chemistry/sepiolite
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3.2. TCES materials for cooling applications 

Fertilizer-based salts, which are activated by mixing with water and can be captured and stored indefinitely through 
the endothermic reversible heat of the solution, are used in cooling applications. Fertilizer-based salts are promising 
in terms of the cooling effect as they can be reused as fertilizer after being used for cooling. It is suggested that 
fertilizer-based salts, known as NPK fertilizers, can often be used for cold pack applications using mixtures of 
phosphorus (P), nitrogen (N) and potassium (K) (Desai, Atayo, et al., 2021). Some fertilizer-based salts such as 

ammonium nitrate (NH4NO3), ammonium sulfamate (NH4SO3NH2), ammonium chloride (NH4Cl), urea ((NH2)2CO), 
K2SO4 and KNO3 are salts used for cooling. Potassium sulfate (K2SO4) and urea (NH2)2CO compounds are shown in 
Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: Fertilizer-based salts a) urea (NH2)2CO b) potassium sulfate (K2SO4) 

Desai (Desai, Atayo, et al., 2021) experimentally investigated 14 different NPK salt mixtures such as NH4Cl, K2SO4, 

(NH4)2CO, NH4NO3, KNO3, NaNO3 and NH4H2PO4 as TCES material for refrigeration applications. When the salt 
was dissolved in water, it produced a cooling effect in the range of 200-400 kJ per kg salt. When 60-80g of water was 
added to the salt mixture, there was a sudden decrease between 24°C and 28°C on average. Wang (Wang et al., 
2022) provided cooling by dissolving NH4NO3 salt in water in the conversion and storage of solar energy to provide 
cooling without electricity consumption. Bush (Bush et al., 2021) proposed a new cooling cycle using crystallized 
ammonium nitrate as a thermochemical energy storage material, which was recharged by membrane distillation. It 
can serve in a long-term thermal cycle that converts low-grade waste heat or solar energy into endothermic absorption 
potential for later use. 

4. REACTOR DESIGN 

Reactor design is of great importance in the implementation of TCES systems. Heat and mass transfer, safety and 
cost must be considered when designing a reactor (Solé, Martorell and Cabeza, 2015). Achieving high energy storage 
density is achieved with an efficient and compact reactor design (Zhao et al., 2021). Reactors are classified into 6 
types according to their structures. These are stacked, plate, tubular, honeycomb, modular and other reactors. Three 
types of reactors such as fixed (packed) bed, moving bed and fluidized bed were considered in the development of 
the salt hydrate-based thermochemical energy storage reactor. In addition, the reactors are divided into two 
categories as open and closed TCES system. Water vapour is stored in a closed system where it is desorbed from 
the reactants and is stored in liquid form via condensation. It then participates in the reaction as vapour when required. 
In open systems, the water vapour is sourced from the environmental air and is likewise released into the environment 
(Lin et al., 2021). This study focused on open TCES systems as shown in Figure 6.  

 

Figure 6: Open TCES system (Solé, Martorell and Cabeza, 2015) 
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4.1. Open TCES reactor systems for heating applications 

In this section, composite materials for heating applications in TCES are discussed. Zhang (Zhang, Wang and Li, 
2017) experimentally investigated a 1 kWh laboratory-scale open sorption prototype using alumina/LiCl composite 
sorbent to store low temperature heat for space heating as illustrated in Figure 7.. 

 

Figure 7: Schematic of the open sorption thermal storage prototype (Zhang, Wang and Li, 2017) 

Xu (Xu et al., 2018) experimentally studied the porous zeolite matrix and the hydration behaviour of composite 

adsorbents based on MgSO4 hydrates in a macroscale reactor for long-term heat storage (Figure 8). The reactor 
filled with Zeolite-MgSO4 composite showed a high energy efficiency of 81.34% and stable performance after 5 cycles. 

 

Figure 8: Schematic picture of the cylindrical reactor (Xu et al., 2018) 

Aydın (Aydin et al., 2016) investigated different humidity levels and inlet air using vermiculite-calcium chloride 
composite material as sorbent in sorption pipe reactor for solar energy storage (Figure 9). With a fourfold increase in 
the absolute humidity difference of the air, the average power output increased from 313W to 730W which each of 
the three sorption pipes able to provide a temperature increase of 24.1°C for 20 hours, which corresponds to a total 
energy storage capacity of 25.5 kWh and an energy storage density of 290 kWh/m3. 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/engineering/thermal-energy-storage
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Figure 9: Schematic illustration of the operation of the enhanced test rig in charge and discharge modes (Aydin et al., 2016) 

4.2.  Open TCES reactor systems for cooling applications 

This method is based on reversible endothermic reaction of nitrogenous salts with water and recently emerging with 
a few studies available in the literature. Wang (Wang et al., 2022) reported a passive design with dissolution cooling 

(NESCOD) combined with solar regeneration for the conversion and storage of solar energy for cooling without 
electricity consumption, shown in Figure 10. In the NESCOD system, cooling was achieved by dissolving the NH4NO3 
salt in water and a solar regenerator was applied to regenerate the NH4NO3 salt. The cooling power of the NESCOD 
system reaches up to 191 W m-2. 

 

Figure 10: Demonstration of solute regeneration with 3D SR of the NESCOD system (Wang et al., 2022) 

Desai (Desai, Atayo, et al., 2021) experimentally studied fertilizer-based salts as a potential TCES material for 

refrigeration applications. Experimental results showed that a salt mixture (NPK) had a greater cooling effect 
compared to individual fertilizer-based salts and, in addition, a temperature drop of up to 25°C was observed in 
individual salts and up to 30°C in salt mixtures. A coolness of up to 255 kJ/kg was produced with a mixture of 100 g 
of NPK3 salt (Figure 11). 
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Figure 11: Scheme of the experimental setup (Desai, Atayo, et al., 2021) 

Desai (Desai, Sunku Prasad, et al., 2021) proposed a conceptual design of a cooling system for a space cooling 

application using endothermic salts. As shown in Figure 12a, the salt was heated in an open vessel using solar energy 
or waste heat to develop endothermic reversible solution heat. Water was sprayed onto the endothermic salt in the 
container to create a cooling effect (Figure 12b). The cooling effect produced was captured through a heat exchanger 
using water or salt water as the heat transfer fluid. An instant cooling effect can be produced by this process. After 
endothermic cooling, the salt was left to dry using waste heat or solar energy. 

 

Figure 12: (a) heat charge with solar energy (b) discharging the cooling effect by spraying water on salt (Desai, Sunku Prasad, et 
al., 2021) 

Aydin (2020) proposed a new cooling storage system based on the reversible endothermic dissolution of urea in 
water. A urea storage chamber was designed in which a copper tube heat exchanger (CTHE) was placed inside the 
chamber (see Figure 13). The urea was initially hydrated until it became a slurry. During the dissolution of urea in 
water, the slurry temperature drops significantly. The air temperature was significantly lowered by allowing air flow 
through the CTHE in contact with the cold urea slurry. Based on the four test cycles performed, an air temperature 
drop of 14.1 → 11.7 °C and a cooling energy storage density of 79.1 → 59.2 kWh/m3 were obtained. 
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Figure 13: Prototype endo-hydration cooling system (Aydin, 2020) 

5. CONCLUSION  

In this study, literature research of materials for use in thermochemical energy storage (TCES) heating and cooling 
applications was summarised. Reaction-based TCES applications were examined in two groups for low temperature 
cooling and medium temperature heating applications. It was emphasised that the solution can be stored by 
endothermic reaction with fertilizer-based salts used in cooling applications. As a concept, waste heat or solar energy 
was used with fertilizer-based salts dissolved them in water, and then the water subsequently evaporated. It offers 
solutions applicable to the produced cooling, air conditioning and cooling systems. It enables the use of clean energy 
by minimizing electricity consumption. Salt hydrate composite materials that can be used for TCES industrial or 
domestic systems for heating applications were considered. Salt hydrates have a high energy storage density and 
have a promising performance for long-term storage. Salt hydrates are supported by impregnation into porous matrix 
materials and forming composite materials. Composite materials, which are generally used as a support for salt 
hydrates, are effective in heat storage performance. For this purpose, fertilizer materials and composite materials 
used in heating and cooling applications have promising potential in thermochemical energy storage. 
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Abstract: There is a need for environmental technology to be developed to reduce and eliminate the pressure caused 
by the production and consumption cycle that has continued from the industrial revolution to the present day on the 
environment and natural resources. The investment of countries in environmental technology and the activities carried 
out in this field have a great importance in the context of sustainable green growth. In this context, patents on 
environment technologies are one of the most important indicators of technological developments related to the 
environment. Patents provide protection to the developer of the product, ensuring the continuation of both existing 
and future innovations. Technological innovations provide positive externality with their contribution to the well-being 
of countries both environmentally and economically. At this point, the level of development of countries and their legal 
and economic support for the development of new products is of great importance. In this direction, the Group of 
Seven (G7) which have more than two-thirds of global income, will be included in the scope of the analysis in the 
study. The main reason for choosing the G7 countries is that these countries, which experienced early 
industrialisation, are largely responsible for global warming. For this reason, this study aims to explain the interaction 
of economic growth with environmental patents in G7 countries. In the empirical analysis to be carried out within the 
scope of the study, panel data analysis was applied. In the panel study, GDP growth (annual %) as an indicator of 
economic growth and patents on environmental technologies as an indicator of environmental technology were used. 
The data handled for the analysis were drawn from the "World Bank" and "OECD" database. Datasets cover the 
years 1998-2019 as a balanced panel. In the panel data analysis, first of all, the cross-sectional dependence of the 
relevant data was examined with the CD test. According to the result, first generation panel unit root tests have been 
applied to test the unit root process of the data series. As a result of unit root tests, the series were found to be 
stationary at the level, and then were examined the causality relationship between the series. Consequently, it was 
determined that there was a one-way causality relationship from the GDP growth to the environmental patents. In this 
context, it can be interpreted that in the G7 countries much more should be contributed to environmental technology 
so as to progress on the path of green growth. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Development of countries depends on a wide range of factors. At the forefront of these factors is economic growth. 
Economic growth can be defined as the long-term increase in a country's production capacity (Kuznets, 1973). At the 
same time, economic growth is the increase in Real Gross Domestic Product (GDP).  Real economic growth, while 
expressing the increase in inflation-adjusted production activities, is also an incremental rate act. Economic growth 
depends on the presence of certain elements. At the beginning of these elements is the growth of capital 
accumulation, technological development, industrial production, human capital and employment. The technology 
factor is especially important for economic growth.  

Technology is a holistic output of knowledge, skills and infrastructure. Technological development, which was 
expressed as "Creative Destruction" by Schumpeter, has become a phenomenon that came to the fore with the 
industrial revolution. For this reason, industrialised countries attach great importance to scientific methods and 
innovation economy in order to achieve technological development. In today's conditions where competition is gaining 
momentum, an innovative perspective is needed for technology to drive growth. Therefore, innovation activities are 
one of the main determinants for the continuity of technological development. 

In current economic circumstance, where information becomes an economic input, there are factors such as research 
and development (R&D), patenting activities, high-tech exports. While R&D activities are inputs of innovation 
activities, patents are outputs (Pandit et al., 2011). Lots of research has been carried out on the importance of 

innovation in achieving sustainable economic growth. In the internal growth models which emerged in the 1980s, 
Romer argued that innovation activities constituted the source of economic growth and accepted the innovations as 
an internal variable (Romer, 1990:72). Therefore, they have a great importance that concepts of information and 
innovation by making an internal variable and technology factor is directed in a way which creates added value. 

Technology development is quite important for both sustainabilty and for economic development. The progress of 
technology depends on the development of technological innovations, which is perceived as a key solution for 
environmental problems and sustainable development (Lin and Zhu, 2019). In historical processes, consumption of 
fossil fuels used in production activities has led to global warming and climate change, as well as destruction of the 
environment and natural resources. The transition from economic activities that pollute the environment and lead to 
high levels of carbon emissions to those which are sensitive to climate change and based on alternative renewable 
technologies has become a priority agenda for world economies (Fernandez et al., 2018). In thıs context, 
environmental technologies both combat climate change and reduce the pressure on the environment caused by 
unbalanced use of natural resources. 

Environmental technologies is the development process or application of new methods by conducting scientific 
research and investigations in order to improve environmental quality, understand the problems affecting environment 
and to bring solutions to these problems (Speight, 2005; Orszulik, 2008). Patenting of environmental technologies 
are as important as development of these technologies. Patents provide protection to the developer of the product, 
ensuring the continuation of both existing and future innovation. Acquisition of a patent is a proof of meaningful 
improvement in old technology or creation of a new one, and patent data is considered to contain innovations which 
essentially lead to improvement at current level of technological innovation (Bindi, 2019). Patenting environmental-
related technologies can have a significant potential both to contribute to green growth and to achieve sustainable 
development goals. At this point, level of development of countries and their legal and economic support for the 
development of new products is of great importance 

2. LITERATURE ON ECONOMİC GROWTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL PATENTS 

Empirical studies examining the relationship between environmentally related patents and economic growth in recent 
years in the literature are summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1: Selected Literature on Economic Growth and Environmental-related Patents 

Authors Periods Region/Countries  Methodology Key Findings 

Bashir et al. 
(2022) 

1990-2016 
South Asia 
Countries 

Panel Data 
Analysis 

It has been determined that increase in the national income 
of South Asian countries leads to increase in environmental-
related patents. 

Hussain et al. 
(2022) 

2001-2020 
Twenty High-

income Countries 
Panel Data 

Analysis 

As a result of the analysis in the study; statistically significant 
relationship has been identified between GDP, green 
technology (patents) and green growth.  In addition, green 
growth is positively affected in both short and long term. 

Sadık Abidi 
and Mehrnaz 
Moenyan 
(2021) 

2010-2016 
Middle East 
Countries 

Panel Data 
Analysis 

As a result of the analysis, a statistically significant 
relationship was found between environment-related 
technological patents and economic growth. The study 
shows that sustainable green growth is possible with 
technological development. 
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A substantial part of the studies in the literature show that there is a statistically significant relationship between 
environmental patents and economic growth. However, the direction of the relationship varies according to the level 
of development of the country. In addition, above studies have underlined that developed environmental innovations 
to eliminate the effects of climate change have given positive results in terms of technology transfer. 

3. METHODOLOGY AND DATA SET 

In the panel study, GDP growth (annual %) as a proxy of economic growth and environmentally-related patents as a  
proxy for environmental technology  have been used. The data handled for the analysis were drawn from the "World 
Bank" and "OECD" database. Datasets covered the years from 1998 to 2019. Variables used in the panel are 
summarised in Table 2. 

Table 2: Variables 

Variable Name Description Data Source 

Envpatent 
Development of environment-related 
technologies, % all technologies 

OECD 

Gdp% 
Annual percentage (%) growth rate of 
GDP 

World Bank 

In Table 2, respectively "Envpatent" and "Gdp%" symbolise environmentally related-patents and economic growth. 
In this direction, the Group of Seven (G7) which have more than two-thirds of global income, were included in the 
scope of the study analysis. The main reason for choosing the G7 countries is that these countries, which have 
experienced early industrialisation, were largely responsible for global warming. However, G7 supports environmental 
technologies designed to eliminate the negative effects of climate change.  

Fernandes et 
al. (2021) 

1990-2013 
Thirty-two OECD 

Countries 
Panel Data 

Analysis 

In the end of the research, it was found that sustainable 
technological innovations promote green growth which 
positively affects economic growth. 

Ferreira et al. 
(2020) 

2000-2013 
Twenty-three 

European Union 
Countries 

Panel Data 
Analysis 

As a result of the analysis, statistically significant and 
positive effect was found between environmental-related 
technological patents and economic growth in EU countries 
except for Euro Zone. 

Khan et al. 
(2020) 

1990-2017 G7 Countries 
Panel Data 

Analysis 

In the study, it was identified that increase income in the long 
term led to increase in carbon emissions and technological 
innovations led to decrease in carbon emissions. In addition 
to has emphasized the importance of maintaining    
environmental technologies and innovations. 

Topçu et al. 
(2020) 

2000-2016 G7 Countries 
Panel VAR 

Analysis 

The study analyzed the relationship between economic 
growth and related patents to logistics, manufacturing, 
energy production, transmission and distribution to mitigate 
climate change.  As a result of the research, it was 
determined that the increase in national income was the 
Granger reason for patents aimed at reducing climate 
change in the field of energy and transportation. 

Ferreira et al. 
(2019) 

1995-2015 

Twenty-five EU 
Countries, 

Australia and New 
Zealand 

Dynamic Panel 
Data Analysis 

As a result of the analysis, it was found that innovations in 
general and environmental related patents specifically have 
a positive effect on economic growth. It was found that 
patenting initiatives which related environmental 
innovations eliminate the effects of climate change and gave 
positive results at the point of technology transfer. 

Fujii and 
Managi (2019) 

1996-2015 China 
Decomposition 

Analysis 

In the study, the factors affecting green patents were 
investigated by decomposition analysis. In the end of the 
research, it was found that economic activities led to 
increase in the number of green patents due to the scale 
expansion.  With this finding, it can be expressed that 
economic development contributes to advancement of 
environmentally friendly green technologies. 

Tnani (2018) 1990-2014 
China, India and 

Ten OECD 
Countries 

Panel Data 
Analysis 

As a result of the analysis, it was determined that developed 
patents for the photovoltaic sector in the short term had a 
positive effect on economic growth but negative effected in 
the long term. The study concluded that Chinese economy 
is highly decisive on a panel basis and the role of innovative 
technological activities on economic growth has decreased 
with the excluded of China from the panel. 
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Figure 1 show the share of greenhouse gas emissions in tons/capita in the G7 countries. As can be seen from the 
diagram, on average, G7 countries followed a course close to greenhouse gas emissions released throughout the 
OECD, whilst USA and Canada exceeded the OECD.  

 

Figure 1: Between of 1998-2020 years greenhouse gas emissions in G7. Source: OECD (2022a). 

Figure 2 indicates the distribution of environmental technologies on the basis of the percentage of all technologies in 
the G7 countries. USA had the highest share of environmental technologies, while Canada had the lowest share.  

 

Figure 2: The percentage of envıronmental-related technology patents in G7. Source: OECD (2022b). 

Figure 3 reveals the avarage GDP in G7 countries between 1998-2019. In the period under consideration, on average, 
Canada and the USA had the highest growth rates, while Italy and Japan had the lowest growth rates. 

 

Figure 3: The average GDP of the G7 countries, period 1998-2019. Source: World Bank (2022). 
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The equation and hypothesis within the scope of the study can be seen below. 

   Equation 1:  Envpatentit = β0 + β1 Gdp%it + 𝜀𝑖,𝑡 

Where: 

- Envpatent= Environmental-related Patents (Panel-based) 
- Gdp%= Growth Rate of Gross Domestic Product (Panel-based) 

- 𝜀: Error Term 

- 𝑖: İndividuals (Countries) 

- 𝑡: Time Period (Between 1998-2019 years) 

Ho: Envpatent and Gdp% are not related 

 H1: Envpatent and Gdp% are related 

Descriptive statistics on the variables used in the equation are available in Table 3. 

Table 3: Descriptive statistics for panel 

Variable Observation Mean 
Standard 
deviation 

Minimum Maximum 

Envpatent 154 1.547068 1.948791 -5.693836 6.868609 

Gdp% 154 10.36818 2.569563 5.09  15.7 

Based on the above-mentioned data, panel data analysis was used as a method in the study. In the panel data 
analysis, first of all, homogeneity of the relevant data was examined with the Delta test (Pesaran and Yamagata, 
2008). Table 4 shows the Slope Homogeneity test results of Pesaran and Yamagata (2008). 

Ho: Slope coefficients are homogenous 

H1: Slope coefficients are not homogenous 

Table 4: Slope Homogeneity Tests in Pesaran and Yamagata (2008) 

Test  Test Stat. Prob. Value 

Delta_tilde -1.519 0.936 

Delta_tilde_adj -1.635 0.949 

According to Table 4, variables in the model which made up the panel (0.05<0.936 and 0.05<0.949), and the null 
hypothesis cannot be rejected. The slope coefficients of the countries constituting the panel do not change, in other 
words, it can be said that the countries constituting the panel were homogeneous. 

Within the scope of the analysis, the cross-sectional dependency in the relevant data set was examined by CD tests. 
CDlm (Breusch and Pagan, 1980) and LMadj (PUY, 2008) tests were applied within the scope of the analysis because 
the time dimension was greater than the observation size (T>N) (Koçdemir and Gölpek, 2021). 

Ho: There is no cross-sectional dependency 

H1: There is cross-sectional dependency 

The results of the analysis are shown in Table 5. As a result of the analysis, according to the LMadj test result, there 
were conflicting results in the variables related to the model. For the Envpatent series, the Ho hypothesis was rejected, 
while for the GDP % series, the Ho hypothesis could not be rejected.  

Table 5: Cross-sectional dependence (CD) Test Result 

***,**,* denote significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels 

  Envpatent Gdp%  

 Test Stat. Prob. Value Test Stat. Prob Value 

LM (Breusch&Pagan, 1980) 39.444 0.000*** 54.262   0.000*** 

LMadj (PUY, 2008) 3.273 0.001*** -1.000 0.860 
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Due to the contradictory results in Table 5, the use of first-generation panel unit root tests was preferred. Accordingly, 
Fisher Augmented Dickey Fuller (ADF-Fisher) and Fisher Phillips Perron (PP-Fisher) Panel unit root tests were 
applied. 

Ho: All panels contain unit root 

H1: At least one panel is stationary 

The Unit root test results are shown in Table 6. The GDP% series was stationary both at level and first difference. Ho 
hypothesis was rejected in both unit root tests (ADF-Fisher Chisquare and PP-Fisher Chisquare).  Envpatent series 
contained unit root at the level, while exhibiting a stationary when first difference for PP - Fisher Chisquare Unit Root 
Test. On the other hand, Envpatent series contained unit root at the level, while exhibiting a stationary when first 
difference at ıntercept, for ADF - Fisher Chisquare Unit Root Test. 

Table 6: Unit root test results 

***,**,* denote significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels 

Finally, Panel VAR-Granger Causality Wald Test (Granger, 1969) was applied to analyse the causality relationship 
between GDP % and Envpatent variables.  

Ho: Excluded variable does not Granger-cause Equation variable 

H1: Excluded variable Granger-causes Equation variable  

The test results are shown in Table 7. Accordingly, Gdp% was of the Envpatent variable and Ho hypothesis was 
rejected. But Envpatent was not the Granger cause of Gdp% variable. As a result of the analysis, there was a one-
way Granger causality relationship. 

Table 7:  Panel VAR–Granger Causality Wald Test Results 

Equation Excluded chi2. Prob > chi2 

Envpatent Gdp% 12.434 0.002*** 

Gdp% Envpatent 0.364 0.834 

                           ***,**,* denote significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels    

4. CONCLUSION 

In this study, the relationship between environmental technologies and economic growth in the G7 countries between 
1998 and 2019 was examined by unit root tests and panel granger causality test. As a result of the delta test, it was 
been seen that G7 countries had a homogeneous structure. In other words, G7 countries presented a similar structure 
throughout the panel in terms of environmental technologies and economic growth. In this similar structure, as a result 
of the causality analysis, it was concluded that economic growth was the cause of environmentally-related 
technologies, but environmental technologies were not the cause of economic growth. In this context, it can be said 
that environmentally-related patents which proxy environmental technology in G7 countries were not a determinant 
of economic growth. However, it can be said that economic growth was a driving force of environmental patents and 
that G7 countries contributed much more to sustainable environmental technologies than economic development. In 
the current situation, it is important that G7 countries should contribute to sustainable green technologies by further 
supporting environmental technologies. This situation is also important, in terms of reducing the pressure on the 
environment and combating climate change caused by G7 countries, with high greenhouse gas emissions by using 
intensive fossil fuels in the production and consumption cycle from past to present. Consequently, it is required to 
support and patent innovative green technologies so that environmentally-related technologies can be a driver force 
of economic growth in the G7. 

ADF-Fisher Chisquare 
Unit Root Test 

Intercept  Intercept and Trend 

 Variable Level First Difference                                                           Level First Difference 

Envpatent 10.6762  21.6823*  0.76292 19.6406 

Gdp% 55.9617*** 103.508*** 40.2733*** 80.5020*** 

PP - Fisher Chisquare 
Unit Root Test 

Intercept  Intercept and Trend 

 Variable Level First Difference                                                           Level First Difference 

Envpatent 10.4189  45.2981*** 1.10415 37.6444*** 

Gdp% 79.4675*** 512.740*** 61.2229*** 466.210*** 
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Abstract: Environmental tax is a very important financial instrument introduced to support environmental policy. These 
instruments cover a wide range of areas such as energy, transportation and pollution management. Due to its scope, 
it can have great significance in terms of sustainable development and the environment. Especially, environmental 
taxes play an important role in promoting renewable energy production which is crucial in order to achieve sustainable 
development goals and to build a carbon neutral system. Although the use of fossil fuels play a large part in the 
production and consumption cycle, it is estimated to decrease in the future thanks to financial practices such as the 
carbon tax. For this reason, today, many nations, especially industrialized countries, apply for environmental taxes 
so as to achieve sustainable development goals and increase the use of renewable energy. In this context, the study 
investigated whether environmental taxes support the production of renewable energy. In order for the research 
question to be analysed, the selected country group is the European Union (EU). The European Union, with its 
production infrastructure, have been dominant in the use of fossil fuels causing global warming since the industrial 
revolution. However, in recent years, the EU have been turning to renewable energy sources, especially for electricity 
production, with policy preferences to combat climate change and reduce carbon emissions. As a methodology for 
the analysis, part of this study applied dynamic panel data analysis. Material data on environmental taxes were 
obtained from the "OECD" database, and data on electricity generation from renewable energy were obtained from 
"Our World in Data". This study investigated the effects of total environmental taxes, other types of environmental 
taxes and renewable electricity generation for selected twenty five EU countries. As a result of the analysis it was 
determined that environmental tax leads to an increase in renewable electricity generation. However, it was found 
that there was no positive relationship between resources tax, pollution tax and renewable electricity energy 
generation. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Taxes levied on a physical or similar unit that has been scientifically proven to have a negative effect on the 
environment are called environmental taxes (Eurostat, 2001). As a financial instrument, such taxes have a great 
importance for environmental policy. The main purpose of environmental taxes as an instrument of fiscal policy is the 
internalization of negative externalities caused by production and consumption on the environment and natural 
resources through taxation. Thus, increasing the tax burden of economic units that have destructive effects on 
environmental quality would increase their cost and have a deterrent effect. Thereby, an increase in the environmental 
tax burden would cause tax-payers to find alternative production techniques that would give them tax advantages 
and turn to renewable clean energy sources (Speck and Ekins, 2000). Environmental taxes not only contribute to the 
use of alternative production techniques, but also the development of green technologies.   

Environmental taxes can be examined in four main parts. These are as follows; 

- Energy taxes, 
- Transport taxes, 
- Pollution taxes and  
- Resources taxes. 

 
Specifically, energy and transport taxes are vital in combating global warming and climate change caused by the use 

of fossil fuels. In addition to environmental taxes, there are other fiscal instruments such as tradable permits and 

subsidies to help combat climate change. For this reason, environmental taxes should be used together with other 

fiscal instruments to encourage the switch to a carbon neutral system. In this direction, the European Union attaches 

importance to the use of environmental taxes and other fiscal instruments within the scope of common environmental 

policy. Environmental policy in the European Union is also related to climate and energy policies. In other words, 

reducing the use of fossil fuels to combat climate change is the expected outcome of environmental taxes. However, 

in order to achieve these goals, is necessary to correctly design environmental taxes and implement them taking into 

account the differences between countries. For this reason, it is quite difficult to create a unique tax policy in the 

European Union (Delgado et al., 2022). Although it is difficult to carry out environmental taxes from a single source, 

their use in accordance with structural characteristics of countries to coincide with climate goals is very important in 

the context of environmental policy of the European Union. Becoming a carbon neutral continent, increasing the use 

of renewable energy and achieving significant improvements in energy efficiency are among the current goals of the 

European Union (Delgado et al., 2022). Increasing use of renewable energy is as much a tool as it is a goal.  

Renewable energy is a type of energy that can be obtained from carbon-neutral natural sources and can renew itself 

naturally on a time scale (Ellabban et al., 2014). Among the renewable energies are clean sources such as solar, 

wind and geothermal energy. For this reason, turn to environmentally friendly alternative energy sources sheds light 

on ecological problems experienced on global basis. However, most countries and companies today avoid the use 

of renewable energy due to their pure profit motive and dependence on built-in fossil fuels. At this point, environmental 

taxes appear as a forced applying. Thus, increased tax burdens due to the use of fossil fuels can direct companies 

to production methods based on renewable energy. But is quite difficult to achieve this improvement with taxes alone. 

In this context, effectiveness of environmental taxes on supply and demand of renewable energy would increase with 

compulsory agreements to be made in the international framework. The best example of this situation is the Kyoto 

Protocol which legally forces countries to reduce their carbon emissions by increasing use of renewable energy 

(Becker and Posner, 2005).  

As can be seen, enforcement of environmental taxes together with high-enforcement audit and oversight mechanisms 

would increase its potential impact on renewable energy sources. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The effects and effectiveness of environmental taxes on energy generation have been a topic of discussion in the 
academic context. Although academic literature has extensively examined the effects of environmental taxes on 
carbon emissions in empirical framework, the effects of these taxes in the context of renewable energy generation 
has now become the subject of research and examination.  

Jaggi et al. (2022) proposed two different carbon tax mechanisms for a flexible production system. This study aimed 

to include the impact of renewable energy on the sustainable production system with a flexible production rate. It 
mentioned that the cost of using renewable energy can be reduced to a minimum and also help to decrease carbon 
emissions. 

Wolde-Rufael and Mulat-Weldemeskel (2022) investigated the effectiveness of environmental tax and renewable 
energy in reducing carbon emissions in 18 Latin American and Caribbean (LAC) countries for the period 1994-2018. 
The study found that environmental taxes both reduced carbon emissions and encouraged renewable energy. Results 
of the analysis showed that environmental tax and renewable energy can be effective tools to improve environmental 
quality. 
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Bashir et al. (2021) examined the interaction between environmental taxes, energy density and energy consumption 
on 29 OECD economies between 1994 and 2018. Results of the analyses showed that environmental taxes had a 
reducing effect on energy consumption and energy density. These findings indicated that cleaner production could 
be possible through environmental taxes in OECD countries. Wolde-Rufael and Mulat-Weldemeskel (2021) analyzed 
the effectiveness of environmental taxes to reduce CO2 for 7 emerging market economies for the period 1994-2015. 
In the study, a negative and significant relationship between CO2 emissions and energy tax was found. In addition, 
a unidirectional causality from the energy tax to renewable energy was identified. 

McLaughlin et al. (2019) conducted a survey study on the carbon tax and energy consumption with forty five people 
specializing in energy finance in Scotland. The study introduction implied that a carbon tax on coal forced companies 
to switch to green energy generation by moving away from fossil fuels. Also, it was found that the carbon tax alone 
did not affect dependence on fossil fuels, but coal was an exception; however, gas-powered power plants were still 
a popular choice for energy. It concluded that fossil fuels would continue to be the main fuel source in Scotland until 
renewable energy became cheaper. 

Larsen et al (2018) ın their independent report made evaluations on the possible effects of carbon tax on energy 

supply and demand through scenarios. They reported that carbon tax had accelerated the transition from coal to 
renewable energy ın the Unıted States. They also stated that escape from coal was the driving force of emission 
reductions resulting from the carbon tax. In addition, it was estimated that the share of renewable energy generation 
would increase to 41 percent by 2030.  

Seymore et al. (2010) aimed to assess the impact of the electricity generation tax on the economy of South Africa. In 
the study, it was stated that the South African government proposed a 2c/kWh tax be applied to the sale of electricity 
generated from non-renewable energy sources. With this enforcement, they aimed to both protect the environment 
and help manage the electricity supply.  They foresaw that the electricity generation tax could be a positive impact 
on the South African economy in terms of the benefits from reducing pollution. Sterner (2007) stated that fuel taxes 
played a very important role on the environment and, if abolished, there would be an increase in emissions. At the 
same time, he argued that fossil fuel taxes had both long-term effects in reducing non-renewable energy consumption 
and helped reduce carbon emissions ın Europe. 

Nakata and Lamont (2001) studied the potential effects of carbon and energy taxes applied to the Japanese energy 
system. In the study, they developed a partial equilibrium equation of the Japanese energy sector to predict the 
change in the energy system by 2040. In the study it was stated that carbon tax tended to reduce coal use in Japan. 
However, it was identified that this situation had the potential to put the Japanese economy in trouble in context of 
energy security, and therefore energy taxes were more appropriate for Japan. 

Vehmas et al. (1999) investigated the effects of environmental taxes imposed on fuel and electricity in Northern 
countries. In the study, it was stated that energy was taxed from heat generation and also electricity was taxed at the 
consumption stage ın Denmark. On the other hand, subsidies were given for renewable energy generation. This 
situation has initiated transition from coal-based energy production to renewable sources, thus it was found that 
energy taxes played a deterrent role in investing in fossil fuels ın Norway. In Sweden, it was found that energy taxes 
were not effective enough due to the policies applied by power plant owners to avoid taxes, and therefore use of 
fossil fuels for electricity generation has increased. In Finland, energy companies have claimed that increased energy 
taxes have caused problems for domestic electricity generation. For this reason, electricity generation was exempted 
from all taxes and electricity consumption was taxed instead. 

As can be seen from the literature, the effects of environmental taxes on energy generation vary depending on the 
countries and some countries continue to consume non-renewable energy sources through tax avoidance due to 
their dependence on fossil fuel consumption. However, in general, it can be said that environmental taxes have 
increased the trend towards renewable energy sources. 

3. METHODOLOGY AND DATA SET 

Electricity generation from renewable sources have been used as a dependent variable in the study. In the scope of 
the equations examined, total environmental taxes, energy taxes, transport taxes, pollution taxes and resource taxes 
have been used as independent variables. The variables used in the study are summarized in Table 1. 

 Table 1: Variable 

Variable Name Description Data Source 

Logrenelgen 
Electricity generation from renewable 

energy(terawatt-hours) 
Our World in Data 

Tenvtax Total environmental taxes % of GDP OECD 

Energytax Energy taxes % of GDP OECD 

Transtax Transport taxes % of GDP  OECD 

Polutax Pollution taxes % of GDP OECD 

Resourctax Resources taxes % of GDP OECD 
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In the study, “Logrenelgen” was used as a proxy for electricity generation from renewable energy in terawatt-hours. 
“Tenvtax” as a proxy for total environmental taxes is percentage (%) GDP. İndicators of other independent variables 
can be summarized as follows; 

- Transtax as a proxy for transport taxes is percentage (%) of GDP, 
- Polutax as a proxy for pollution taxes is percentage (%) of GDP, 
- Resourctax as a proxy for resources taxes is percentage (%) of GDP and 
- Energytax as a proxy for energy taxes is percentage (%) of GDP.  

 
The data handled for analysis were drawn from the "Our World in Data" and "OECD" database. Datasets cover the 
years between 2008 and 2020. 

In order for the research question to be analysed, the selected country group was the European Union (EU) which, 
with its production infrastructure, has had a dominant position in the use of fossil fuels that cause global warming 
since the industrial revolution. However, in recent years, the EU has been turning to renewable energy sources, 
especially for electricity production, with policy preferences to combat climate change and reduce carbon emissions.  

As can be seen from Figure 1, it was observed that total environmental taxes have been on a downward trend 
throughout Europe in recent years. At the European Environment Agency briefing in 2021, it was reported that with 
the phasing out of environmentally harmful subsidies, the expected increases in environmental tax revenues would 
not be realised and ultimately, environmental taxes may erode the tax base in the long run (EEA, 2022). 

 

Figure 1: Total Environmental Tax % of GDP in Europe, between 2008-2020 years. Source: OECD (2022). 

The main purpose of environmental taxes is to contribute to sustainable environmental management. The use of 
clean energy is one of the most important elements serving this purpose. Figure 2 shows electricity generation from 
renewable and non-renewable energy sources in recent years for the European Union. As can be seen, while fossil 
fuel-based electricity production decreased after 2017, renewable energy-based electricity production increased. In 
2020, electricity generation from renewable energy surpassed fossil fuel-based generation. This circumstance shows 
that Europe is increasingly focused on renewable energy in accordance with the green agreement goals for 2030 
(Agora and Ember, 2020). 

 

Figure 2: Electricity from renewables and fossil fuels (terawatt-hours) in Europe Union, between 2008 and 2020.  
Source: Our World in Data (2022). 

As methodology for the analysis part of the study was aimed to apply dynamic panel data analysis. In dynamic panel 
data analysis; since economic behavior or events in a period are influenced by past experiences, it is important to 
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model the lagged values of variables as an explanatory element when examining these relationships (Yerdelen 
Tatoğlu, 2018). For this reason, in dynamic panel data models, lagged value of the dependent variable is included in 
the equation as an independent variable. The reason why dynamic panel have preferred in the study is that it 
contributes to the solution of internality problem and coefficient estimation also gives better results than classical 
panel data econometrics in cases where the time dimension is short. Because of some data are missing in examined 
countries, unbalanced panel analysis has been performed. 

The equations within the scope of the study can be seen below. 
     
     Equation 3: Logrenelgen𝑖,𝑡=𝛼0+𝛽1Logrenelgen𝑖,𝑡−1+𝛽2Tenvtax𝑖,𝑡  +𝜀𝑖,𝑡 

     Equation 2: Logrenelgen𝑖,𝑡=𝛼0+𝛽1Logrenelgen𝑖,𝑡−1+𝛽2Energytax𝑖,𝑡   +𝜀𝑖,𝑡 

     Equation 3: Logrenelgen𝑖,𝑡=𝛼0+𝛽1Logrenelgen𝑖,𝑡−1+𝛽2Transtax𝑖,𝑡   +𝜀𝑖,𝑡 

     Equation 4: Logrenelgen𝑖,𝑡=𝛼0+𝛽1Logrenelgen𝑖,𝑡−1+𝛽2Polutax𝑖,𝑡   +𝜀𝑖,𝑡 

     Equation 5: Logrenelgen𝑖,𝑡=𝛼0+𝛽1Logrenelgen𝑖,𝑡−1+𝛽2Resourctax𝑖,𝑡  +𝜀𝑖,𝑡 
 
   Where: 

- Logrenelgen 𝑖, 𝑡 = Logarithmic value of electricity generation from renewable energy, [Dependent variable] 

- Logrenelgen 𝑖, 𝑡 − 1= One lagged value of the dependent variable, [ Independent variable] 
- Tenvtax= Total environmental taxes %, [ Independent variable] 
- Energytax = Energy taxes %, [ Independent variable] 
- Transtax= Transport taxes %, [ Independent variable] 
- Polutax= Pollution taxes %, [ Independent variable] 
- Resourctax= Resources taxes %, [ Independent variable] 
- 𝛼0= Constant  

- 𝜀= Error Term 

- 𝑖=İndividuals (Countries) 

- 𝑡= Time Period (Between 2008-2020 years) 

Descriptive statistics on the variables used in the equation are available in Table 2. 

Table 2: Descriptive statistics for panel 

Variable Observation Mean 
Standard 
Deviation 

Minimum Maximum 

Tenvtax 325 2.666695 .7117836 1.205 4.637 

Energytax 325 2.016323   .5641312 .736   3.789 

Transtax 325 .5128708 .3502126   .043 1.894 

Polutax 297 .0916768 .1129287 0 .753 

Resourctax 325 .0449224 .0672558 0 .358 

Logrenelgen 325 3.499693 1.522316 -.6443571 6.490033 

 

In the context of dynamic panel analysis, the “Arellano - Bover & Blundell - Bond System GMM” estimator was used. 
Table 3 shows results of the analysis for Equation 1. The number of instruments was smaller than the number of 
groups, and at the same time, the result of “Wald chi2” shows that model was significant. In addition, all independent 
variables were significant at the 1% level. Logrenelgen L1, which was included in Equation 1 as a lagged value of the 
dependent variable led to increases in the positive direction of electricity generation from renewable energy.  In other 
words, the value of the previous year leads to increases in electricity generation from renewable energy. Also, other 
independent variable, total environmental taxes variable led to an increase in the positive direction of electricity 
generation from renewable sources. The 1% increase in total environmental taxes increased electricity production 
from renewable sources by 0.018%. 

Table 3: Arellano-Bover/Blundell-Bond System GMM Estimator Results for Equation 1 

Logrenelgen Coefficient Std. err Z Prob>|z| [95% conf] 

Logrenelgen. L1 .9544206    .0104578     91.26    0.000***      .9339236     

Tenvtax .0181922    .0037452      4.86    0.000***      .0108516     

_cons .1777091    .0263688      6.74    0.000***      .1260272     

***,**,* denote significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels 

  Number of Observation      Number of Groups   Number of İnstruments Wald chi2 

300 25 24        30866.93(0,0000) *** 

After the coefficient estimation, the presence of autocorrelation and validity of instruments variables for Equation 1 
were tested. The results are shown in Table 4. According to the result of the Arellano–Bond Autocorrelation test, 
there was no autocorrelation for AR2, and Ho hypothesis (Ho: No autocorrelation) can not be rejected. According to 
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the results of the Sargan Test, which measured the validity of instrumental variables, Ho hypothesis (Ho: 
Overidentifying restrictions are valid) can not be rejected and instrumental variables were valid. 

Table 4: Arellano–Bond Autocorrelation Test and Sargan Test for Equation 1 

Order z Prob > z 

AR1 -3.3904      0.0007 

AR2 -.12769     0.8984 

chi2 Prob > chi2   

23.95874 0.2951 

Table 5 gives results of the analysis for Equation 2. The number of instruments was smaller than the number of 
groups, and at the same time, the result of “Wald chi2” showed that model was significant. In addition, all independent 
variables were significant at the 1% level. Logrenelgen L1, which was included in Equation 2 as a lagged value of the 
dependent variable, led to an increase in the positive direction of electricity generation from renewable sources.  In 
other words, the value of the previous year led to an increase in renewable electricity generation. Also, other 
independent variables, energy taxes variable led to an increased positive direction on electricity generation from 
renewable energy. The 1% increase in energy taxes increased electricity production from renewable sources by 
0.036%. 

Table 5: Arellano-Bover/Blundell-Bond System GMM Estimator Results for Equation 2 

Logrenelgen Coefficient Std. err Z Prob>|z| [95% conf] 

Logrenelgen. L1 .9558278    .0103151     92.66    0.000***      .9356105     

Energytax .0366293    .0061291      5.98    0.000***      .0246165      

_cons .1471577    .0269906      5.45 0.000***      .0942572     

***,**,* denote significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels 

  Number of Observation      Number of Groups   Number of İnstruments Wald chi2 

300 25 24        21729.26(0,0000) *** 

After the coefficient estimation, the presence of autocorrelation and validity of instruments variables for Equation 2 
were tested. The results are shown in Table 6. According to the result of the Arellano–Bond Autocorrelation test, 
there was no autocorrelation for AR2, and Ho hypothesis (Ho: No autocorrelation) can not be rejected. According to 
the results of the Sargan Test which measured the validity of instrumental variables, Ho hypothesis (Ho: 
Overidentifying restrictions are valid) can not be rejected and instrumental variables were valid. 

Table 6:  Arellano–Bond Autocorrelation Test and Sargan Test for Equation 2 

Order z Prob > z 

AR1 -3.3947      0.0007 

AR2 -.13302      0.8942 

chi2 Prob > chi2   

23.59353 0.3132 

Table 7 show the results of the analysis for Equation 3. The number of instruments was smaller than the number of 
groups, while the result of “Wald chi2” showed that model significant. In addition, all independent variables were 
significant at the 1% level. Logrenelgen L1, which was included in Equation 3 as a lagged value of the dependent 
variable led to increased positive direction on electricity generation from renewable energy.  In other words, the value 
of the previous year led to an increase in electricity generation from renewable energy. Also, other independent 
variable, transport taxes variable led to an increased positive direction on renewable electricity generation. The 1% 
increase in transport taxes increased electricity production from renewable sources by 0.234%.  

Table 7: Arellano-Bover/Blundell-Bond System GMM Estimator Results for Equation 3 

Logrenelgen Coefficient Std. err Z Prob>|z| [95% conf] 

Logrenelgen. L1 .9304523    .0086478    107.59    0.000***      .9135029     

Transtax .2344139    .0468581 5.00 0.000***      .1425736     

_cons .1948409    .0394978      4.93 0.000***      .1174267     

***,**,* denote significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels 

  Number of Observation      Number of Groups   Number of İnstruments Wald chi2 

300 25 24      11897.15(0,0000) *** 

After the coefficient estimation, presence of autocorrelation and validity of instruments variables for Equation 3 were 
tested and the results are shown in Table 8. According to the result of the Arellano–Bond Autocorrelation test, there 
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was no autocorrelation for AR2, and Ho hypothesis (Ho: No autocorrelation) can not be rejected. According to the 
results of the Sargan Test, which measured the validity of instrumental variables, Ho hypothesis (Ho: Overidentifying 
restrictions are valid) can not be rejected and instrumental variables were valid. 

Table 8: Arellano–Bond Autocorrelation Test and Sargan Test for Equation 3 

Order z Prob > z 

AR1 -3.3891 0.0007 

AR2 -.07168 0.9429 

chi2 Prob > chi2   

23.90553 0.2977 

Table 9 gives the results of the analysis for Equation 4. The number of instruments was smaller than the number of 
groups, and at the same time, the result of “Wald chi2” shows that model was significant. In addition, all independent 
variables were significant at the 1% level. Logrenelgen L1, which was included in Equation 4 as a lagged value of the 
dependent variable led to an increase in the positive direction on electricity generation from renewables.  In other 
words, the value of the previous year led to increased electricity generation from renewable sources. But, other 
independent variable, pollution taxes variable led to a reduction in the negative direction on renewable electricity 
generation. The 1% increase in pollution taxes decreased electricity production from renewable sources by -.470%. 

Table 9: Arellano-Bover/Blundell-Bond System GMM Estimator Results for Equation 4 

Logrenelgen Coefficient Std. err Z Prob>|z| [95% conf] 

Logrenelgen. L1 .889417    .0081673    108.90    0.000***      .8734093     

Polutax -.4708438    .0154775    -30.42    0.000***      -.5011791    

_cons .4798679    .0304163     15.78    0.000***      .4202531     

***,**,* denote significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels 

  Number of Observation      Number of Groups   Number of İnstruments Wald chi2 

272 25 24      16626.25(0,0000) *** 

After the coefficient estimation, the presence of autocorrelation and validity of instruments variables for Equation 4 
were tested with results shown in Table 10. According to the results of the Arellano–Bond Autocorrelation test, there 
was no autocorrelation for AR2, and Ho hypothesis (Ho: No autocorrelation) could not be rejected. According to the 
results of the Sargan Test, which measured the validity of instrumental variables, Ho hypothesis (Ho: Overidentifying 
restrictions are valid) could not be rejected and instrumental variables were valid. 

Table 10: Arellano–Bond Autocorrelation Test and Sargan Test for Equation 4 

Order z Prob > z 

AR1 -3.114       0.0018 

AR2 .09604       0.9235 

chi2 Prob > chi2   

23.58179 0.3138 

Table 11 shows results of the analysis for Equation 5. The number of instruments was smaller than the number of 
groups while the result of “Wald chi2” shows that the model was significant. In addition, all independent variables 
were significant at the 1% level. Logrenelgen L1, included in Equation 5 as a lagged value of the dependent variable, 
led to increased positive direction on electricity generation from renewable sources.  In other words, the value of the 
previous year led to increased renewable electricity generation. But, other independent variables, resources taxes 
variable led to a reduction in the negative direction on electricity generation from renewable sources. The 1% increase 
in resources taxes decreased electricity production from renewable sources by -1.018%. 

Table 11: Arellano-Bover/Blundell-Bond System GMM Estimator Results for Equation 5 

Logrenelgen Coefficient Std. err Z Prob>|z| [95% conf] 

Logrenelgen. L1 .9294102    .0106829     87.00    0.000***      .9503482 

Resourctax -1.018906     .264293     -3.86    0.000***      -.5009015 

_cons .3558865    .0442333      8.05    0.000***      .4425821 

***,**,* denote significance at 1%, 5%, and 10% levels 

  Number of Observation      Number of Groups   Number of İnstruments Wald chi2 

300 25 24      9034.92(0,0000) *** 
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After the coefficient estimation, the presence of autocorrelation and validity of instruments variables for Equation 5 
were tested and the results are shown in Table 12. According to the result of the Arellano–Bond Autocorrelation test, 
there was no autocorrelation for AR2, and Ho hypothesis (Ho: No autocorrelation) could not be rejected. According 
to the results of the Sargan Test, which measured the validity of instrumental variables, Ho hypothesis (Ho: 
Overidentifying restrictions are valid) could not be rejected and instrumental variables were valid. 

Table 12: Arellano–Bond Autocorrelation Test and Sargan Test for Equation 5 

Order z Prob > z 

AR1 -3.3911      0.0007 

AR2 -.20948      0.8341 

chi2 Prob > chi2   

23.43618 0.3212 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this study, the discussion of whether environmental taxes support the generation of electricity from renewable 
sources was analyzed by using Arellano - Bover/Blundell - Bond System GMM estimator for twenty-five EU countries 

between 2008 and 2020. As a result of the analysis it was found that total environment taxes, energy taxes and 
transport taxes had a statistically significant and positive effect on electricity generation from renewables. The 
analysis results have significance both in terms of whole model and coefficients. For Equations 1, Equations 2 and 
Equations 3 there were no autocorrelation problems in AR2, as well as there being no problem of excessive 
determination of instrumental variables. However, it was determined as a result of coefficient estimates that pollution 
taxes and resource taxes had the effect of reducing electricity generation from renewable sources. These statistically 
significant results were contrary to the sustainable green development goals of the EU. This situation may be related 
to the tendency of firms to avoid paying pollution and resource taxes and turn to cheaper fossil resources. At this 
point, the European Union should use its sanctions power with a supervisory role. Undoubtedly, it is difficult to merge 
all EU countries under a common fiscal policy. However, the EU is obliged to promote the use of renewable energy 
sources and the generation of clean electricity in order to coincide with the 2030 targets. Nevertheless, it is a 
promising result that total environmental taxes in general and energy and transport taxes in particular support the 
generation of electricity from renewable sources. The continuation of these positive effects depends as much on the 
responsibility of companies and governments as it depends on increasing environmental awareness of society. For 
this reason, in order to ensure environmental awareness that will form public opinion socially in the European Union, 
support should be provided both in the public context and on the level of private and non-governmental organizations. 
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Abstract: Methane is the second most prevalent greenhouse gas on earth. The number of residential natural gas 
users in China is enormous, and the emissions from tankless water heaters accounts for a certain proportion of 
methane emissions. This paper examines unburned methane emissions in the flue gas of brand new and in-service 
gas-fired tankless water heaters. We derived methane emission characteristics for tankless water heaters in the start-
up, steady operation, and shutdown phases. Also, we calculated the differences in methane emissions from tankless 
gas water heaters of different ages. The results showed that gas-fired tankless water heaters of varying service ages 
had similar emission characteristics for different combustion stages. However, methane emissions from gas-
fired tankless water heaters increased with usage time. We calculated that the emission rate of the new gas-fired 
tankless water heater was 0.18%, the average emission rate of the tankless water heater in use was 0.25%, and for 
water heaters exceeding eight years, the rate was 2.25%.  

 
 
 
 

Keywords: gas water heaters; emission rate of methane; daily start-stop 
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

Methane is the second most significant greenhouse gas on earth and a vital short-term greenhouse gas. Its global 
warming potential at a 20-year (GWP20) scale is 84 times that of CO2 and GWP100 is 28 times that of CO2 (IPCC). 
Methane emissions account for 16% of global greenhouse gas emissions (Zhou, 2014). At present, the methane 
concentration has reached 2.5 times the pre-industrial level (Global Methane Initiative) and the contribution of 
anthropogenic greenhouse gas to global warming has reached 25% (IPCC, 2016). The IPCC special report on global 
warming of 1.5°C issued in October 2018 pointed out that methane emissions must be significantly reduced to achieve 
the global control target of 1.5°C (IPCC, 2018).  

Globally, 50% ~ 65% of total methane emissions comes from human activities such as coal mining, oil and gas 
systems, landfill, livestock, rice fields, and biomass combustion. Of these, the methane emissions from the oil and 
gas industry reached 84 million tons per year (IPCC, 2007). The world energy outlook 2019 released by the 
International Energy Agency (IEA) showed that the methane emission of China's oil and gas industry was about 3.563 
million tons, accounting for 4.4% of the global total, second only to the emission of the coal industry (IEA, 2017). 

Scholars worldwide have conducted a wealth of research on methane emissions from the oil and gas industry. Still, 
they focus mainly on upstream mining, storage, and transportation, and there are few studies on methane emissions 
from the application of natural gas terminals. In the civil usage of natural gas, there has been a small amount of 
research on methane emissions from domestic gas appliances. Merrin et al. conducted methane emission tests on 
100 households’ domestic natural gas appliances in Boston, Indianapolis and sites in Illinois and New York. It was 
estimated that the average CO2e100 (CO2 equivalent based on 100-year global warming potential) of methane 
emissions from residential natural gas appliances in the United States was 8.3 × 108kg, accounting for 0.1% of 
American methane emissions (Merrin, 2019). 

Lebel et al. investigated and evaluated the methane emissions of water heaters in 64 households in California and 
found that a single tankless water heater emited an average of 2.39kg of methane per year, accounting for 0.93% of 
the total natural gas consumption of water heaters. The average annual methane emissions from a single volumetric 
water heater is 1.4kg, accounting for 0.39% of its natural gas consumption. It was estimated that the total yearly 
methane emission from whole volume water heaters and tankless water heaters (5.68 million and 1.2 million, 
respectively) was 8.23× 107kg (Lebel, 2020). 

The number of domestic natural gas users in China is enormous, reaching 150 million in 2020. Generally, all 
residential users have a double-eye gas stove in their homes. Most users also simultaneously use a gas-fired tankless 
water heater, and a few families use gas-fired heating water heaters. In 2019, the national residential gas consumption 
reached 50.2 billion cubic metres (China Statistical Yearbook 2021). China is also a large producer of gas appliances; 
in the years 2009-2018, Chinese mainland enterprises (including foreign-funded enterprises) produced 333 million 
gas cookers, 153 million gas-fired water heaters, and 18,950,000 gas-fired water heaters for space heating. Most of 
these gas appliances were sold and used in China (chyxx.com, 2021). 

Currently, China's methane emission inventory mainly uses the empirical data of foreign research but lacks the 
calculation of methane emissions from domestic gas equipment. China's gas supply system is different from the 
United States in terms of design, manufacturing, and use habits. Therefore, it is necessary to obtain China's localized 
methane emission data through bottom-up methods such as field monitoring and equipment testing to evaluate and 
quantify the methane emission levels of civil gas terminals and its contribution to global warming. 

This study aimed to measure the methane emissions of gas-fired tankless water heaters and explore the influence of 
different factors on the methane emission of the tankless water heater. 

2.  RESEARCH METHODS 

We collected a number of samples and carried out experiments in the National Gas Appliance Quality Inspection 
Center (Foshan) using a flue gas analyzer with a methane sensor to test the unburned methane content in the flue 
gas. We calculated the national total emissions data based on the test data and number of gas heaters in use in 
China. The specific research methods are as follows: (6.1 0:28) 

Sample collection 

112 new tankless water heaters sent by various manufacturers to the national gas appliance quality inspection center 
(Foshan) were selected as samples. The methane emission data of 22 groups of gas tankless water heaters and 54 
groups of temperature data near the exhaust outlet of gas tankless water heaters were sampled from the main urban 
area of Chongqing. 
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Experimental system and device 

The detection of new gas water heaters adopted the GASRACK-Z flue gas analysis system of Fuji electronic system 
company, while the gas water heaters in use adopted the German VARIO plus new enhanced flue gas analyzer. 

Table 1: Parameters of testing equipment 

Equipment name Measuring gas type Range Accuracy 

GASRACK-Z flue gas analysis system 
of Fuji electronic system company 

NOx, SO2, CO, CO2, CH4, and O2 0-500ppm，0-100vol% 1ppm，≤1%FS 

VARIO plus new enhanced flue gas 
analyzer 

NO、NO2、CO2、CO、CH4 and O2 0~3000ppm 2%FS 

Experimental methods 

The test was carried out according to the test method specified in the national standards GB6532-2015 and GB16410-
2007. During the performance test of gas appliances, the dynamic methane data of the process from ignition to 
shutdown of water heaters were recorded. Other relevant test data were also recorded, including gas flow, data of 
other components in flue gas, smoke exhaust temperature, ambient temperature and humidity, atmospheric pressure, 
etc. The front end of the sampling probe pipe of the flue gas analyzer was connected with a section of rubber hose 
and extended into the exhaust outlet of the water heater. The water heater was turned on, the water amount adjusted 
to the maximum, and the methane emissions from turning on the water heater to turning it off were recorded, as was 
the time and gas. The data acquisition system of the analyzer can record the change in flue gas concentration in real 
time. By monitoring the change of gas concentration in real time, the problems in the detection process can be found 
in time and adjusted accordingly. Zero gas and standard methane gas were used to calibrate the flue gas analyzer 
for each detection period. 

Data processing  

a) Investigation and statistics of starting times  

The exhaust outlet temperature measurement method was adopted according to the operational characteristics of 
gas-fired tankless water heater. We measured the temperature near the exhaust outlet by fixing a probe to the flue 
orifice, and the thermometer was recorded every ten seconds. The operating state of the gas appliance was judged 
by the change of flue gas temperature to obtain the starting times of the gas appliance in a day. Python was used to 
process the collected temperature data to calculate each water heater's daily starting times, and make the distribution 
diagram of daily starting times. To calculate the methane emission of gas-fired tankless water heaters, we drew 
methane emissions from ignition to turning off and estimated the average proportion of methane emission in the gas 
consumption of tankless water heaters. 

b) The normal operation process of gas appliances can be divided into three stages - startup stage, stable operation 
stage, and shutdown stage, which correspond to different calculation methods of methane emissions.  

Methane emissions equal the dry flue gas flow multiplied by the dry flue gas methane concentration (Equation 1). 

Equation 1: Methane emission generated during start-up and shutdown 

of each gas appliance throughout the year  

𝑉𝑋 = ∫𝑄𝑓 × 𝑐𝐶𝐻4𝑑𝑡 

Where: 

VX = methane emission when the gas appliance is turned on or off; the peak emissions are integrated using the 
trapezoidal integration method between each concentration data point (m3)  

Qf = dry flue gas flow, (m3/s)  
cCH4 = average methane concentration in dry flue gas (ppm)  

Equation 2: dry flue gas flow 𝑄𝑓 = 𝑄𝑁𝐺[1 + (𝛼 − 0.209）𝑉0] 
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Where: 

 QNG = natural gas consumption rate, (Nm3/Nm3)  

 V0 = theoretical air volume, for pure methane it is about 9.5 

 α = excess air coefficient can be calculated according to Equation (3) 

Equation 3: excess air coefficient 
𝛼 =

20.9

20.9 −
𝑂2
′

100 − (𝑅𝑂2
′ + 𝑂2

′ )
79.1

 

Where: 

 O2
′  = oxygen content in dry flue gas (%)  

 RO2
′  = triatomic gas content in dry flue gas (%) 

In the stable operation stage, the methane emission was calculated using the average concentration of methane 
emission and the average flue gas flow during the stable operation, as shown in Equation (4). The flue gas analyzer 
was zero point calibrated regularly, so the background gas concentration was taken as 0. 

Equation 4: average methane emission per minute during steady-state 
operation of gas appliance 𝑉𝑠 = (𝑐̅ − 𝑐0) × 𝑄𝑓 × 𝑡𝑠 

Where: 

 Vs = average methane emission per minute during steady-state operation of the gas appliance (m3)  

 c̅ = average concentration of methane emitted during the stable process (ppm) 

 Qf = dry flue gas flow (m³/s) 

 ts = stable operation time (s) 

Take the methane density in the standard state (one atmospheric pressure, 20°C) for mass conversion: the methane 
density in the standard state was 0.66673kg/m³ 

3.  RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Methane emission rate of brand new gas tankless water heater 

The flue gas analyzer recorded the concentration of NO, CH4, CO2, SO2 and O2 in the flue gas each second during 
the whole section. Methane emissions can be divided into three stages: turning on stage, stable operation stage, and 
turning off stage according to the data. The start-up section lasts for one minute after the gas-fired tankless water 
heater was started and one minute after it was turned off was regarded as the shutdown section. The intermediate 
stable operation time was six minutes, so the experiment time of each system was eight minutes. The results of 
methane emissions from the new water heaters are shown in Figure 1. 

 
 

 

Figure 1: Change of methane emission concentration of new gas tankless water heater 
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The methane emission concentrations peaked at the time of ignition and then decayed rapidly. In the process of 
stable operation, the methane emission concentration was low and stable. After the system was turned off, the 
methane emission concentration would also peak and decay rapidly. 

3.2. Methane emission rate of in-service tankless water heaters 

It was not easy to get the data of water heater in use since most of the exhaust pipes of water heaters were installed 
on the balcony of the house, and some of the exhaust pipes were installed in the wall. Therefore, the number of in 
use water heaters tested was limited and 22 groups of methane emission data of in-service water heaters were 
collected. 

Figure 2 shows the methane emission distribution diagram of the gas-fired tankless water heater in the ignition stage, 
stable operation stage, and turning off stage. The methane emission pattern of the water heater in use had the same 
as that of the new water heaters. The methane emission concentrations peaked and decayed rapidly when ignited, 
with a peak value of about 1000ppm. During stable operation, the methane emission concentration was low and 
stable, below 50ppm. When turned off, the methane emission concentration peaked and decayed rapidly. The peak 
methane emission in the shutdown section was about 200ppm, lower than that in the start-up section. 

 
 

 

Figure 2: Change of methane emission concentration of gas tankless water heater in use 

3.3. Calculation of methane emission from tankless water heaters and analysis of influencing 

factors 

According to the calculation method described in Section 2, the methane emissions from the ignition section, stable 
operation section, and shutdown section were calculated. The contribution value of different operation states and 
service time of domestic gas appliances to methane emission was studied. 

Figure 3 shows the methane emission distribution of new gas water heaters and water heaters in use at different 
operating stages. The average methane emission in the turning on section and turning off section of the new gas-
fired tankless water heater was 0.03g and 0.015g respectively, and the average methane emission in one minute of 
stable operation was 0.0027g. For the gas water heaters in use, the average methane emission in the start-up section 
and shut-down section of the gas-fired tankless water heater was 0.052g and 0.021g respectively, and the average 
methane emission in one minute of stable operation was 0.0037g. Comparing the two sets of data, it was found that 
in the start-up and shut-down stages, the methane emissions of the water heater in service was about twice that of 
the new water heater. Still, there was little difference in the emissions in the stable operation stage. This showed that 
with the increase in service life, the methane emission of the water heater would increase accordingly. The main 
impact of aging was on the ignition performance of the water heater, which significantly increased emissions during 
the startup of the water heater. 
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Figure 3: Methane emission of the new water heater (left) and water heater (right) in use 

According to laws for the management of domestic gas combustion appliances in China, volumetric water heaters 
and heating water heaters using natural gas should not be used beyond 8 years. During the sampling inspection, we 
found that the service life of three water heaters had exceeded the annulment period, and their methane emission 
was significantly different from the water heaters within the service life. The methane emission images of the two 
types of gas appliances in the ignition section, stable operation section, and shutdown section are drawn respectively, 
and the results are shown in Figure 4. 

 
 

 

Figure 4: Methane emission of the water heater (left) within the service life and water heater out of service life, 

The average methane emission in the startup and shutdown sections of the gas-fired tankless water heater was 
0.052g and 0.021g respectively, and the average methane emission in one minute of stable operation was 0.0037g. 
The average methane emission in the startup section and shutdown section of the water heater exceeding the service 
life was 0.06g and 0.026g respectively, and the average methane emission in one minute of stable operation was 
0.042g. 

3.4. Calculation of methane emission rate 

To calculate the annual unburned methane emission rate of three types of domestic gas appliances according to 
formulas (5), (6), (7), and (8). 

Equation 5: methane emission rate 

 

𝑟 =  
𝑉𝐶𝐻4
𝑉𝑁𝐺
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Where: 

VCH4 = methane emissions（m3） 

VNG = natural gas consumption（m3） 

Equation 6: methane flow 𝑄𝑁𝐺 =
𝑉𝑁𝐺
𝑡

 

Where: 

 t = operating time（s） 

The start-up section was t0-t1, the stable operation section was t1-t2, and the shutdown section was t3-t4. 

Equation 7: methane 
emission during whole 
section 

𝑉𝐶𝐻4 = 𝑉𝑋 + 𝑉𝑠

=
𝑉𝑁𝐺
𝑡
(∫ [1 + (𝛼 − 0.209）𝑉0] ∙ 𝑐𝐶𝐻4𝑑𝑡

𝑡1

𝑡0

+ (𝑐̅ − 𝑐0)[1

+ (𝛼 − 0.209）𝑉0] × (𝑡2 − 𝑡1)

+ ∫ [1 + (𝛼 − 0.209）𝑉0] ∙ 𝑐𝐶𝐻4𝑑𝑡
𝑡2

𝑡3

) 

Equation 8:  methane 
emission rate  𝑟 =  

𝑉𝐶𝐻4
𝑉𝑁𝐺

=
1

𝑡
(∫ [1 + (𝛼 − 0.209）𝑉0] ∙ 𝑐𝐶𝐻4𝑑𝑡

𝑡1

𝑡0

+ (𝑐̅ − 𝑐0)[1 + (𝛼

− 0.209）𝑉0] × (𝑡2 − 𝑡1)

+ ∫ [1 + (𝛼 − 0.209）𝑉0] ∙ 𝑐𝐶𝐻4𝑑𝑡
𝑡2

𝑡3

) 

The calculated average emission rate of the new gas-fired tankless water heater was 0.18%; for the tankless water 
heaters in use, the number was 0.25%; and for tankless water heaters exceeding 8 years, the emission rate was 
2.25%. 

3.5. Startup and shutdown times  

We used Python language to process the collected temperature data near the exhaust outlet, calculated the start and 
stop times of each water heater in a day, and made the distribution diagram of the 24-hour start and stop times, as 
shown in Figure 5. 

   

Figure 5: distribution of start and stop times of gas heating water heater and water heater 
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The variation range of the gas-fired tankless water heater's starting times during the day was mainly distributed 3-40 
times. Combined with the average number of 13.33 and the median number of 9, the number of starts and stops of 
the gas-fired water heater in a day was valued 12. 

3.6. Annual methane emission of single tankless water heater 

To calculate the annual methane emission of tankless water heater according to Equations (9), (10), and (11). 

Equation 9:Methane emission generated during start-up and 
shutdown of each gas appliance throughout the year  

𝐸𝐿 = (𝑉𝑜𝑛 + 𝑉𝑜𝑓𝑓)𝐿𝐶 × 𝐷 

Where: 

 EL = Methane emission generated during start-up and shutdown of each appliance throughout the 
year(m3/year)  

 LC = Number of times a single gas appliance is used per day 

 D = Annual use days 

Equation 10:Methane emission generated during stable 
operation of each gas appliance throughout the year  

𝐸𝑠 = 𝑉𝑠 × 𝛵 × 𝐿𝐶 × 𝐷 

Where: 

 Es = Methane emission of each gas appliance during stable operation throughout the year(m3/year)  

 T = Average stable operation time in a single operation(min) 

By adding the methane emissions from the start-up and shutdown sections and the stable operation section, the 
methane emissions from the incomplete combustion of a single gas appliance throughout the year can be obtained 
from Equation 11. 

Equation 11: Methane emission generated during stable 
operation of each gas appliance throughout the year  

𝐸𝑡𝑜𝑙 = 𝐸𝑠+𝐸𝐿 

Where: 

 Etol = Methane emission from incomplete combustion of each gas appliance throughout the 
year(m3/year)  

By converting the volume into mass, the average annual total methane emission of a single gas-fired tankless water 
heater was 0.21kg. 

4.  CONCLUSION 

The methane emissions of gas-fired tankless water heaters were calculated in this paper. 122 gas-fired tankless 
water heaters were sampled at the national gas appliance quality inspection center (Foshan), and 22 groups of 
emission data of in-service tankless water heaters were detected in two main urban areas of Chongqing. The methane 
emission law of tankless water heaters was obtained through statistical analysis.  

The results showed that the methane emissions during the operation of the tankless water heater was significantly 
different in the ignition, stable operation, and shut-down sections. The methane emission concentration in the start-
up section tended to peak and decay rapidly. The methane emission concentration was low and sound in the stable 
operation process. After the system was shut down, the methane emission concentration would also peak and decay 
rapidly, but the peak value was lower than that in the ignition section.  

The increase of service years of gas appliances also led to increased methane emissions from domestic gas 
appliances. The average methane emission in the ignition section and turning-off section of the new gas-fired tankless 
water heater was 0.03g and 0.015g respectively, and the average methane emission of stable operation was 
0.0027g/min. The average methane emission in the ignition and shutdown section of the gas-fired tankless water 
heater during the service life was 0.052g and 0.021g respectively, and the average methane emission of stable 
operation was 0.0037g/min. The average methane emission in the ignition section and shutdown section of the water 
heater exceeding the service life was 0.06g and 0.026g respectively, and the average methane emission of stable 
operation was 0.042g/min. The average emission rate of the new gas-fired tankless water heater was 0.18%, and the 
average annual total methane emission of a single gas-fired tankless water heater was 0.21kg.        
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Abstract: Before entering the data centre distributed energy station, high-pressure natural gas needs to be 
depressurised by a throttling valve at a reduction station using internal combustion engines (ICEs). The 
decompression process not only wastes the pressure energy but also requires thermal energy consumption. 
Therefore, the authors propose two integrated systems, the distributed energy systems only with a natural-gas 
pressure energy system (NGPE/DES system) and the distributed energy system with a natural-gas pressure energy 
system and a CO2 capture system (NGPE/DES/CCS system), to recover the cooling and electricity in the data centre 
distributed energy system. The NGPE/DES/CCS system used the cooling and electricity generated by natural-gas 
pipeline pressure energy for capturing CO2 from the combustion of natural gas in internal combustion engines. The 
NGPE/DES/CCS system and NGPE/DES system were modelled and simulated based on the survey results. From 
the perspective of energy, exergy, exergoeconomic and environmental analysis, a comprehensive comparative study 
of two integrated systems was carried out. The SimaPro software was used to evaluate the environmental effects on 
the system from production to operation. The thermodynamic parameters of the two systems analysed with the same 
natural gas supply. The NGPE/DES system could provide 4705kW of power generation and 4080kW of cooling at a 
natural-gas flow rate of 771kg/h. Although the cooling capacity and power generation in the NGPE/DES/CCS system 
were smaller than those of the NGPE/DES system, it still met the needs of the distributed energy supply system, and 
1858kg/h of liquid carbon dioxide with a purity of 99.9% could be captured in the system. The overall exergy 
efficiencies of the NGPE/DES/CCS system and NGPE/DES system were 49.51% and 47.43% respectively. The 
exergy cost of product in the NGPE/DES system was lower than that in the NGPE/DES/CCS system, but the value-
added of its products was also relatively lower. The NGPE/DES/CCS system was significantly more beneficial to 
human health and ecosystem development than the NGPE/DES system. 

 

 

Keywords: pressure energy; carbon capture; distributed energy system; 4E analysis 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The shortage of traditional fossil fuels and the associated environmental pollution problems have attracted increasing 
global attention and have also driven a transformation of the energy structure. Natural gas has become one of the 
ideal energy options due to its low pollution. The development and utilisation of natural gas is currently at a high rate 
of development and is expected to become the second largest primary energy source by 2035 (Li et al., 2019). By 
the end of 2019, global natural gas consumption would account for approximately 36% of the growth rate of all fuel 
consumption (BP, 2019). 

Due to the long distances between the natural gas source and the demand area, high-pressure pipelines are often 
used to transport the gas, to reduce losses. However, as end-users generally use low or medium pressure natural 
gas, stations such as natural gas reducing stations need to depressurise the natural gas from the high-pressure 
pipeline network by use of the throttle valve (Ghorbani et al., 2019; Khanmohammadi and Saadat-Targhi, 2019). 
When the natural gas passes through the throttle valve, the Joule-Thomson effect causes the natural gas temperature 
to fall below the permissible temperature (Khanmohammadi and Saadat-Targhi, 2019; Saadat-Targhi and 
Khanmohammadi, 2019). If the natural gas pressure energy could be fully utilised using an expander instead of a 
throttle valve (Kostowski and Usón, 2013), the available pressure energy could be converted into mechanical work 
to generate electricity, and the cold produced during the process could be recovered  to reduce energy consumption 
with environmental benefits (Fazlollahi et al., 2015; Li et al., 2019; Tan et al., 2016). 

Currently, distributed energy stations in the data centre using natural gas are mainly powered by internal combustion 
engines (ICE) or gas turbines and cooled by lithium bromide chillers. In distributed energy systems with internal 
combustion engines, the required inlet natural gas pressure is around 2 to 30 kPa, so the addition of the natural gas 
pressure energy system in front of the internal combustion engines allows for the recovery of the loss energy. 
Furthermore, as the computer units in data centres produce so much heat that they cannot dissipate it all even in 
winter, data centres require year-round cooling to keep the units running consistently so that the demand for natural 
gas is usually relatively constant throughout the year. Therefore, the use of electrical and cooling energy generated 
by natural gas pressure energy for the capture of CO2 from combustion in natural gas energy stations not only allows 
for the recycling of high-pressure natural gas pressure energy, but also reduces greenhouse gas emissions. 

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND ASSUMPTION 

2.1. Process description 

In the data centre energy station, four gas-fired internal combustion engines with an installed capacity of 4.5 MW 
each supply the entire electricity of the data centre, and four matching flue gas hot water lithium bromide chillers 
supply part of the cooling load. Considering the type of internal combustion engine, the gas quality conditions and the 
5% natural gas loss due to natural gas transmission, pressure regulation, filtration and fluctuations, the total natural 
gas required for this energy station is 4299.75 m3/h. 

We designed a distributed energy system (DES) with a carbon dioxide capture system (CCS) and a combined natural 
gas pipeline pressure energy (NGPE) system (NGPE/DES/CCS system), and compared this system with a distributed 
energy system without a CO2 capture system (NGPE/DES system). In both systems, the NGPE subsystem was 
responsible for the recovery of pipeline pressure energy from all input natural gas. After passing through the NGPE 
subsystem, natural gas was divided into four equal parts into four distributed energy systems (an internal combustion 
engine with a lithium bromide chiller). In the NGPE/DES/CCS system, both the cooling and electricity generated by 
the pressure energy of the natural gas pipeline were used to capture and recover CO2 produced by the combustion 
of natural gas in an internal combustion engine. In the NGPE/DES system the electricity and the cooling were used 
to power and cool the IDC rooms respectively. 

In order to avoid liquefaction of the natural gas due to the low outlet temperature of the natural gas expander, the 
natural gas pipeline pressure energy utilisation system in this combined use system was set up as a two-stage power 
and cooling system to ensure the operation and service life of the natural gas expander. Therefore, the natural gas 
pressure before entering the second stage expander was 800 kPa and the temperature was 31°C. The ranges of 
incoming natural gas temperature and pressure required by the ICE was 10-30°C and 15-30 kPa respectively. The 
natural gas pressure subsystem could achieve maximum power and cooling capacity at a natural gas inlet 
temperature of 30°C and a pressure of 15 kPa, which was used as the basis for analysis.  
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Figure 11: The schematic diagram of the NGPE/DES system in the energy station of data centre 

 
Figure 2: The schematic diagram of the NGPE/DES/CCS system in the energy station 

The specific process of the NGPE subsystem in the NGPE/DES/CCS system is shown in Figure 2. The incoming 
natural gas was expanded through the first stage expander (NG-TUR1) to generate electricity, then cold was supplied 
in the three heat exchangers of the first stage (NG-H1, NG-H2 and NG-H3). The reason for the multi-stage heat 
exchanger was the need for multi-stage cooling of carbon dioxide. Subsequently, the natural gas, which had been 
expanded and the heat exchanged in the first stage, was depressurised through the second stage expander (NG-
TUR2) to the required pressure for the ICEs. Cold output was supplied by two heat exchangers in the second stage 
(NG-H4 and NG-H5), while the outlet temperature of the heat exchangers met the inlet gas temperature of the internal 
combustion engine. Finally, the incoming gas was divided into four parts by a splitter (NG-TEE) to supply each of the 
four distributed energy systems. In the comparison system (Figure 1), only one heat exchanger was installed after 
each expander stage to supply the cold output to the IDC room without CO2 capture requirement. The other 
components were set up in the same way as in the NGPE/DES/CCS system. 

In the DES subsystem, 771 kg/h of natural gas (N6) was mixed with 23987 kg/h of air (AIR) in the internal combustion 
engine and burned to produce 4500 kW of electricity and 525°C, 150 kPa of flue gas (H1). 102m3/h of jacket water 
was required to cool the internal combustion engine (H4 to H3) for proper operation. For the lithium bromide 
refrigerating machine, a double-effect lithium bromide absorption refrigerating system was selected for this energy 
station, as shown in Figure 1. 

The MEA amine decarbonisation method was selected for the study of CO2 capture systems in this paper. The CCS 
system was divided into two parts: one for the MEA decarbonisation process and the other for the liquefaction CO2 
process in NGPE subsystem (Figure 2). The amine decarbonisation process in the CCS system consisted of two key 
components: the absorption section and the desorption section. These two processes were continuous scrubbing 
processes of CO2 in MEA solution and consisted of an absorber (E-ABS) and a desorber (E-STP) respectively, which 
extracted carbon dioxide from the flue gas. In the CO2 liquefaction process of the CCS system, after two sets of air 
cooling: six stages of cooling with recovered cold energy and three dehydrations, the liquid CO2 was cooled to -7°C 
with a purity of 99.9%. 
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2.2. Simulation and assumption 

Aspen PLUS software was used to perform process simulations for the two proposed systems. Since the Peng-
Robinson equation of state is the most commonly used physical property method in natural gas systems, the Peng 
Robinson activity coefficient model was used to calculate the thermodynamic properties of the NGPE subsystem, 
combustion in DES subsystem and the liquefaction CO2 process. For the accuracy of the model, actual data from a 
NGPE utilisation project in Yichun was used as a calibration sample in this study, and the comparison results showed 
that the simulation model fitted the actual operating system within the error tolerance.  

As the ELECNRTL model was applicable to a variety of electrolyte solutions in medium pressure systems, the 
ELECNRTL model was chosen as the base model for the simulation of the double-effect lithium bromide absorption 
refrigerating system. The accuracy of applying the ELECNRTL model to this kind of system with LiBr/H2O as the 
mass pair had been demonstrated in studies in the relevant literature (Khanmohammadi and Saadat-Targhi, 2019). 
Table 1 lists the relevant setup parameters for the simulation process. 

Table 1: Parameter setting in the simulation process. 

Subsystems Modules Parameters or conditions 

NGPE 

Expanders Thermal insulation efficiency: 66%; mechanical efficiency: 73% 

Heat exchangers pressure drop: 0 kPa 

Throttle valves Thermal insulation 

DES 

Condensers (L-CON) 
The refrigerant at the outlet is saturated liquid; its temperature is the 

condensing temperature 

Evaporator (L-EVA) 
The refrigerant at the outlet is saturated vapour and its temperature is 

equal to the evaporation temperature of the evaporator 

Absorber heat exchanger (L-AB2) The concentrated solution of LiBr at the outlet: saturated liquid 

CCS 

Absorbers (E-ABS) Tower plate number: 11 

Resolver (E-STR) Plate number: 10; boiling mass ratio: 4.5 

Flash Tank (E-FL) Gas phase fraction: 0.4 

Air coolers 
(P-K1 and P-K2) 

Outlet temperature: 20°C 

- The pressure of the liquefied carbon dioxide: 3 MPa 

In order to simplify the simulation calculations, some reasonable assumptions were made about the operating system:  

(i) The whole system was in steady-state steady flow operation;  
(ii) Equipment and pipelines are insulated and heat and pressure losses in all equipment and pipelines in the 

system were negligible;  
(iii) The pressure drop in the heat exchanger and piping was ignored;  
(iv) Negligible changes in kinetic and potential energy for all equipment imports and exports;  
(v) The reference pressure (P0) was 101.3 kPa and the reference temperature (T0) was 293.15 K. 

3. ASSESSMENT METHODOLOGY 

3.1. Thermodynamic analysis 

In the two integrated systems, any thermodynamic process can be described by the Equation 1. 

Equation 4: Equation of energy conservation.      

Where:  

 ṁi and ṁe = the mass flow rates of the flow into the system and out of the system respectively (kg/s) 

 hi and he = the enthalpy of the flow into the system and out of the system respectively (kJ/kg) 

 Q̇i and Q̇e = heat input to the system and heat output from the system (kJ/s) 

 Ẇi and Ẇe = input and output of power in the system (kJ/s) 

It is necessary to establish the exergy balance to determine the maximum work available in the integrated systems 
and the losses due to irreversible factors in order to optimally evaluate the systems. The system or equipment to be 
analysed can be referred to as a ‘control body’. The loss of energy refers to the irreversible loss due to irreversible 
factors in the operation of the control body. According to the first and second laws of thermodynamics, the equation 
of exergy equilibrium can be established (Akrami et al., 2017): 
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Equation 2: Equation of exergy conservation.  

Where: 

 T = temperature after heat input (K) 

 ex,i and ex,e = the exergy of the flow entering and leaving the system per unit mass (kJ/kg) 

 Ėxw = the output exergy of the work (kJ/s) 

 ĖxD = the loss exergy in the system (kJ/s) 

Based on the total flow of energy conversion within the control body, the exergy analysis can be expressed as 
Equation 3 using the 'fuel-product' analysis method. Both destruction exergy (Farzaneh-Gord et al., 2014) and exergy 
efficiency are indispensable indicators for evaluating the conversion rate of useful work in a system. 

Equation 3: Equation of exergy conservation using 'fuel-
product' method.  

Equation 4: Exergy efficiency 
 

Equation 5: Destruction exergy. 
 

Where: 

 Ėxp = the product exergy in the system (kJ/s) 

 ĖxF = the fuel exergy in the system (kJ/s) 

 ηex = exergy efficiency of the system (%) 

3.2. Exergoeconomic analysis 

In this study, the economics of energy efficiency is analysed using SPECO (Akrami et al., 2017; Ghaebi et al., 2018). 
The main consideration was the economic relationship between the components of the system and the useful work. 
The exergoeconomic analysis for each control body required the balance equation (Equation 6) and its interpretative 
equations (Equation 7 and 8). 

Equation 6: Exergoeconomic balance equation.   
   

 

Equation 7: Capital cost rate.  

  

 

Equation 8: Capital recovery factor.  

Where: 

 ĊQ = the cost rate of the heat input to the system (¥/s) 

 Ċi and Ċe = the cost rate of the input and output flow (¥/s) 

 ĊW = the cost rate of output power (¥/s) 

 Ż = the capital cost rate of the system (¥/s) 

 Ċ = annual cost rate (¥/s) 

 c = unit exergy cost rate (¥/kJ) 

 CRF = capital recovery factor 

 Φr = maintenance factor 

 N = Number of annual operating hours (h) 

 i = annual interest rate (%) 

 n = life expectancy (yr) 
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Table 2: Values of relevant parameters in the capital cost rate. 

Number 
Number of annual operating 
hours of the equipment N (h) 

Maintenance 
factor 

Annual interest 
rate (%) 

System life 
expectancy (yr) 

References 

1 7 000 1.06 15 20 (Ghaebi et al., 2018) 

2 7 446 1.06 10 20 (Ahmadi et al., 2016) 

3 6 000 1.1 8 17 (J. Souza et al., 2020) 

4 7 446 1.1 12 20 (Akrami et al., 2017) 

5 - 1.05 2.56 20 
(Ebrahimi and 

Ziabasharhagh, 2017) 

Average ~7 000 ~1.07 ～10 ～20 - 

The four parameters of the maintenance factor - annual operating hours of the equipment, annual interest rate and 
system life expectancy vary in the different references. Table 2 shows the relevant parameters for the actual operation 
calculations in the different references. In this paper, the values for these four parameters were selected by taking 
the average value of the references. For the initial investment in equipment, the authors calculated the equipment 
acquisition costs for the different equipment according to the calculation methods or values in (Ebrahimi and 
Ziabasharhagh, 2017; Ghaebi et al., 2018). 

In addition to the exergoeconomic equation, the exergoeconomic analysis of the control body requires the following 
two principles to establish the auxiliary equations:  

(i) In the control body, if the outflowing stream is part of a changed inflowing stream and the stream is a "fuel", 
the inflowing and outflowing streams are considered to have the same exergy cost per unit. 

(ii) If two or more "products" are present in the control body, they are considered to have the same exergy cost 
per unit. 

There are three other main evaluation indicators in the evaluation: the cost of exergy destruction, the relative cost 
difference and the economics of endurance indicator. 

Equation 9: Cost of exergy destruction. 
 

Equation 10: Relative cost difference. 

 

Equation 11: Exergoeconomic factor. 

 

Where: 

 ĊD = the cost of exergy destruction (¥/s) 

 cF and cP = unit exergy cost of the fuel and product (¥/kJ) 

 rn = the relative cost difference 

 fn = exergoeconomic factor 

3.3. Environmental analysis 

Any system consumes energy during its operation, especially fossil energy, and this process inevitably generates 
emissions which, if they include pollutants such as greenhouse gases, will have an impact on the environment, so a 
full life cycle assessment of the system is needed to assess its impact on the environment. 

SimaPro software performs the full life cycle evaluation of the designed systems, and the ReCiPe 2016 Endpoint 
assessment approach was taken in this study. The analysis boundaries of the integrated systems in the distributed 
energy station is shown in Figure 3. The analysis boundaries were not only the boundaries defined by the full life 
cycle analysis, but also the system control domain for the energy efficiency analysis and the economic analysis. 
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Figure 3: Analysis boundary diagram of the two kinds of integrated systems in a data centre energy station. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1. Thermodynamic analysis 

After simulating the NGPE/DES system and the NGPE/DES/CCS system in the Aspen PLUS, the themodynamic 
results for the target products of the two different systems could be obtained as shown in Table 4. In the 
NGPE/DES/CCS system, the energy efficiency was not considered due to the application of a carbon dioxide capture 
system where the target product was liquid carbon dioxide and therefore only the carbon dioxide yield was considered. 
The energy efficiency of the NGPE/DES system was 27.25%. Although the cooling supply and power generation 
were reduced in the NGPE/DES/CCS system, the demand of the distributed energy system was still met and 3MPa, 
1858kg/h of liquid CO2 was captured. The exergy efficiency of the NGPE/DES/CCS system was slightly higher than 
that of the NGPE/DES system. 

Table 4: Target products and exergy efficiency in the combined system process. 

Systems Parameters Results 

NGPE/DES system 

Total generation capacity (kW) 4703.07 

Cooling capacity (kW) 4081.56 

Exergy efficiency (%) 47.43 

NGPE/DES/CCS System 

Total generation capacity (kW) 4505.95 

99.9% liquefied CO2 (kg/h) 1858 

Cooling capacity (kW) 3812.14 

Exergy efficiency (%) 49.51 

Figure 4 and Figure 5 show the exergy destruction rates for NGPE/DES system and the NGPE/DES/CCS system. In 
the DES subsystem, the internal combustion engine had the highest rate of exergy destruction, accounting for 31.58% 
of the total destruction, followed by the pump and throttle in the LiBr chiller. This result illustrated that although the 
equipment cost of the throttle valve was low, the throttle valve was responsible for a significant loss of useful work in 
the overall system. In the NGPE/DES/CCS system, the percentages of exergy destruction rate in the NGPE 
subsystem, DES subsystem and CCS subsystem in the total system were 0.50%, 13.13% and 86.37% respectively. 
The CCS subsystem bore the greatest losses. Therefore, although the expander NG-TUR2 accounted for the largest 
exergy destruction in the NGPE subsystem, it was still a very small proportion in the total system. In the CCS 
subsystem, 93.1% of the subsystem was lost in the resolver and absorber towers, which meant that the largest losses 
in the CCS subsystem were in the MEA absorption and resolution of CO2 processes. 

 
Figure 4: Exergy destruction rate of each equipment in NGPE/DES system (values less than 1% are not indicated) 
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Figure 5: Exergy destruction rate of each equipment in NGPE/DES/CCS system (right: NGPE subsystem; left: CCS subsystem) 

4.2. Exergoeconomic analysis 

Tables 5 and 6 show the exergy product cost, loss cost, relative cost difference and exergoeconomic factor for main 
devices and the overall system in the NGPE/DES and NGPE/DES/CCS systems respectively. The natural gas price 
was calculated based on the average residential gas price in Chongqing of 2.77 ¥/m3. In the DES subsystem, the 
solution pump of the LiBr chiller had the largest cost of the exergy loss and the heat exchanger (L-HH) had the largest 
relative cost difference (the largest value added of the exergy product). The difference of exergy fuel cost and exergy 
loss cost between devices in the CCS subsystem and the NGPE subsystem was smaller than that in the DES 
subsystem. Overall, the NGPE/DES system had a lower cost of the exergy product compared to the NGPE/DES/CCS 
system, but it had a relatively lower value-added exergy product. 

Table 5: Exergoeconomic comparison of each equipment in NGPE/DES system 

Equipment cP (×10-4 $/kJ) cD (×10-3 $/kJ) rn fn (×10-4) 

NG-TUR1 0.946  2.807  0.6737  0.2986  

NG-H1 3.023  0.653  4.3500  2.0899  

NG-TUR2 0.973  5.067  0.7218  0.2711  

NG-H2 3.517  0.881  5.2236  1.5736  

ICE1 1.461  241.189  0.9639  3.7122  

L-PUMP 7.012  1 147.723  0.1763  0.0003  

L-LT 6.501  65.522  0.7326  0.0668  

L-HT 30.595  418.886  3.1654  0.0128  

L-HH 0.572  16.874  149.9703  0.1875  

L-HPG 7.338  56.504  0.0068  0.0044  

L-LH 24.757  187.242  1.4155  0.0303  

L-LPG 6.633  243.501  0.0324  0.0010  

L-CON 0.863  5.918  0.6489  13.4911  

L-EVA 9.833  43.002  0.3213  1.6436  

L-AB2 92.049  7.269  105.7080  4.0474  

System 1.483  744.146  1.0461  1.5624  

Table 6: Exergoeconomic comparison of each equipment in NGPE/DES/CCS system 

Equipment cP (×10-4 $/kJ) cD (×10-3 $/kJ) rn fn (×10-4) 

E-KT 1.247  88.411 0.766  1.4369  

E-ABS 0.035  67.722 0.411  0.0368  

E-HEAT 0.482  0.368 0.142  11.8654  

E-PUMP 1.950  1.1823  1.061  5.0784  

NG-TUR1 0.946  2.807  0.6737  0.2986  

NG-H1 1.175  0.272  1.0783  5.0195  

NG-H2 1.569  0.035  1.7768  8.2886  

NG-H3 0.039  1.603  0.9301  0.0478  

NG-TUR2 0.973  5.067  0.7218  0.2711  
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NG-H4 1.220  0.436  1.1591  2.2635  

NG-H5 1.458  0.003  1.5801  79.1974  

NG-H6 0.062  0.146  0.0713  0.7949  

P-SEP1 0.376  4.858  0.0006  0.0513  

P-CON 5.682  2.542  4.8393  297.6534  

P-SEP2 3.256  0.639  0.0057  0.3900  

System 1.694   303.938  1.9638  8.5208  

4.3. Environmental analysis 

The environmental impacts of the two integrated systems are shown in Figure 6. The positive side of the graph refers 
to the impact on environmental damage, while the negative side refers to the impact on environmental optimisation. 
During the decarbonisation process of CO2 capture, some of the water in the MEA solution was carried into the 
liquefied CO2 process by the flow of CO2, so the overall water emissions from the system with CCS subsystem were 
higher than those from the other one. Furthermore, because CCS subsystem recovers the greenhouse gas, its impact 
on the various indicators of the greenhouse effect was very low. However, the NGPE/DES/CCS system did not have 
better environmental benefits than the NGPE/DES system for all environmental evaluation indicators. For example, 
the impact of the NGPE/DES/CCS system on ocean eutrophication was three times higher than that of the NGPE/DES 
system. This was mainly due to the large amount of MEA solution consumed in the CCS subsystem. 

After data characterisation, the two integrated systems differed in their contribution values to the segmented 
evaluation indicators. Therefore, the overall environmental impact was assessed using three integrated assessment 
indicators for human health, ecosystems and resources, as shown in Figure 6. The NGPE/DES/CCS system had a 
lower human health impact and a lower ecological impact, but slightly higher influence on environmental resources. 
Since the biggest difference between the two systems was the CO2 emissions, it could be concluded that both the 
environmental and human health impacts of CO2 were significant. Of these, the greatest benefit to humans was 
derived from capturing CO2. 

 
Figure 6: Characterisation results for each system (the right figure shows the influence of each system on human health, 

ecosystems and resources; the left figure shows specific impact results) 

5. CONCLUSION  

The natural gas pressure reducing process is one of the most significant parts of energy losses in the whole life cycle 
application of natural gas. We proposed a natural gas pipeline pressure energy utilisation process that recovers the 
energy losses caused by the depressurisation in transmission. Two integrated distributed energy system in the data 
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centre, the NGPE/DES system and the NGPE/DES/CCS system, were established and simulated to assess the 
system’s benefit. The main conclusions reached in this paper were as follows. 

(i) The NGPE/DES system could provide 4705kW of power generation and 4080kW of cooling capacity at a 
natural gas flow rate of 771kg/h. Although the cooling capacity and power generation in the NGPE/DES/CCS 
system were smaller than in the NGPE/DES system, it still met the demand of the distributed energy supply 
system and captured 3MPa, 1858kg/h of liquid carbon dioxide. The exergy efficiency of the NGPE/DES/CCS 
system could slightly higher than that of the NGPE/DES system. 

(ii) The NGPE/DES system had a lower product cost than the NGPE/DES/CCS, but it also had a relatively lower 
value-added product. The differences of the fuel cost and the exergy destruction cost in the CCS subsystem 
and the NGPE subsystem were smaller than the DES subsystem. 

(iii) The environmental benefits of the NGPE/DES/CCS system were significantly better than those of the 
NGPE/DES system, but the negative impact of the NGPE/DES/CCS system on marine eutrophication was 
three times higher than that of the NGPE/DES system. 
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Abstract: Following developments in the industrial world and the increasing world population, global energy demand 
too is increasing. The end of existing energy sources has directed studies towards renewable energy sources. The 
availability of renewable energy sources is not continuous and the imbalance of the supply and demand brings an 
obstacle for usage of these sources so that energy storage has become an important topic in many areas in the last 
few years. Thermal energy storage is regarded as a promising technology in renewable energy systems. Renewable 
energy applications are efficient using thermochemical heat storage which also decreases waste of energy. As an 
emerging technology, thermal energy storage (TES) is an efficient method to realise sustainable usage of energy. In 
this study, new composite materials consisting of high energy density storage salts impregnated into Anodic 
Aluminium Oxide (AAO) template honeycomb form were developed for the low temperature thermal energy storage 
systems. AAO templates were selected because they had the probability of being an alternative to the natural rocks 
used for thermal storage in thermal energy storage systems. The vacuum method was used to impregnate complex 
salts into AAO templates produced by the anodization process. The energy storage capacities of these composite 
materials obtained using different salts were tested with a prototype system and the energy storage capacities of 
those were compared. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Due to the limited fossil fuel resources in today's world, the use of different energy sources and the concept of energy 
efficiency have become more important day by day (Grekova et al.,2016 ). The use of low-quality thermal energy 
sources such as waste heat, as well as renewable energy sources, alternatives to fossil fuels, are among the issues 
becoming increasingly important (El Haj Assad et al., 2021). Today, a significant amount of low-temperature (< 100°C) 
heat from buildings and industrial plants is directly discharged to the atmosphere (Brancato et al., 2019). Efforts to 

recover this abundant low-temperature heat will not only reduce fossil fuel consumption and therefore the negative 
effects of fossil fuels on the environment, but also encourage the use of renewable energy sources. It has been 
observed that in order to be able to store heat at low temperatures, studies on methods with high heat storage density 
come to the fore (Liu and Nagano, 2013). One of the promising technologies for the storage of waste heat is thermal 
energy storage. There are three main TES systems currently known: sensible heat storage (SHS) systems, latent 
heat storage (LHS) systems, and thermochemical heat storage (THS) systems (Tatsidjodoung et al., 2013; Sharma 
et.al., 2009). SHS and LHS methods have been extensively researched in the past. Since thermochemical heat 
storage (THS) provides advantages over other methods due to its high heat storage density, low heat loss and long 
heat storage times, studies on this subject are increasing nowadays (Zhao and Lin, 2021; Casey et al., 2014). In this 

method, heat is stored by the reversible desorption/sorption process and performance of the system largely depends 
on the storage medium (Liu and Nagano, 2013). Composite materials containing salts in a porous matrix (such as 
zeolite, silica gel or activated carbon) are promising for THS systems. It has been observed in studies that the porous 
matrix is a good host for salt, thus allowing faster heat transfer (Zhang et al., 2016; Pasaoglu et al., 2011; Masuda et 
al., 1995). The integration of a porous material into the system affects the reaction kinetics. The porous structure 
increases the interaction surface, thereby improving heat and mass transfer. Therefore, researchers have recently 
studied the pore structure of the host matrix. In the literature, materials with different pore diameters such as silica 
gel (Yu et al., 2014), zeolite (Whiting et al., 2014), vermiculite (Grekova et al., 2017), attapulgite and wakkanai 
siliceous shale (Liu et al., 2013) are widely used as host matrix. In addition to these, porous materials synthesized in 
the laboratory (metal organic framework, aerated porous concrete etc.) have also begun to be investigated as host 
matrix. 

Anodic Aluminium Oxide (AAO) matrix materials produced under laboratory conditions were used for the composite 
structures aimed to be produced in this study. CaCl2, MgCl2 and their 1:1 mixtures as sorbent salts were impregnated 
into these porous structures. The cyclic heat storage capacities of the obtained composite structures were measured 
with the laboratory scale thermochemical heat exchanger prototype,.Thus, the cyclic heat storage capacities of 
different salts impregnated into the produced matrix material were investigated. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

The aluminum templates with purity of 99.99% were used as a base material in this study. Before the anodizing 
process, aluminum sheet surfaces were cleaned ultrasonically and chemically to be ready for anodizing. A two-step 
anodization method was used to produce anodic aluminum oxide. For this purpose, in both steps 0.6 M oxalic acide 
(C2H2O4) solution was used at an anodizing voltage of 40V for 30 minutes. In order to obtain a regular oxide 
morphology, the oxide structure obtained after the first anodization step was dissolved in chromic acid solution for 15 
minutes. At the end of the second anodization, anodized surfaces of the templates were immersed to enlarge of pores 
in NaOH solution for 15 minutes. Following pore expansion process, the AAO templates were allowed to dry at 110°C 
for 24 hours. At the end of 24 hours, the samples were ready for the salt impregnation process. To be able to obtain 
a composite structure, saturated mono and mixed salts were impregnated into AAO matrix material pores which were 
immersed completely and were held at 10 Psi and 30°C under vacuum for 48 hours. JEOL Field Emission Scanning 
Electron Microscope (FESEM) (JSM-6335F) was used for top view and cross sectional view of AAO samples after 
anodization, thus  the diameter and length of AAO used as  matrix materials structures could be measured. The 
theoretical energy storage densities (Ed, kJ/kg) of the composites were determined by Differential Scanning 
Calorimetry (DSC). During the testing, variable rates of heat were applied to saturated salt impregnated Al2O3 
matrices within the temperature range of 30 < T < 140°C and a ramp rate of 1.00°C/min. Table 1 shows sample codes 
according to the impregnated mono and mixed salts and sample weights before and after salt impregnation of AAO.  

Table 1: Weights of samples before and after salt impregnation of AAO 

Matrix: AAO 

Sample code 
Impregnated salt         

and ratios 
Sample weight before salt 

impregnation (g) 
Sample weight after salt 

impregnation (g) 

1 CaCl2 0.193 0.278 

2 MgCl2 0.299 0.356 

3 CaCl2 + MgCl2 (1:1) 0.189 0.219 

After obtaining information about the theoretical energy storage density values of composite materials with DSC 
analysis, they were also characterized with a laboratory scale thermochemical heat exchanger prototype. The 
prototype system and its components are shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Thermochemical heat exchanger prototype. 

The prototype included a humidifier, heater, cabin and radial fan. During the experiment, composite sorbents were 
positioned according to sensors measuring temperature and humidity. Following this, the discharge process was 
started during which the air was moisturised and blown through the cabin with the help of a radial fan. The humid air 
passed across the composite sorbent. Moisture was absorbed by the composite and heat was released during this 
time. During the charging process, air was heated and hot dry air passed across the composite sorbent. In this way, 
moisture inside the composite sorbent was removed. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this study,  anodized samples were examined with a JSM-6335F model JEOL field emission scanning electron 
microscope (FESEM).  The results show that the average pore diameter of AAO film was about 85±5 nm as shown 
in Figure 2a. The pores were regular and highly ordered. Figure 2b shows a cross-sectional view of the AAO template. 
The average thickness of the nanotubes was approximately 8µm. The increase of the lengths of the nanotubes 
depended on the increase of the anodization period. The lengths of the nanotubes were directly proportional to the 
duration of second step of the two step anodizing.  

  

Figure 2: FESEM image from top (a) and cross-section (b) of AAO template 

Energy storage density, Ed (kj/kg), is one of the important parameters for evaluating the suitability of any material for 
THS application. In this regard, after synthesizing  composites structures of salt impregnated, Ed of these materials 
was evaluated through characterisation methods. An SDT Q600 model differential scanning calorimeter, based on 
BS EN ISO 11357-4 standards, was used for this purpose. For the DSC analysis, synthesized materials were kept in 
a moist environment (RH=90%) over 48 hours to ensure that they were saturated with water. Later, the fully hydrated 
materials were placed in the DSC device. For evaluating the Ed, total energy consumption for moisture desorption 
(until the material reached anhydrous state) was calculated. Within the DSC studies, the specific heat capacity (Cp, 
J/kg K) was determined using Equation (1).  

Equation 1:  Cp= ΔQ/(m.ΔT)          

Where: 

 ΔQ = variation of heat supplied to the material, 

 ΔT = variation of the applied desorption temperature with time,  

 m = mass of the sample by integrating the area under the desorption heat–Cp curve. 

a b 
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Theoretically, total energy consumption for moisture desorption in charging could be considered equal to the thermal 
energy generated in discharging process for the same amount of moisture adsorption. Consequently, energy density 
of the material could be obtained by calculating the ratio of desorption energy consumption to the weight of the 
sample. The DSC curves of AA0-CaCl2, AA0-MgCl2 and AA0-CaCl2:MgCl2  used to analyse the energy change during 
the dehydration of the samples by determining the differential heat flow are described in Figure 3. As can be seen, 
all three samples observed similar heat flow curves characteristic. While the AAO-CaCl2 sample had the highest heat 
flow value at 30°C, all samples tended to decrease with increasing temperature. The heat flow of the mixed salt 
impregnated sample  was more steady compared to other samples. Samples with mono salt exhibited a heat flow 
with decreasing trend. 
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Figure 3: Heat flow per unit mass of DSC testing for composite materials 

As seen in Figure 3, samples 1 and 3 showed similar heat flow curves characteristics. On the other hand, samples 2 
and 3 show more similar properties in terms of heat flow values. 
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Figure 4: Theoretical energy density values of samples 

Calculated energy densities for the investigated samples are illustrated in Figure 4. AAO-MgCl2 provided the highest 
Ed at 837 kJ/kg while the AAO-MgCl2:CaCl2 sample following it with an Ed value of 805 kJ/kg. The sample AAO-
CaCl2 showed the third highest Ed with the value of 590 kJ/kg. The heat storage capacities of the composite 
structures, whose theoretical energy storage capabilities were determined with DSC, were also measured with the 
laboratory scale thermochemical heat exchanger prototype system. The experiments were carried out as three 
consecutive discharge-charge cycles for each composite and the cyclic heat storage capabilities of the composite 
sorbents were obtained. Figure 5 shows the outlet air temperature (T) changes for all samples over three discharge 
cycles. The input air temperature was measured at 18-20°C as it was affected by the fluctuating room temperature 
during the experiment. Due to the high absorption rate, temperature rise was observed at the beginning of each cycle 
in all composites. The output temperature of the mono salt impregnated composite samples, excluding the first cycle, 
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was in the range of 25.5-28°C. The output temperature behaviour of the mixed salt impregnated sample was similar 
and the minimum outlet temperature was around 26.5°C in all three cycles. AA0-MgCl2:CaCl2 showed a more stable 
performance during repeated cycles compared to other composite materials. In addition to this, when the three 
composites were compared, it was observed that AA0-MgCl2:CaCl2 had the highest mean output temperature of 
~27.6°C in all three cycles. 
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Figure 5: Output temperature changes of two composite materials over three discharge cycles. 

The heat output rate (out) values of all three composite materials during the discharge process are shown in Figure 
6. The heat output rate can be determined based on the enthalpy changes before and after the sorption material, as 
well as the mass flow rate ( discharge) in the discharge phase, the specific heat (Cp) at constant pressure and the 
difference between input and output temperatures of the system (Karim and Aydın, 2021). 
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Figure 6: Heat output rate values of three composite materials over three discharge cycles. 

It was seen that the average output heat flow rates for AA0-MgCl2:CaCl2 were 1.29, 1.37 and 1.35 kW for all three 
cycles, respectively. Just as at the output temperature, the heat flow rates for the mixed salt impregnated sample also 
exhibited stable behaviour in all three cycles. On the other hand, while the heat flow rate for the AAO-MgCl2 sample 
was average at 1.18 kW  in the first cycle, this value reached the order of 1.28 and 1.29 kW in the second and third 
cycles, respectively. The sample with the lowest heat flow rate was AAO-CaCl2 with 1.06 kW in the first cycle, 
especially. The reason for the increase in the output heat flow rate of the AAO-MgCl2 and AAO-CaCl2 composites, 
especially in the 2nd and 3rd cycle, was due to the increase of ∆𝑇 in the repeated cycles. 

The energy storage density of the system can be calculated by the ratio of the total energy output value to the volume 
of the composite material for the discharge phase to be obtained by integrating Equation (2) over the discharge period 
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(Karim and Aydın, 2021). The cyclic energy density (Ed) values of the discharge phases of the three composite 
materials are given in Figure 7. 

Equation 2: �̇�out = �̇�𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝐶𝑝(𝑇out − 𝑇𝑖𝑛)        
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Figure 7: Cyclic energy density (Ed) values of three composite materials over three discharge cycles. 

As can be seen, the highest energy density values were obtained in the AAO-CaCl2 composite throughout all cycles. 
Accordingly, the Ed values obtained in three cycles for the composite were 608, 501 and 348 kJ/kg, respectively. For 
AAO-MgCl2, these values were 481, 365 and 322 kJ/kg. The energy density values of the composite structure 
obtained by impregnating the mixture of both salts were between the values of the other two samples. Ed values of 
all composite samples obtained using the thermochemical heat exchanger prototype test setup were different from 
the values calculated as a result of DSC analysis. These results show that theoretically, the total energy absorbed by 
the material during desorption was equal to the energy it can produce during sorption, which was not entirely accurate. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Within this study, mono and mixed salt impregnated AAO based composite samples were synthesized 
and characterised for thermochemical heat storage applications. The results obtained are given below: 

 Ed values calculated as a result of DSC analysis for AAO-CaCl2, AAO-MgCl2 and AAO-MgCl2:CaCl2 composites 
were 590, 837 and 805 kJ/kg, respectively. 

 The highest cyclic Ed value was obtained for AAO-CaCl2 (608 kJ/kg) in the 1st cycle. 

 As a result of the measurements in the thermochemical heat exchanger prototype, AAO-MgCl2:CaCl2 composite 
had a high exit temperature in all three cycles and exhibited a high stable performance during repeated cycles 
compared to AAO-CaCl2 and AAO-MgCl2.  

 The fact that the Ed values obtained for AAO-MgCl2:CaCl2 in every three cycles were close to each other, unlike 
the AAO-CaCl2 and AAO-MgCl2 composites, was an indication that the AAO-MgCl2:CaCl2 composite had cyclic 
stability, and this is promising for the efficient use of THS systems. 
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Abstract: Fossil fuels are still the majority used source of energy today. The use of renewable energy sources such 
as wind and solar as alternatives to fossil fuels is being encouraged due to limited resources and the non-
environmental friendly nature of fossil fuels. Recently, studies of biodiesel in engines instead of fossil fuels have 
increased due to microfluidics theory. In this connection, chaotic micromixers are commonly preferred in biodiesel 
synthesis applications to provide a continuous process. The assumptions given are usually that fluid dynamics 
problems becoming invalid at microscale flows due to the creation of high surface-area-to-volume ratio compared to 
the conventional channels. Therefore, governing equations are redescribed for incompressible Newtonian fluids. In 
this study, the mixing efficiency of a Y-shaped passive micromixer with tree-shaped obstacles using water and 
acetone was investigated by computational fluid dynamics (CFD). The Micromixer was modified from the first design 
between the inlets and the first obstacle. Concentration distributions showed that homogenous mixing was observed 
for the design with obstacles while fluids mixed in a small region for Y-shaped micromixer without any obstacles. 
Mixing efficiency with obstacles (at Reynolds number, Re=10) was better than a standard Y-shaped micromixer 
without any obstacles. Performance increased with a further increase in the position of the obstacles in the channel. 
Overall, efficiency increased 3.1 times at the exit of the channel compared to an obstacle-free micromixer. Results 
indicated that the efficiency was in good agreement with the literature. The present findings may be beneficial for the 
development of mixing efficiency in micromixer devices such as biodiesel production applications. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Microfluidics plays a crucial role in several fields like chemical and biological applications (Hessel et al., 2005) with 

the miniaturization of devices. For this reason, the usage and development of microfluidics in alternative energy 
resources have attracted researchers owing to the increased energy demand in the world. In this regard, micromixer 
studies are improving in renewable energy areas, especially biodiesel production, due to the accuracy, 
manufacturability and economical effects (Tiwari et al., 2018). Chaotic mixers with different geometric shapes such 

as T, Y and C shaped mixers are frequently used in biodiesel applications as a type of renewable energy source to 
provide continuous production process (Su et al., 2013; Shah et al., 2021). Besides, the advantage of these devices 
in biodiesel production is to enhance heat and mass transfer (Boukhalkhal et al., 2020).  

Macromixers can be done with turbulence while micromixers are processed by diffusion. This happens because the 
laminar flow occurs through the microchannel. Micromixers that aim for rapid mixing of the multiple samples in 
microscale devices are mainly categorized into two types which are called active and passive. External energy inputs 
such as electric and magnetic fields are used for active mixers while there is no external energy input other than 
pressure drop to provide the flow in passive micromixers (Cetkin and Miguel, 2019). The microchannel from the 
microfluidic circuit and fluid can be injected from inlets of the channels. Liquid or gas can be injected into microfluidic 
circuits via syringe adapters. Even though researchers still work to find useful solutions for adding fluid to the system 
and mixing it with high precision, mixing and adding fluid to systems are challenging due to the fact that using pressure 
controllers is so difficult at the microscale (Volpatti and Yetisen, 2014). Mixing depends on the diffusion at the interface 
of the fluids under a slow mixing rate and long channel. Therefore, changing the geometric properties of the mixers 
is one of the most preferred methods for passive micromixers (Yang et al., 2005). These methods generally use 

obstacles and increasing surface area of the channels. Three different square wave chaotic micromixers with 
rectangular cross-section obstacles were studied to observe pressure drop and mixing performance (Li and Chen, 
2017). Mixing performance was documented with circular obstacles in a curved microchannel (Alam et al., 2014).  
Using a ring-type electroosmotic micromixer, scientists compared mixing quality with circular and rectangular 
obstacles (Seo et al., 2012). Mixing enhancement of Y-shaped micromixer was documented by fabricating 64 groups 
of triangular obstacles (Wang et al., 2014). Bhagat et al. investigated the effects of obstacles using four different 
shapes on mixing performance at low Reynolds number (Re) (Bhagat et al., 2007). Researchers reported optimisation 
of obstacles in a 3D T-shaped passive micromixer for a wide range of Peclet number (Chen and Zhao, 2017). 
Improvement of mixing performance was documented using topology optimisation under various Re (Dehghani et al., 
2020). Influences of different geometric shaped obstacles on the mixing efficiency were investigated by experimental 
and numerical studies. Lee et al. (2006) reported that results from simulations and experiments were in good 
agreement. 

The purpose of the present paper was to investigate the mixing quality of Y-shaped passive chaotic micromixer that 
included water and acetone by numerical studies. We focused on the mixing rate and efficiency with tree-shaped 
obstacles and without any obstructions in the channel.  

2. METHODS 

A Y-shaped passive chaotic micromixer was formed as illustrated in Figure 1. Figure 1b shows that the tree-shaped 
micromixer was designed by modifying the inlet part compared to similar configurations in the literature. 

 
Figure 12: 2D representation of Y-Shaped micromixer: (a) without any obstacles, (b) with tree-shaped obstacle and (c) detail of 

obstacle 

The gravitational force was neglected due to the small effect. The flow can be described by the continuity and Navier-
Stokes Equations (Equations 3 and 4, respectively) by taking into consideration incompressible Newtonian liquid in 
the micromixer. 

𝛁. 𝒖 = 𝟎 (1) 

(a) (b)

(c)
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𝝆𝒖.𝛁𝒖 + 𝛁𝒑 − 𝝁𝛁𝟐𝒖 + 𝝆
𝝏𝒖

𝝏𝒕
= 𝟎 

(2) 

Where:  

- u = velocity vector,  

-  = density of fluid,  
- t = time,  
- p = pressure,  

-  = dynamic viscosity.  

The velocity from Equation 1 and 2 was used in the convection-diffusion equation (Equation 3) to investigate mixing 
in the micromixer. Then, mixing efficiency was defined in Equation 4. 

𝝏𝒄

𝝏𝒕
+ (𝒖. 𝛁)𝐜 = 𝑫𝛁𝟐𝒄 (3) 

𝑴 = 𝟏 − √
𝟏

𝑵
∑(

𝒄𝒊 − �̅�

�̅�
)
𝟐𝑵

𝒊=𝟏

 (4) 

Where: 

 c = concentration coefficient of the species, 

 D = diffusion coefficient of the species,  

 M = mixing efficiency,  

 N = total number of sampling points,  

 ci andc = local and expected concentration of fluid, respectively. 

Water and acetone with the density of 998 kg/m3, 784 kg/m3 and the dynamic viscosity of 10-3 Pa.s, 0.3×10-3 Pa.s, 
respectively at room temperature were used as the two different liquids in this study. The diffusion coefficient was 10-

9 m2/s. The mixer had two inlets and an outlet which are named water, acetone and mixing, correspondingly. The two 
liquids were not mixing in the inlet area. The velocities at the inlets, the concentration of acetone solution was 1 at 
the inlet 2, zero static pressure at the outlet and the wall with no-slip were specified as boundary conditions. The 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) package program was used to investigate the effects of obstacles on mixing 
water and acetone. Tetrahedral elements were used to better fix and obtain more accurate results. Mesh systems of 
passive micromixer with between 160872 and 563254 elements were run in order to analyse optimally. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Velocities at the inlets were taken as 0.25 m/s for both water and acetone. Re, defined as Re=vD/ in dimensionless 
number, was used to determine the characteristic of the flow in the micromixer. Here, D was the hydraulic diameter 
and it was calculated with D=2ab/(a+b) for rectangular ducts. Re values were calculated as approximately 10 
according to velocities at the inlets and hydraulic diameter of micromixer. Both calculated Re values and velocity 
streamlines in Figure 2a determined that laminar flow can be observed clearly throughout the channel. Also, there 
was no occurred vortex in the micromixer without obstacle as seen in Figure 2a. The concentration field of Y-shaped 
micromixer by not using any obstacles is presented in Figure 2b. Water in the inlet 1 and acetone in the inlet 2 were 
normalized with the colours blue and red respectively in order to better observe the mixing in the channel. Mixing 
performance, which was improving at 0.5, was observed in the small region and fluids did not mix homogeneously 
through the channel. 

 
U [m/s]

0 0.25                             0.5 0          0.2         0.4            0.6         0.8   1
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Figure 13: (a) Velocity streamlines and (b) concentration field of micromixer by not using any obstacles 

In order to increase mixing quality, tree-shaped obstacles were used at the main channel of the Y-shaped passive 
micromixer. A different geometry between inlet and the barriers was introduced from the initial design to increase 

mixing efficiency. 16 obstacles with the same dimensions were added to the channel at a distance of 1000 m from 

the inlets. Snapshots of mixing in Figure 3 were taken within the range of 1760 m and 2200 m. A better mixing of 
water and acetone by using obstacles was dramatically seen as illustrated in Figure 3. The homogeneously mixing 
of fluids was observed nearly everywhere in the middle of the modified micromixer while standard Y-shaped 
micromixer could be mixed in small regions.  

 
Figure 14: Concentrations field of micromixers within the range of 1760 µm and 2200 µm: (a) without obstacles and (b) with tree-

shaped obstacles 

Next, the mixing performance of the micromixer according to Equation 4 was calculated to investigate the effects of 
obstacles on quality. We focused on the variation of mixing efficiency under different channel distances. More than 
10 samples for each distance were included for efficiency calculation. Figure 4 shows the mixing performance of Y-
shaped passive micromixer with tree-shaped obstacles from the first obstacle to the exit of the channel. The results 
indicated that the mixing efficiency of 77% was calculated after the first obstacle. By increasing channel distance, 
mixing performance increased nearly 20% in the micromixer. The mixing performance reached 3.1 times the value 
of an obstacle-free design at the outlet of the micromixer. This was because a modified Y-shaped micromixer provided 
contact between the two liquids along the channel. 

 
Figure 15: Mixing efficiency distributions in tree-shaped obstacles with channel distance 

Mixing at low Re numbers (Re<0.1) is a difficult process in a short-length channels. When the Re number is less than 
0.1, the structure effect can be neglected, and in the case of 0.1<Re<1, the mixing may not be at the desired level 
because of the contact time. However, the mixing index increases after Re=1 owing to the chaotic advection, and the 
effect of the microstructure increases after this value (Li and Chen, 2017). In this regard, tree-shaped obstacles were 
designed in the micromixer for observation of mixing improvement in the present study. Here, optimum results in 
terms of mixing efficiency were obtained at Re=10. In the literature, the authors investigated the mixing of acetone 
and water using Y-shaped micromixer with the helical channel (Hu and Lin, 2008). They observed the best efficiency 
at Re=10 both experimentally and numerically. Therefore, the results in this work are in good agreement with the 
literature. A ribbed micromixer was used in the study in which the mixing index of acetone-water solution and glycerol-
water solution were compared (Asfer and Panigrahi, 2009). The authors documented that the ribbed mix index of the 
acetone-water solution increased by 17.36% compared to the smooth micromixer. It is noteworthy that the Re number 
of water was greater than 20. With respect to theoretical background, mixing efficiency was also characterized as a 
function of Peclet number (Pe) which can be calculated under variable Re and Schmidt (Sc) numbers (Kim and 
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Beskok, 2009). Researchers Chen and Zhao (2017) reported that even though more than Pe=170, above 90% mixing 
efficiency in obstacles was calculated while 30% efficiency drop was observed in standard T-shaped micromixer 
without any obstacles. 

Table 2: Comparison of micromixers in terms of efficiency 

  Distance from inlet 

Outlet 2.05 mm 1.75 mm 1.45 mm 1.15 mm 

Mixing Efficiency with obstacle (%) 95.10 90.71 85.52 82.35 77.21 
Mixing Efficiency without obstacle (%) 30.67 29.62 29.17 28.18 28.41 

4. CONCLUSION 

Firstly, a smooth Y-shaped passive micromixer that included water and acetone was designed and the related mixing 
effect was investigated. When the concentration field was examined, the mixing occurred in a negligible small region 
compared to the whole channel. Then, it was aimed to increase mixing efficiency by disrupting the flow in the channel 
using tree-shaped obstacles. Performance was investigated by adding obstacles up to 2.05mm in 0.3mm intervals in 
the micromixer. Efficiency was calculated as 77%, 90.7% and 95.1% after the first obstacle, last obstacle and the 
channel exit, respectively as documented in Table 1. Although the efficiency was over 90%, studies should be carried 
out to consider the effects of pressure drop, mixing performance and quality for manufacturability, simple design and 
a more efficient micromixer. Overall, it was concluded that surface force was more dominant than body forces. We 
believe that improving these results will be useful in sustainable energy studies in the future. 
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Abstract: Parabolic trough concentrating (PTC) solar power generation is the most technologically mature way of 
solar thermal power generation, which has been developed to industrial and commercial scale. For the current PTC 
solar thermal power plants, air cooling and recirculation evaporation wet cooling are recognised as common cooling 
methods. However, evaporation wet cooling brings serious evaporation loss and high water consumption, and air 
cooling reduces the thermal efficiency of the PTC, both due to the hot and dry climate. Herein, a new cooling system, 
radiation cooling, was proposed for the PTC thermal power plant which could dissipate the waste heat to the colder 
universe instead of the surface atmosphere based on radiative heat transfer mode without the requirement of water. 
The mirror of the PTC has high solar reflectivity and thermal emissivity and is required to reflect sunlight to the 
collector tube during the day for heat collection and release heat to the cold universe at night during power generation 
using radiative cooling. A theoretical model that combined the processes of concentration, heat collection, power 
generation, and cooling of the system was proposed and the predicted results showed that radiative cooling could 
provide almost all the cooling capacity required for power generation at night, and greatly reduce the cooling water 
needed for power plant cooling, which provided a possible solution to the water problem of power plants in torrid-arid 
areas and curb global warming in large-scale application. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Many traditional thermal power plants use coal, oil, and other fossil fuels to generate heat and electricity, leading to 
an increase in carbon dioxide emissions and global warming. With the gradual advancement of energy reform, the 
development of renewable energy, such as solar energy, has become more and more important. Parabolic trough 
concentrating (PTC) solar power generation is one method to generate electricity for solar energy usage, which is the 
most technologically mature process and has been developed to industrial and commercial scale. 

The cooling methods of thermal power plants mainly include once-through wet cooling, recirculation evaporation wet 
cooling, and dry cooling, which have serious water use problem. A new cooling method, named radiative cooling, has 
been proposed and investigated recently. In contrast to other forms, radiative cooling is a passive cooling method 
which emits heat into the cold outer space to achieve sustainable cooling and does not need to consume any water 
(Zhao et al., 2019). Recently radiative cooling has also been used as the supplemental cooling mode of the thermal 
power plant to achieve a good cooling effect and save water. Aili et al. (2022) employed radiative cooling and cold 

storage as supplemental cooling technology for recirculating wet-cooled CSP plants. It transpired that in the hot and 
dry southwest of the United States, radiative cooling operating only in the daytime can potentially reduce water 
consumption by 40-60% in a year and up to 65-85% if used all day with cold storage, maintaining or even increasing 
the efficiency. Dyreson and Miller (2016) noticed that the large floor area of the radiative cooling field was a fatal 
disadvantage of the new cooling system. They put forward the uncovered, non-selective and black radiators for CSP 
plant cooling constraining the radiator surface area not larger than the aperture area of the solar collector field. When 
the size of the radiative cooling system was the same as that of the solar heat collection field, the cooling system 
could provide 93% of the annual cooling load of the power plants in Daggett and 91% of that in Tucson respectively. 

Here, the novel cooling system proposed in this paper coupled the radiative cooling device and the concentrating 
device together, using the reflector to achieve radiative cooling without additional land area for radiator fields. The 
theoretical model that combined the processes of concentration, heat collection, power generation, and cooling of the 
PTC power system in phoenix was simulated by MATLAB. During the normal operation of the PTC power plant, with 
radiative cooling as the only cooling method, the average temperature of the radiator was adjusted to achieve more 
thorough cooling. It became apparent that the maximum temperature difference between the radiator and the 
environment was 8°C and the minimum was -3.8°C when the power plant was operating properly at night, without 
any water consumption, with 1.9-2.4% pumping power consumption rate. 

2. METHOD 

2.1. The system with parabolic trough collector integrating radiation cooling 

The novel system consisted of parabolic trough collector fields (radiator fields), two heat storage tanks, a power 
generation cycle and heat transfer loops, as shown in Figure 1. At present, the reflector used in PTC power plants is 
generally made of glass, the back is silver or aluminium plated and coated with a protective layer to ensure its high 
reflectivity within the 0.3-2.5μm solar band. It is noteworthy that it also had high emissivity in the infrared band after 
3μm. To take advantage of this, the common reflector was slightly improved to give it higher emissivity in the band 
after 2.5μm so that a large emissive power could be realised.  

 
Figure 1: The integrated system of the novel solar power plant 

Due to the thermal energy storage (TES) system, the PTC solar power plant proposed here could generate electricity 
during the whole day, as well as dissipate heat through radiation, without turning the mirrors over. However, under 
the direct sunlight during the daytime, the reflector would absorb some solar radiation causing the temperature to 
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rise, thus the effect of cooling would be slightly weaker. Therefore, at present, this paper only studied the working 
mode of heat concentration and thermal storage in the daytime, and power generation and radiative cooling at night.  

2.2. PTC thermal power plant model 

The reference thermal power plant was a typical PTC power plant including collector fields, high-temperature molten 
salt storage tank (hereinafter called hot tank), low-temperature molten salt storage tank (hereinafter called cold tank) 
and power cycle system. The collector mirror fields were used to concentrate the incidental sunlight on the collector 
tube at the focus, converting the solar energy into heat energy through heating the heat transfer fluid in the collector 
tube. Here, the heat transfer fluid was molten salt. Because of its high temperature stability and higher working 
temperature than the heat-conducting oil, higher steam temperature can be achieved in the power cycle system, so 
as to improve the thermoelectric cycle efficiency of the steam turbine. The molten salt in the cold tank absorbed solar 
energy through the solar collector tube and the temperature rose to 550°C, stored in the hot tank. At night, the heat 
stored in the hot tank was transferred to the steam power cycle through the heat exchanger to drive the steam turbine 
to generate power, which could be used to make up for the vacancy due to the photovoltaic power station being 
unable to generate power at night.  

When the parabolic trough collectors were placed horizontally from north to south tracking the sun from east to west, 
the solar energy absorbed by the collector tube can be expressed as: 

Equation 5: Solar energy absorbed by the 
collector tube. 

cosabsorbed IAM shadow end collector receiverq DNI W               

Where: 

 qabsorbed = solar energy absorbed per unit length (W/m) 

 DNI = diffuse horizontal irradiance (W/m2) 

 W = aperture width (m) 

 ηIAM = incident angle modified coefficient 

 ηshadow = shading coefficient between collectors 

 ηend = end loss coefficient of collectors 

 θ = incident angle (°) 

 ηcollector = optical efficiency of collectors at design 

 ηreceiver = optical efficiency of receivers at design 

The size of the collector used in the PTC power plant involved in this paper was consistent with that of EuroTrough 
ET150, with the difference of the mirror being designed particularly to achieve a higher infrared emissivity in the band 
after 2.5μm. The specific parameters of collectors and receivers are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1: The specific parameters of collectors and receivers 

Parameters Value Unit 

Aperture width 5.77 m 

Focus length 1.71 m 

Length per SCA 150 m 

Number of SCAs per loop 4 / 

Length per collection loop 600 m 

Number of collection loops 270 / 

ηcollector 0.8711 / 

Outer/inner diameter of receiver glass tube 125/120 mm 

Outer/inner diameter of absorber tube 70/66 mm 

ηreceiver 0.8698 / 

Other coefficients can be obtained from Spelling et al. (2012): 

Equation 2: Incident angle modified coefficient. 

2

1 0.000884 0.00005369
cos cos
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Equation 3: Shading coefficient between collectors. 
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Equation 4: End loss coefficient of collectors. 1 tanend

SCA

f

L
    

Where: 

 Lspace = row spacing (m) 

 θZ = zenith angle (°) 

 f = focus length (m) 

 LSCA = length per SCA (m) 

The heat storage system of the power plant included hot tank and cold tank, and the heat transfer fluid and heat 
storage fluid were molten salt. Thermocouple was equipped in the storage tank to monitor the temperature in the 
storage tank, and the electric heater was used to prevent molten salt from solidifying. Once the temperature was 
lower than 220°C, the molten salt would solidify and cause damage to the power plant. Although the thermal insulation 
performance of the storage tank was good, heat loss would be inevitable and the efficiency of the TES system was 
0.99 (Bradshaw et al., 2002). 

Since the thermophysical parameters of molten salt change with temperature, the heat stored in molten salt per hour 
was: 

Equation 5: Heat stored per hour by all the collection loops. 
550

290
270thermal pQ mc dT   

Equation 6: Specific heat capacity of molten salt. 1396 0.172p saltc T    

Where: 

 Qthermal = heat stored per hour by all the collection loops (W) 

 cp = specific heat capacity at the corresponding temperature of molten salt (J/(kg·K)) 

 m = mass flow rate of molten salt per hour (kg/s) 

 Tsalt = temperature of molten salt (K) 

When generating electricity at night, part of the stored energy was converted into electric energy through the steam 
turbine and generator, and the other part was transferred with the exhaust steam to the condenser to exchange heat 
with cooling water. The power cycle system adopted steam Rankine cycle, and the main parameters of each part of 
the simulated power plant are shown in Table 2. 

Table 2: The specific parameters of the simulated power plant 

Parameters Value Unit 

Solar field aperture area 882,900 m2 

Designed power capacity 100 MW 

HTF in the collector tube Molten salt / 

HTF inlet/outlet temperature 290/550 °C  

The cooling water with increased temperature was additionally cooled through the radiative cooling system. 
Therefore, the heat rejected by the condenser per hour was: 

Equation 7: Heat rejected by the condenser per hour. 
' (1 )rej thermalQ Q    

Where: 

 Q’
thermal =  net input energy of steam turbine per hour (W) 

 Qrej = heat rejected by the condenser during power generation at night, that is, the heat to be cooled by 
the radiative cooling system (W) 

 η = thermoelectric efficiency of the system 

Thermoelectric efficiency was affected by steam turbine efficiency and generator efficiency, calculated by the 
following: 

Equation 8: Thermoelectric efficiency of the solar power system. 
turbine generator     

Equation 9: Steam turbine efficiency. 
,(1 )turbine turbine dsn     

Equation 10: Generator efficiency. 
2 30.908 0.258 0.3 0.12generator c c c      
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Equation 11: Efficiency loss of steam turbine. 20.171 0.409 0.218n c c    

Where: 

 ηturbine = steam turbine thermal efficiency 

 ηgenerator = generator efficiency 

 ηturbine,ds = steam turbine thermal efficiency at design 

 n = efficiency loss, taking 1 if there’s no loss 

 c = ratio of actual input energy to rated input energy 

2.3. Radiative cooling model 

Any object whose temperature is higher than absolute zero is emitting radiation and heat to the surroundings all the 
time. In the process of radiating heat outward, each object is also receiving radiation from the surrounding 
environment or other objects. As shown in Figure 2, in addition to its own thermal radiation, the reflector/radiator was 
also affected by solar radiation, atmospheric radiation, ground radiation and convective heat transfer with the 
surrounding environment. Considering that the parabolic trough reflector was exposed in the air, we take into account 
the radiation of both the upper and lower surfaces. The net radiative cooling power of the radiator was: 

Equation 12: Net radiative cooling power of the radiator. net rad solar atm gro convP P P P P P      

Where: 

 Pnet = net radiative cooling power of the radiator surface (W/m2) 

 Prad = infrared thermal radiation power emitted by the radiator surface (W/m2) 

 Psolar, Patm, Pgro and Pconv = solar radiation power, atmospheric radiation power, ground radiation power 
absorbed by the radiator and the convective heat transfer power with the surrounding environment 
(W/m2) 

 
Figure 2: Schematic diagram of various heat transfer modes on the radiator surface 

Thermal radiation is one of the three methods of heat transfer. The energy radiated by the object is related to the 
temperature, blackness and other factors of the object itself. The thermal radiation power of the upper and lower 
surfaces of the radiator with temperature T1 is: 

Equation 13: Thermal radiation power of 
the radiator. 

/2

1 1
0 0

( ) 2 (1 ) ( , ) ( , ) cos sinrad A BBP T I T d d


         


     

Where: 

 T1 = average temperature of the radiator surface (K) 

 αA = area coefficient of the parabolic trough reflector area normalized to the solar field aperture area 

 λ = infrared wavelength (μm) 

 θ = angle of infrared emission 

 IBB = blackbody spectral radiation with temperature T1 (W/m2) 

 ε = blackness of the object, also known as the angular spectral emissivity, fixed at 0.93 in the band after 2.5 
μm and 0 in other bands during simulation 
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The radiator exposed to the sun will certainly absorb some solar radiation, which will affect the performance of 
radiative cooling. If the radiative cooling system was applied all day, the influence of solar radiation needs to be 
considered, and the solar radiation absorbed is: 

Equation 14: Solar radiation absorbed by the radiator. 
1.5

0
( ) ( )solar AM s solarP I d G    



    

Where: 

 IAM1.5 = AM1.5 solar spectral irradiance (W/(m2·μm)) 

 αs = average solar absorptivity of the radiator surface 

 Gsolar = solar global horizontal irradiance (W/m2) 

According to Kirchhoff’s radiation law, the radiator’s absorptivity is replaced by its emissivity. At present, this paper 
only considered the cooling at night, so the influence of solar radiation was ignored here. 

Water vapour, carbon dioxide, ozone and other gases in the atmosphere will not only absorb the thermal radiation 
emitted from the ground, but also send out the energy in the atmosphere to the surrounding objects or environment 
in the form of radiation. The atmospheric radiation absorbed by the radiator surface is: 

Equation 15: Atmospheric radiation 
absorbed by the radiator. 

/2

0 0
( ) 2 ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) cos sinatm a BB a atmP T I T d d



           


    

Equation 16: Angular spectral emissivity of the atmosphere. 1/cos1atm atm

    

Where: 

 Ta = ambient temperature (K) 

 IBB = blackbody spectral radiation at ambient temperature (W/m2) 

 εatm = angular spectral emissivity of the atmosphere 

 τatm = atmospheric transmittance 

In addition, under the irradiation of sunlight, the ground will also absorb a certain amount of heat and constantly 
radiate heat to the surrounding objects. The ground radiation absorbed by the radiator lower surface is: 

Equation 17: Ground radiation absorbed by 
the radiator. 

/2

0 0
( ) 2 ( , ) ( , ) cos singro a A BB a groP T I T d d



         


    

Where: 

 εgro = average emissivity of the ground, taking 0.85 here 

Due to the reflection and shielding of the collector mirror, the heat absorbed by the ground will not be much, and the 
reflector is generally about three or four meters away from the ground, so the temperature of the ground radiation 
here is the ambient temperature. 

In addition to radiative heat dissipation, convective heat transfer is another form of heat transfer. When the 
temperature of the radiator surface is higher than the ambient temperature, the heat is lost from the surface to the 
environment, which is conducive to cooling. Otherwise, it would increase the burden of radiative cooling and impede 
heat dissipation. The convective heat dissipation of the radiator surfaces can be expressed as: 

Equation 18: Convective heat dissipation of the radiator surfaces. 
1( ) 2conv a c AP T T h      

Equation 19: Convective heat transfer coefficient. 8.55 2.56ch v    

Where: 

 hc = convective heat transfer coefficient (W/(m2·K)) 

 v = wind speed (m/s) 
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The theoretical model of radiative cooling was established by MATLAB. In order to verify the practicability of the 
model and the accuracy of the code, the model validation was performed based on the experimental results from the 
previously published paper by Raman et al. (2014). In this reference, the radiative cooling was only performed on the 

upper surface, and the areas of various radiation were the same. The atmospheric spectral properties and the infrared 
emission spectrum of the radiator were the same as those in the reference, as well as the environmental parameters 
and solar irradiance, and the heat transfer coefficient was selected as 6.9 W/(m2·K). The comparison between 
experimental data and simulation data is shown in Figure 3. It was obvious that the simulation results almost agreed 
with the experimental results, indicating the availability of the theoretical model. 

 
Figure 3: Simulation data based on the radiative cooling model and experimental data reported in reference 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. The simulation results of the novel solar power system 

To verify the feasibility of the proposed cooling system, taking Phoenix as the research site, the meteorological data 
of 8760 hours in a typical meteorological year (TMY) were obtained from EnergyPlus, with direct normal irradiance 
(DNI), ambient temperature, wind speed and so on, and the spectral data of the atmosphere were obtained from 
MODTRAN to model the processes of concentration, heat collection, power generation, and cooling of a traditional 
PTC power plant, and analyse its daily heat storage, heat rejection and cooling. Considering the long time span of 
simulation, the atmospheric transmittance was directly related to climate, so we used different typical atmospheric 
data under different climates. 

According to the system diagram introduced in Figure 1, this paper established the corresponding system model by 
using MATLAB to simulate the operation of PTC power plant in one year. The waste heat released by the condenser 
in the process of power generation passed through another heat transfer fluid, which could be water, and was sent 
to the radiative cooling fields for heat radiation dissipation and convective heat transfer. Figure 4 shows the daily heat 
storage and power generation of the power plant in a year. Firstly, it was assumed that the average temperature of 
the radiator surface was set to the ambient temperature. In this case, as shown in Figure 5, it was found that the 
radiative cooling capacity at night for 180 days in a year could meet the needs of the power plant, and even in cold 
months, the cooling capacity was much higher than the heat discharge. In the hot months, radiative cooling can be 
used as a supplementary cooling system, combined with other cooling methods such as dry cooling or cooling tower 
to achieve more thorough cooling. Nevertheless, we found that the new radiative cooling system proposed in this 
paper had the potential as an independent cooling system, and could even produce a large amount of excess cooling 
capacity. 
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Figure 4: Daily heat storage and power generation of the novel 

system 
Figure 5: Radiative cooling power and heat rejection when 
the radiator temperature is set to the ambient temperature 

When the PTC power plant was operating properly, the cooling power was equal to the heat rejection, so the 
temperature of the radiator should be adjusted as needed to achieve effective cooling. As can be seen from Figure 
6, combined with Figure 5, in the hot season, the heat emission was large and the demand for cooling capacity was 
high, so the temperature of the radiator would be increased appropriately to achieve more radiative cooling power. In 
the cold season, the radiator could provide the required cooling capacity near the ambient temperature or even below 
it. Figure 7 clearly indicates the difference between the average temperature of the radiator surface and the ambient 
temperature at night. Among them, the maximum temperature difference was 8°C, and the minimum was -3.8°C, 
which meant that the cooling water temperature itself was very low at this time and the demand for radiative cooling 
was reduced. 

 
Figure 6: Comparison of average temperature of radiator surface and ambient temperature when the cooling capacity matches the 

heat rejection 

 

 
Figure 7: Difference between average temperature of radiator surface and ambient temperature at night 
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3.2. The pumping power consumption and capital cost of the cooling system 

Driven by the circulating water pump, the circulating water system is connected with the condenser and external 
cooling equipment, such as the cooling tower. As one of the main auxiliary machines of thermal power plant, the 
auxiliary power consumption of circulating water pump is about 1-1.5% of the power generation (Yue, 2019). In this 
paper, the cooling water needed to be delivered to each solar collector assembly (SCA) for radiative cooling, which 
caused more auxiliary power consumption. Considering the flow of the cooling water in each SCA, ignoring its flow 
on other roads along the way since it was related to the layout of the collector fields, the auxiliary power consumption 
rate of the water pump was increased to 1.9-2.4%. 

According to the standalone radiative cooling system established for a 500-MW combined-cycled thermal power plant 
(Aili et al., 2021), the initial capital cost is estimated to be $26-96 per kWe, including the radiative cooling module 
material, the surface radiative cooling film, the backside insulation, the module support and so on. Here, radiative 
cooling fields were integrated with parabolic trough collector fields without the land area for the separate radiative 
cooling system, saving the cost of land and the radiative cooling module material and support. By comparison, the 
capital cost of the cooling system was reduced to $3.6-9.6 per kWe, about 88% decrease in the material cost. 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a novel system model of parabolic trough collecting (PTC) solar power plant in Phoenix was established, 
which combined the trough reflector with a radiative cooling device. Radiative cooling is a kind of cooling mode that 
can be carried out all day and can continuously provide cooling capacity for the power plant. This paper only studied 
one power generation mode of the PTC plant which collected heat and stored energy during the day, generated 
power and operated radiative cooling at night. The main conclusions are given as follows: 

1. At first, we set the average temperature of radiator surface as the ambient temperature. It was found that the 
radiative cooling could provide most of the required cooling capacity at night, with 180 days’ radiative cooling 
power in a year meeting the needs of the PTC plant, which demonstrates well that the proposed new radiative 
cooling system had the potential to cool the PTC power plant; 

2. When the PTC power plant was running properly, with radiative cooling as the only cooling method for the plant, 
the cooling power must be equal to the heat rejection, and the temperature of the radiator needed to be adjusted 
in order to achieve the required cooling fully and effectively. The maximum temperature difference between the 
radiator surface and the environment was 8°C and the minimum was -3.8°C during normal operation; 

3. Considering the flow of the cooling water in each SCA, the power consumption rate of the water pump was 
increased to 1.9-2.4%. Compared with the separate radiative cooling system, the integrated system here saved 
the cost of land and radiative cooling module material and support, and the capital cost of the cooling system 
was reduced by about 88% to $3.6-9.6 per kWe. 

In summary, radiative cooling is a very promising cooling method which does not need to consume water and is 
suitable for any power plant that needs water. If this novel solar power system with parabolic trough collector 
integrating radiation cooling was applied on a large scale, it could solve the water problems faced by other power 
plants. Additionally, it is environmentally-friendly, does not produce greenhouse gases, and emits waste heat directly 
into the universe rather than the environment, which is helpful to alleviate global warming and is also of certain 
significance to energy conservation, emission reduction and environmental protection. 
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Abstract: According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), global energy use for space cooling has almost doubled 
since the year 2000 from 1000 to 1945 TWh, mainly due to global warming, rapid urbanisation and use of inefficient 
air conditioners. Without a major breakthrough in the efficiency of space cooling equipment, the electricity demand is 
expected to increase again by as much as 40% by 2030. This has increased the interest in finding alternative cooling 
methods for space cooling, preferably with low energy usage and minimum environmental harm. Evaporative cooling 
makes use of the enthalpy of the vaporisation of water, however, the humidified supply air causes discomfort to 
humans. Indirect evaporative cooling is more preferable as it is able to cool the air without a change in its humidity. It 
is particularly beneficial when compared to traditional vapour compression systems due to its ability to deliver cool, 
dry air with a relatively low energy input and without the need for harmful refrigerants. Recent developments in 
literature regarding indirect evaporative cooling have been reviewed in this paper. Numerical and experimental work 
from various areas of development include, but are not limited to: the use of solar desiccant systems; integration with 
other cooling components; parametric studies on performance; exergy and economic analyses; the use of coated 
heat exchangers; as well as hybrid nanofluids as a coolant liquid. Various configurations of evaporative cooling 
systems were reviewed with internal recovery options for regeneration. Within the study, performance of an indirect 
evaporative cooling configuration was investigated under Shiraz (Iran), Sevilla (Spain) and Riyad (Saudi Arabia) 
climatic conditions. Accordingly, energy savings potential of the considered system in comparison with vapour 
compression cooling was found to be 61% and 56% for Riyad and Shiraz respectively. On the other hand, it was 
found that using evaporative cooling was not favourable in terms of energy savings when compared to vapour 
compression in the Sevilla climate.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Depending on the climate, heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) can take between 40-60% of the total 
energy consumption of buildings (Tommerup and Svendsen, 2006). Many countries have already agreed on climate 
change acts in order to achieve various sustainability goals. The UK government is committed to cutting greenhouse 
gas emissions to 80% of its 1990 levels by the year 2050 (DECC. Climate Change Act., 2008). The two stages to 
achieve a carbon-neutral target are to improve energy conversion efficiency on the supply side (or reduce energy 
consumption on demand site), whilst replacing traditional heating/cooling methods with environmentally friendly 
solutions (Zhu et al., 2022). This energy problem is the driving force for countries to look for energy efficient methods 
such as evaporative cooling in order to replace traditional methods like vapour compression air conditioning (VCAC). 

The earliest use of evaporative cooling in buildings dates back to ancient Egypt and the Persian Empire, with methods 
such as wind catchers and hanging wetted reeds on windows (‘Archi-Cultural Translations through the Silk Road’, 
2012). Evaporative cooling can deliver cooling with the use of pumps and fans and doesn’t require the use of harmful 
refrigerants or heavy energy consuming devices such as the compressor. These two aspects make it favourable over 
traditional vapour compression air conditioning. 

2. BACKGROUND ON INDIRECT EVAPORATIVE COOLERS 

Numerous work in literature has been dedicated to optimising the design of the evaporative cooler for performance. 
Zhang et al. (2021) analysed an indirect evaporative cooling system integrated with liquid dehumidification. An 
optimized channel gap and length of 5mm and 600mm respectively were found, with a dehumidification efficiency up 
to 77% and a wet bulb effectiveness up to 60%. Fan et al. (2021) experimentally analysed a novel dew point 
evaporative cooling tower based on the M-cycle. An optimised air-to-water ratio of 1.26 was found, and wet bulb 
effectiveness of 1.10 was achieved at inlet dry bulb temperature of 30°C and 30% relative humidity. Rao and Datta 
(2020) performed a feasibility analysis of single, multi and hybrid evaporative coolers for air cooling in buildings in 
India, recording εwb between 0.5-1.5 for arid, semi-arid and humid zones (single and multi-stage) and up to 2.0 for 
vapour compression-evaporative cooler hybrid systems. Yang et al. (2020) investigated the performance of a novel 
hybrid evaporative cooler-vapour compression system consisting of a series of heat exchangers and air to water 
cooling coils. An optimum value of air to water heat capacity ratio of 0.4-0.5 and energy savings between 42.5-64% 
was achieved by using the hybrid system. Lv et al. (2020) analysed a multi-unit evaporative cooler in series. They 
found that with a smaller size model with halved flow rate of 0.05 kgs-1, an overall wet bulb effectiveness of 1.15 was 
achieved.  

The location and arrangement of water nozzles has also been a point of interest in the field of evaporative cooling. 
Antonellis (De Antonellis, Joppolo and Liberati, 2019) investigated the effect of water nozzles and airflow arrangement 
on the performance of a cross-flow indirect evaporative cooler achieving εwb up to 0.82-0.84 in top and horizontal 
configurations of the secondary air flow. Shahzad et al. (2019) proposed an improved indirect evaporative cooler 
consisting of a vertical heat exchanger with multiple points of injection of working air, resulting in an overall COP of 
7-8 and an improved temperature drop of 3-4°C when compared to a single injection of an equal amount of working 
air. 

Various authors have studied different materials for cooling pads and their effect on the performance of evaporative 

coolers. Youssef et al. (2021) analysed the use of wet june (plant based fibres) compared to natural and forced 

convection for thermal management of lithium-ion batteries. The battery surface temperature after 20 minutes using 

natural convection, air cooling (2 fans) and wet june were 43, 38 and 36°C respectively. Khosravi et al. (2020) 

compared wood chips, yellow stone, pumice and eucalyptus fibres as evaporative cooling pad materials for an indirect 

and desiccant assisted indirect evaporative cooler. εwb and εdp achieved for different materials were between 26-

50% and 19-38%, with wood chips being the best performing material for both modes of cooling.Table 3 summarises 

recent advancements in literature in the field of indirect evaporative cooling, and their key findings in terms of 

performance characteristics. 

Table 3: Recent advancements found in literature in indirect evaporative cooling and their key findings 

Authors (Year) System type Study type Key findings 

Horr, Tashtoush and 
Chilengwe (2020) 

hybrid 
IEC with a chilled 
water-cooling coil 

Experimental 
Highest temperature reduction of 18.8℃ was achieved in water 

shower mode at inlet temperature of 44℃ and RH 20%. 

Kashif et al. (2020) M-cycle 
Experimental + 

numerical 

M-cycle wet bulb effectiveness ranged from 46% to 78%.The 
M-cycle based desiccant system achieved wet-bulb 

effectiveness (εwb) and COP ranges from 70% to 86% and up 
to 0.64, respectively. 

Delfani and Karami 
(2020) 

 

Solar desiccant / 
M-cycle 

Numerical 
In all three climatic conditions, lowest supply air temperature 
achieved was 16.1℃   using double M-cycle arrangement. 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

Upon reviewing recent scientific work in terms of performance improvements and integration with other cooling 
components, it is no surprise that there is great potential and room for integration of evaporative cooling-based 
systems in building energy cooling applications. The world is racing away from non-renewable energy sources while 
moving towards cleaner energy use. Therefore, any method of cooling which could provide energy savings (such as 
indirect evaporative cooling) must be utilised. One of the main limitations of using evaporative cooling is the 
dependency of the performance on the inlet air conditions. At high inlet air relative humidity levels, the potential for 
cooling by evaporation is really low and this makes it harder to achieve high temperature drops between the inlet and 
the supply air streams.  

In this study, a numerical model was developed in MATLAB using the ε-NTU method to simulate the performance of 
a regenerative evaporative cooling (REC) system consisting of three heat exchangers and internal recovery. 
Implementation of this system under different working conditions was analysed and possible energy savings by 
switching to using REC instead of VCAC was investigated under each condition. 

3.1 Equations 

In order to compare the possible energy savings between using VC and REC system, performance parameters such 
as the cooling capacity, wet bulb effectiveness and coefficient of performance are defined in Equations 1-3 below. A 
more comprehensive list of equations were used for the numerical model, but only the equations related to the 
performance indicators are shown here. 

 Equation 1: Cooling capacity of the evaporative cooler   𝑄𝑐 =  𝑚𝑠𝑐𝑝 𝑎𝑖𝑟(𝑇𝑖 − 𝑇𝑠)     (1) 

Equation 2: Wet bulb effectiveness of the evaporative cooler   𝑒𝑤𝑏 = 
𝑇𝑖−𝑇𝑠

𝑇𝑖−𝑇𝑖,𝑤𝑏
                  (2) 

Equation 3: Coefficient of performance for a generic cooling unit     𝐶𝑂𝑃 =  
𝑄𝑐

𝑊𝑖𝑛
                  (3) 

Equation 4:  Specific humidity (humidity ratio) of air                  𝜔 = [
𝑅𝐻

100%
.6.112.𝑒

(
17.62𝑇
243.12+𝑇

)

273.15+𝑇
]  (4) 

Equation 5:  Enthalpy of humid air     ℎ = 1.006T + 𝑤(2501 + 1.85𝑇)  (5) 

 

Equation 6: Effectiveness of a cross flow heat exchanger with both fluids unmixed 

 ε = 1 − exp {
𝑁𝑇𝑈0.22

𝑐
 [𝑒𝑥𝑝(−𝑐 𝑁𝑇𝑈0.78) − 1]}   (6) 

  

Sun et al. (2020) 
 

IEC Experimental 
Spiral type nozzle was optimal for IEC application with high 

coverage ratio, good uniformity and acceptable water volume 

 
Kashyap, Sarkar and 

Kumar (2020) 
 

REC Numerical 

Increase in the extraction ratio increases the exergy 
destruction, hence loss of the exergy efficiency the RIEC, 
increasing the velocity of primary air) increases the exergy 

destruction and lowers the sustainability index RIEC. 

Raza et al. (2021) 
 

DEC, IEC, MEC Experimental 

Wet bulb effectiveness of DEC, IEC, MEC systems were 
ranging between 0.85–0.99, 0.55–0.56, and 0.85–0.98 

respectively. Similarly, the temperature drop achieved were 
6.2-9.6, 3.2-6.2 °C and 5.3-12.3 °C. 

 
Yang et al. (2021) 

 
IEC, DPEC 

Numerical based 
on experimental 

correlation 

Increased fresh air flowrate reduces the cooling efficiency and 
exergy efficiency of all evaporative coolers. 

Increasing 𝑇𝑎𝑚𝑏,𝑁𝑇𝑈, �̇�𝑎𝑖𝑟  and decreasing 𝜔𝑎𝑚𝑏, all increase 
the exergy destruction in all evaporative coolers tested. 

Li et al. (2021) 
 

IEC + SHE 
IEC + ERE 

Numerical with 
experimental 

validation 

Upon analysing two two-stage modified IEC systems, the 
exergy transfer efficiency increased by 104.6% and 131.7% 

while the heat transfer capacity increased by 47.6% and 
48.5%, respectively. 

Current study REC 
Numerical with 
experimental 

validation 
- 
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Where: 

 ms = mass flow rate of the supply air (kg/s) 

 cp air= specific heat capacity of air at constant pressure (kJ/kgK) 

 Ti= Inlet air temperature (K) 

 Ts= Supply air temperature (K) 

 Ti, wb= Inlet air wet bulb temperature (K) 

 Qc = Cooling capacity 

 Win= Total energy input to the system  

 𝜔 = Humidity ratio (g/kg) 

 ℎ = specific enthalpy  (kJ/kg) 

 𝑁𝑇𝑈 = number of transfer units 

 𝑐 = Specific heat capacity ratio (Cmin/Cmax) 

Figure 1 shows the flowchart that was used in the numerical model. The model consisted of a main script and external 
functions for each property. An iterative approach was used with an error tolerance of 0.1%. The temperature and 
relative humidity was varied for each climate, but other parameters that were used in the model are summarised in 
Figure 16: Flowchart showing the algorithm of the numerical model 

Table 4  below: 

 

Figure 16: Flowchart showing the algorithm of the numerical model 

Table 4: Values of parameters used in the numerical model 

Parameter Value 

T, in 35 °C 

RHwa,out 85% 

ṁair,in 0.11 kg s-1 

Exhaust to inlet ratio,R 0.5 

 
3.2 Energetic analysis of the REC compared to VCAC 
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By using the numerical model developed, potential energy savings by switching from a vapour compression air cooler 

(VCAC) to a regenerative indirect evaporative cooler (REC) were evaluated for 3 different climates around the world. 

Figure 17 shows a diagram of the REC modelled. In the cities of Riyad (Saudi Arabia), Shiyaz (Iran) and Sevilla 

(Spain), the average relative humidity values during the cooling season were 14% 20% and 51% respectively, where 

the cooling season was defined as being between March-October. Assuming the average inlet air temperature to be 

35°C, the mass flow rate of inlet air to be 0.11 kgs-1 and the relative humidity of the wetted air stream to reach 85%, 

the numerical analysis was performed.  

 

Figure 17: Diagram of the numerically modelled regenerative indirect evaporative cooler 

The cooling load of a single storey building was calculated using Design Builder. Figure 18 shows the plan view of 

the simulated building, consisting of a 20 m2 occupied and a 52 m2 adjacent zone. The cooling load during the cooling 

season in the 3 cities investigated was calculated according to the cooling demand of the building shown in this figure. 

Figure 18: Plan view of the simulated building in Design Builder 

Figure 19 below shows the cooling capacity and wet bulb effectiveness of the modelled indirect evaporative cooler, 

in the climatic conditions of Riyad, Shiraz and Sevilla. 

 

9 m 

5 m 

4 m 

8 m 

North Occupied Zone 

         20 m2 

Adjacent Zone 

          52 m2 
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Figure 19: Cooling capacity and wet bulb effectiveness of IEC in 3 different climates 

It can be seen from Figure 19 that the wet bulb effectiveness was 0.8 in the arid climates such as Riyad and Shiraz, 

and this value dropped to 0.65 for the humid climate in Sevilla. The cooling capacity of the cooler reached 0.96 kW 

in the driest climate of Riyad, while it was 0.84 kW for Shiraz. Even though the wet bulb effectiveness’ were 

comparable, since the relative humidity, and hence the inlet air wet bulb temperature was different, this showed that 

a greater temperature drop could be achieved in the climatic conditions of Riyad. The high average inlet relative 

humidity of Sevilla (51%) limited the potential of the air to be cooled by water evaporation. This could be observed in 

the results showing the lowest cooling capacity of 0.36 kW. 

By calculating the monthly cooling load required for each city and using this with the coefficient of performance of the 

VC and the IEC, the required energy input for using both systems was calculated. Figure 20 below shows the energy 

consumption during the cooling season between using a vapour compression air cooler and a regenerative 

evaporative cooler, for the 3 chosen cities. A coefficient of performance of 4 was assumed for the VC air cooler, 

according to the energy efficiency standards (HM Government, 2013). 

 

Figure 20: Comparison of energy consumption during the cooling season using VC and REC for 3 different climates 

It can be clearly seen that using the regenerative cooler in an arid climate such as Riyad and Shiraz would provide 

energy savings in the cooling season. In the cities of Riyad and Shiraz, 1826 and 975 kWh of energy savings could 

be obtained by switching from VC to REC for air cooling. However, in higher humidity climates such as Sevilla, the 

energy consumption was comparable and therefore using the REC would not provide an advantage in terms of energy 

consumption.  Thus, in comparison with VC air cooling, using the REC would provide 61% energy savings in the 

climate of Riyad and 56% in Shiraz. No energy savings would be possible by using REC over VC air cooling in Sevilla.  

In this review paper, recent scientific work in literature regarding the applications and development in evaporating 

cooling was analysed. Numerical and experimental work from various authors was summarised in a tabular format. 
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Finally, the performance of a regenerative evaporative cooler in 3 different climates was obtained, and compared with 

a vapour compression air cooler.  
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Abstract: Today, energy is the one of the most essential resources needed for the economic and social development 
of countries. As a result of the increase in population and development of industry, the need for energy is increasing 
day by day. However, most of the energy resources consumed today come from fossil fuels which are a non-
renewable energy resource and cause harmful effects on the environment. Technological improvements and an 
increasing energy deficit have made countries increasingly consider renewable energy resources and to investigate 
alternatives. Therefore, in this study, it was aimed to evaluate the alternative renewable energy resources by applying 
Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) method which is one of the most widely used multi-criteria decision-making 
methods. By using AHP, hydroelectric energy, wind energy, solar energy, geothermal energy, and biomass energy 
resources will be evaluated under several criteria. These criteria were determined as technical, economic, 
environmental, social, risk, benefit criteria and then divided into sub criteria for more comprehensive analysis. In this 
study, the most to least suitable energy sources were found by using AHP. In order to apply the AHP approach and 
construct the related matrices, experts in the energy field were asked for comparisons. In addition to that, a survey 
of the experts was carried out and the responses of this survey were analysed by using SPSS statistical tool. 
According to SPSS results, significant relations between criteria and the questions were analysed. A consistency 
check of AHP methods were held by using the survey results analysed by SPSS. To sum up, it was believed that 
findings from this study could contribute to determining the type of renewable energy source that would be the pioneer 
in the future, in terms of investment capacity, recycle ratio, productivity, and being environmentally friendly from the 
AHP point of view. 

 

 

 

 

Keywords: analytic hierarchy process (AHP); renewable energy resources; multi-criteria decision making; Statistical 
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS) 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Energy is a critical input material that directs the world economy. Energy production has been provided by fossil 
resources for centuries. However, fossil fuels are no longer sufficient to meet the rapidly increasing energy needs of 
the globalised world. For this reason, there has been a need for countries to seek alternative energy sources to fossil 
fuels to ensure energy sustainability. In this sense, renewable energy sources are very important for the future of 
countries since they are domestic, renew themselves faster than the rate of depletion, do not have negative effects 
on the environment, and are within the scope of international agreements such as Kyoto (Ervural et al., 2018). In 
other words, renewable energy sources have many advantages such as reducing dependency on fossil fuel sources 
and reducing carbon emissions into the atmosphere (Banos et al., 2011). 

Turkey’s energy demand has been increasing among OECD countries over the last 15 years. It is known that Turkey 
has great potential in terms of renewable energy sources due to its geography and location. Despite Turkey having 
an abundance of various alternative energy sources such as hydro, solar, wind, biomass and geothermal energy, it 
has become a net energy importing country with more than half of its energy needs being met by imports, and air 
pollution is becoming a major environmental problem. Therefore, renewable energy sources seem to be one of the 
most efficient and effective solutions for sustainable energy. In this regard, the aim of this study is: 1) to determine 
which of the renewable energy sources is more suitable for Turkey by applying Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP); 
2) to conduct a questionnaire about the importance of the renewable energy sources and analyse the results via 
SPSS; 3) to interpret and compare the results of AHP and SPSS. 

2. METHOD  

In this paper, analysis was conducted to determine the ranking of renewable energy resources in Turkey with respect 
to several criteria. In the following section renewable energy alternatives and determined criteria are explained in 
detail. Then, AHP methodology is introduced and finally, SPSS method is investigated. 

2.1. Renewable energy alternatives and selection criteria 

Although Turkey does not have rich fossil energy resources, it has geographical and climatic features that will provide 
resources for renewable energy production. Turkey’s renewable energy potential has been determined as 13% of 
EU-27’s total potential (Özcan, 2018). When these renewable energy potentials were considered, the options were 
determined as solar, wind, geothermal, hydroelectric and biomass energy. 

Solar energy is simply derived from the sun by collecting sunlight through solar or photovoltaic cells and then creating 
a high-intensity heat source to run a generator to produce electricity (Kabak and Dağdeviren, 2014). Turkey's 
sunshine duration is quite high compared to many countries. According to the Turkey Solar Energy Potential Atlas 
(GEPA), the average annual total sunshine duration was 2741.07 hours and the average annual total radiation value 
was calculated as 1527.46 kWh/m2 (https://www.yegm.gov.tr/). Therefore, solar energy is one of the important 
sources to generate electricity. 

Wind energy is obtained from the turbine blades which are connected to a drive shaft that turns an electric generator 
to produce electricity. Turkey's wind energy potential has been determined as 48,000 MW. The total area 
corresponding to this potential corresponds to 1.30% of Turkey's surface area. Additionally, according to International 
Energy Agency (IEA) data, it was estimated that 18% of the world's electrical energy potential would be produced by 
wind energy systems by 2050.  

It is known that Turkey has several hot water resources in many different regions and has great potential in terms of 
geothermal energy. Geothermal power is one of the renewable energies produced by heat derived within the sub-
surface of the earth. It is formed by the hot fluids that occur in the deep layers of the earth's surface and rise to the 
surface by advancing from the weaker layers (Ataman, 2007). Turkey's geothermal potential is known theoretically 
as 31,500 MWt (https:// www.enerji.gov.tr).  

Hydroelectric energy, which is one of the oldest and largest renewable energy sources, exploits the natural flow of 
moving water to generate electricity. Turkey's hydroelectric potential has not been fully utilized yet. Turkey, which has 
many rivers and streams, has made much investment in the field of hydraulic energy. The target of the Turkish 
government is to use all technically and economically available hydroelectric energy until 2023 (Melikoğlu, 2013). In 
Turkey, the theoretical hydroelectric potential was computed as 433 billion kWh, and the technically utilizable potential 
was 216 billion kWh (https:// www.enerji.gov.tr).  

Although biomass energy is a new type of energy for Turkey when compared with other renewable energy sources, 
it is an energy type whose potential should not be ignored. Biomass can be defined as an energy which is produced 
by living or once-living organisms. It is one of the preferred energy sources because it is sustainable, easy to find, 
environmentally friendly and energy efficient (Akar and Akdoğan, 2018). According to the Biomass Energy Potential 
Atlas (BEPA) data, the total economic energy equivalent of Turkey’s waste was around 3.9 MTEP/year.  
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For the comparison of the prementioned alternatives, six main criteria "Technical, Economic, Environmental, Risk, 
Benefit and Social" and 20 sub-criteria feeding them were determined through literature research. Brief explanations 
about these sub-criteria are given below. Additionally, Figure 1 indicates the hierarchical structure of energy selection 
decision-making problem. 

Power Plant Construction Time (C12): Depending on the type of energy to be generated, the need for a power plant 

might arise. While the power plant need is among the main factors for energy production, the production time is also 
included in the energy factor selection (Ahmad and Tahar, 2014). Efficiency (C11): Addresses the useful energy that 
can be obtained from an energy resource and it is usually measured by the efficiency ratio (Kaya and Kahraman, 
2011; Mourmouris and Potolias, 2013). Technological Features (C13): Includes all related technology with respect to 
power plant. Security of Supply (C14): Indicates that the produced energy must be reliable and qualified.  

Investment Cost (C21): It consists of all types of costs for engineering services, work for construction, purchase of 
mechanic equipment and authorization (Büyüközkan and Güleryüz, 2017; Mourmous and Potolias, 2013). Fuel Cost 
(C22): The amount of fuel expense used in energy production. C33: Operation and Maintenance Cost (C23): All the 
production costs related with running a power plant. Government Incentive (C24): An incentive given by the 

government to enterprises engaged in energy production (Ezbakhe et al., 2021).  

Greenhouse Gas Emission (C31): Depending on the type of energy to be produced in energy production enterprises, 
greenhouse gas formation can be observed. Production enterprises that cause high levels of greenhouse gas 
emissions cause environmental pollution (Heo et al., 2010). C32: Land Use: The area which is needed for the 
establishment of the facility in energy production. The environment is directly impacted by the land occupied by the 
different energy systems (Wang et al., 2009), C33: Noise Pollution: The unwanted sound arising from energy 
generation. Need of Waste Disposal (C34): Includes damage to the environment and quality of life. 

Excess Demand (C41): This is a situation where the demanded energy cannot be produced because of insufficient 
supply of the production facility and inability to meet the desired energy demand. Effects on Human Health (C42): 
This defines the effects on human health that may occur in energy production and/or afterward. Continuity of 
Performance (C43): Defined as the inability of the power generation facility to continuously produce energy 
(Kahraman et al., 2010).  

Sustainable Development (C51): This includes the development of obtaining, distributing, and exploiting the energy 
which is based on sustainability principles (Çolak et al., 2017). Price of Energy (C52): Defines the unit cost of the 
energy obtained in energy production. Accessibility (C53): The percentage of people in each area that have relatively 
simple, stable access to energy.  

Job Creation (C61): Includes direct and indirect employment related to energy systems. Social Acceptability (C62): 
Identified as the general view of an energy system by the local population. In order to transform qualitative results 
into quantitative ones, survey method could be applied (Büyüközkan and Güleryüz, 2017; Wang et al., 2009). 

 

Figure 1: A Hierarchy for Selection of the most appropriate renewable energy resources for Turkey 
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2.2. The AHP Method 

AHP is a method of structuring, measuring, and synthesizing for multi-criteria decision-making problems (MCDM), 
discovered by Thomas L. Saaty in the mid-1970s (Saaty and Niemira, 2006). MCDM are basically utility based models 
and include methods like Multi Attribute Utility Theory (MAUT), AHP, Weighted Sum Method, Weighted Product 
Method. These are mostly used methods for ranking energy technologies in the field of renewable energy. In this 
study, the AHP method is applied among other methods since it is adaptable, doesn’t involve complex mathematics 
and is based on hierarchical structure and thus each criterion can be better analyzed. 

In general, the AHP method enables the comparison of the main and sub criteria by calculating their weights, and 
additionally, alternatives are assessed under these criteria. AHP selects the most suitable alternative based on pair-
wise comparisons according to the expert judgments. Four experts were asked to evaluate the determined criteria 
and alternatives with respect to Figure 1.  

After the criteria and sub-criteria were determined, the following matrix (A) was used to determine the importance of 
the criteria from high down to the lowest level. At this point, the decision maker compared the criteria in pairs with the 
help of the matrix (Supçiller and Cross, 2011).  

Equation 1: A=  [

1 𝑎21   𝑎31 … 𝑎𝑛1
⋮ ⋱ ⋮

1/𝑎𝑛1 1/𝑎𝑛2   1/𝑎𝑛3⋯ 1

]

𝑛∗𝑛

              (1) 

AHP importance scale determined by Saaty (1990) was used when comparing criteria or options. After creating the 
pairwise comparison matrix, Eigenvector calculation was carried out to determine the importance level of each item 
relative to other items. The nx1 eigenvector of the matrix was determined as follows: the W column vector was 

obtained from the arithmetic mean of the row elements of the matrix formed by the 𝑏𝑖𝑗 values specified in Equation 

2. 

i = 1, 2, 3…n 

Equation 2:  𝑏𝑖𝑗 =
𝑎𝑖𝑗

∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑗
𝑛
𝑖=1

   𝑊𝑖 =
∑ 𝑏𝑖𝑗
𝑛
𝑗=1

𝑛
     (2) 

To determine the percentage importance distributions of the criteria, the column [𝑊𝑖  ]𝑛𝑥1vectors need to be 

calculated. Then, consistency ratio (CR) for all pairwise comparison matrices is computed. The upper limit of the 
consistency ratio is 0.10, if the ratio goes above this value, the judgments of the decision maker are considered 
inconsistent. While calculating the CR value, first the largest eigenvector (𝜆𝑚𝑎𝑥) of the A matrix is found (4). Then 
CR is computed according to the randomness values as in equation 5 (Supçiller & Cross, 2011). Finally, the Durbin-
Watson (DW) decision matrix is obtained. The resulting DW matrix is multiplied by the superiority vector and the result 
vector is obtained as shown in equation 7. 

i= 1, 2, 3…n and j=1, 2, 3 ...n 

Equation 3: D = [𝑎𝑖𝑗  ]𝑛𝑥𝑛 x [𝑊𝑖  ]𝑛𝑥1 = [𝑑𝑖  ]𝑛𝑥1      (3) 

Equation 4: λmax = 
∑

di
wi

n
i=1

n
                 (4) 

Equation 5: CR = 
𝜆−𝑛

(𝑛−1).𝑅𝐼
                          (5) 

i= 1, 2, 3…n and j=1, 2, 3 ...n 

Equation 5: DW= [𝑊𝑖𝑗]𝑚𝑥𝑛                        (6) 

Equation 7: R= DW x W                                         (7) 
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2.3. SPSS Analysis 

The “Statistics Package for the Social Sciences” (SPSS) is a package of programs for processing, analysing, and 
presenting data which is widely used in behavioural science (Makwana, Pitroda, 2016). In this study, SPSS IBM 22.0 
was used for the analysis. A survey was prepared by considering the questions in the AHP method. By this, AHP 
results could be compared with the SPSS analysis. Additionally, a validity check on the pairwise questionnaire in the 
AHP method could be performed. In the SPSS analysis, the Pearson correlation and chi-square fisher's exact test 
was used to determine whether there was a relationship between two questions in the survey. The null hypothesis of 
the Chi-Square test stated that no relationship existed on the questions: in other words, they were independent. This 
hypothesis was tested during the analysis. Additionally, the significance level was determined as 0.05.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As previously mentioned, five main renewable energy sources in Turkey were examined. Firstly, main alternatives 
and related criteria were defined. Further, weight of each criterion was found to show their relative importance. Weight 
of main and sub-criteria are given in following Table 1 below. Weights of main criteria are indicated in parentheses.  

Table 1: Weight of the Main and Sub Criteria 

Main Criteria TECHNICAL (0,41) 

Sub-Criteria 
Power Plant 

Construction Time 
Efficiency Technological Features Security of Supply 

Weights 0,50 0,20 0,19 0,11 

 

Main Criteria ECONOMIC (0,26) 

Sub-Criteria Investment Cost Fuel Cost 
Operation and 

Maintenance Cost 
Government 

Incentive 

Weights 0,58 0,25 0,12 0,05 

 

Main Criteria ENVIRONMENTAL (0,16) 

Sub-Criteria 
Greenhouse Gas 

Emission 
Land Use Noise Pollution 

Need of Waste 
Disposal 

Weights 0,52 0,20 0,19 0,09 

 

Main Criteria RISK (0,09) 

Sub-Criteria Excess Demand Effects on Human Health 
Continuity of 
Performance 

Weights 0,30 0,10 0,60 

 

Main Criteria BENEFIT (0,05) 

Sub-Criteria Sustainable Development Price of Energy Accessibility 

Weights 0,65 0,23 0,12 

 

Main Criteria SOCIAL (0,03) 

Sub-Criteria Job Creation Social Acceptability 

Weights 0,88 0,12 

It was found that experts considered the criterion of ‘technical’ more important than others. Additionally, the second 
important criterion was found as “economic.” This result showed that the experts were more interested in technical 
and economic factors than others. On the other hand, the duration for the power plant construction was determined 
as most important sub-criteria under the technical main criteria. 

The importance of the weights of the alternatives were obtained and are given in Figure 2 below. As can be seen, the 
best renewable alternative in Turkey was determined as solar energy. This result also confirmed the findings of 
Karakaş (2019) and Çelikbilek and Tüysüz (2016). Due to its geographical location, Turkey has more opportunity in 
terms of solar energy potential than other countries (Balat, 2005). The second-best alternative energy was found to 
be wind energy. In literature, most of the studies found that wind energy was the second-best alternative after the 
solar option (Kaya and Kahraman, 2011; Ertay et al., 2013; Çolak and Kaya, 2017; Karakas, 2019). According to the 
energy forecasts for 2050, it is expected that solar and wind will have the highest share among renewable energy 
sources. The solar energy will lead the global electricity generation transformation together with wind and meet 25% 
of the total electricity production in 2050 (PwC, 2021). 
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Figure 2: Weight of the Alternatives 

As a next step, SPSS was used for the analysis of a survey of 34 employees from the renewable energy sector. Of 
those who participated in the survey, 41.2% were between the ages of 20-29, 47.1% between the ages of 30-35 and 
11.8% between the ages of 36-45. While 50% of the individuals participating in the survey were Electrical and 
Electronics engineers, 5.9% were Energy Engineers, 26.5% were Energy Specialists, 8.8% were Mechanical 
Engineers, 5.9% were Industrial Engineers, and 2.9% of them were Environmental Engineers. Additionally, the 
sectors in which the respondents worked and their jobs are shown in Figure 3 below. The survey consisted of 72 
questions and four sections. The first section included the demographic information about the participants. The 
second section focused on the evaluation of the main criteria in themselves. While answering these questions, 
participants chose options between 0 and 6 in ascending order (e.g., Strongly Disagree, Somewhat Disagree, 
Disagree, Neutral, Somewhat Agree, Agree and Strongly Agree.) The third section compared the alternative energies 
according to the main criteria and included two options (agree and disagree) for answers. Finally in section 4 general 
questions about renewable energy were asked. 

 

Figure 3: Sectors and Jobs of Expertise 

In the AHP results, the first two alternatives were determined as solar and wind energy. According to the Chi square 
analysis, it was seen that the experts who preferred the solar energy also found that wind energy was advantageous 
in terms of costs. This implied that the ones who found the solar energy advantageous also supported the use of wind 
energy (p=0,013).  

Approximately 60% of the experts who found solar energy advantageous, considering all costs, did not believe that 
geothermal energy was better in terms of security of supply (p=0.021). Additionally, 75% of the experts who believed 
in the long-term use of solar energy, which was another advantage, did not believe that geothermal energy gave good 
results in terms of carbon emissions (p= 0.009). 

On the other hand, in the AHP study, technical criterion was listed as the most important criterion. According to the 
Pearson correlation tests, the ones who find the technical criterion more important than other factors, also stated that 
solar energy was more efficient (r=0.403, p=0,018). This finding also confirmed the AHP results where the efficiency 
was the second most important sub-criteria under the technical aspect. Having a similar relationship, the ones who 
stated the technical criterion as the most important, also believed that geothermal energy would not be used for a 
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long time (r=0,437, p= 0, 01). Additionally, they added that hydroelectric energy was not better in terms of reliability 
and quality of the produced energy (r=-0,374, p=0.029). Briefly, experts mostly considered the efficiency and security 
of supply sub-criteria while evaluating the energy sources.  

As aforementioned, wind energy was the second most important alternative in the AHP study. This preference can 
be explained by the question in which respondents indicated the advantages of obtaining energy from wind turbine 
production. Also, when the frequency results of section five questions were examined, it was observed that the most 
common response for the advantages of wind energy was determined as ‘’cost’’ by 32% and ‘’meeting the demand’’ 
by 44%. Due to frequency results of multiple response questions, these answers were mainly obtained from the wind 
and solar energy sector employees (solar energy sector = 52.4%, Wind energy = 55.6%). 

Most of the participants (55% of the experts) stated that the main obstacle for renewable energy to replace fossil fuels 
was storage. It was also possible to explain this statement with "continuity of performance" and "sustainability" sub-
criteria, which have the highest weight among the sub-criteria of environment and benefit in the AHP study. In addition, 
when the sectors of the participants were examined, it was seen that those who gave the storage answer were 
predominantly from solar and wind energy sector employees (solar energy sector = 61.9%, wind energy = 72.2%). 

Finally, in the statistical analysis, the type of energy to command the most investment in five years was determined 
as solar energy with 70% consensus. Likewise, 85% of the experts stated that the most developing type of energy in 
the future would be solar energy as well. Lastly, 61% of them reported that the most searched word related with the 
new energy technologies can be block chain.  

Table 2: Totals based on respondents (General Crosstabulation) 

 

Q1 

Solar Energy 
Sector 

Wind Energy 
Sector 

Geothermal 
Energy Sector 

Total 

Solar Energy 
Sector 

0 20 1 21 

Wind Energy 
Sector 

1 17 0 18 

Hydroelectric 
Energy Sector 

2 3 0 5 

Geothermal 
Energy Sector 

0 1 1 2 

Biomass Energy 
Sector 

1 2 0 2 

Construction Sector 0 2 0 2 

Total 4 29 1 34 

 
Table 3: Frequencies based on relevant questions 

 

Q2  

Cost 11 

Energy Security 7 

Environmental 
Responsibility 

1 

Unmet Demand 15 

Total 34 
 

 

Q3  

Storage 19 

Political 9 

Dependency on Fossil 
Fuels 

3 

Technical Constraints 3 

Total 34 
 

 

Q4  

Storage 2 

Blockchain 21 

Internet of Things 5 

Artifical Intelligence 6 

Total 34 
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Table 4: Chi Square results of Q5 in Section 5 

 Q5 

Agree Disagree Total 

Q6 

Agree 8 12 20 

Disagree 12 2 14 

Total 20 14 34 

4. CONCLUSION 

Renewable energy sources have become important to reduce dependency on polluting and imported sources of fossil 
fuels in Turkey. For instance, Turkey aims to generate 30% of its electricity demand from renewable energy resources 
by 2023. Therefore, selection of the best renewable energy becomes an important issue. In this study, a selection of 
renewable energy resources were prepared by applying AHP. Five types of renewable energy sources were 
evaluated to determine the most suitable one. The energy alternatives determined in the study were hydroelectric, 
wind, solar, biomass and geothermal. Renewable energy alternatives were assessed by considering five main criteria 
and twenty sub-criteria. The criteria were selected with respect to relevant literature. The results showed that experts 
considered the criterion of “technical” more important than others. Additionally, the second important criterion was 
found to be “economic.” Further, weights of the criteria were computed and the ranking of alternatives were found as 
solar, wind, geothermal, hydroelectric and biomass in descending order. The results also confirmed similar studies in 
the literature where solar energy and wind energy were found to be the most suitable renewable energy alternatives 
in most of the studies. Since the utilization rates of wind and solar energy are low, increasing these rates would be 
an important contribution to Turkey’s 2023 targets. 

Then, the questionnaire about the importance of renewable energy sources in several aspects was created. The 
survey was conducted with experts in the field of energy. After that, the results were examined through SPSS. Further, 
the findings were connected with the results of the AHP previously performed. It was seen that most of the results 
from SPSS supported the findings from AHP which made the AHP results more generalizable. In the SPSS, significant 
relations were found between the solar energy efficiency and the technical criteria. It was also stated that experts 
who found solar energy efficient, agreed that wind energy was advantageous in terms of cost.  

In the survey, most of the participants considered storage as the main obstacle for replacing fossil fuels with 
renewable energy sources. Since especially electricity from wind and solar energy is strongly fluctuating, there would 
be a need for energy storage in the future. Additionally, when respondents were asked in the survey which of the new 
energy technologies could be the most sought after in the next 12 months, they mainly replied blockchain. For future 
research, the AHP method could be applied to the blockchain technology in the energy sector while determining the 
most suitable source. Additionally, similar studies could be conducted based on different multi-criteria decision-
making techniques such as fuzzy PROMETHEE, fuzzy ELECTRE and fuzzy TOPSIS for comparative purposes. 
Besides that, in future works, renewable energy sources could be evaluated separately for each region in Turkey with 
the help of AHP and SPSS and research could be supplemented in the future with the diversification of energy 
generation through other sources, particularly nuclear power. 
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Abstract: In recent years, energy storage has become increasingly important for the continuous and efficient use of 
energy due to the increasing demand for energy day by day following the effect of the increasing population along 
with developing and changing technologies. In this study, composite sorbents were produced by salt impregnation 
for thermochemical energy storage (THS). Vermiculite was used as structural support for two different sorbent salts 
(CaCl2, LiCl). Thermal energy storage capacities of the composites were characterised using a Differential Scanning 
Calorimetry (DSC). The results obtained here compared with the results obtained from the laboratory scale 
thermochemical heat exchanger prototype system.   
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The rapid growth in the economy caused by population growth, industrialisation and technological developments 
throughout the world has caused an increase in energy demand. The increase in the use of fossil fuels to meet the 
energy demand brings about an increase in greenhouse gas emissions. This situation, which is observed as an 
increase in temperature and environmental pollution on a macro scale, causes an environmental threat such as 
climate change (Aydin et al., 2015; Du et al., 2021; Ravi Kumar et al., 2021). Due to their finite nature, fossil fuels 

face the threat of depletion in the future and, for this reason, the use of low-grade thermal energy sources such as 
solar and waste heat is becoming more and more important day by day (El Haj Assad et al., 2021; Mehrabadi and 
Farid, 2018). There is a large amount of waste heat released into the environment through industrial activities, hot 
exhaust gases, etc. (Brancato et al., 2019) and capturing low-temperature industrial waste heat, which is currently 

emitted directly into the atmosphere, for storage purposes may lead to positive results in reducing the need for fossil 
fuels and, accordingly, greenhouse gas emissions. In order to store such heat, storage methods with low thermal 
losses and high heat storage density are needed (Liu and Nagano, 2013).  

Thermal energy storage (TES) is one of the promising technologies for the storage of solar energy and low-
temperature industrial waste heat due to its advantage in reducing the mismatch between energy supply and demand 
(Zhang, Wang and Li, 2018). Thermochemical heat storage (THS), one of the TES methods, is known to provide 
advantages over other methods because it offers high heat storage density, low heat loss and long heat storage times 
(Zhao and Lin, 2021). In this method, heat is stored by the reversible desorption/sorption process and performance 
of the system largely depends on the storage medium (Tatsidjodoung et al., 2013; Liu and Nagano, 2013). Recent 
studies show that composite sorbents make promising storage materials. Composite sorbents (CSPM-Composites 
"Salt in Porous Matrix") obtained by impregnating an inorganic salt into the porous matrix were first recognised as 
encouraging materials for THS by Levitskij et al. (1996) and Brancato et al., (2019). The most used host matrices are 
usually natural porous rocks such as silica gel, zeolite, vermiculite, etc. The commonly used sorbent salts are LiCl, 
CaCl2, MgCl2, LiNO3, etc (Zhao and Lin, 2021).  

In this study, vermiculite was preferred as the host matrix. Composite sorbents were produced by impregnating two 
different sorbent salts (CaCl2, LiCl) into the host matrix by a salt impregnation method. Thermal energy storage 
capacities of the composites were characterised using a Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). The results 
obtained here were compared with the results obtained from the laboratory scale thermochemical heat exchanger 
prototype system. According to the results obtained from the DSC and the prototype, it was observed which 
salt/vermiculite combination was more successful for thermochemical heat storage. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

The moisture in the pores of vermiculite was evaporated by heating it in an oven at 150°C for 24 hours. As a result, 
the vermiculite was completely dehumidified and ready for salt impregnation. The dried vermiculite templates were 
filled with two mono salts (CaCl2, LiCl). The salt impregnation process was carried out by submerging the samples 
completely in the salt solution for 24 hours at room temperature. The amount of impregnated salt in vermiculite was 
measured by taking the sample weight before and after the salt impregnation.  

Thermal energy storage capacities of the composites were characterised using a Differential Scanning Calorimetry 
(DSC). Analyses were performed with a TA Instruments Q2000 model DSC instrument in the temperature range of 
30-140°C, according to BS EN ISO 11357-4 standards. After the synthesis of salt-impregnated vermiculite 
composites, the energy storage density Ed (kJ/kg) values, one of the most important material properties for TES, were 
calculated with the data of DSC analysis. As a result of the DSC analysis, the specific heat capacity, Cp (J/kgK) of 
the composites was calculated according to Equation 1 obtained by integrating the area under the desorption heat-
Cp curve: 

Equation 1: Calculation of desorption energy and Ed values.                 𝐶𝑝 = ∆𝑄/(𝑚. ∆𝑇) 
Where: 

 Cp = specific heat of the material in which the heat is stored (J/kgK)  

 Q = heat supplied to the system (J)  

 m = the sample weight (kg) 

 ∆T = temperature difference occurring in the sample (K) 

The derivative of the Cp values according to the temperature change gives the total energy values. Theoretically, it 
can be assumed that the total energy absorbed by the material during desorption is equal to the energy it can produce 
during sorption. Accordingly, the ratio of the desorption energy to the weight of the analysed sample gives the energy 
storage density (Ed) (Yilmaz ve diğ, 2020). In addition, composite sorbents were characterised by a laboratory-scale 
prototype. Figure 1 shows the thermochemical heat exchanger prototype system. 
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Figure 1: Thermochemical heat exchanger prototype. 

The prototype included a humidifier, heater, cabin and radial fan. During the experiment, composite sorbents were 
positioned according to sensors measuring temperature and humidity. Following this, the discharge process was 
started. During this process, the air was moisturised and blown through the cabin with the help of a radial fan and the 
humid air passed across the composite sorbent. Moisture was absorbed by the composite and heat was released 
during this time. During the charging process, air was heated and hot dry air passed across the composite sorbent; 
in this way, moisture inside the composite sorbent was removed.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The heat storage capacities of the composites were characterised using a Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC). 
The heat flow curves obtained as a result of the DSC analysis are given in Figure 2.  

 
Figure 2: DSC curves of composites. 

The area under the curves gives the amount of heat absorbed by the sample during the desorption process. The 
energy storage density values were calculated by the ratio of the desorption energy to the weight of the analysed 
sample. This value was 1451.53 kJ/kg for V+CaCl2 and 1318.68 kJ/kg for V+LiCl. 

The heat storage capacity of the composite sorbents was characterised by a laboratory-scale thermochemical heat 
exchanger prototype system. Experiments were carried out as three consecutive discharge-charge cycles for each 
composite. Thus, the cyclic heat storage capabilities of composite sorbents were investigated. Figure 3 shows the 
outlet air temperature (T) changes for V+CaCl2 and V+LiCl composites over three discharge cycles. The inlet air 
temperature was measured 20-22°C as it was affected by the fluctuating room temperature during the experiment. 
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Figure 3: Outlet temperature changes of two composite materials over three discharge cycles. 

Both the V+CaCl2 and the V+LiCl composites show an average outlet temperature in the range of 25-31°C in all three 
cycles. V+LiCl had a high outlet temperature at the beginning of each cycle with temperatures measuring 30.5, 30 
and 30°C, respectively. The outlet temperature of V+CaCl2 became increasingly higher at the beginning of each cycle 
than the previous one (27.5, 28, 29°C). When the two composites were compared, it was observed that V+LiCl had 
the highest average outlet temperature of ~30°C in all three cycles.  

Figure 4 shows the heat output rate values for V+CaCl2 and V+LiCl composites over three discharge cycles. The heat 
output rate was calculated according to Equation 2 and the discharging energy output Equation 3 uses the time 
integration of Equation 2 (Karim Nejhad and Aydin, 2021): 

Equation 2: Calculation of heat output rate.                �̇�out = �̇�𝑑𝑐𝑟𝐶𝑝(𝑇out − 𝑇𝑖𝑛) 

Equation 3: Calculation of energy output rate.            �̇�out = �̇�𝑑𝑐𝑟𝐶𝑝 ∫ (𝑇out − 𝑇𝑖𝑛)𝑑𝑡
𝑡𝑑𝑐𝑟
0

 

Where: 

 Qout = heat output rate during discharge process (kW) 

 Eout = energy output rate during discharge process (kWh) 

 mdcr = mass flow rate of composite during the discharge process (kg/s) 

 Cp = specific heat at constant pressure (J/kgK) 

 Tout = outlet temperature (K) 

 Tin = inlet temperature (K) 

 tdcr = discharging time (s) 

 

Figure 4: Heat output rate values of two composite materials over three discharge cycles. 

The average heat output rates for the V+CaCl2 composite were 1.26, 1.27 and 1.25 kW for all three cycles, 
respectively. For the V+LiCl composite, this value was 1.36, 1.30 and 1.25 kW, respectively. The energy storage 
density of the system can be calculated by the ratio of the total energy output (calculated with Equation 3) value in 
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the discharge process to the volume of the composite sorbent. Figure 5 shows the cyclic energy density (Ed) values 
for V+CaCl2 and V+LiCl composites over three discharge cycles. 

 

Figure 5: Cyclic energy density (Ed) values of two composite materials over three discharge cycles. 

As a result of the calculations, the Ed value of the V+LiCl composite was higher in the 1st and 3rd cycles and the 
V+CaCl2 composite had a higher Ed value in the 2nd cycle. Ed values obtained in three cycles for V+CaCl2 were 594, 
611 and 454 kWh/m3, respectively. For V+LiCl, these values were 835, 562 and 493 kWh/m3. Compared to literature, 
the results obtained from the prototype system were higher for both composites. These values were 174.2 kWh/m3 
for V+CaCl2 (Karim Nejhad and Aydin, 2021) and 253 kWh/m3 for V+LiCl (Grekova, Gordeeva and Aristov, 2017). It 
is thought that this may be due to the difference in prototype system designs. 

4. CONCLUSION 

Composite sorbents obtained as a result of salt impregnation were characterised in DSC and prototype. Results 
obtained were: 

- According to the data obtained from the DSC, the energy storage density (Ed) values of the composites were 
calculated. This value was 1451.53 kJ/kg for V+CaCl2 and 1318.68 kJ/kg for V+LiCl. 

- The highest cyclic Ed value was 611 kWh/m3 (2nd cycle) for V+CaCl2 composite and 835 kWh/m3 (1st cycle) 
for V+LiCl composite. 
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The beginning of the depletion of the reserves of fossil resources accelerated the orientation to alternative energy 
sources. Solar energy, wind energy, hydraulic energy are some of those alternative energy source with solar being 
the most widely used renewable in the world. Concentrated solar energy systems are used in the fields of heating 
and electricity today and these systems are divided into linear concentrators and point concentrators. In this study, 
the similarities and differences between the parabolic trough collector and the linear Fresnel lens focuser collector in 
linear concentrators were investigated in terms of design and use and the appropriate working areas were 
determined. Parabolic trough systems are the most used collector type among thermal solar energy systems while 
linear Fresnel systems are less efficient than parabolic trough systems since they follow the sun from a single axis 
and focus linearly. In solar thermal energy systems, the concentration ratio is considered for the rays coming from 
the sun. The efficiency of thermal solar energy systems with a high concentration rate is also high. The places where 
parabolic trough systems and linear Fresnel systems are used are the same but the use of parabolic trough systems, 
which are high in terms of system efficiency, is more common while linear Fresnel systems are less costly. Installation 
of parabolic trough systems requires more area than that of the linear Fresnel systems.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The energy resources that people use from past to present are constantly changing with the development of 
technology. In our age, the rapid increase in the world population and the development of industrialisation have 
pushed all countries to seek new resources. As a result of the decrease in fossil energy sources, countries have 
increased their studies on renewable energy sources. The first power plants provided their energy needs from 
thermal, hydroelectric and nuclear energy, nowadays, with the technological developments, they are also provided 
from renewable sources such as wind, solar energy, biofuels and wave energy (İşler, 2018). Solar energy is most 
commonly used in solar water heating systems. These systems are preferred because they can pay for themselves 
without requiring any operating and maintenance costs other than the installation cost (Yılmaz and Deniz, 2007). 
Solar energy applications cover many different applications such as heating, cooling and electricity generation 
(Kalogirou, 2004). Solar concentrators are systems that concentrate the rays from the sun to a specific area. Solar 
concentrators are used to take advantage of the sun's rays at high temperatures. Two types of solar concentrators 
are available: planar (linear) concentrators and point concentrators (Şanlı, 2010).  

Thermal solar energy systems can be divided into two types as low temperature and high temperature applications. 
The most common low temperature applications are planar collectors. Planar solar collectors are devices that transfer 
solar energy to a fluid as heat energy. It is the most widely used solar energy application due to its simplicity and 
cheapness. They are used to supply hot water to homes, swimming pools and industrial facilities. On the other hand, 
in vacuum collectors that can give higher temperatures, the absorbent surface is enclosed in a glass pipe and the 
glass pipe is vacuumed to reduce heat losses. Since their output is at a higher temperature, they can be used where 
planar collectors are used and also in solar cooling systems. Other systems in this group include solar pools, water 
distillation systems, solar architecture, greenhouses, product drying systems and solar cookers (Zhang, 2013). 

Concentrating solar energy technologies can be used in medium altitude, semi-arid and arid plateaus where there is 
continuous open air and abundant direct normal radiation (Aydar et al., 2010). Concentrator solar energy systems 
are an electricity generation technology group that concentrates the direct normal radiation coming from the sun in a 
small area and converts this high heat into mechanical and then electrical energy with a suitable cycle (Zhang, 2013). 

A review has been made in the literature on condenser collectors. In one such research, the similarities and 
differences between some of the concentrator solar energy systems and some of the linear and point concentrator 
collectors on electrical energy production were stated (Tabak et al., 2009). In another research, concentrator solar 
energy systems were examined and the potential of concentrating solar energy systems in Turkey was scrutinised 
(Bayraktar et al., 2019). In another article, the priority order of concentrating solar energy technologies in Turkish 
conditions was obtained by using solar power plants with concentrating solar energy technology with a different 
algorithm method (Özcan et al., 2017). In another research, analyses and evaluations were made regarding the 
necessity of spreading Stirling Motorized Solar Tracking Systems (SMGTS) in Turkey which were suitable for the 
production and use of individual electrical energy from concentrating solar energy systems (Cengiz et al., 2016). 

This article explores the areas of use of the linear Fresnel collector and parabolic groove collector with planar solar 
collectors and comparative system states. The second part of the study provides information on the parabolic groove 
collector. In the third part, the correct Fresnel collector systems were investigated.  In the fourth part, a comparison 
of parabolic trough collector and linear Fresnel collector is made. In the fifth part, the information obtained as a result 
of the research is given. 

2. PARABOLIC TROUGH COLLECTOR 

Today, fossil-induced energy production systems have led to renewable energy sources due to environmental 
pollution and non-sustainability. The most commonly used source of renewable energy is solar energy. Solar 
concentrator systems are used to benefit from more solar energy and to reach high temperatures. Advanced solar 
energy techniques that require high-degree energy are needed to produce energy-efficient power with a closed-pack 
system unit with minimal asset spend and recovery time. For this, concentrated (concentrating) solar energy 
technology is a potential candidate to meet the need for electrical and thermal energy for a system. In concentrated 
solar energy technologies, concentrated sunlight with the help of a lens or mirror is reflected in a relatively small target 
area producing medium to high temperature heat. The increase in the amount of heat collected per unit area and 
operating temperature results in a smaller absorbent surface area and higher thermodynamic efficiency, resulting in 
a decrease in conductive heat losses and heat losses with transport (Malviya et al., 2020). 

Parabolic trough collectors are solar concentrator systems (Ercoskun et al., 2013) located at a linear focusing medium 

(100 - 350°C) and high (> 350°C) temperature. Parabolic trough collectors can use the sun directly to generate more 
solar heat energy. In addition, the parabolic trough collector is known as the traditional collector, which can move in 
the horizontal focus axis north-south. The north-south movement is parallel to the focus axis and maximum efficiency 
is achieved by ensuring that direct sunlight at all solar hours of the day is at a minimum angle of rotation with the 
collector's plane (Mazloumi et al., 2008). 
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The parabolic trough collectors transmit heat from the sun to the receiver tube passing over it. The heat transfer fluid 
in the receiver tube is heated by the reflected beam (Arslan et al., 2019). To reduce heat losses due to high 
temperature on the receiver tube, the air between the glass tube and the receiver tube is vacuumed to 0.1 atm (Emir 
et al., 2010). The heat transfer fluid in the heat exchanger allows the water in the heat exchanger to be sent to the 
steam turbine in the form of hot steam. The mechanical energy in the turbine is converted into electrical energy by 
means of the generator and this ensures the electrical energy production cycle. In addition, some of the steam is sent 
to the condenser and the hot steam is cooled down and some of it is sent to the heat exchanger and the closed 
system is completed, while the rest is stored in the water tanks. In parabolic trough collectors, electrical energy is 
produced by the Rankine cycle (Arslan et al., 2019). Figure 1 shows the shape of the parabolic trough collector. 

 

Figure 1:  Parabolic trough collector. 

3. LINEAR FRESNEL COLLECTOR 

Linear Fresnel Collector technology is realised by the linear mirror strips forming a row and collecting them to the 
receiver on the linear tower. Fresnel Solar Power systems work with the logic of focusing the solar radiation coming 
on the planar mirrors, which are arranged one after the other, to the absorber located at a certain height of the mirrors. 
This allows the air contained in the absorbent to be heated, allowing this heat to be transferred to the pipe contained 
in the absorbent and then to the flow through the pipe. Linear Fresnel collector systems are capable of operating at 
high temperatures (Üçgül & Ergün, 2012). 

Despite requiring little space, having low investment cost, ease of design and direct steam production that comes 
with a fixed receiver, linear Fresnel collectors are not favoured because of the low efficiency of converting solar 
energy into electric energy (Zhang et al., 2013). The biggest advantage of this system is that it uses flat or elastic 
tiltable reflectors, resulting in significantly lower costs than parabolic glass reflectors. And because it's located close 
to the ground, it needs little structure. Steam from linear Fresnel collector systems can be used directly if desired, or 
converted to electrical energy through a turbine (Üçgül & Ergün, 2012).  

Linear Fresnel collectors consist of reflector, absorber pipe and power block sections (Bayraktar et al., 2019). The 

system consists of many reflectors arranged in parallel. Linear Fresnel collectors are mounted aligned in the north-
south direction for the most efficient collection of reflective sun rays and the mirrors are lined up straight. Linear 
Fresnel collector systems can be added to a different power block or direct steam generation can be provided 
(SolarPAGES, 2022). Figure 2 shows the shape of the linear Fresnel collector. 
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Figure 2:  Linear Fresnel collector. 

4. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF THE PRABOLIC TROUGH AND LINEAR FRESNEL 
COLLECTORS IN TERMS OF SYSTEMS AND DESIGN 

Thermal solar energy systems are divided into low temperature and medium-high temperature applications. The most 
common low temperature applications are planar collectors. Planar solar collectors are devices that transfer solar 
energy to a fluid as heat energy. It is the most widely used solar energy application due to its simplicity and cheapness. 
They are used to supply hot water to homes, swimming pools and industrial facilities. Vacuum collectors with higher 
outlet temperatures are used in systems that require higher temperatures, such as solar cookers, solar pools, water 
distillation systems, product drying systems, and solar cooling systems. This grouping of thermal solar energy 
systems is shown in Figure 3 (Üçgül & Ergün, 2012). 

 

Figure 3: Thermal solar energy systems (Üçgül & Ergün, 2012). 
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Medium and high temperature applications are systems that convert the rays from the sun into high temperature and 
high energy conversion efficiencies. These systems are called concentrating solar power (CSP) systems. CSP 
provides thermal energy production by increasing the temperature of the fluid in the system by condensing it to a 
certain area. This generated thermal energy can be used by directing it to superheated steam power generation 
systems or by being stored in thermal storage units (Bayraktar et al., 2019). 

Medium and high temperature applications can be subdivided into linear concentrator systems and point concentrator 
systems. Linear concentrator systems consist of parabolic trough collectors and linear Fresnel collectors. Point 
concentrator systems, on the other hand, include parabolic dish collectors combined with a solar tower and Stirling 
engine (Bayraktar et al., 2019). 

Parabolic trough collectors and linear Fresnel collectors, which are linear condenser collectors, have the same 
working principles but differ in terms of design and system efficiency (Zhang et al., 2013). Table 1 shows the technical 
and economic differences of parabolic trough collector and linear Fresnel collectors. 

Table 1: Technical and economic comparison of parabolic trough collector and linear Fresnel collector systems (Aydar et al., 
2010). 

 System Type System Efficiency (%) 
Output 

Temperature (°C) 
Initial Investment 

Cost ($/kWe) 

 
 

Energy Cost 

 Electric 
 
Heat 

Electric  
($/kWh) 

Heat 
($/kWh) 

Parabolic Trough 
Collector 

14-20 
 

46 
380 2800 

 
0.15 

 
0.0053 

Linear Fresnel 
Collector 

7 

 
 

22 
450 2000 

 
 

0.20 

 
 

0.007 

Parabolic trough collectors and linear Fresnel collectors both provide maximum benefit from the sun's rays with the 
solar tracking system (Aydar et al., 2010). The biggest disadvantage of linear Fresnel collectors is that adjacent 
reflectors block or shade each other. The gap between the mirrors is kept wide in order to avoid shadowing in the 
parabolic trough collectors which causes the active mirror area to take up more space (Üçgül & Ergün, 2012). Linear 
Fresnel collectors can work in small areas, while parabolic trough collectors can be integrated in large areas where 
the Rankine cycle takes place (Özcan et al., 2017). 

5. CONCLUSION 

Comparison results between parabolic trough collector and linear Fresnel collectors; 

 Parabolic trough collectors and linear Fresnel collectors are both linear condenser collector systems. 

 Parabolic trough collectors are used in the system by bending the reflector in the form of a trough in 
accordance with the solar incidence angles of the place where it is located. In linear Fresnel collectors, the 
reflector is included in the system in a straight line parallel to the ground. 

 Parabolic trough collectors are more efficient in terms of both electricity and heat than linear Fresnel 
collectors in terms of system efficiency. 

 Linear Fresnel collectors are used in small scale areas, while parabolic trough collectors are used in large 
scale areas. 

 Both systems work as a result of reflecting the rays from the sun to the pipe passing through the focus with 
the help of a reflector. 

 Parabolic trough collectors are more expensive systems than linear Fresnel collectors in terms of initial 
investment costs.  
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Abstract: At present, the utilization rate of low-concentration coal mine gas within the explosion limit is low at home 
and abroad, and it is usually discharged directly into the air, which inevitably causes energy waste and environmental 
pollution. In this paper, the metal fibre burner was used to treat low concentration coal mine methane. A metal fibre 
combustion system was designed and built to study its combustion stability, anti-backfire, and emission 
characteristics. The experiments showed that the metal fibre burner could achieve stable combustion when burning 
mixed gas with methane concentration of 6%-10%. As the methane concentration increased, its load regulation ratio 
(the ratio of the maximum heating input to the minimum heating input) increased from 28 to 46, which was much 
greater than the conventional fully premixed burner. The maximum flame temperature of the metal fibre burner was 
1181.4°C, while the maximum temperature of the wall inside the burner was 79.8°C, which would not lead to a 
flashback, effectively demonstrating the anti-backfire characteristics of the metal fibre as woven fabric and the safety 

of the combustion system. The pollutant emission was measured and, under normal working conditions, the highest 

NOx emission was 50ppm, the highest CO emission was 8ppm, and the highest CH4 emission was 3483ppm. After 
using metal fibre weaving, the highest NOx emission was 28ppm, the highest CO emission was 3ppm, and CH4 
emission was up to 54ppm, so the use of metal fibre fabrics can reduce pollutant emissions. 

  

 

 

Keywords: low-concentration coal mine gas; metal fibre burner flame stability; anti-backfire characteristics; emission 
characteristics 
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8. INTRODUCTION  

Coal mine gas is a self-storage unconventional natural gas that exists in the coal seam and its surrounding rocks in 
an adsorbed and free state, and was formed along with the coal formation process. China's coal mine gas resources 
are wealthy, and it has been proven that the shallow reserves within 2,000m underground are (30-35) × 1012m3, which 
is equivalent to the natural gas reserves and ranks third in the world. The utilization of coal mine gas in China started 
in the 1950s, mainly through ground extraction or underground extraction. The methane concentration of the gas 
extracted by the ground extraction method was above 95% (volume fraction, the same below), which can be used 
directly. Compared with ground extraction, underground extraction coal mine gas has a higher safety factor. Still, 
because a large amount of air is mixed in the extracting process, the methane concentration in the extracted coal 
mine gas is usually below 40%. Methane with less than 30% concentration is called low-concentration gas in coal 
mines, which is difficult to apply directly. Currently, China's coal mine gas utilization rate only accounts for about 1/3 
of the coal mine gas extraction volume, and a large number of coal mine low-concentration gas is emitted directly.  

The emission of low-concentration gas in coal mines increases the risk of gas explosions and other accidents in the 
extracting area, and causes the greenhouse effect to continue to increase. Methane and carbon dioxide are the two 
leading gases responsible for the greenhouse effect. The international community uses Global Warming Potential 
(GWP) to measure the strength of greenhouse gases. The GWP20 of methane is 84 times that of carbon dioxide, 
and the GWP100 is 25 times that of carbon dioxide. Therefore, improving the utilization rate of low-concentration gas 
in coal mines has tremendous significance for improving China’s energy structure, alleviating the increasingly severe 
energy crisis, reducing coal mine gas accident disasters, and reducing the greenhouse effect. 

Metal fibre direct combustion technology can effectively improve the utilization rate of low-concentration gas in coal 
mines. To date, some research on metal fibre burners has been carried out. Lucke designed a porous medium burner 
and conducted research and analysis on it, laying a theoretical foundation for the subsequent application of metal 
fibre to the burner head (Lucke, 1913). Weinberg proposed the theory of "extra-enthalpy combustion", which 
promoted the development of porous media combustion (Weinberg, 1971). Hosoi et al. tested the combustion 
characteristics of metal fibre burners (Hosoi and Shirvill, 1987). Kendall et al. tried the relevant parameters of the 
combustion performance and heat transfer of the radiant burner through experiments (Kendall, DesJardin and 
Sullivan, 1992). Saracco compared and tested burner combustion and emission performance with different materials 
by replacing metal fibre materials (Saracco, Sicardi and Specchia, 1996). Marrecau et al. tested the thermal strength 
range and pollutant emission characteristics of metal fibre burners through experiments (Marrecau, Missoum and 
Vansteenkiste, 1998). Cerri analysed the effect of coating catalyst on the surface of metal fibres on the burner 
performance (Cerri et al., 2001), and designed a metal fibre burner coated with palladium on its surface, which greatly 
reduced the pollutant emission level (Cerri et al., 2003). Bizzi et al. simulated and analysed the effect of adding 
catalysts on the combustion performance and stability of metal fibre burners. By using tiny pore-size metal fibres 
upstream of the double-layer burner and large pore-size metal fibres downstream, the tempering was improved and 
the load regulation range expanded (Bizzi, Saracco and Specchia, 2003). Stefania tested the combustion 
performance of metal fibre burners when using different catalysts (Specchia and Toniato, 2009). Yu et al. compared 
the combustion characteristics of burners with different materials. The results showed that the metal fibre burner had 
the lowest CO emissions and the highest thermal efficiency and NOx emissions. The all-around performance of the 
metal fibre burner was the best (Yu et al., 2013). By changing the shape and material of the metal fibre burner, Schiro 
et al. reduced the nitrogen oxide emission level and expanded its stable combustion range (Schiro and Stoppato, 
2019). However, there are few studies on the lean-burning condition of metal fibre burners. 

To address the shortcomings of the current research on the combustion of low-concentration gas in coal mines by 
metal fibre burners. In this study, a metal fibre burner was used to build a coal mine low concentration direct gas 
combustion system and its performance in terms of flame stability, anti-backfire characteristics and emission 
characteristics were studied, and the effects of weave thickness and weave porosity on its performance in various 
aspects were analysed. It was expected to verify the safety reliability of the metal fibre burner burning low 
concentration gas in coal mines, and provide experimental data and theoretical support for improving the utilization 
rate of low concentration gas in coal mines and expand the application scenarios of the metal fibre burner. 

9. EXPERIMENTAL 

9.1. Experimental system composition 

To conduct experimental research on flame stability, fire resistance characteristics, and emission characteristics when 
metal fibre burners directly burn low-concentration gas in coal mines, an experimental system was designed and 
built, including a gas supply and distribution system, burner and measurement system, and experimental platform as 
shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 21: Actual picture of the experimental system 

Gas supply system: through the natural gas pipeline and air distribution pipeline, the natural gas and air were mixed 
into low-concentration gas with 6%~10% methane concentration. A high-pressure centrifugal fan was used to provide 
air, and the airflow was controlled by a flow regulating valve after passing through a filter and a flow meter. Natural 
gas was filtered, metered, and flow-regulated, then mixed with air. The two were uniformly mixed to the mixed gas 
with the methane concentration required by the experiment through the premixing pipe section and then entered the 
metal fibre burner. 

Burner: The experiment adopted a cylindrical metal fibre burner commonly used in industry, a stainless steel shell, 
and a metal fibre fabric. The metal fibre fabric could be disassembled and replaced, as shown in Figure 2. The 
stainless steel shell was 7cm in diameter and 8cm in length and had a 1.2mm hole opening in the centre of the upper 
surface, which was used to measure the temperature of the inner wall of the metal fibre burner. The porosity of metal 
fibre woven fabric included 81.30%, 87.09%, and 92.65%. 

Measurement system: including temperature measurement and flue gas measurement, temperature measurement 
was mainly flame and inner wall temperature. The measurement point of the flame temperature was located at the 
centre of the surface of the metal fibre burner and was 0.5cm above the surface. The measurement point of the inner 
wall temperature was located at the inner wall surface of the metal fibre burner. The flue gas measurement system 
was mainly a cylindrical stainless steel cover and a flue gas analyser. There was an opening on the side of the 
stainless steel cover to facilitate the metal fibre burner's extension into the centre. A 1.2cm small hole was 5cm above 
the metal fibre burner. The hole was convenient for the probe of the flue gas analyser to be inserted to measure the 
flue gas composition. 

9.2. Experimental method 

Experiments included combustion stability experiment, metal fibre burner anti-backfire characteristics experiment, 
and combustion pollutant emission experiment. Since the mixed gas used in this experiment was explosive, strict and 
standardized experimental operation steps were significant to the safety of the experiment. The experimental process 
was as follows: 

 First, turn on the high-pressure centrifugal fan and open the valve of the air pipeline to purge the pipeline. Then 
adjust the air flow control valve to reduce the air flow to below 10Nm3/h; 

 Open the natural gas main valve, adjust the natural gas pipeline flow control valve, and adjust the natural gas 
flow to about 1Nm3/h; 

 Use the ignition gun to ignite the surface of the metal fibre burner; 

 According to the proportion of methane concentration required by the experiment, slowly adjust the natural gas 
pipeline flow control valve and the air distribution pipeline air flow control valve at the same time, and adjust the 
mixed gas flow and methane concentration to the values required by the experimental conditions; 

 Arrange thermocouples before the metal fibre burner burns, use the thermocouple to continuously detect the 
temperature of the flame and inner wall of the metal fibre burner during combustion, and transmit it to the 
computer through the data acquisition instrument to generate an Excel file to record the temperature data; 

 Arrange a stainless steel fume hood and a flue gas analyzer probe before the metal fibre burner burns, and 
measure and record the composition of the flue gas emissions when the metal fibre burner burns through the 
flue gas analyzer during combustion; 

 After the experiment is over, first close the natural gas valve and purge with air for a period of time before 
proceeding to the next experiment or close the air valve to end the experiment. 
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10. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

10.1. Flame stability  

In the actual flame combustion process, the combustible mixture was not static but floeds continuously. The premixed 
gas constantly flowed to the flame surface, and the relative displacement of the flame surface to the burner surface 
had the following three situations:  

 the flow rate of the premixed gas at the burner outlet was less than the flame propagation speed, and the burner 
flashback;  

 If the flame propagation speed was less than the flow rate of the premixed gas at the burner outlet, the burner 
would blow-off;  

 if the flame propagation speed was equal to the flow rate of the premixed gas of the burner, the flame surface 
would remain stationary.  

The third situation was the essential condition for the continuous flow of combustible mixture in the combustion device 
to achieve stable combustion. 

A flat flame surface usually exists only in laminar combustion, while turbulent flow is a common state of most 
combustion equipment with large gas flow. The difference from laminar combustion is that the flame surface in a 
turbulent state is often chaotic and tortuous, which also leads to a highly complex flame propagation mechanism in 
this state. This paper analysed the laminar combustion state with a relatively simple principle to facilitate the study. 

The thermal theory under laminar combustion states that the heat conduction between the combustion reaction area 
and the unburned mixed gas is the key factor affecting the flame propagation in the combustion process. The diffusion 
theory under laminar combustion states that the critical factor affecting flame propagation is the reverse diffusion 
between the carriers of the combustion chain as the active centre in the combustion reaction. In the actual process 
of burner flame propagation, the above two factors often exist and act simultaneously. The comprehensive theory 
considers that the influencing factors in the above two theories are very important. Although the thermal theory is 
based on heat transfer theory and diffusion theory is based on mass transfer theory, there are similarities in the 
equations describing the two.  

Studies have shown that the main factors affecting the flame propagation speed are the combustible mixture's basic 
properties, composition, and combustion temperature. In combination with the metal fibre burner, experiments were 
conducted to analyse the stability in terms of methane concentration, metal fibre weave porosity, and metal fibre 
weave thickness. 

The experiment was carried out on a single-layer woven metal fibre burner with a porosity of 92.65%. The 
corresponding load interval, area thermal strength range and load regulation ratio under different methane 
concentrations are shown in Table 1: Stable combustion load range, area heat intensity range and operating range. It can be 
seen that within the methane concentration range studied in this paper (6% to 10%), the maximum load regulation 
ratio was 46.50, and the minimum load regulation ratio was 28.22. Compared with conventional burners, the stable 
combustion load range of metal fibre burners is larger. Because a large part of the heat generated by the metal fibre 
burner will exchange heat with the metal fibre, which increases the temperature of the mixed gas before combustion. 
The higher the initial temperature of the mixed gas before combustion, the faster the flame spreads. When the airflow 
velocity at the outlet of the mixed gas is constant, the faster the flame spreads, the less likely the misfire will occur, 
and the upper limit of the combustion load will be higher. On the other hand, whether the fire can be ignited is usually 
determined by the heat generated by combustion and the heat lost to the outside by heat transfer. When the metal 
fibre burner burns low-concentration coal mine gas, it can obtain a higher flame temperature and generate more heat. 
At the same time, it loses less heat to the outside through the metal fibre, so the metal fibre burner can catch fire 
easier and its stable combustion load range is larger.  

Table 1: Stable combustion load range, area heat intensity range and operating range 
of burners under different methane concentrations 

 Methane concentration 
Stable combustion load 

range (kW) 
Area heat intensity range 

(kW/m2) 
Load regulation ratio 

6% (0.98，27.74) (55.89，1577.03) 28.22 

7% (0.98，32.61) (55.89，1853.70) 33.17 

8% (0.99，37.57) (56.44，2135.91) 37.84 

9% (0.99，41.56) (56.44，2362.78) 41.86 

10% (1.00，46.62) (56.99，2650.52) 46.50 

With the increase of methane concentration, the lower limit of area heat intensity and the upper limit of area heat 
intensity increased gradually. That is to say, with the increase of methane concentration, it is less and less likely to 
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catch fire, and it is also less and less likely to blow-off, and the increase of methane concentration has a greater 
impact on the upper limit of the area heat intensity. This is shown by the fact that the lower limit of area heat intensity 
increased from 55.89 kW/m2 to 56.99 kW/m2 and the upper limit of area heat intensity increased from 1577.03 kW/m2 
to 2650.52 kW/m2 when the methane concentration increased from 6% to 10% in the range of methane concentration 
studied in this paper. 

The reasons for the above phenomena can be explained from the two aspects of the backfire and the blow-off. As 
the methane concentration increased, the ignition load increased slightly. The gas flow rate was very small when the 
load was small, and the mixing effect was always poor. When the methane concentration increased, the flow speed 
of the mixed gas decreased, and the mixing effect was worse, so it was less easy to ignite. With the increase of 
methane concentration, the blow-off load increased significantly. It can be seen from the flame propagation 
mechanism that the methane concentration increased from 6% to 10%, the air volume decreased, and the 
concentration of free radicals such as H and OH in the flame increased, so the chemical reaction speed became 
faster, the flame propagation speed became faster, and the blow-off phenomenon was more difficult. On the other 
hand, with the increase of methane concentration, the flow rate of the mixed gas decreased under the same load, 
and the flow velocity decreased, which also made it difficult for blow-off to occur. 

  
Figure 2: Flame characteristic curves of different metal fibre fabric porosity 

Figure 2 is the flame characteristic curve of the single-layer woven metal fibre burner when the porosity of the metal 
fibre fabric was 81.30%, 87.09%, and 92.65%, respectively. It can be seen that the area heat intensity range of stable 
combustion of metal fibre burners with different porosity expanded with the increase of methane concentration. With 
the increase of the porosity of the metal fibre, the ignition load was basically unchanged, the blow-off load increased, 
and the range of stable combustion also increased. 

Whether the metal fibre burner can catch fire mainly depends on whether the combustible gas mixture can self-
sustain the redox reaction. In the actual combustion process, the heat generated by the oxidation reaction of fuel 
combustion will be dissipated to the outside world through heat conduction, convection and radiation. If the fire 
temperature after dissipation is lower than its ignition point, it will fail to ignite. The change of the porosity of the metal 
fibre fabric has little effect on the energy dissipation, so its ignition load is basically unchanged. The reason why the 
porosity of the metal fibre fabric increases and the de-fire load increases is that, with the increase of the porosity of 
the metal fibre fabric, the flow rate of the mixed gas will decrease. However, on the other hand, the residence time of 
the mixed gas in the metal fibre fabric increases, the preheating effect is enhanced, the flame temperature increases 
and the flame propagation speed is increased, under the action of various aspects, the blow-off load increases. 

Figure 3 shows the flame characteristic curve when the porosity of the metal fibre fabric was 92.65% and the burner 
surface was without woven fabric, wound with single-layer woven fabric and double-layer woven fabric. It was seen 
that the area heat intensity range of stable combustion of metal fibre burners with different thickness fabrics expanded 
with the increase of methane concentration. The thicker the metal fibre fabric, the greater the load regulation ratio of 
the metal fibre burner, the larger the area heat strength range that can stably burn, the higher the upper limit of the 
area heat strength for stable combustion, and the less likely the blow-off phenomenon occurred. The reason was that 
the thicker the metal fibre fabric, the better its heat storage and heat exchange effect, which can further preheat the 
combustible mixed gas, thus increasing the flame propagation speed, at the same time, part of the mixed gas was 
burnt inside the metal fibre, so the burner was more difficult to blow-off. The influence of the thickness of the woven 
fabric on the lower limit of the area thermal strength was small; the lower limit of the area thermal strength of the 
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single-layer fabric was slightly lower than that of the double-layer fabric; and the lower limit of the area thermal 
strength of the double-layer fabric was slightly lower than that of the non-woven fabric. 

  
Figure 3: Flame characteristic curves under different metal fibre fabric thickness 

10.2. Anti-backfire characteristics  

It can be found from Figure 4 that within the methane concentration range studied in this paper, regardless of whether 
the methane concentration of the mixed gas was high or low, the flame temperature showed an overall trend of first 
increasing and then decreasing with the increase of combustion load. The difference was that when the methane 
concentration of the mixed gas was low, the combustion load when the maximum flame temperature occurred was 
low, and as the methane concentration of the mixed gas increased, the combustion load when the maximum flame 
temperature occurred also increased gradually. When the methane concentration of the mixed gas was constant, 
with the increase of the combustion load, the amount of chemical heat brought by the mixed gas increased, and the 
more heat generated by the fuel combustion, the overall burner temperature and the flame temperature also rose. 
However, when the combustion load of the mixed gas increased, the outlet airflow velocity would also increase, 
bringing about a violent turbulent effect, which would take away part of the heat generated by the combustion. When 
the combustion load of the mixed gas increased to a certain extent, the degree of heat dissipation to the outside world 
would be more severe, so the flame temperature world tend to decrease. Turbulent heat dissipation was mainly 
related to flow. When the load was constant, the increase of methane concentration reduced the flow of mixed gas. 
Therefore, with the increase of methane concentration, the combustion load at the highest flame temperature also 
increased gradually. 

  
Figure 4: Variation of flame temperature and inner wall temperature with combustion load under different methane concentrations 

(ε= 92.65%) 

From Figure 4, it can be seen that the overall temperature of the inner wall also showed a trend of first increasing 
and then decreasing. The reason was that the change of the inner wall temperature was mainly influenced by the 
flame temperature and airflow speed: the higher the flame temperature, the more heat transfer to the metal fibre 
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burner, so that the inner wall temperature rose. Meanwhile, the faster the airflow speed, the more heat was taken 
away taking the flame surface away from the inner wall, thus the inner wall temperature decreased. Under the same 
methane concentration, the maximum temperature of the inner wall was inconsistent with the combustion load of the 
maximum temperature of the flame, indicating that the temperature of the inner wall was more affected by the airflow 
velocity. 

  
Figure 5: Variation of flame temperature and inner wall temperature with methane concentration under different porosity of metal 

fibre fabrics (Q=19.47kW) 

Changing the porosity of the metal fibre fabric and the flame temperature is shown in Figure 5. The flame temperature 
corresponding to the porosity of different metal fibre fabrics first increased and then decreased with the increase of 
methane concentration. The flame temperature reached the highest point when the methane concentration was 9%. 
When the load was constant, the increase of methane concentration reduced the air volume, and the flame 
temperature increased before the air volume dropped to the theoretical air volume. At the same time, the reduction 
of the flow rate also improved the heat exchange between the burner and the mixed gas, when the methane 
concentration was 9%, the air volume of the mixed gas was closest to the theoretical air volume, so the flame 
temperature reached the highest. On the whole, when the combustion load and methane concentration were the 
same, the larger the porosity of the metal fibre fabric, the higher the flame temperature. This was because if the 
porosity of the metal fibre fabric was larger, the gas outlet flow velocity would decrease and the time that the mixed 
gas stayed inside the metal fibre before combustion would be longer, strengthening the mixing effect of gas and air 
and making the combustion more complete. At the same time, the heat exchange effect between the mixed gas and 
the metal fibres would be enhanced, and the temperature of the mixed gas before combustion increased, resulting in 
an increase in the flame temperature. When the metal fibre weave was 92.65%, the temperature of the inner wall 
rose significantly and while, on the one hand, its highest flame temperature and lowest airflow velocity resulted in a 
higher inner wall temperature, on the other hand, due to the excessive porosity of the metal fibre weave, the anti-
backfire characteristics decreased resulting in a higher inner wall temperature. 

  
Figure 6: Variation of flame temperature and inner wall temperature with methane concentration under different metal fibre fabric 

thicknesses (Q=19.47kW) 

As shown in Figure 6, when the combustion load and methane concentration were the same, the flame temperature 
of the metal fibre burner wound with single-layer woven fabric was the highest, followed by double-layer woven fabric, 
and the flame temperature of the burner without woven fabric was the lowest. This was because the burner with 
woven fabric had a heat storage effect compared with the non-woven burner, which can preheat the mixed gas 
making the gas mix more fully, increasing the temperature of the combustion flame. The flame temperature of the 
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double-layered fabric burner was lower than that of the single-layered fabric burner because the thickness of the 
double-layered fabric was thicker. Also, the mixed gas before combustion stayed in the metal fibre for a longer time 
and, although this enhanced the gas mixing effect, it was not significant compared to the single layer enhancement. 
At the same time, due to the increase of metal fibre thickness, part of the heat generated by the fuel combustion 
would be dissipated more through the heat exchange between the metal fibre and the ambient air, making the heat 
dissipation increase. The combined effect of the two ultimately led to a lower flame temperature. 

When the combustion load and methane concentration were the same, it can be seen from Figure 6 that the inner 
wall temperature of the metal fibre burner wound with a single-layer woven fabric was the highest, followed by the 
double-layer woven fabric, and the inner wall temperature of the non-woven fabric burner was the lowest. As the gas 
flow rate remained steady under the same load a concentration, the single weave and double weave had the same 
porosity and gas velocity, while its porosity was 92.65% and the flow rate changed less compared to the non-weave. 
Therefore, it was mainly affected by the flame temperature, and its law was similar to the flame temperature. 

In the overall experiment of the temperature test of the metal fibre burner, the maximum flame temperature was close 
to 1200°C while the maximum inner wall temperature did not exceed 80 °C. This fully reflects the anti-backfire 
characteristics of the metal fibre fabric and the safety of the metal fibre burner. 

10.3. Combustion pollutant emission  

The primary combustion pollutants in the experiment were NOx, CO and CH4. NOx can be divided into thermal type, 
prompt type and fuel type according to the different generation mechanisms. The prompt type NOx generation 
condition is fuel-rich combustion, and the fuel type NOx generation condition is that the combustible gas contains N 
element. Therefore, the NOx generated in this experiment were all thermal type. The main factors affecting the 
amount of thermodynamic NOx generation are: combustion temperature, oxygen concentration and residence time 
in the high-temperature zone. The higher the combustion temperature, the higher the oxygen concentration and the 
longer the time in the high-temperature zone, i.e., the higher the NOx emissions, CO was generated due to incomplete 
combustion, while CH4 emissions were the unburned part of the gas mixture. 

  
Figure 7: Variation of pollutant emissions with combustion load under different methane concentrations (ε= 92.65%) 

The variation of pollutant emissions with combustion load for a single-layer woven metal fibre burner with 92.65% 
porosity when burning a mixture of gases with different methane concentrations is shown in Figure 7. It can be seen 
that in the methane concentration range studied in this paper, when the methane concentration was 6%, no NOx 
emission was detected. At other methane concentrations, the NOx emissions showed a trend of first increasing and 
then decreasing with the increase of the combustion load. With the increase of the methane concentration of the 
mixed gas, the combustion load when the highest NOx emissions appeared also gradually increased. The law was 
basically consistent with the change law of flame temperature, that is, the higher the flame temperature, the greater 
the NOx emission. The CO emissions showed a decreasing trend with the increase of the combustion load. Since 
CO is a product of incomplete combustion, when the methane concentration was constant, the gas flow increased 
with the increase of the combustion load, and the turbulent effect of the gas flow increased, thereby enhancing the 
mixing effect between the gases, making the combustion more complete, so the CO emissions gradually decrease 
with the increase of the combustion load. Except for the methane concentration of 6%, the CH4 emissions from the 
metal fibre burner all fluctuate little with the increase of combustion load, and the CH4 emissions also did not change 
much at higher loads with different methane concentrations. When the combustion load was 9.73kW, some methane 
was directly emitted without combustion because the gas flow rate was small and the gas mixture was not sufficient. 
When the methane concentration was 6%, the methane concentration was extremely low in the small gas mass after 
uneven mixing because the amount of air was much larger than the amount of gas, and the CH4 emission varied 
greatly because it was not combusted and directly emitted. 
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Figure 8: Variation of pollutant emissions with methane concentration under different porosity of metal fibre fabrics (Q=19.47kW) 

Figure 8 illustrates the pollutant emissions of the metal fibre burner when the combustion load was 19.47 kW and the 
porosity of the metal fibre fabric was 81.30%, 87.09%, and 92.65%. It can be seen that when the combustion load of 
the mixed gas was constant, the NOx emission corresponding to the porosity of different metal fibre fabrics first 
increased and then decreased with the increase of methane concentration. When the methane concentration was 
9%, the NOx emission reached the highest point. The larger the porosity of the metal fibre fabric, the higher the NOx 
emission, which was basically consistent with the temperature change. With the increase of metal fibre weave 
porosity, CO content decreased. When the combustion load and methane concentration were certain, with the 
increase of metal fibre weave porosity, the flow rate of mixed gas slowed, the dispersion effect by metal fibre pores 
was stronger and the mixture would be more suitable and the combustion more complete. At the same time, the 
generated flue gas stayed longer in the high-temperature zone and more CO converted to CO2, thus CO emissions 
would be reduced. With the increase of methane concentration, CH4 emissions first decreased and then increased, 
but they were all at a low level. When the porosity was 81%, the CH4 concentration suddenly dropped, probably 
because when the methane concentration was 6%, there were many low-concentration small air masses that could 
not be combustion and were directly emitted. 

   
Figure 9: Variation of pollutant emissions with methane concentration under different metal fibre fabric thicknesses (Q=19.47kW) 

Figure 9 shows the variation of pollutant emissions with methane concentration when the combustion load was 19.47 
kW, the porosity of the metal fibre fabric was 92.65% and the surface of the metal fibre burner was wound with no 
woven fabric, single woven fabric and double woven fabric respectively. The NOx emission of the non-woven burner 
was the largest because, compared with the burner with metal fibre woven fabric, the heat distribution during the 
flame combustion was not uniform and the burner would have a local high temperature resulting in the largest NOx 
emission. Double-layer fabric burners have lower flame temperatures and therefore lower NOx emissions than single-
layer fabric burners. With the increase in methane concentration, CO emissions first decreased and then increased, 
with the  emissions from the double weave less than the single weave which in turn was less than non-weave. The 
reason was that with the increase in the number of layers of metal fibre fabric, the longer the mixture of gases stayed 
in the metal fibre so the mixture would be more complete, making the combustion more comprehensive. At the same 
time, due to the increase in the number of metal fibre layers, the generated flue gas stayed in the high-temperature 
zone for a longer time, so that more CO was converted into CO2. The two aspects worked together to reduce CO 
emissions. The CH4 emissions decreased gradually with the increase of methane concentration and the emissions 
were higher under the condition of only 6% methane concentration of non-woven fabrics, and the emissions 
decreased significantly with the addition of metal fibre fabrics. 

11. CONCLUSION 

This paper adopted the method of combining theoretical analysis and experiment to design and build a direct 
combustion system of low-concentration gas metal fibre burner in a coal mine, and drew the following conclusions: 

(1) When the metal fibre burner was used to burn low-concentration gas in coal mines, it had a larger flame stable 
combustion range and load regulation ratio. In the methane concentration range studied in this paper (6%-10%), 
when the porosity of the single-layer woven fabric was 92.65%, the maximum load regulation ratio of the metal fibre 
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burner was 46.50, and the minimum load regulation ratio was 28.22. The upper limit of the area heat intensity was 
2650.52kW/m2 and the lower limit was 55.89kW/m2. With the increase of methane concentration, the expansion of 
porosity of metal fibre fabric, and the increase of thickness, the stable combustion range and load regulation ratio 
expanded. 

(2) When the metal fibre burner burnt low-concentration gas in coal mines, it had good fire resistance characteristics 
and safety. When the porosity of the single-layer fabric was 92.65%, the maximum flame temperature in the 
experiment was 1181.4°C, and the maximum inner wall temperature is only 79.78°C, which was in the safe range. 
The flame temperature and inner wall temperature showed an overall trend of first increasing and then decreasing 
with the increase of combustion load. However, when the methane concentration of the mixed gas was low, the 
combustion load at the occurrence of the highest flame temperature and the highest inner wall temperature was 
lower. As the methane concentration of the mixed gas increased, the combustion load at the occurrence of the highest 
flame temperature and the highest inner wall temperature also gradually increased. The larger the porosity of the 
metal fibre fabric, the higher the flame temperature and the inner wall temperature. The flame temperature and inner 
wall temperature of the metal fibre burner wound with a single-layer woven fabric were the highest, followed by the 
double-layer woven fabric, and the flame temperature of the non-woven fabric burner was the lowest. 

(3) When the metal fibre burner burnt low-concentration gas in coal mines, it had a low level of pollutant emissions. 
Under normal working conditions, the maximum NOx emission was 50ppm, the maximum CO emission was 8ppm, 
the maximum CH4 emission was 3483ppm. After using the metal fibre fabric, the maximum NOx emission was 28ppm, 
the maximum CO emission was 3ppm and the maximum emission of CH4 was 54ppm. The emission of pollutants 
was significantly reduced and combustion was more complete. Within the methane concentration in the experimental 
range, the pollutant emission characteristics of metal fibre burners with different porosity and thickness were all at a 
low level. 
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Abstract: Multi-source optimized microgrids are gaining widespread recognition among researchers as they offer a 
cost-effective solution in unelectrified or under-electrified areas. Adoption, planning, and scheduling of distributed 
generators play a pivotal role in the techno-economic aspects of microgrids. Thus, it is imperative to perform a techno-
economic analysis of an integrated multi-source optimized microgrid. In this article, the feasibility of deploying 
alternate sources was initially determined, then a techno-economic analysis was conducted to validate the feasibility 
of integrating multiple energy sources with a micro-grid. A total of ten distinct microgrid scenarios were simulated 
having the a number of distributed energy resources – solar PV, wind power, diesel generator, advanced grid, and 
lithium-ion batteries as energy storage devices (ESDs) in various configurations. It was concluded that significant 
benefits in terms of economic parameters, such as cost of electricity (COE), total net present cost (NPC), capital and 
operational costs, net grid sales, system emissions, annual fuel consumption, and renewable fraction could be 
obtained from the optimal system. In addition, the results demonstrated a reduction in the cost of electricity by 4.4%, 
thereby contributing to the effectiveness of the proposed scheme.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Microgrids are power systems commonly ranging in size from 100 kW to several megawatts having self-sufficient 
distributed generation resources and loads that can operate in grid-connected, islanded, or hybrid modes (Bilakanti 
et al., 2018). They can serve locally connected loads and balance between demand and generation by effectively 
managing the energy storage devices and ensuring all the sources within the operating range. The concept of a 
microgrid is of particular interest, mainly because it provides an effective solution to the loads where utility power 
cannot be supplied. It integrates multiple resources and cuts high distribution and transmission costs, thereby not 
only decreasing system costs but increasing the reliability of the power system, reducing power losses that may be 
caused due to transmission and distribution systems (Marnay et al., 2015). Several authors have determined the 
economic feasibility of the microgrid such as cost of electricity (COE), net present cost (NPC), capital recovery factor 
(CRF), etc., while technically multi-sources integration design strategy and optimization are the two main factors that 
have been overlooked. Design strategy consists of hybrid system design while optimization is performed using 
metaheuristics and numerical techniques such as particle swarm optimization, linear programming, and stochastic 
methods. In Arun et al. (2014) the implementation of a genetic algorithm for the optimization of hybrid systems to 
minimize the total cost of energy was discussed. The constraints considered were initial cost, unmet load, fuel 
consumption, and minimum renewable fraction constraint. Due to many design solutions and uncertainty in variables 
like electric load and future fuel prices, the solution to the problem included considerable difficulties and converging 
time depending on generation and population size.  

A mixed-integer programming method (Dolara et al., 2017) compared the implementation of the two methods on an 
islanded microgrid in Somalia having four conventional generation diesel-powered systems (500 kW each) and a 
renewable solar generator of 1 MW. The major shortcoming of linear programming was that it did not represent 
discrete switching of the diesel generators thereby decreasing the efficiency of the system and increasing the fuel 
consumption. In Ghasemi et al. (2018), the author proposed a stochastic mixed integer-based linear programming 
model for scheduling a multi-carrier energy system that corrected techno-economic parameters of renewable energy 
resources for a set of valid scenarios. The drawback was that it required the application of modern communication 
infrastructures in the smart grid. In Mumtaz et al. (2015), the author introduced a conventional power flow method 
with modification to solve Gauss-Seidel with islanded microgrids. The convergence of Gauss-Seidel was, however, 
a concern mainly because of the increasing size of the system. In Bilal et al. (2016), a 36 MW grid-tied model having 

configurations of solar PV, wind turbine, and hydro was simulated on the concept of wheeling. The techno-economic 
results of the simulation were compared with the conventional grid, and it was concluded that the cost of electricity 
decreased by a very minimal amount while net grid purchases by 20% only. The research however did not consider 
environmental analysis. 

The second aspect of the optimized microgrid is the optimization factor which results in increased renewable fraction. 
HOMER, PVSYS, and RET Screen are the most used energy optimization software. It has been noticed that 
researchers did not specify the energy management strategy (EMS) i.e., dispatch strategy for the system. The authors 
Aziz et al. (2022) evaluated a hybrid system having load following (LF) and cycle charging (CC) as the two distinct 
dispatch strategies, but resource optimization strategies were not analyzed economically. From the literature 
reviewed on HOMER so far, it has been observed that proper planning of microgrids would not only assist in the 
reduction of the supply-demand power gap but will also reduce dependency on foreign fuels, especially for a country 
that is rich in renewable energy resources. Authors Nurunnabi et al. (2019) outlined the various factors and 
researched a hybrid system involving solar PV, wind power, battery storage, and conventional grid in various locations 
of Bangladesh, but the limitation of said research was that only three renewable energy resources were utilized at a 
different time frame. In a similar context, the author Morad (Morad et al., 2018) performed PV based grid-tied 
simulation having a peak electrical load of 25212 kW system at Assiut University, Egypt. The researcher suggested 
that the solar grid-tied system on a centralized load offered minimum system costs and was commercially most viable.  

Another important aspect of simulating a hybrid system requires assessment of loss analysis. The author Oulis Rousis 
(Oulis Rousis et al., 2018) performed a simulation in Lebanon and offered a significant contribution to the analysis of 
system losses. The grid extension feature was adopted by the author Kuriakose (Kuriakose et al., 2019) and 

concluded that for the smaller load (load of less than 100 kW), the proposed hybrid model was more attractive as it 
presented a cost-effective solution. The research, however, emphasized only off-grid configurations and the 
advantages of net-metering were not fully investigated.  

The contribution of this current research work was techno-economic analysis and determination of optimal micro grid 
design. Silent features of this research work were: 

1. Optimizing the performance of a microgrid by optimal integration of available distributed generators in a physically 
controlled environment.  

2. Analysis of the system performance from techno-economic perspectives and formulate means of improving it. 

This research article consists of six sections. The first section briefly introduces the research problem and reviews 
the literature to identify a research gap. The second section consists of brief mathematical modeling of components 
of microgrids such as PV systems, wind turbines, backup batteries, and grids. The third section consists of scenarios 
of possible combinations of microgrid components, while the fourth section presents the proposed optimization 
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technique. The section comprises of techno-economic analysis and optimal design strategies. The fifth section 
consists of results and discussion and the last section consists of the conclusion.    

2.     SYSTEM MODELLING 

Microgrid components such as PV systems, batteries, wind turbines, and grids are connected in such a manner that 
the cheapest energy is used first, and then easily controllable energy resource is utilized. Brief modeling of some 
resources is presented in this section.   

2.1 Photovoltaic system modelling  

A PV Panel may include one or more PV modules as power generating units. The PV module is connected through 
a grid using an inverter. The generic output power generated by the solar power system is calculated by Equation 1 
as: 

Equation 1: Equation of generic output power harnessed             𝑃𝑃𝑉 = 𝑌𝑃𝑉𝑓𝑝𝑣 (
𝐺𝑇

𝐺𝑇,𝑆𝑇𝐶
) ⌈1 + 𝛼𝑝(𝑇𝐶 − 𝑇𝐶,𝑆𝑇𝐶)⌉                                      

Where:  

 𝑃𝑃𝑉 = Real output power from the PV array [kW] 

 𝑌𝑃𝑉 = Rated capacity of the PV array i.e., power output under standard conditions [kW] 

 𝑓𝑝𝑣 = Derating factor [%] 

 𝐺𝑇 = Solar radiation incident on the PV array in the current time step [kW/m2] 

 𝛼𝑝 = Temperature coefficient of power [%/ OC]  

 𝑇𝐶 = PV cell temperature in the current time step [OC] 

 𝑇𝐶,𝑆𝑇𝐶 = the PV cell temperature under standard test conditions. 

The mathematical model of Solar Power Generation on the assumption that the temperature coefficient of power is 
zero may be expressed as shown in Equation 2: 

Equation 2: Equation of temperature coefficient of power                         𝑃𝑃𝑉 = 𝑌𝑃𝑉𝑓𝑃𝑉 (
𝐺𝑇

𝐺𝑇,𝑆𝑇𝐶
) 

2.2 Wind-based System Modelling  

A wind turbine converts mechanical energy into electrical energy. In designing a wind power system, the most 
important parameter is the wind speed of that area. The power output from a wind turbine at any instant is expressed 
in Equation 3 as: 

Equation 3: output power of wind turbine    𝑃𝑤(𝑡) =

{
 
 

 
 

0,                            𝑣𝑤(𝑡) < 𝑣𝑐𝑖

𝑃𝑅𝑊 (
𝑣𝑤(𝑡)−𝑣𝑐𝑖

𝑣𝑟−𝑣𝑐𝑖
)𝑁𝑤, 𝑣𝑐𝑖 ≤ 𝑣𝑤(𝑡) ≤ 𝑣𝑟

𝑃𝑅𝑊𝑁𝑤, 𝑣𝑟 ≤ 𝑣𝑤(𝑡) ≤ 𝑣𝑐𝑜
0, 𝑣𝑤(𝑡) ≥ 𝑣𝑐𝑜

 

Where: 

 𝑃𝑅𝑊 = rated power of wind turbine [kW] 

 𝑣𝑤(𝑡) = is the wind velocity with respect to time [m/s] 

 𝑣𝑐𝑖 = cut-in velocity of wind turbine [m/s] 

 𝑣𝑐𝑜 = cut-off velocity if wind turbine [m/s] 

 𝑣𝑟 = rated velocity of the wind turbine [m/s] 

 𝑁𝑤 = number of wind turbine 

The energy contained in the wind can be estimated using the Weibull frequency distribution. Mathematically, the wind 
speed function f(v) is expressed as described by Equation 4: 

Equation 4: Wind speed function             𝑓(𝑣) =  
𝜋𝑣

2�̌�2
𝑒𝑥𝑝 [−

𝜋

4
(
𝑣

�̌�
)
2

] 
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Where:  

 𝑓(𝑣) = probability density function,  

 𝑣 = wind speed,  

 (𝑣)̌ = average wind speed,  

 

The rated power of the wind turbine is calculated by rated wind speed (𝑣𝑟), area of the rotor (𝐴), air density (𝜌), 

power coefficient (𝐶𝑝) and the efficiency (𝜂𝑤) associated with the energy conservation system and is expressed by 

Equation 5 as: 

Equation 5: equation of energy conversion          𝑃𝑅𝑊 = 
1

2
𝜌𝐴𝐶𝑃𝜂𝑤𝑣𝑟

3
 

To yield optimum energy from the wind, it is essential to choose the wind generator that gives maximum output yield 
for that site. 

2.3 Battery storage-based modeling 

The most common storage devices in power system applications are lead-acid batteries, lead-carbon batteries, nickel 
batteries, lithium-ion batteries, metal-air, and super-capacitors. Major design parameters of the battery are nominal 
voltage, charging and discharging rate, capacity, efficiency, state of charge, depth of charge, and cycle life. Open 
Circuit Voltage (OCV) of a battery cell is dependent on the State of Charge (SOC) and is mathematically expressed 
as Equation 6. 

Equation 6: state of charge                      𝑆𝑂𝐶 = 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑜 − ∫
𝐼𝑏

𝐶𝑐
𝑑𝑡

𝑡

0
 

Where: 

 𝐼𝑏 = current,  

 𝐶𝑐 = capacity and  

 𝑆𝑂𝐶𝑜 = the initial SOC.  

Open Circuit Voltage (OCV) is the terminal voltage at the equilibrium of a cell battery. 

2.4    Economic parameters of microgrid 

Cost of energy (COE), net present cost (NPC), initial capital cost (ICC), total fuel comparison (TFC), and net power 
sold (NPS) are economic parameters of the microgrid. The cost of electricity is the average cost per kWh of useful 
energy produced by the system. The cost of electricity is expressed mathematically in Equation 7 as: 

Equation 7: cost of electricity                  𝐶𝑂𝐸 = 
𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑛.𝑡𝑜𝑡

𝐸𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑
 

Where: 

 𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑛.𝑡𝑜𝑡 = total annualized cost of the system [$/yr.] 

 𝐸𝑠𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑒𝑑 = total electrical load served [kWh/yr.] 

The total net present cost of a system is the present value of all the costs the system incurs over its lifetime, minus 
the present value of all the revenue it earns over its lifetime. The costs include capital costs, replacement costs, 
operation & maintenance costs, fuel costs, emissions, penalties, and the costs of buying power from the grid. Revenue 
includes salvage value & grid sales revenue. The total net present cost is calculated using Equation 8 as: 

Equation 8: total net present cost                 𝐶𝑁𝑃𝐶.𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 
𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑛,𝑡𝑜𝑡

𝐶𝑅𝐹 (𝑖,𝑅𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗)
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Where: 

 𝐶𝑁𝑃𝐶.𝑡𝑜𝑡 = total net present cost [$] 

 𝑖 = the annual real discount rate [%] 

 𝑅𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗 = the project lifetime [yr.] 

 𝐶𝑅𝐹 = a function returning the capital recover factor 

The capital recovery factor is a ratio used to calculate the present value of an annuity (a series of equal annual cash 
flows) and is expressed in Equation 9 as: 

Equation 9: capital recovery factor           𝐶𝑅𝐹 (𝑖, 𝑁) =  
𝑖(1+𝑖)𝑁

(1+𝑖)𝑁−1
 

Where: 

 N = number of years 

Hence the Total Net Present Cost in terms of project lifetime is formulated as shown in Equation 10, 

Equation 10: total net present cost        𝐶𝑁𝑃𝐶,𝑡𝑜𝑡 = 
𝐶𝑎𝑛𝑛.𝑡𝑜𝑡(1+𝑖)

𝑅𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗−1

𝑖(1+𝑖)
𝑅𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑗

          

Initial capital cost, net power sold, and total fuel reduction are comparison parameters. They are calculated by 
comparing before and after optimization of integrated energy sources. 

3.      PROPOSED COMBINATION SCENARIOS 

Ten possible combinations were proposed for four energy resources that were PV, wind turbine and national grid, 
and diesel generator while backup energy battery was used. Simulations on the following performance parameters 
were obtained – cost of electricity, renewable fraction, initial capital cost, total annual fuel consumption, net emissions, 
net present cost, and net grid power sold. The scenarios are explained as: 

Scenario 1: In the first scenario, the renewable configuration of solar, storage, and batteries was applied. The size of 
each component was calculated by the HOMER. 

Scenario 2: In the 2nd scenario, wind power was added to the PV and battery.  

Scenario 3: In the 3rd scenario, wind power was replaced with the conventional generator.  

Scenario 4: In the 4th scenario, PV power was not taken into consideration while all other distributed generators were 
simulated.  

Scenario 5: In the 5th scenario, all the possible off-grid distributed generators were simulated, and the comparable 
component size was obtained. The Microgrid design for scenarios 1-5 was all off-grid. 

Scenario 6: In the 6th scenario, PV power with backup batteries was combined but the component size was considered 
maximum. 

Scenario 7: The distributed generator comprised wind power, battery along with the utility power were combined.  

Scenario 8: In the 8th scenario, wind power and solar power were integrated with utility power. 

Scenario 9: In the 9th scenario, solar power was replaced with a conventional diesel generator and the on-grid 
combination was further integrated with wind power and battery.  

Scenario 10: In the 10th scenario, all components relate to possibly minimum component sizes. The Microgrid model 
was designed in such a way that the first 5 design scenarios were completely off-grid whereas the last 5 design 
scenarios were grid-connected systems having the same components but with different capacities of distributed 
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generators. The size of each distributed generator was selected by the HOMER through sensitivity analysis and only 
the most viable solutions were considered for comparison.  

4.     PROPOSED OPTIMIZATION STRATEGY 

The proposed approach for the optimization of the microgrid simulation model is illustrated in Figure 1. In the first 
step, the electrical load profile was assessed and the nature of the load was determined. The load profile can either 
be obtained by modeling or it can predict from the load centers of a functional system where an hourly load of electrical 
equipment was recorded. In this research work, the latter method was adopted. The second step contained the 
meteorological data of the proposed site which provided annual solar irradiance, annual wind resource, space for the 
orientation, placement, and feasibility for the deployment of distributed generators. The distributed generators 
considered in this work comprised solar PV, wind power, diesel generator, lithium battery as an energy storage device, 
and the advanced utility grid. For a solar PV system, the first step was to find the maximum possible capacity of the 
system that could be designed for a given site. Parameters that affect solar PV generation were calculated and 
computer simulations were performed to obtain optimal PV system design. Similar procedures were adopted for other 
distributed generators. In the third step, the equations governing the performance parameter of the microgrid model 
were elaborated and in the fourth step, ten distinct microgrid models were simulated using HOMER. The simulations 
involve both Load Following and Cycle Charging dispatch algorithms. In the fifth step, techno-economic analysis for 
the performance parameters – the cost of electricity, net present cost, initial capital cost, and total fuel comparison 
were evaluated and subsequently, in the sixth step, the most feasible microgrid design was selected and compared 
with other design. The results obtained for the two dispatch strategies were compared and the optimal power 
management strategy was recommended. In the succeeding steps, the obtained results were compared with 
previously performed simulations reflecting the significance and effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Optimization flow process 

5.     RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Economic parameters such as cost of electricity, initial capital cost, total annual fuel consumption, net present cost, 
and net grid power sold were calculated and analyzed against each scenario while the only technical parameter that 
was compared was renewable fraction. The simulations were performed separately for the two dispatch strategies – 
load following and cycle charging - and the results were analyzed. Distinctive features of the proposed optimization 
technique were also discussed.  

5.1    Cost of electricity 

The cost of electricity for all the microgrid scenarios was simulated and the results are shown in Figure 2. Scenarios 
1-5 were off-grid whereas scenarios 6-10 were all grid-tied. The cost of electricity will be greater when the component 
size is greater. The same pattern was observed uniformly for microgrid scenarios 1-4; microgrid scenario 5 saw a 
slight decrease in the cost of electricity comparison, which was because the design involved a diesel generator for 
which capital cost was not considered as it was assumed to have been installed beforehand. The cost of electricity 
decreased uniformly for all on-grid scenarios. This was attributed to the fact that the net metering provided feed in-
tariff wherein surplus energy was sold to the grid. The lowest cost of electricity was obtained for scenario 10 due to 
the low initial capital cost and higher net grid purchases. 
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Figure 2: Cost of Electricity Comparison for Microgrid scenarios 1-10 

5.2    Initial capital cost 

The initial capital cost of a component is the total installation cost of that component at the beginning of the project. 
The capital cost of a wind turbine is the highest (2401 $/kW) followed by solar PV (570 $/kW) and battery (330 $/kWh). 
Figure 3 shows the initial capital cost of all microgrid scenarios. The initial capital cost for microgrid scenario 7 was 
due to higher wind components and higher for Microgrid scenarios 6, 8, and 1 because of the greater component size 
of batteries and solar panels. The initial capital cost was the lowest for microgrid scenario 5 due to the lowest relative 
percentage of wind, solar, and battery. 

 

Figure 3: Initial Capital Cost Comparison for Microgrid scenarios 1-10 

5.3    Net grid power sold 

 Net grid power sold for the microgrid scenario is illustrated in Figure 4 and it was observed that the load following 
dispatch strategy produced comparitively greater net-grid energy sold and power selling was obtained in Grid-Tied 
Scenario 6-10 due to the net-metering. 

 

Figure 4: Grid Power Sold Comparison for Microgrid scenarios 1-10 
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5.4    Net present cost 

The total net present cost (NPC) is the present value of the costs the system incurs over its lifetime minus the present 
value of all the revenue it earns over its lifetime. The determination of the total net present cost for a system is key to 
an optimum cost solution. Figure 5 shows the total net present cost for all microgrid scenarios. The results obtained 
for Load following and cycle charging were almost similar. The total net present cost for off-grid configuration was 
high primarily because the initial capital cost, replacement costs, O&M costs for the renewable distributed generator 
was high. Microgrid scenario 10 had the lowest net present cost because net grid sales were the highest. 

 

Figure 5. Net Present Cost Comparison for Microgrid scenarios 1-10 

5.5    Renewable fraction 

The renewable fraction is the percentage of the energy delivered to the load that originated from the renewable power 
sources. Figure 6 shows the renewable fraction of different Microgrid scenarios. It was expected that the renewable 
fraction would be maximum for pure renewable power resources and the same was obtained for Microgrid scenarios 
1 & 2. Renewable fraction was minimum when the relative component size of diesel generator in a Microgrid was 
greater and the same was observed for Microgrid scenario 5. The renewable fraction was above 90 % in all other 
Microgrid scenarios. Overall, the Load Following strategy gave higher renewable fractions for all Microgrid scenarios 
compared to the Cycle Charging strategy. 

 

Figure 6: Renewable Fraction Comparison for Microgrid scenarios 1-10 

5.6    Total fuel comparison  

The diesel generator was the only source of fuel in the proposed microgrid design. The fuel cost was zero when the 
diesel generator was not in operation. Figure 7 illustrates the total fuel comparison for the microgrid scenarios for 
both load following and cycle charging dispatch strategies. The fuel cost was maximum for microgrid scenario 4 which 
indicated higher generator run time and higher component size of diesel generator. A considerable difference was 
noticed for cycle charging and load following in microgrid scenarios 4, 9 & 10. The total fuel costs were inversely 
proportional to the renewable fraction.   
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Figure 7: Total Fuel Comparison for Microgrid scenario 1-10 

6.     CONCLUSION 

This research article aimed to analyze techno-economically microgrids to make power system solutions viable and 
to create awareness so that microgrids may be adopted, implemented, developed and accepted by the public. This 
will not only impact economic considerations but will also secure energy demand in the future. If the load profile and 
the desired microgrid specifications are provided, the appropriate size of the storage system can be determined based 
on simulation results. By having the right size of the battery storage, not only would the Microgrid performance be 
improved, but the system costs would also be greatly optimized. This research also provided a comprehensive 
solution to dealing with problems of such nature. The results obtained are essential for the formation of the Microgrid 
model. A system having multiple distributed generations achieves certain tasks, however, it is imperative to analyze 
and conclude which system is most viable for a given situation, which combination should be chosen, if a system 
designed for one location works would work for other locations. This research article presented a successful 
mechanism developed to help find a solution to all the above stated queries. For the case scenarios, load following, 
cycle charging, cost of electricity, and net Present costs were compared and identical costs were obtained. Since the 
operation strategy varied, the results varied too in the case of fuel consumption, emissions, and net grid power 
exported. Load Following was more economical as greater energy was sold whereas Cycle Charging had reduced 
annual emissions for the same initial capital costs. 
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Abstract: There is ample evidence of climate change that suggests that humanity should be concerned about life and 
the future of the planet. The concentration of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere has reached its highest level and is 
still increasing rapidly. The energy sector contributes significantly to greenhouse gas emissions. The use of renewable 
energy enhances energy security and reduces greenhouse gas emissions, especially carbon dioxide. Calculating the 
footprint of stored carbon when using renewable energy instead of fossil fuels and considering the environmental 
benefits and the consequent low cost of this type of energy to the environment can show more clearly the positive 
effects of using renewable energy. Hydrogen is today enjoying unprecedented momentum as an important part of a 
clean and secure energy future. In this study, emissions were investigated in six scenarios by collecting CO2 emission 
information from possible hydrogen production methods: natural gas reforming, electrolysis, and biomass. The first 
scenario was a reform by electricity from natural gas, with emissions being the highest in terms of 9.11 kg of carbon 
dioxide and biomass being the lowest in terms of 0.113 kg of carbon dioxide. In this regard, two types of solar and 
wind renewable electricity and two types of non-renewable electricity, including natural gas and diesel carriers, were 
considered. The economic evaluation of three methods of hydrogen production were compared considering the cost 
price of fossil fuels, grid electricity, solar, and wind renewable electricity in Iran. In addition, carbon dioxide emissions 
from gasoline passenger cars, diesel buses, passenger cars, and hydrogen buses were estimated and compared. 
Finally, according to the studies conducted, the effective factors and driving forces of the future of the hydrogen 
industry and fuel cell vehicles in Iran were extracted and three scenarios for the future of this industry in the country 
were discussed. In this study, environmental assessment was considered as the primary goal for selecting an 
appropriate hydrogen production method, but the economic assessment was also considered as a secondary goal. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Energy is one of the main pillars of human production, progress, and welfare. The increase in energy consumption 
from fossil fuels, although it has led to rapid economic growth in advanced industrial societies, has harmful effects 
such as emissions, increases in greenhouse gases, and excess carbon dioxide in the atmosphere and its 
consequences are changing the world. These include rising global temperatures, climate change, sea level rise, and 
escalating international conflicts. The increase in greenhouse gas emissions and the need to adopt appropriate 
policies to reduce them in developing countries have turned the attention of most countries to renewable energy  
(EEA, 2015). 

As environmental issues become more global, most countries seek to implement policies aimed at reducing carbon 
dioxide emissions. According to the Paris Agreement, in order to limit the increase in Earth's temperature to 2°C, 
emissions from the energy sector must be reduced by up to 40% (IEA, 2020). Calculating emissions from each 
production chain using tools like carbon footprints can help reduce carbon dioxide emissions and the impact of climate 
change. 

Due to limited fossil energy resources, it is necessary and important to replace the current energy system. Therefore, 
the transition to new energy sources and technologies and the replacement of fossil fuels is inevitable and imminent. 
The new energy technologies of the future must be based on fundamental and structural changes that utilize carbon-
free energy sources such as solar, wind, geothermal, and biomass and provide the necessary energy by clean 
methods. Therefore, hydrogen is seen as a suitable option with many advantages as a future energy carrier which 
enhances energy security. This fuel is produced from different forms of primary energy and is used in many fields.  

Iran is located in a favorable geographical position for hydrogen production, so in addition to measuring the production 
potential, it is necessary to study and calculate the carbon emissions in the hydrogen production value chain of Iran 
(Hamshahri.ir). 

1.1. Definition of carbon footprint 

A carbon footprint is a measure of the total emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2) and methane (CH4) from a defined 
population, system, or activity, taking into account all relevant sources, sinks, and repositories within the spatial and 
temporal boundaries of a population, system, or activity. interesting activities. The carbon dioxide equivalent (CO2 
eq) can be calculated using the relevant 100-year Global Warming Potential (GWP100) (Hamshahri.ir).  By calculating 
the carbon emissions generated from using renewable energy compared to fossil fuels and taking into account the 
environmental advantages and thus reducing the costs that this type of energy incurs, the beneficial effects of 
renewable energy use can be more tangible. For this purpose, it is necessary to first identify the flows of these 
pollutants and then put in place appropriate policies to control and reduce them. One way to estimate the amount of 
CO2 released is in the form of a carbon footprint, which can be a good tool for measuring the total pressure on the 
environment through greenhouse gas emissions. Carbon footprint analysis can help people understand and be aware 
of the impact of human and organizational activities on the environment and provide scientific resources to reduce 
carbon emissions and slow climate change (Abolghasemi et al., 2019). 

1.2. Literature review 

The concept of the carbon footprint has been studied since about 1970. It is still used under the headings of embedded 
carbon, greenhouse gas emissions during carbon sequestration processes, and carbon accounting. After COP21 in 
Paris, where carbon footprints were gaining more attention in the academic environment, research has shown that 
several terms with the same meaning in different disciplines refer to carbon footprints (Wiedmann and Minx, 2008). 
We will consider some definitions related to carbon footprint below. Eckel (2007) defined the carbon footprint as the 
amount of greenhouse gas emitted directly and indirectly from business activities. Grubb (2007) introduced this 
concept to measure the amount of carbon dioxide emitted by the burning of fossil fuels. For example, for a 
manufacturer, the carbon footprint was the amount of carbon dioxide emitted directly and indirectly through daily 
activities. It has also been pointed out that fossil fuels may be involved in the production of products in one or more 
markets. This concept, by Hertwich and Peters (2009), was a measure of the environmental impact of human activity 
and the amount of greenhouse gas produced by the consumption of fossil fuels for production such as electricity, 
heat, and transportation. The weight of CO2 produced is expressed in tons (Hertwich and Peters, 2009). 

Solís-Guzmán (Solís-Guzmán et al., 2014) also used the carbon footprint as a way to identify and measure unique 
greenhouse gases. In a study by Momeni (Momeni et al., 2017), the CO2 of the economic sector was measured in 

order to calculate the carbon footprint of the domestic production in Iran sector versus that of imports. 

Yousefi et al. (2019) examined the importance of the life cycle assessment (LCA) method in renewable energy 
sources. They found that LCA was an effective tool for assessing the sustainability of renewable energy sources. 
Finding the right data for each study can be a daunting task. This data showed many changes due to spatial and 
temporal characteristics. Sustainability depends primarily on three pillars: social, economic, and environmental 
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performance on renewable energy sources (Yusefi et al., 2019). In 2007, the Iran Institute for Standard Industry 
investigated standards, rules, and methods for calculating the life cycle of environmental factors in a report entitled 
Environmental Management, Life Cycle Assessment, Principles, and Frameworks (Iranian Institute of Standards and 
Industrial Research, 2007). In 2000 and 2004, Spath and Mann investigated the carbon footprint of the hydrogen 
production process by reformatting natural gas and electrolysis using wind power (Spath and Mann, 2000; Mann and 
Spath, 2004). 

Cellura (Cellura et al., 2012) reported that the packaging stage and structure of greenhouses played an important 
role in environmental emissions in the Italian greenhouse product production chain. Among them were sugar cane 
(Sefeedpari et al., 2014), soybeans and olives (Rajaeifar et al., 2014). Koroneos (Koroneos et al., 2004) conducted 

a life-cycle assessment of numerous hydrogen production technology and confirmed that the use of biomass as a 
raw material rather than the natural gas reforming process can reduce greenhouse gas emissions by approximately 
75%. Susmozas (Susmozas et al., 2013) studied the environmental overall performance of the life cycle assessment 
of an indirect poplar gas route and compared the results with traditional natural gas reforming technology. They found 
that the route to biomass gas may be a promising alternative to natural gas reforming technology with the aid of 
appreciably decreasing greenhouse gas emissions and fossil fuel demand. 

Ersoz (Ersoz et al., 2018) performed a simple steady-state process simulation for producing hydrogen from biomass 
with SpanHisis. However, previous studies lacked comparative feasibility analysis and life cycle assessment of the 
environmental impact of commercial-scale biomass hydrogen plant technology. Spath (Spath et al., 2005) detailed 

technical economic analysis of hydrogen production by fluidized bed biomass technology. Their results showed that 
if the minimum selling price of hydrogen was $1.38 per kilogram of hydrogen and the cost of biomass feed was $30 
per ton, the overall thermal efficiency of the plant was 45.6%. 

Razavi from The Institute of Energy examined the chemistry of hydrogen, the methods of hydrogen production, 
storage, and transmission, and relevant national policies (Razavi et al., 2013a; Razavi et al., 2013b). In several reports 
in 2019 and 2020, the International Energy Agency reviewed existing hydrogen production techniques and the relative 
costs of each method used in this study (IEA, 2006 and IEA, 2019). 

In this study, the required data was first collected through library and internet studies and emissions from various 
hydrogen production methods were calculated and investigated using OpenLCA software.  

1.3. Importance of Hydrogen  

As mentioned earlier, countries are paying more attention to renewable energy, however, for continued use of this 
energy, it has to be able to be stored. Hydrogen complements renewable energy sources because while they are not 
continuously available and cannot be stored and transported on their own, hydrogen can be produced through 
different forms of renewable energy, and is a better option for storing and transporting for use anytime, anywhere. 
For this reason, it has attracted the interest of many governments and companies around the world. Additionally, 
hydrogen is considered a suitable option with many advantages as a future energy carrier which enhances energy 
security. This fuel is often a secondary energy produced from different forms of primary energy, in different fields. 
Many believe it will play an important role in the energy equations of the future, and if today is called the age of oil 
and gas, the next century will certainly be the century of hydrogen. Hydrogen is a compound widely used in chemical 
processes to refine oil and gas and their products. In addition, it is also used as feed for ammonia production units in 
the petrochemical, rocket, and jet fuel industries. Fuel cells are also one of the most important energy converters for 
the future, which has led to the introduction of hydrogen as a fuel source in recent decades and is considered one of 
the important clean energy carriers.  

Iran has the second largest gas reserves in the world and the existence of huge oil resources has resulted in the 
country having active refining and petrochemical industries, most of which are equipped with generation systems.. 
On the other hand, Iran's geographical location and its position on the solar belt have allowed the country to rank 
among the highest in terms of solar capacity (Fadayi Amir et al, 2010). In addition, Iran has a variety of winds including 
from Central Asia in winter and from the Indian Ocean in summer, in winter from the Atlantic and Mediterranean, and 
northwest in summer. This climate and climate diversity across Iran shows high potential for access to different types 
of renewable energy in the country (Office of Hydrogen Energy and Fuel Cells).  

Considering the potential for renewable energy use in the country, special attention should be paid to the planning 
and development of the use of renewable energy in Iran. According to the above explanations, the existence of 
renewable resources and huge gas resources as well as hydrogen production and distribution infrastructure in Iran 
indicates the country's ability to produce the fuel cells which are necessary to maintain the country's energy security, 
and make good use of its strategic position in the future and towards global goals and clean energy production and 
strong presence in the hydrogen market in the future.  
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1.4. Benefits of life cycle assessment (LCA) application 

The LCA process helps decision-makers choose the product or process that has the least environmental impact. This 
information can be used in combination with other factors such as cost and performance to select a product or 
process. LCA data identifies the transmission of environmental impacts from one environment to another, and from 
one lifecycle stage to another. LCA helps prevent the transmission of environmental problems from one stage to the 
next. This ability to track the transmission of environmental impacts helps decision makers and managers identify the 
environmental characteristics of a product or process option. By running LCA, analysts can:  

• Systematically assess the environmental impact associated with the product.  
• Investigate the environmental impact associated with one or more products or processes.  
• Help acquire stakeholder acceptance (such as the community) for the proposed program.  
• Calculate emissions to air, water, and soil at all stages of the life cycle.  
• Assist in detecting changes in environmental impacts in the life cycle stage and the recipient`s 

environment.  
• Assess the impact of substance use and environmental emissions on people and the environment in 

local, regional, and global communities.  
• Identify and compare human and environmental impacts between two or more products or processes.  
• Identify the impacts associated with one or more affected environments (abpsoil.com; Yusefi et al., 

2019). 

1.5. Procedure for implementing life cycle assessment (LCA framework) 

Life cycle assessment is a large and complex task with many variables. However, there is agreement on the formal 
structure of life cycle assessment. It consists of three steps: 1) determining the purpose and scope, 2) status analysis, 
and 3) impact analysis (abpsoil.com). 

2. STATEMENT OF PROBLEM   

As mentioned in the previous section, the goal and scope must first be defined. In this study, the stages of hydrogen 
production were studied and calculated using different methods and at different stages in water. In each method, the 
steps to be considered were specified separately. The methods considered in this study included: 

 Steam methane reforming  

 Water electrolyzes 

 Production of hydrogen using biomass 

According to studies carried out in the country's hydrocarbon balance sheet, natural gas and diesel were commonly 
used to generate electricity in Iran (Ministry of Power, 2018), therefore, it was necessary to consider the amount of 
carbon released in the process of generating electricity from these two fuels. To achieve this goal, the process of 
extraction, refining of oil and gas, and finally, the transfer of gas produced by pipelines and the transfer of diesel oil 
by tankers were studied and calculated. Collected data is reported in the following sections. 

As illustrated in Figure 1, two oil and natural gas streams were considered in the emission study in this section, 
examining the refining of crude oil and natural gas inputs, as well as the production of natural gas and diesel as fuel.  

 

Figure 1 - Extraction flow and refinery 

Also, in this study, we considered two ways to generate electricity from fossil fuels and renewables to power the 
hydrogen production process units. In the field of electricity generation from fossil fuels, two types of fossil fuels, 
natural gas and gas oil, were considered, and gas and diesel power plants were studied in terms of resource 
consumption and emissions. Also, two types of renewable energy wind power plants and solar power plants were 
considered and emissions from these power plants were investigated. The final step in the life cycle of hydrogen 
production was a matter of storage or use in an electrolytic cell.  
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3. EMISSION OF HYDROGEN PRODUCTION IN THE ANALYSIS OF 6 SELECTED SCENARIOS 

From the different ways of hydrogen production and by considering the ways of its production and electricity 
generation, we have chosen the 6 scenarios below: 

1. Natural gas reforming using electricity generated from natural gas (Option 1)  
2. Biomass (Option 2)  
3. Electrolyzers using renewable wind power (Option 3)  
4. Electrolyzers using renewable solar electricity (Option 4)  
5. Regulating natural gas using electricity generated from diesel engines (Option 5)  
6. Electrolyzers use an electricity network using natural gas (Option 6) 

3.1. Reviewing open LCA software results in scenarios 

After inputting the collected information into the software, communicating and defining the scenario, the carbon 
emissions were calculated using the GWP100 criteria. The equivalent amount of carbon dioxide in scenarios 1 to 6 
were 11.9, 0.113, 0.762, 3.65, 11.86 and 8.36 (kg CO2 eq / Kg H2).  

 In the first scenario, the most important part of the carbon dioxide emission source was the natural gas 
reformer, the pipeline part also had considerable emissions, showing high levels of natural gas leaks in the 
national transmission system.  

 In the second scenario, emissions were lower than in the other scenarios due to the use of biomass and the 
ability of the plant to absorb carbon dioxide during the growth phase.  

 In the 3rd and 4th scenarios, most of the emissions were from the power generation sector. 

 The fifth scenario was very similar to the first scenario.  In this scenario, the main emissions depended on 
the application of the natural gas reforming process related to in this section, then the pipeline section 
produced the higher emissions. Comparing these two scenarios, scenario 1 emissions were slightly higher 
than scenario 5. This was because natural gas had a lower heating value than oil gas (more natural gas was 
needed to produce 1MW of electricity than oil gas).  

 In Scenario 6, because of the use of an electrolytic cell, the emissions of the hydrogen power generation 
unit were less than the emissions of the power generation sector (generated from grid power from natural 
gas). Most of the emissions in this sector related to electricity generation in this scenario. 

Figure 2 compares the emission rates of all six scenarios using the GWP100 method.  

 

Figure 2: Equivalent carbon dioxide emission diagram for six scenarios 

3.2. Comparison of diesel and gasoline car emissions with Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles 

As seen in Table 1, the emissions from fuel cell vehicles and internal combustion engine cars were calculated. We 
found that emissions from FCVs in all scenarios were less than in internal combustion engine vehicles. Based on the 
studies and data obtained in Table 1, the emissions from today's gasoline-powered vehicles and diesel-powered 
buses compared to fuel-cell passenger cars and fuel-cell buses where Hydrogen fuel cells were used has been 
studied and calculated according to the scenarios. Figures 3 a) and b) clearly show the difference in emissions 
between internal combustion engines and fuel cell vehicles (gvecsolarservice.com, idealhy. EU, Al-Ogaili, et al., 2020 
and pewtrusts.org). 
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Table 5: Comparison of energy demand, fuel consumption, and emissions in the internal combustion engine and fuel cell vehicles 
(gvecsolarservice.com, idealhy. EU, Al-Ogaili, et al., 2020 and pewtrusts.org). 

 Vehicle  fuel  energy demand/km fuel demand / km  Fuel CO2 equivalent kg / km  

Car  

gasoline  2.317 (Mj/ km) 0.07 (lit/km) gasoline  0.223 

hydrogen  
to 

electricity  

 2.160 (Mj/ km)  
or 0.3(kwh/km) 

0.009  
(kg H2/ km) 

option 1 0.107 

option 2 0.001 

option 3 0.006 

option 4 0.033 

option 5 0.106 

option 6 0.075 

Bus 

diesel  16.515 (Mj/ km) 0.45 (lit/km) diesel  1.3 

hydrogen  
to 

electricity  

4.896 (Mj/ km) 
 or  

1.36 (kwh/km) 

0.0408 
(kg H2/ km) 

option 1  0.485 

option 2 0.004 

option 3 0.031 

option 4 0.149 

option 5 0.484 

option 6 0.341 

 

Figure 3a: Carbon dioxide emission chart of a fuel cell car in six scenarios compared to a gasoline cars. 

3b): Carbon dioxide emission chart of a fuel cell bus in six scenarios compared to a diesel buses  

4. LEVELIZED COST OF HYDROGEN  

One of the most important criteria for choosing a hydrogen production process is economic efficiency. For this 
purpose, economic valuation is important in determining the Levelized cost of hydrogen (LCOH). In this section of the 
study, we have not calculated the LCOH, and for this purpose, we examined the studies and articles on the technical 
and economic studies of hydrogen production in the world and Iran. The results were the following: 

 Option 1:  

The cost of producing hydrogen from natural gas was affected by a variety of technical and economic factors; gas 
prices and capital investment (CAPEX) were the two most important. Fuel costs were the largest cost factor in all 
regions, accounting for 45% to 75% of production costs. Low gas prices in the Middle East had the lowest hydrogen 
production costs. According to the IEA, the LCOH of hydrogen was estimated to be less than 1 $/kg- H2 (around 0.9 
$/kg- H2) with no CCS and less than 1.5 $/kg- H2 (around 1.4 $/kg- H2) whit CCS technology (IEA, 2019). 

 Option 2:  

A study of various hydrogen from biomass production technologies introduced biomass gas as one of the best method 
of producing hydrogen. Shahabuddin (Shahabuddin et al., 2019) calculated the cost of producing hydrogen from this 
method. LCOH in this method was about 2.8 - 3.4 $/kg- H2. We consider 3.1 $/kg- H2 as an average cost. H2 
production from waste can help solve global waste problems and allow for a rapid increase in clean H2 production.  
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 Option 3: 

Almutairi et al. (2021) ran a study on the development of hydrogen production using wind energy in Iran. While 
measuring the potential production, they studied the environmental effects, technical and economic studies of 
hydrogen production and identified the best cities for the production of this type of hydrogen. They realized that the 
lowest LCOE, 0.068 $/kWh, was obtained for the Bahabad station in Yazd and the highest LCOE, 0.393 $/kWh, was 
obtained for Kerit station in the South Khorasan province of Iran. The best location for hydrogen production on this 
way is Bahabad because the LCOH was lowest among other stations and it was estimated that LCOH would be 
2.1008 – 3.56 $/Kg-H2. It was also cost-effective to use large-scale turbines to generate hydrogen there, and the cost 
range for hydrogen generation at this station was 3.356 - 3.764 $/kg-H2. So, the average cost was 2.8 $/kg-H2 
(Almutairi et al., 2021; Rezaei et al., 2020). 

 Option 4: 

Mostafaeipour et al. (2020) investigated hydrogen's potential for solar energy and precise location planning for major 
cities in Iran by calculated the highest and lowest LCOE and LCOH. Depending on the equipment and assumptions, 
the results showed the amount of LCOE would vary between 0.5317 and 1.6272 $/kWh, and according to the findings, 
LCOH would be between 0.7911 and 1.6778 $/ kg-H2. So, the average cost of hydrogen in this scenario was 1.2344 
$/ kg-H2 (Mostafaeipour et al., 2020). 

 Option 5: 

Since in Options 1 and 5, the type of fuel generating electricity in the power plant varied, and in each country the tariff 
for the grid power is regardless of the type of fuel or its combination, so the cost of producing hydrogen in scenarios 
1 and 5 were considered similar. 

 Option 6: 

In Saudi Arabia, the Levelized cost of electrolysis-based hydrogen production was approximately 3.63 $/ kg-H2. 
According to a study by Hasan and Shabaneh, about 33% of hydrogen production costs were related to capital 
investment (CAPEX) and operating costs (OPEX) (about 1.2 $ /kg-H2), and about $ 2.43 $ /kg-H2 was the cost of grid 
electricity with the current industrial grid tariff of 48 $/ MWh. Considering that Iran's industrial electricity price was 
almost half of this price, the LCOE for electrolysis-based hydrogen production was estimated to be about 2.4$ /kg-H2 
(Hasan and Shabaneh, 2021; Ministry of Power, 2018).  

5. THE MARGINAL COST OF ABATED CO2 FROM EACH TECHNOLOGY IN CARS AND BUSES 

In this section, the final cost of CO2 reduced from each technology in cars and buses has been calculated by 
comparing the use of fuel cell vehicles (using each option) and fossil fuel vehicles. As can be seen, the cost of 
reducing emissions for buses is lower than for private cars because these vehicles consume more fuel and have 
lower efficiency. For this reason, the use of fuel cells and hydrogen for buses is prioritized ( Figure 4). 

 

Figure 4: Marginal cost of abated CO2 from each technology in cars  and buses 
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6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

In this study, emissions from the hydrogen production, its storage, and ultimately its use in fuel cell vehicles were 
investigated. The results as shown in Table 2 and Figure 5, indicated that hydrogen produced by gray methods 
(Options 1,5,6) had the highest pollution level compared to green hydrogen production (Options 2,3,4). Option 2 had 
the lowest pollutant level but its purity was low so it could not be used in high purity operations and industries. 
According to Table 2 and Figure 5, considering the LCOH in different scenarios, the SMR process (Operations 1 and 
5) had the lowest price. After that, green hydrogen by solar electricity had the second lowest price. 

Table 2: Comparison of emissions and LCOH in different scenarios 

Options 
Equivalent carbon dioxide 
emission (kg CO2 Eq / kg 

H2) 
LCOH ($ /kg-H2) 

Option 1 11.9 0.9 

Option 2 0.113 3.1 

Option 3 0.762 2.8 

Option 4  3.65 1.2344 

Option 5 11.86 0.9 

Option 6 8.36 2.4 

 

Figure 5: Comparison of emissions and LCOH in different scenarios 

7. CONCLUSION 

Due to the growing importance of energy transition to renewable energy and emissions reduction around the world, 
the approach of policymakers and governments in the energy sector has changed. The attention and use of hydrogen 
is one of the keys to this century's energy transition. Therefore, this industry needs more attention, research, and 
study. 

One way to demonstrate the need for a transition to renewable energy is to calculate greenhouse gas emissions. 
Given the appropriate potential for domestic hydrogen production, it is necessary to align with global and international 
approaches to maintain national authority and strategic position in terms of economic growth and public acceptance 
in the international community to bring this valuable service provider to the attention as quickly and accurately as 
possible. 

For environmental and economic optimization, the best method of producing hydrogen was found to be Option 4, 
electrolyzers using renewable solar electricity, because it had the best results both economically and environmentally. 
In addition, this type of hydrogen production can be used in industries that require high-purity hydrogen. So, for long-
term hydrogen production in Iran electrolyzers using renewable solar electricity (Option 4) are suggested. But for 
starting the hydrogen industry, given the existing infrastructure in the country such as natural gas, transmission lines, 
and refineries equipped with innovative units, this approach can be used to create a primary market for hydrogen, 
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create value-added and domestic currency, and invest in parallel with the capital obtained in the fuel cell and green 
hydrogen industries. 

Due to the lower energy efficiencies of heavy-duty vehicles, the abated carbon from hydrogen use in buses was found 
to be less costly than in light-duty cars. Therefore, it was suggested that this kind of vehicle should be replaced by 
fuel cell vehicles as the first step. 
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Abstract: Innovative hybrid renewable trigeneration systems were analyzed while covering cooling, thermal and 
electric energy demands of 10 existing typical case studies of the Italian Campania region (southern Italy). This region 
is divided into 5 provinces and, for each province, two small districts, one consisting of school buildings only and a 
second composed of residential buildings only, were analyzed. The proposed plants serving the selected buildings 
were based on a field of flat-plate solar thermal collectors connected to a long-term borehole thermal energy storage 
through a short-term thermal energy storage. Photovoltaic panels connected with a lithium-ion battery were also 
included into the solar field, thus the served buildings operated as “solar prosumers” (i.e., consuming and producing 
energy derived from the solar source). A water-silica gel adsorption unit powered by solar energy was utilized to 
satisfy the cooling demands. The performance of the systems were analyzed by using the dynamic simulation 
software TRNSYS with reference to a 5-year period. Specific weather data files derived from experimental 
measurements were considered for each province in order to take into account the influence of meteorological 
conditions on systems’ performance. The influence of thermo-physical properties (thermal conductivity, density, 
specific heat) underground where the seasonal storage was installed was also taken into account according to the 
location based on detailed information derived from scientific datasets. The operation of the proposed plants was 
contrasted with typical Italian cooling and heating systems (assumed as references) from energy, environmental and 
economic points of view. The results indicated that the proposed systems could provide a reduction in terms of primary 
energy demands, equivalent CO2 global emissions and operational costs of up to 96.5%, 93.5% and 82.8%, 
respectively, compared to the reference systems. 

 

 

 

Keywords: solar energy; renewable energy sources; borehole thermal energy storage; field weather data; field soil 
properties 
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13. INTRODUCTION 

One of the hurdles to solar energy deployment via solar collectors (SCs) is represented by the temporal mismatch 
between the availability of solar irradiation and the heating demands; long-term or seasonal thermal energy storages 
(STESs) can store thermal energy for long periods (several weeks or entire months), thus representing an effective 
viable solution to overcome the above-mentioned temporal misalignment (Koohi-Fayegh, 2020). A number of 
installations including STESs have appeared in North America and Europe, with many scientific researches (Koohi-
Fayegh, 2020; Rad, 2017) indicating promising performances of such systems. In particular, Rad et al. (Rad, 2017) 
highlighted that borehole thermal energy storage (BTES) represented one of the most favourable options for seasonal 
storage. A BTES includes closed-loops where heat is discharged or charged by borehole heat exchangers (BHEs) 
which are installed into boreholes drilled into the ground. A U-pipe is installed inside the boreholes after drilling and, 
then, the boreholes are filled with a suitable grouting material. The BHEs can be connected in parallel or series. The 
storage material is characterised by the underground; therefore, the performance of BTESs is significantly influenced 
by thermo-physical properties of the underground surrounding the BHEs (Dalla Santa, 2020). Thermal energy 
obtained from solar irradiation could also be fruitfully utilized to produce cooling energy by powering adsorption 
chillers (ADHPs) with low supply temperatures in the range of 45-65°C (Hassan, 2020). However, with respect to 
electrically-driven refrigerating units, ADHPs show reduced coefficients of performance (ranging from 0.4 up to 0.7) 
and larger capital costs for a given nominal cooling output (Hassan, 2020). As a consequence, although a number of 
ADHPs are being made commercially available (Hassan, 2020), their application and potential advantages have to 
be more deeply assessed.  

In terms of power generation, it should be highlighted that coupling electric battery (EB) with photovoltaic panels 
(PVs) could assist in improving the electric energy produced thanks to the PVs and self-consumption, thereby (i) 
lowering the electricity associated for end-users, (ii) reduction of the overload on electric infrastructure in the case of 
peaks, and (iii) enhancing reliability and quality of electric grid (O’Shaughnessy, 2018). EBs can be considered as 
mature systems to store electric energy; they are characterised by a significant energy density and relevant practical 
applications mainly thanks to the technological advancements and falling price (O’Shaughnessy, 2018).  

Meteorological conditions could strongly affect the operation and performance of solar heating and cooling systems 
(Angrisani, 2014). Geological characteristics of southern Italy vary greatly with the city/location according to the 
complexity of the Central Mediterranean region (Dalla Santa, 2020). Only five studies (Rosato, 2020a) analysed the 
operation of solar-based heating plants including STESs under Italian boundary conditions; in addition, it should be 
underlined that they are generally dated, with only two of them considering the meteorological conditions of the south 
of Italy. Furthermore, the impacts in terms of greenhouse gas emissions and costs were neglected in most of these 
studies. Additionally, the above-mentioned papers focused on districts bigger than those investigated in this research. 
To the best knowledge of the authors, no scientific research investigating the performance of Central Solar Heating 
and Cooling Plants integrating Seasonal thermal energy Storages, adsorption chillers and electric Batteries 
(CSHCPSSBs) operating in Italy were available in the scientific literature (Rosato, 2020b). Therefore, the literature 
review indicated that such systems have to be more intensely analysed under Italian scenarios. This paper aimed at 
modelling, simulating and analysing the operation of CSHCPSSBs using the simulation software TRNSYS 17 
(TRNSYS, 2022) over a period of 5 years when applied to the cooling, thermal and electric needs of 10 districts 
located in 10 cities of the 5 Campania region provinces (southern Italy). The meteorological conditions and the 
underground thermo-physical properties characterising each city were taken into account and the performance of the 
CSHCPSSBs were assessed by allowing for primary energy consumption, global CO2 equivalent emissions and 
operational costs with respect to conventional Italian cooling and heating plants.  

14. DESCRIPTION OF THE 10 SMALL RESIDENTIAL DISTRICTS 

In this study, 10 small districts in different towns belonging to 5 Campania region provinces (southern Italy) were 
selected (Figure 1a), in particular, 5 small school districts (SD) located within the cities of Avellino (Avellino province), 
Apollosa (Benevento province), Giano Vetusto (Caserta province), Acerra (Napoli province) and Altavilla Salentina 
(Salerno province), and 5 small residential districts (RD) in the cities of Aiello del Sabato (Avellino province), 
Sant’Agata de’ Goti (Benevento province), Capua (Caserta province), Quarto (Napoli province) and Eboli (Salerno 
province). Figure 1b compares the minimum (Tmin), average (Tavg) and maximum (Tmax) outside temperatures together 
with the average horizontal global solar irradiation (Gavg) of the 5 Campania provinces. The meteorological data 
indicated in this figure were obtained on the basis of 1-year (2020) in-situ hourly measures collected through 
specifically-installed weather stations (CEMEC-ARPAC, 2021). Figure 1b shows that: a) the largest maximum 
(38.2°C) and the lowest minimum (-2.2°C) annual outdoor temperatures were obtained in the province of Benevento; 
b) the average annual horizontal global solar irradiation was maximum (335.9 W/m2) in the province of Napoli and 
minimum (309.5 W/m2) in the province of Caserta. Different underground properties also characterise the cities. Table 
1 describes each location in terms of number/depth of underground layers (groundwater flows are not presented) 
together with the associated materials (the information were deduced from data provided by the Italian Institute for 
Environmental Protection and Research (ISPRA, 2022). Table 1 indicates the values of materials’ thermal conductivity 

, specific heat cp and density  based on the literature review (Dalla Santa, 2020). Average values were used 
considering that they were affected by a number of factors (such as porosity, water content, temperature, etc.) of 
underground materials (Dalla Santa, 2020). In addition to underground properties and meteorological parameters, 
the selected districts also differed in terms of (i) year of construction, (ii) total floors’/windows’ areas and (iii) total 
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volumes, as reported in Table 2 (the data was derived based on field surveys). Figure 2 describes the small districts 
associated with the investigated cities as modelled by means of the SketchUp 3D software. 

  

Figure 22: a) Geographic positions of cities; b) Tmin, Tavg, Tmax and Gavg during 2020 of the 5 provinces (CEMEC-ARPAC, 2021). 

Table 6: Properties of underground layers (ISPRA, 2022). 

City 
Depth of layers 

(m) 

Material 

succession 



(W/mK) 

cp 

(kJ/kgK) 



(103 kg/m3) 

Avellino (AV) 0÷10 Soil 2.50 0.87 2.65 

Apollosa (BN) 0÷6 / 6÷15 Marlstone / Tuff 2.34 / 0.41 0.93 / 0.89 2.45 / 1.30 

Giano 

Vetusto (CE) 

0÷1.5 / 1.5÷8 / 
8÷52 

Soil / Silt and clay, dry / Medium sand, dry 
2.50 / 0.79 / 

0.53 

0.87 / 0.82 / 

0.74 

2.65 / 1.90 / 

2.00 

Acerra (NA) 
0÷3 / 3÷12 / 

12÷24 / 24÷60 
Soil / Tuff / Medium sand, dry / Tuff 

2.50 / 0.41 / 

0.53 / 0.41 

0.87 / 0.89 / 

0.74 / 0.89 

2.65 / 1.30 / 

2.00 / 1.30 

Altavilla 

Salentina (SA) 

0÷4 / 4÷12 / 
12÷16 

Soil / Clay, dry / Silt and clay, dry 
2.50 / 0.89 / 

0.79 

0.87 / 0.82 / 

0.82 

2.65 / 1.90 / 

1.90 

Aiello del 
Sabato (AV) 

0÷1 / 1÷3.5 / 
3.5÷10 / 10÷77 

Soil / Silt and clayey silt, wet / Clay and 
medium sand, dry / Limestone 

2.50 / 1.71 / 

0.71 / 2.81 

0.87 / 1.15 / 

0.78 / 0.89 

2.65 / 2.10 / 

1.95 / 2.55 

Sant’Agata de’ 
Goti (BN) 

0÷8 / 8÷35 / 
35÷45 / 45÷95 

Soil / Tuff / Clay-mudstone / Limestone and 
clay-mudstone 

2.50 / 0.41 /  

2.04 / 2.42 

0.87 / 0.89 / 

0.90 / 0.90 

2.65 / 1.30 / 

2.50 / 2.53 

Capua (CE) 
0÷3 / 3÷6.5 / 

6.5÷9 / 9÷12 / 
12÷30 / 30÷48 

Clay and medium sand, dry / Plastic clay, 
medium sand and silt and clayey silt, wet / 
Plastic clay, wet / Clay, medium sand and 

silt, dry / Clay and medium sand, dry / 
Medium sand and silt and clayey silt, wet 

0.71 / 1.59 / 

1.25 / 0.70 / 

0.71 / 1.76 

0.78 / 1.17 / 

1.15 / 0.79 / 

0.78 / 1.18 

1.95 / 2.10 /  

2.10 / 1.94 /  

1.95 / 2.10 

Quarto (NA) 0÷1 / 1÷40 Soil / Tuff 2.50 / 0.41 0.87 / 0.89 2.65 / 1.30 

Eboli (SA) 
0÷1 / 1÷27 / 

27÷28 
Soil / Silt and clayey silt, wet / Medium 

sand, wet 

2.50 / 1.71 / 

1.80 

0.87 / 1.15 / 

1.22 

2.65 / 2.10 / 

2.10 

Table 7: Description of the buildings of the districts. 

 School districts (SD) Residential districts (RD) 

 Avellino Apollosa 
Giano 
Vetusto 

Acerra 
Altavilla 
Silentina 

Aiello del 
Sabato  
(8 flats) 

Sant’Agata 
de’ Goti  
(8 flats) 

Capua  
(10 flats) 

Quarto  
(6 flats) 

Eboli  
(8 flats) 

Year of 
construction 

1976 1973 
1961 -
1975 

After 
1976 

1950 2019 1990 
Before 
1976 

2001 1990 

Total floors’ / 
windows’ area 
(m2) 

1656.2 / 
132.3 

1686.6 / 
172.8 

675.4 / 
33.6 

5246.2 / 
366.1 

265.7 / 
21.4 

1050.0 / 
119.5 

2352.3 / 
281.3 

2078.8 / 
196.4 

518.6 / 
65.8 

1395.2 / 
172.0 

Volume (m3) 5542.5 6913.8 2377.4 15763.7 818.2 4020.81 6939.4 6385.6 2377.4 4185.7 

Thermal transmittances of windows and opaque elements were calculated according to the Standards UNI EN ISO 
10077-1 and 6946, respectively. An air infiltration rate of 0.24 h–1 was considered for the heating period, whilst for the 
cooling season, the air infiltration rate was set to 0.24 h–1 when the outdoor air temperature was higher than 26°C, 
while it was equal to 0.6 h–1 when the outside air temperature droped below 26°C with the aim of considering more 
frequent windows opening (Zarrella, 2014). The official school timetables were considered for defining the schools’ 
occupancy profiles between September 15th and June 30th (except for school holidays and weekends); then, the 
corresponding annual electric demands were developed based on the profiles of occupancy. The operation of artificial 
lighting systems and personal computers (PCs) have also been considered. In more detail, the stochastic models 
suggested by Richardson et al. (Richardson, 2010) were adopted to characterise the occupancy profiles and the 
electricity requirements (due to lighting and domestic appliances) of residential buildings. The profiles of internal gains 

a) b) 
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have been defined considering: i) the profiles of occupancy, ii) 75W per occupant, iii) 140W per PC, and 70% of the 
nominal power was assumed as heat gain from the artificial lighting systems. The profiles developed by the IEA SHC 
Task 26 (Jordan and Vajen, 2001) corresponding to an average demand of 100 litres per day were considered to 
represent the domestic consumption of hot water (DHW) demands of every resident’s flat; the DHW requests were 
neglected in the cases of the school districts. 

 
   

 

 
 

   

Figure 23: SketchUp 3D models of the small districts. 

15. PROPOSED PLANTS CHARACTERISATION 

Figure 3 describes the investigated CSHCPSSBs layout. The heat carrier fluid consisted of a mixture of water and 
ethylene glycol (60%/40% by volume). Flat plate solar thermal collectors (SCs) (Kloben, 2022) were considered to 
harvest solar energy that was moved into the heat exchanger HE1 and, then, into the cylindrical vertical short-term 
thermal energy storage (STTES) (Paradigma, 2022). In the cooling season, solar energy stored in the STTES was 
transferred to the water-silica gel adsorption chiller (ADHP) (FAHRENHEIT, 2022) via the heat exchanger HE2; solar-
powered ADHP provided the required cooling energy to be moved into the cylindrical vertical short-term cooling 
energy storage (STCES) (Paradigma, 2022) and then supplied to the buildings for covering the associated cooling 
demands. In the heating season, solar energy was transferred from the STTES to the buildings to cover the heating 
loads via the HE2. In the cases when solar energy was not immediately needed for heating/cooling purposes, it could 
be transferred to the vertical single U-pipe BTES from the STTES (“BTES charging mode”), whatever the season; in 
the heating period only, thermal energy saved into the BTES could be moved back into the STTES (discharging mode 
of BTES) with the aim of integrating its temperature level.  

 
Figure 24: Schematic of the proposed CSHCPSSBs. 

A centralised wood pellet boiler (WPB) (FAMAR, 2022) was adopted as back-up/auxiliary device if required. The 
electric output of the monocrystalline PVs (De Soto, 2006) was initially used to cover the electric demand, while 
lithium-ion batteries (EBs) (TESLA, 2022) were used to store electric energy surpluses: if their charging level was 
larger than 10%, the EBs discharged; if the PVs electric output was larger than the electric load and the EBs charging 
status was equal to 100%, the produced electric energy was sold to the national central grid (allowing the end-users 
to operate as “prosumers”). The central electric grid, as well as the EBs, were used to cover the electric peaks. A 
centralised domestic hot water tank (DHWT), including an internal heat exchanger (IHE), was utilized for pre-heating 
mains water for DHW production for the residential buildings only, specifically, the mains water entered the IHE of 
the DHWT and the water-ethylene glycol mixture exiting the HE2 flowed into the DHWT before going into the STTES. 
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A 24.1 kWth wood pellet individual boiler (WPIB), with a constant thermal efficiency of 91.2%, was also installed inside 
every house to supplement the DHW level of temperature. The DHW production (red circuit in the figure) was not 
realized for school buildings. Table 3 details the main characteristics of the main CSHCPSSB components.  

Table 8: Description of the principal components of the CSHCPSSBs. 
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Total aperture area of SCs (m2) (Kloben, 
2022) 

104.0 124.7 41.6 464.3 34.7 201.0 429.7 485.1 83.2 242.6 

Total area of PVs (m2) (De Soto, 2006) 282.2 282.2 121.0 866.9 40.3 262.1 262.1 322.6 201.6 262.1 

Total PVs peak power (kW) 31.6 31.6 13.5 97.0 4.5 29.3 29.3 36.1 22.6 29.3 

Volume of STTES (m3) (Paradigma, 2022) 9.8 11.8 4.0 45.6 3.3 19.5 41.8 47.8 7.7 23.8 

Volume of STCES (m3) (Paradigma, 2022) 3.9 4.7 0.9 18.2 1.3 7.8 13.7 19.1 3.1 9.5 

Single EB capacity (kWh) (TESLA, 2022) 13.5 

Number of EBs 8 8 4 32 2 6 6 8 6 6 

BTES volume (m3) 272.8 276.1 325.3 921.7 54.1 366.0 2596.1 1212.5 439.8 962.5 

Series-connected boreholes 8 8 8 8 1 8 8 8 8 8 

Boreholes’ depth (m) 7.8 7.9 9.3 26.3 12.4 10.4 74.1 34.6 12.6 27.5 

Borehole thermal conductivity (W/mK) 2.50 1.63 1.00 0.62 1.26 1.17 1.63 0.98 0.41 1.71 

Borehole heat capacity (MJ/m3K) 2.31 1.85 1.62 1.41 1.73 1.80 1.85 1.79 1.15 2.40 

U-pipe spacing (m) 0.05 

Single WPB rated capacity (kW) 46.5 46.5 31.8 46.5 31.8 31.8 46.5 46.5 31.8 46.5 

Parallel-connected WPBs 3 3 2 6 2 3 5 5 1 5 

Single ADHP cooling capacity (kW) 100.0 100.0 33.4 50.0 33.4 75.0 75.0 75.0 50.0 100.0 

Parallel-connected ADHPs 1 1 1 5 1 3 2 2 5 1 

The proposed plants were designed based on extensive sensitivity analyses carried out in an earlier study (Rosato, 
2020a) allowing the identification of the (i) total area of SCs, (ii) STCES/STTES/BTES volume, (iii) the BHEs number 
and (iv) the U-pipe spacing of the BTES. The soil properties were defined as the weighted average of the total BHEs’ 
depth by taking into account the thickness associated with each underground layer (excluding the header depth of 
1m). This table highlights a significant difference in terms of both thermal conductivity (with a minimum of 0.41 W/mK 
for Quarto up to a maximum of 2.50 W/mK for Avellino) as well as heat capacity (with a minimum of 1.15 MJ/m3K for 

Quarto up to a maximum of 2.40 MJ/m3K for Eboli). A specifically dedicated material (CETCO, 2022), with =2.42 
W/mK, was selected for grouting the boreholes. The SCs and the PVs were south-oriented with a tilted angle of 30° 
(according to the latitude of locations); the area of PVs were selected for each residential district to obtain a maximum 
peak power equal to about 3.5 kW, while the school buildings were defined according to the maximum values of 
power needs: daily average electricity consumption was considered for both residences and schools in order to define 
the batteries capacity. The ADHPs and WPBs capacities were defined based on the load profiles of buildings. The 
selected models of the SCs, PVs, STTES, STCES, WPB, inverter and ADHP were commercially available on the 
Italian market. 

16. CHARACTERISATION OF THE BENCHMARK SYSTEMS 

A typical decentralised cooling and heating plant (CS) was modelled and simulated for each building to be used as a 
benchmark for the proposed CSHCPSSB and applied to the given districts: a boiler fuelled by natural gas (NGB) and 
connected with radiators was modeled with a constant thermal efficiency of 90.0% (Rosato, 2020b) and used to cover 
the buildings’ heating demands; the required cooling energy was provided via an air-to-air multi-split electric vapor 
compression refrigeration unit (RU), connected with fan-coils and modeled with a constant Energy Efficiency Ratio 
(EER) equal to 3.0 (Rosato, 2020b). The central grid was used to cover the electric demand. The components were 
sized according to the heating/cooling loads of served buildings. 

17. DESCRIPTION OF THE CONTROL LOGICS AND SIMULATION MODELS 

Each component was modelled in detail in order to take into account (i) part-load operation of components, (ii) 
temporal variation of cooling/thermal loads, (iii) interaction between the operation of components and cooling/thermal 
loads and (iv) control logics of the system. Both reference and proposed systems were modelled, simulated and 
analysed by using the TRNSYS software (TRNSYS, 2022). The simulation period was set equal to 5 years with the 
aim of considering the time required to completely charge the long-term storage. The simulations were started on 
January 1st with a simulation time-step equal to 1 minute. In TRNSYS, each component was modelled via specifically-
devoted mathematical models, named “Types”, requiring the definition of specific parameters and inputs. In this study, 
the parameters and inputs of the selected TRNSYS Types were defined based on experimental measures and/or 
manufacturer data and/or literature information. The TRNSYS Type 56 was used to characterise the building 
envelope, air change of infiltration and occupant-driven loads. The TRNSYS Type 557a, which represented the state-
of-the-art in modelling the BHEs, was utilized in this project for simulating the BTES. In this case, the storage was 
cylindrical with boreholes positioned uniformly and hexagonally into the storage volume; the ground temperature was 
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obtained based on the depth as a function of the outside temperature. The STCES and STTES were simulated by 
adopting the TRNSYS Type 534 including 10 isothermal layers (in order to model the temperature stratification in the 
tanks), with layer 1 at the top and layer 10 at the bottom. This Type was calibrated according to manufacturer 
information (Paradigma, 2022). The SCs were simulated by means of the TRNSYS Type 1b with the efficiency of 
SCs calculated according to a second-order equation (including a correction factor for off-normal incidence of solar 
radiations based on a second-order incidence angle modifier provided by Kloben (2022)). Additional details of the 
PVs model are reported in De Soto (2006); it consisted of a five-parameter model allowing the calculate of electric 
power generation as output. The battery was modelled thanks to the TRNSYS Type 47a, while the charge 
controller/inverter was simulated by using the TRNSYS Type 48b. Given the rate of charge or discharge, the TRNSYS 
Type 47a (calibrated according to manufacturer information (TESLA, 2022)) allowed for specification of the state of 
EB charge changes as a function of time.  

The TRNSYS Type 48b consisted of two components: (i) a regulator distributing DC power from the strings of PVs 
to/from the EB and (ii) the inverter. The WPB was simulated through the TRNSYS Type 700: based on the 
manufacturer information (FAMAR, 2022), its efficiency was defined according to the nominal thermal capacity. The 
TRNSYS Type 909 was adopted for the ADHP: this component relied on user-provided performance maps 
(developed by the manufacturer (FAHRENHEIT, 2022) based on measured data) including COP ratios and 
normalised capacities according to cooling/chilled/hot water inlet temperatures (Rosato, 2013). Specifically-devoted 
weather data was developed for the selected cities via in-situ hourly measures of key parameters (outdoor air relative 
humidity, air temperature, horizontal global solar irradiation and wind velocity) acquired during a whole year with the 
aim of representing the corresponding meteorological conditions: the files represent a year’s worth of data and, 
therefore, they have to be the same whatever the year was. With respect to the CS, the TRNSYS Type 700 was 
considered for simulating the boiler (characterised by a constant thermal efficiency equal to 90.0%), while the 
radiators were modelled by using the TRNSYS Type 1231. The TRNSYS Type 941 was selected for modelling the 
RU of the CS: this Type allows the calculation of heating/cooling outputs as well as the absorbed power of the RU 
based on the performance map developed by the manufacturer (Aermec, 2022). Table 4 shows the TRNSYS control 
logics adopted for the deactivation/activation of each component of both the CSHCPSSBs and the CSs, whatever 
the city. The heating period started on November 15th and ended on March 31st in the cases of Acerra, Quarto, Eboli, 
and Capua (Italian climatic zone C), while for the other cities (Italian climatic zone D) it covered a different period 
starting on November 1st and ending on April 15th. The cooling season covered the remaining part of the simulation 
year, whatever the city was. 

Table 9: Control logics of the main plant components. 

 OFF ON 

 
Central Solar Heating and Cooling Plants integrating Seasonal thermal energy Storages, adsorption 

chillers and electric Batteries (CSHCPSSBs) 

Fan-coils 
Heating period: Troom

a ≥ 20.5 °C 
Cooling period: Troom

a ≤ 25.5 °C 
Heating period: Troom

a ≤ 19.5 °C 
Cooling period: Troom

a ≥ 26.5 °C 

Solar & HE1 
pumps 

(TSC,out
b
 - T10,STTES

c) ≤ 2 °C OR T1,STTES
d > 90 °C 

(TSC,out
b
 - T10,STTES

c) ≥ 10 °C AND 
T1,STTES

d
 ≤ 90 °C 

BTES pump for 
charging / 
discharging 
phases 
 

BTES CHARGING  
Heating period: (T10,STTES

c - 20 °C) ≤ 2 °C OR T1,STTES
d 

≤ 55 °C OR (T1,STTES
d-TBTES,center

e) ≤ 2 °C 
Cooling period: (T1,STTES

d - TBTES,center
e) ≤ 2 °C 

 
BTES DISCHARGING 

Heating period: (TBTES,center
e-T10,STTES

c) ≤ 2 °C OR 
T1,STTES

d
 > 65 °C OR Solar pump ON 

BTES CHARGING  
Heating period: (T10,STTES

c - 20 °C) ≥10 °C AND T1,STTES
d ≥ 

60 °C AND (T1,STTES
d-TBTES,center

e) ≥ 10 °C 
Cooling period: (T1,STTES

d - TBTES,center
e) ≥ 10 °C 

 
BTES DISCHARGING 

Heating period: (TBTES,center
e
 -T10,STTES

c) ≥ 5 °C AND 
T1,STTES

d
 ≤ 60 °C AND Solar pump OFF. 

ADHP & CT 
pumps 

Heating period OR 
(Cooling period AND T6,STCES

h
 ≤ 10 °C) 

Cooling period AND T6,STCES
h
 ≥ 13 °C 

Heating pump 
Heating period: Troom

a ≥ 20.5 °C 
Cooling period: T6,STCES

h ≤ 10 °C 
Heating period: Troom

a ≤ 19.5 °C 
Cooling period: T6,STCES

h ≥ 13 °C 

Cooling pump 
Heating period OR (Cooling period AND 

Troom
a ≤ 25.5 °C) 

Cooling period AND Troom
a ≥ 26.5 °C 

HE2 
pump 

Heating pump OFF OR 
(Tin,HE2,hot

f - Tin,HE2,cold
g) ≤ 2 °C 

Heating pump ON AND 
(Tin,HE2,hot

f - Tin,HE2,cold
g) ≥ 5 °C 

WPB 
Heating period: Tout,WPB

i
 ≥ 55 °C 

Cooling period: ADHP pump OFF OR 
Tout,WPB

i
 ≥ 75 °C 

Heating period: Tin,WPB
i
 < 50 °C 

Cooling period: ADHP pump ON AND 
Tout,WPB

i
 < 70 °C 

WPIB Tout,WPIB
j
 ≥ 45 °C Tout,WPIB

j
 < 45 °C 

 Conventional System (CS) 

NGB Heating period: Troom
a ≥ 20.5 °C Heating period: Troom

a ≤ 19.5 °C 

RU Cooling period: Troom
a ≤ 25.5 °C Cooling period: Troom

a ≥ 26.5 °C 
a Troom: indoor air temperature; b TSC,out: outlet temperature of the SCs; c T10,STTES: temperature at node 10 of the STTES; d T1,STTES: 
temperature at node 1 of the STTES; e TBTES,center: temperature in the center of the BTES; f Tin,HE2,hot: inlet temperature at hot side of 
the HE2; g Tin,HE2,cold: inlet temperature at cold side of the HE2; h T6,STCES: temperature at node 6 of the STCES; i Tout,WPB: outlet 
temperature of the WPB; outlet temperature; j Tout,WPIB: outlet temperature of the WPIB. 
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18. METHODS OF ANALYSIS 

The simulation outputs representing the operation of the CSHCPSSBs were analysed and then compared with those 
corresponding to the operation of the CSs from energy, environmental and economic points of view. In particular, the 
Primary Energy Saving (PES) was computed based on simulation data via Equation 1 (Rosato, 2020a):  

Equation 6: Primary Energy Saving (PES)  CS CSHCPSSB CS
p p p = PES E - E E  

where: 

 EpCS = consumption of primary energy for the conventional system CS (kWhp); 

 EpCSHCPSSB = consumption of primary energy associated to the proposed system CSHCPSSB (kWhp). 

According to the Italian scenario, the power plant average efficiency (including transmission losses) was considered 
equal to 0.42 based on the information reported in Rosato (2020a).  

The environmental impact was assessed in this paper by following the energy output-based emission factor approach 

proposed by Chicco and Mancarella (2008). The parameter CO2 was computed based on the simulation data as 
reported in Equation 2: 

Equation 7: Equivalent carbon dioxide emission saving CO2   CS CSHCPSSB CS
2 CO CO CO2 2 2

 = CO m - m m  

where: 

 CS
CO2

m  = mass of global equivalent CO2 emitted by the conventional system CS (kgCO2eq); 

 

CSHCPSSB
CO2

m
= mass of global equivalent CO2emitted by the proposed system CSHCPSSB (kgCO2eq). 

The CO2 equivalent emission factors of wood pellet consumption, the electricity production and the primary energy 
associated to natural gas utilization were considered equal to 0.049 kgCO2/kWhp, 0.573 kgCO2/kWhel and 0.207 
kgCO2/kWhp respectively, as suggested in AIEL Energia (2019), Rosato (2020a) and Chicco (2008) for Italian 
applications. The economic assessment was performed in terms of operational costs by using the following formula:  

Equation 8: Operational costs saving OC   CS CSHCPSSB CS
 = OC OC - OC OC  

where: 

 OCCS = operational costs of the conventional system CS (€); 

 OCCSHCPSSB = operational costs of the proposed system CSHCPSSB (€). 

The unit cost of wood pellet was considered equal to 0.290 €/kg according to the Italian scenario of 2019 AIEL Energia 
(2019), and Telmo and Lousada (2011). The tariffs of both electric energy (sold/purchased to/from the central grid) 
and natural gas were kept up-to-date according to the Italian context of 2020 (GME S.p.A., 2020). 

19. RESULTS 

Table 5 reports the simulated annual consumption of primary energy, annual emissions of equivalent global CO2 and 
annual operational costs of the CSs (assumed as baselines) as a function of the location. The model outputs indicated 

that the values of PES (Eq. 1), CO2 (Eq. 2) and OC (Eq. 3) did not significantly vary with the year of simulation, for 
each considered city. Figure 4a reports the temperature in the center of BTES during the 5 years of operation in Eboli, 
while Figure 4b describes the daily profiles of the most relevant energy flows during a selected typical day of the 
heating period (February 6th) of the simulated 5th year for the case study of Eboli.  
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Table 10: Annual performance of the reference systems CSs. 

 

Avellino 
(SD) 

Apollosa 
(SD)  

Giano 
Vetusto 

(SD) 

Acerra 
(SD) 

Altavilla 
Silentina 

(SD) 

Aiello 
del 

Sabato 
(RD) 

Sant’Agata 
de’ Goti 

(RD) 

Capua 
(RD) 

Quarto 
(RD) 

Eboli 
(RD) 

Primary energy consumption (MWh) 159.7 172.5 103.0 551.1 35.6 80.2 187.3 139.0 62.7 107.5 

Mass of equivalent CO2 emissions 
(MgCO2) 

35.9 39.0 22.8 88.2 8.1 18.3 40.7 31.2 14.2 24.0 

Operational cost (k€) 17.4 18.2 11.0 65.3 4.1 6.7 16.1 13.6 6.4 9.1 

 
 

  

Figure 25: a) TBTES,center for Eboli; b) main energy flows during a typical day (February 6th) of the 5th year for Eboli. 

Figures 5a and 5b depict the values of PES5th year, CO2
5th year, OC5th year, BTES efficiency BTES

5th year (calculated as 
the energy extracted from the BTES divided by the energy injected into the BTES), solar fraction SF5th year (calculated 
as the percentage of the total thermal energy demand for heating/cooling satisfied via solar energy) and total 
renewable energy fraction RF5th year (calculated as the percentage of the total energy requirements satisfied via 
renewable sources) of the school and residential districts, respectively. Figure 5 shows the values depending on the 
type of district with reference to the 5th year. In particular, Figures 5c and 5d highlight the main annual energy flows 
divided by the related floor area (Table 2) of the school and residential districts, respectively, associated to the 5th 
operation year of the CSHCPSSBs upon varying the location. Figures 4a, 4b, 5a, 5b, 5c and 5d show that: 

 TBTES,center rose up to about 83°C during the summer of the first year thanks to the injection of solar energy 
from the STTES; then, it decreased down to about 56°C (due to both BTES discharging and heat losses); the 
trends of TBTES,center were similar for the other years and cities; 

 for all the cities, the PES5th year, CO2
5th year and OC5th year values were always positive; namely, the proposed 

CSHCPSSBs allowed for lower primary energy consumptions, equivalent CO2 emissions and operational 

costs than the benchmark systems. The maximum values of PES5th year (96.5%) and CO2
5th year (93.5%) were 

obtained in the case of the residential district of Quarto; the maximum value of OC5th year (82.8%) was 
achieved in the case of the residential district of Aiello del Sabato; the worst energy (PES5th year=63.1%), 

environmental (CO2
5th year=53.6%) and economic (OC5th year=41.6%) performance correspond to the school 

district of Altavilla Silentina;  

 for the school districts, the largest values of both PES5th year (77.8%) and CO2
5th year (67.6%) were obtained 

for Avellino; the maximum value of OC5th year (62.5%) was achieved in the case of Acerra; 

 for the residential districts, the minimum values of both PES5th year (64.3%) and CO2
5th year (59.9%) were 

obtained for Capua; the minimum value of OC5th year (51.0%) was achieved for Sant’Agata de’ Goti; 

 the efficiency of BTES ranged from 13.7% (Aiello del Sabato) up to 43.7% (Acerra). The values of SF5th year 
and RF5th year were really relevant, highlighting a significant contribution of solar energy in covering the energy 
demands; in particular, SF5th year was maximum (93.2%) for Aiello del Sabato, while it was minimum (27.3%) 
for Giano Vetusto; the largest (98.7%) and the minimum (82.7%) values of RF5th year were associated to Quarto 
and Acerra, respectively; 

 the percentage of solar energy recovered by the SCs and injected into the BTES was maximum (46.0%) for 
Giano Vetusto; the maximum percentage of electricity provided by the PVs and exported to the grid was 39.6% 
(in the cases of Avellino and Apollosa). 
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Figure 26: a) PES, CO2, OC, BTES, SF and RF during the 5th year for the school districts (SD); b) PES, CO2, OC, BTES, SF 
and RF during the 5th year for the residential districts (RD); c) main annual specific energy flows during the 5th year for the school 

districts (SD); d) main annual specific energy flows during the 5th year for the residential districts (RD). 

20. CONCLUSIONS 

The performance of solar hybrid cooling and heating plants including seasonal thermal energy storages, electric 
batteries as well as adsorption chillers were assessed while serving 10 different typical small districts of the Campania 
region (southern Italy) and contrasted with those of traditional plants assumed as a benchmark. The simulation 
outputs indicated that the proposed plants allowed for reducing primary energy demands, equivalent CO2 emissions 
and operational costs up to 96.5%, 93.5% and 82.8%, respectively. 
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Abstract: Heating, Ventilation and Air-Conditioning (HVAC) systems equipped with Air-Handling Units (AHUs) 
significantly contribute to the overall energy demand of the building sector and they frequently operate under faulty 
conditions due to lack of proper maintenance, component failure or incorrect installation. Automated Fault Detection 
and Diagnosis (AFDD) allows faults to be automatically recognised as well as causes identified and/or location of 
faults. In comparison to traditional maintenance programs, it can offer several interrelated benefits, including energy 
savings, operating cost reduction, lower greenhouse gas emissions and improved comfort. In particular, data-driven 
AFDD tools are easier to utilize and could achieve higher accuracy with respect to other AFDD approaches, but they 
rely on operational data collected from AHUs operating under both normal and faulty conditions. However, performing 
experiments to derive such data is challenging, time-consuming, expensive, and covers a limited range of operating 
conditions. An effective alternative is represented by the exploitation of AHU simulation models which facilitate the 
generation of broad faulty operational datasets while exploring different AHU configurations, sizes, control logics and 
wide weather loads scenarios. In this paper the most significant scientific papers focusing on the development of 
digital twins of AHUs aiming at the development of data-driven AFDD algorithms were systematically reviewed and 
categorized in terms of AHU operating schemes, software environments, faults type and severity, simulation time-
step, range of climatic conditions. This review was performed in order to highlight the current research gaps and 
guide the future development of new and accurate AHU simulation models to perform fault impact scenario analyses 
as well as support the deployment of data-driven AFDD methods. The analysis highlighted that: (i) dual-duct dual-fan 
air variable volume AHUs have been poorly modelled and simulated; (ii) the most used software platform for modelling 
and simulating AHUs’ operation was EnergyPlus; (iii) faults related to the humidifier have not been studied sufficiently; 
(iv) the effects associated with the simultaneous occurrence of multiple faults have been assessed in few cases; (v) 
performance analyses of AHUs under shoulder seasons and Mediterranean climatic conditions require further 
research. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The building sector represents the largest worldwide consumer of primary energy with a significant corresponding 
environmental impact (such as ozone layer depletion and global warming) (Cao, 2016). Heating, Ventilation and Air-
Conditioning (HVAC) systems based on the utilization of Air-Handling Units (AHUs) substantially contribute to the 
overall energy demand and related emissions of the building sector (Yun, 2021). According to Kim (2018) and Au-
Yong (2014), around 20% - 30% of the overall energy consumption in buildings is attributable to incorrect system 
configurations and inappropriate operating procedures. The interest of the scientific community in exploring solutions 
aimed at improving energy efficiency in buildings by adopting advanced energy management strategies based on 
data analytics is significantly increasing (Kim, 2018; Yu, 2014; Mirnaghi, 2020). Automated Fault Detection and 
Diagnosis (AFDD) represents a number of methods aiming at, on the one hand, automatically recognising a fault 
occurrence and, on the other hand, identifying the causes and/or the location of the fault (Kim, 2018; Yu, 2014; 
Mirnaghi, 2020). It has been demonstrated that the adoption of AFDD tools in the case of AHUs can lead to relevant 
potential energy savings of about 30% (Yu, 2014; Frank, 2019).  

1.1. Research gaps 

Several AFDD methods have been developed during the past few years (categorized as quantitative model-based, 
qualitative model-based and data-driven) (Kim, 2018; Yu, 2014; Mirnaghi, 2020). While qualitative approaches are 
still the norm in the reference market, vendors are beginning to use data-driven methodologies for addressing AFDD 
tasks (Granderson, 2018), thanks to (i) their applicability despite physics-based knowledge of the system being 
inadequate and (ii) the advancements of statistical and computer-aided data mining techniques. However, the 
adoption of data-driven AFDD models for AHUs is mainly based on the capability of extracting patterns from 
performance data. In reference to this point, there are three categories of research-oriented studies aimed at obtaining 
such data: (i) lab experiments and field tests, (ii) modelling and simulation activities, and (iii) combination of 
modelling/simulation and testing. Data from lab experiments and field tests reflect the AHU operation in reality (and 
they often are used as the ground truth for simulation model validation), but they are difficult to be derived for a 
number of reasons: a) several significant key operating parameters of AHUs are generally not measured taking into 
account that related sensors are usually not designed for developing AFDD tools; b) obtaining experimental data is 
labour-intensive as well as time- and cost-consuming, especially considering that both single- and multiple faulty 
scenarios should be investigated; c) field data can be generally obtained only with reference to limited ranges of 
weather/load scenarios (Kim, 2018; Yu, 2014; Mirnaghi, 2020; Frank, 2019; Granderson, 2018; Rosato, 2021a). In 
addition, it should be underlined that there is a significant lack of generalisability of data-driven AFDD models due to 
the fact such tools cannot extrapolate beyond the boundary conditions of training data.  

The development of accurate simulation models of AHUs could represent one of the most promising options to 
address and overtake some of the above-mentioned barriers slowing down the full penetration of data-driven AFDD 
methods. In fact, in comparison to experimental/field data, such models allow:  

i. the monitoring and control all the key operating parameters of AHUs; (ii) obtain a huge amount of data with 
reduced time and cost of investigation;  

ii. explore wider range of weather/load scenarios,  
iii. more easily investigate the occurrence of multiple faults;  
iv. more deeply test and assess the robustness and accuracy of AFDD tools versus simulation-based bulk data 

containing a variety of faulty scenarios under different boundary conditions;  
v. perform wide fault impact scenario analyses allowing to bring more insights on how single or multiple faults 

can affect building energy consumption, occupants’ thermal comfort, etc..;  
vi. assess the transferability of AFDD tools with reference to different AHU configurations/sizes/control logics.  

Therefore, accurate digital twins of AHUs can lead to a better understanding of AHUs operation by quantifying the 
effects of faults on building-integrated systems performance; support decision making about timely fault corrections 
by providing accurate estimates for potential energy/cost/emission savings that could be obtained by adopting AFDD 
tools; and help in improving existing tools or developing new simulation models able to accurately take into account 
the considerable discrepancy between AHU faulty operation performance and nominal expectations (the majority of 
the AHU energy software assumes the systems are in normal operations without any failures points). There are some 
studies on fault simulation and related fault impact assessment of AHUs demonstrating how much activity there is 
the AFDD research field. However, Zhang and Hong (Zhang, 2017) highlighted that simulation research on the effects 
of AHU operational faults was still poor due to the fact that most simulation fault-related studies have been focused 
on single-component performance rather than the whole-building performance, without considering simultaneous 
faults occurrence. Moreover, the analyses has usually been devoted to specific AHUs serving particular buildings 
and, therefore, provided results that could be applied with significant difficulty to other AHU types/configurations. Lu 
et al. (Lu, 2021) also indicated that common combinations of multiple faults have to be more deeply investigated. 

They also found that annual fault simulations should be performed rather than less significant smaller periods and 
that an extension of climate zones including more load scenarios was necessary.  
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2. GOALS AND STRUCTURE OF THE STUDY 

This paper represents an innovative contribution in the field, taking the most significant 31 scientific papers listed 
below, and focusing on AHU simulation tools to be used for the development of data-driven AFDD systems, 
systematically reviewing and categorizing them in terms of AHU operating scheme (section 3.1), modelling and 
simulation platforms (section 3.2), fault type and severity level (section 3.3), and weather and simulation conditions 
(section 3.4) (Basarkar, 2011; Bushby, 2001; Castro, 2003; Chakraborty, 2019; Chen, 2018; Deshmukh, 2019; 
Elnour, 2020; Ginestet, 2008; Granderson, 2020; Han, 2010; Kim, 2019; Li, 2009; Li, 2019; Liang, 2007; Lu, 2020; 
Lu 2021; Montazeri, 2020; Papadopoulos, 2022; Pourarian, 2015; Qin, 2005; Qiu, 2020; Rosato, 2020; Rosato, 2022; 
Rosato, 2021b; Salsbury, 2001; Schiendorfer, 2012; Shahnazari, 2019; Verbert, 2017; Wen, 2011; Xu, 2002; Zhang, 
2017). This paper aims at highlighting the main research gaps to be covered in the field of modelling and simulation 
of AHUs for the development of AFDD methods, guiding the future development of new and accurate data-driven 
AFDD algorithms based on the utilization of AHU digital twins, and increasing awareness of the HVAC research and 
development community to the body of AFDD. 

3. RESULTS 

In the following subsections, the most important characteristics of the above-mentioned reviewed 31 scientific papers 
are clearly stated and clarified in order to emphasize the aspects to be further investigated and analysed. 

3.1. AHU operating schemes 

HVAC systems including AHUs are used to control indoor air temperature, relative humidity, velocity and quality; they 
are quite sophisticated systems with several interconnected components that may present complex coupling effects. 
The following three main common AHU operating schemes/configurations were modelled/simulated in the 31 
reviewed papers: 

single-duct dual-fan constant air volume AHU. It included the following main components: supply air fan; return 
air fan; heating coil (supplied by hot water); cooling coil (supplied by cold water); return air damper; exhaust 
air damper; fresh air damper; mixing air damper; heating coil valve; cooling coil valve; filters. In this case, 
the supply air flow rate was constant and the desired indoor conditions were reached by adjusting the air 
supply temperature. This AHU scheme has been investigated in Granderson (2020); Han (2010); Liang 
(2007); Rosato (2020); Rosato (2022); Rosato (2021b); Verbert (2017); and Ginestet (2008). A very similar 
AHU scheme with the addition of a humidifier was analysed in Rosato (2020); Rosato (2022); and Rosato 
(2021b), while only one coil, operating alternatively as heating or cooling coil, was included in the AHU 
investigated in Han (2010). In Liang (2007) only the cooling coil was included in the AHU scheme, while only 
the heating coil is used in Verbert (2017)and Ginestet (2008); 

single-duct dual-fan variable air volume AHU. Unlike the constant air volume AHU scheme, this configuration 
allows for the adjustment of the supply air flow rate depending on thermal/cooling loads while maintaining a 
constant supply air temperature. This scheme has been analysed in Basarkar (2011); Bushby (2001); Castro 
(2003); Chakraborty (2019); Chen (2018); Deshmukh (2019); Elnour (2020); Granderson (2020); Kim (2019); 
Li (2009 & 2019); Lu (2021 & 2020); Montazeri (2020); Papadopoulos (2022); Qin (2005); Qiu (2020); 
Schiendorfer (2012); Shahnazari (2019); Wen (2011); Xu (2002); and Zhang (2017);  

dual-duct dual-fan variable air volume AHU. This scheme is characterised by separate ducts for hot and cold air, 
while served zone includes a plenum where airflows are mixed; the ratio of hot and cold air depends on the 
desired temperature to be maintained in the zone. This AHU configuration has been modelled and simulated 
only in Pourarian (2015) and Salsbury (2001). 

Table 1 indicates the type as well as the floor area of buildings served by the AHUs (where indicated by the authors) 
together with the corresponding papers. 

Table 1: Type and floor area of buildings served by the AHUs in the reviewed papers 

Building Type Floor Area (m2) References Building Type Floor Area (m2) References 

Office building 450 (Zhang, 2017) Conference room 240.1 (Ginestet, 2008) 

Office building Not specified (Lu, 2021) Not specified 13500 (Han, 2010) 

Office building  168 (Qiu, 2020) Not specified 25 (Liang, 2007) 

Commercial building Not specified (Chen, 2018) Office building 4982.2 (Li, 2019) 

Academic building Not specified (Deshmukh, 2019) Test room of a 
university lab 

16 (Rosato, 2020; Rosato, 
2022; Rosato, 2021b) 

School building Not specified (Papadopoulos, 2022) Single floor in 
office building 

200 (Elnour, 2020) 

Commercial office 
building 

46321.5 
and 4979.6 

(Chakraborty, 2019) Commercial 
building 

1166 (Qin, 2005) 
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Building Type Floor Area (m2) References Building Type Floor Area (m2) References 

Commercial office 
building 

9290.3 (Xu, 2002) Office building Not specified (Basarkar, 2011; 
Bushby, 2001) 

Iowa Energy Center 
Energy Resource 
Station 

27.6 (Granderson, 2020; Li, 
2009; Lu, 2020; Montazeri, 
2020; Pourarian, 2015; 
Schiendorfer, 2012; 
Shahnazari, 2019; Wen, 
2011; Xu, 2002) 

Single floor in 
commercial office 
building  

Not specified (Castro, 2003) 

Federal Building 130064.26 (Salsbury, 2001) 

Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory 

359.12  (Granderson, 2020) Commercial office 
building 

297 (Kim, 2019) 

3.2. AHU modelling and simulation environments 

Whole-building performance simulation programs can be a powerful tool in addressing the barriers currently limiting 
a wider application of AFDD tools. Developing fault models of AHU is challenging due to the inherent complexity of 
such systems. Such models can be categorised into three groups (Li, 2018): white-box models (applying the first 
principles to build the detailed models of the actual system); black-box models (statistically created using data from 
buildings); and grey-box models (corresponding to a combination of white-box models and black-box models). 
According to the scientific literature, it remains a big research gap on how to model the faults in AHUs, including fault 
models for all components and fault occurrence probability. There are more than 170 building energy modelling and 
simulation programs/tools listed on the BEST Directory of the International Building Performance Simulation 
Association (IBPSA)-USA website (IBPSA, 2022). The most important environments that can provide a solid support 
for AHU modelling and simulation are the following: Engineering equation solver (EES) (F-Chart software, 2022); 
EnergyPlus (EnergyPlus, 2022); HVACSIM+ (HVACSIM+, 2022); Matlab (Simulation and Model-Based Design, 
2022); Modelica (OpenModelica, 2022); Spark (Spark, 2022); TRNSYS (TRNSYS, 2022); IDA_ICE (IDA_ICE, 2022); 
Ansys (Ansys, 2022); Hourly Analysis Program (HAP) (HAP, 2022); IESVE (IESVE, 2022). They represent robust 
tools supporting scientists, building professionals and engineers in optimizing building design and performance. 
However, currently only a very limited number of these tools include fault modelling capability with a limited fault 
library (e.g., EnergyPlus, TRNSYS, Modelica, and HVACSIM+), and some of them (e.g., TRNSYS, Modelica, and 
HVACSIM+) need users to create fault models based on physics and domain knowledge (Li, 2018). Table 2 highlights 
the modelling/simulation platforms adopted in the 31 reviewed papers. This table indicates that the most used platform 
is EnergyPlus (EnergyPlus, 2022) (10 cases), while HVACSIM+ (HVACSIM+, 2022) was used in 8 studies. Pourarian 
(Pourarian, 2015) selected the HVACSIM+ platform (HVACSIM+, 2022) based on a detailed review of different 
modelling/simulation environments (HVACSIM+, 2022), TRNSYS (TRNSYS, 2022), EnergyPlus (EnergyPlus, 2022), 
Spark (Spark, 2022), and Modelica (OpenModelica, 2022)) for evaluating AFDD algorithms through generating faulty 
data using fault models. According to (Li, 2018), EnergyPlus (EnergyPlus, 2022) was leading the trend in fault 
simulation thanks to more capabilities for fault modelling, while Modelica (OpenModelica, 2022) seemed to be 
promising for developing physics-based dynamic fault models with control-related faults. The simulation environment 
was not clearly specified in Deshmukh (2019), Liang (2007) or Verbert (2017). 

Table 2: Simulation platforms as a function of the reviewed papers 

Software Environment  References 

Engineering Equation Solver (EES)  
(F-Chart software, 2022) 

(Han, 2010) 

EnergyPlus (EnergyPlus, 2022) 
(Basarkar, 2011; Chakraborty, 2019; Chen, 2018; Granderson, 2020; Kim, 
2019; Li, 2019; Lu, 2020; Papadopoulos, 2022; Zhang, 2017) 

HVACSIM+ (HVACSIM+, 2022) 
(Bushby, 2001; Castro, 2003; Granderson, 2020; Li, 2009; Montazeri, 2020; 
Pourarian, 2015; Salsbury, 2001; Wen, 2011) 

Matlab (Simulation and Model-Based 
Design, 2022) 

(Ginestet, 2008; Papadopoulos, 2022; Qiu, 2020; Rosato, 2022; Rosato, 
2021b; Salsbury, 2001; Schiendorfer, 2012) 

Modelica (OpenModelica, 2022) (Chen, 2018; Granderson, 2020; Lu, 2021; Shahnazari, 2019) 

Spark (Spark, 2022) (Xu, 2002) 

TRNSYS (TRNSYS, 2022) 
(Elnour, 2020; Han, 2010; Qin, 2005; Qiu, 2020; Rosato, 2020; Rosato, 
2022; Rosato, 2021b) 

Ansys (Ansys, 2022) (Ginestet, 2008) 

Simulation models could provide a rapid alternative for the lab/field tests problem, but they should be firstly validated 
against accurate measured data. The comparison should be performed not only with reference to fault-free 
performance, but also in contrast with faulty measurements taking into account that AHU faults may lead to a 
considerable discrepancy between field and design expectations. According to Huang et al. (Huang, 2022), only very 
limited discussions can be found in the scientific literature on how to assess the accuracy of simulation faulty datasets 
and almost no information on how to figure out the effects of simulation datasets’ quality on data-driven AFDD 
methods’ performance and scalability. With reference to the 31 studies reviewed in this work, an experimental 
validation of the developed simulation AHU models was performed only in a few papers (Castro, 2003; Chen, 2018; 
Granderson, 2020; Li, 2009; Montazeri, 2020; Pourarian, 2015; Rosato, 2020; Rosato, 2022; Rosato, 2021b; 
Schiendorfer, 2012; Shahnazari, 2019; Verbert, 2017; Wen, 2011; Xu, 2002). Moreover, it should be underlined that 
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the results of the related experimental validation process were reported only in Granderson (2020); Li (2009); 
Pourarian (2015); Rosato (2020, 2022, and 2021b) and Wen (2011). 

3.3. AHU faults’ type and severity  

A fault is intended as an instance where one system or piece of equipment or component performs in a way that is 
different from normal/expected behaviour. Each type of AHU includes a number of components and each component 
could be a potential failure point and worth studying as a fault model. Each fault type can occur at different severity 
levels and a fault occurring at a certain level can affect the performance of many other interconnected components, 
and, therefore, make it difficult to understand the relationship between cause and effect and assess the overall impact 
on whole-building performance. Currently, there is a lack of a comprehensive fault list covering major common faults 
for AHU in buildings (Li, 2018). Such a fault list could be important for fault modelling and fault impact analysis and it 
could also be used as a reference to study which faults are the most common ones. In the 31 reviewed papers, more 
than 50 different types of faults were modelled and simulated. Tables 3, 4 and 5 link the reviewed scientific papers 
with the fault types and related severities (where indicated by the authors). Table 3 refers to the faults of actuators; 
Table 4 describes the faults of sensors and controllers; Table 5 reports the information on the faults of fans and 
pumps. These tables indicate that the most investigated AHU fault types were the following: return air damper stuck; 
offset of supply air temperature sensor; fresh air damper stuck; cooling coil valve stuck; offset of room temperature 
sensor and offset of fresh air temperature sensor. Montazeri (Montazeri, 2020) investigated the faults of air mixing 
damper, cooling coil, temperature sensors and supply air flow sensor, but without clearly specifying related type and 
severitiy. It should also be highlighted that only four studies (Elnour, 2020; Ginestet, 2008; Li, 2019; Papadopoulos, 
2022) investigated the effects of multiple faults occurring simultaneously. 

Table 3: Fault type and severity for actuators in the reviewed papers 

Fault Type Fault Severity References  

Mixing air damper stuck 25% (Ginestet, 2008) 

Fresh air damper stuck 

Not specified (Li, 2019) 

0% 
(Bushby, 2001; Castro, 2003; Li, 2009; Lu, 2021; Rosato, 
2020; Schiendorfer, 2012; Wen, 2011) 

5%, 65% (Lu, 2021) 

15% (Granderson, 2020; Lu, 2021) 

40% (Bushby, 2001; Granderson, 2020) 

45%, 50% (Granderson, 2020) 

100% (Bushby, 2001; Deshmukh, 2019; Lu, 2021) 

Fresh air damper leakage 

Not specified (Deshmukh, 2019) 

10% (Basarkar, 2011) 

Leakage ratio of 0.001 and 0.01 (Lu, 2021) 

10%, 25%, 40% (Bushby, 2001) 

Return air damper leakage 

10% (Bushby, 2001; Castro, 2003) 

25% (Bushby, 2001) 

40% (Bushby, 2001; Castro, 2003) 

from 0% to 30 % (Kim, 2019) 

Return air damper stuck 

Not specified  (Han, 2010) 

Opening percentage reduced by 
30%, 35% and 40%  

(Liang, 2007) 

0% 
(Bushby, 2001; Castro, 2003; Li, 2009; Rosato, 2020; Wen, 
2011; Xu, 2002) 

50% (Salsbury, 2001) 

100% (Bushby, 2001; Li, 2009; Wen, 2011) 

Economizer air damper stuck from 0% to 100% (Kim, 2019) 

Supply air damper stuck 0%, 100% (Pourarian, 2015) 

VAV box damper stuck 

Not specified (Li, 2019; Shahnazari, 2019) 

0%,100% (Bushby, 2001; Castro, 2003) 

50% (Qin, 2005) 

80% (Qiu, 2020) 

Return air damper sticking Not specified (Qin, 2005) 

Return air damper hysteresis Not specified (Qin, 2005) 

Cooling coil valve stuck 

Not specified (Liang, 2007) 

0% 
(Castro, 2003; Granderson, 2020; Lu, 2021; Bushby, 2001; 
Chen, 2018) 

5% (Lu, 2021) 

15%, 65% (Granderson, 2020; Lu, 2021) 

25%, 50%, 75% (Chen, 2018) 

100% (Chen, 2018; Granderson, 2020; Lu, 2021) 

Cooling coil valve leakage 

Not specified (Schiendorfer, 2012) 

Leakage ratio of 0.001 and 0.01 (Lu, 2021) 

10%, 25%, 40% (Bushby, 2001; Castro, 2003) 

20% (Salsbury, 2001) 
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Fault Type Fault Severity References  

1.8 GPM (Li, 2009; Wen, 2011) 

Heating coil valve leakage 

Not specified  (Granderson, 2020; Lu, 2021) 

10%, 25%, 40% (Bushby, 2001; Castro, 2003) 

1.0 GPM (Li, 2009; Wen, 2011) 

Heating coil valve stuck 

Not specified (Verbert, 2017) 

0% (Bushby, 2001; Castro, 2003; Lu, 2021) 

5%, 15%, 65%, 100%  (Lu, 2021) 

VAV reheat valve stuck 0%, 100% (Bushby, 2001; Castro, 2003) 

Table 4: Fault type and severity for sensors and controllers in the reviewed papers 

Fault Type  Fault Severity References Fault Type Fault Severity References 

Offset of supply air 
temperature sensor 

Not specified (Schiendorfer, 2012) 

Offset of air room 
temperature sensor 

Not specified (Basarkar, 2011) 

±1 K, ±2 K (Lu, 2021)  -3 K to +3 K (Kim, 2019) 

10 °C, 10% (Papadopoulos, 2022) ±1 K, ±2 K (Lu, 2021) 

from 0 °C to ±4 °C 
(Bushby, 2001; 
Castro, 2003) 

10 °C, 10% (Papadopoulos, 2022) 

+1.7 °C, +2.8 °C (Li, 2009; Wen, 2011) ±1 °C (Zhang, 2017) 

+2.8 °C (Shahnazari, 2019) 1 °C,2 °C (Qiu, 2020) 

±1° C, ±2° C, ±4° 
C 

(Chen, 2018) 
0.3 °C/h, 0.5 °C/h, 
0.7 °C/h, 3 °C, 7 °C 

(Elnour, 2020) 0.5 °C/h (Elnour, 2020) 

+5 °F (Pourarian, 2015) 

Offset of supply air 
static pressure 
sensor 

±15 Pa, ±25 Pa (Lu, 2021) Offset of supply and 
room CO2 sensor 

±100 ppm, ±200 
ppm 

(Lu, 2020) 
149.3 Pa (Pourarian, 2015) 

Offset of supply air 
flowrate sensor 

Not specified (Qin, 2005) 

Offset of return air 
temperature sensor 

Not specified (Han, 2010) 

±15%, ±30% (Lu, 2021) from -3 K to +3 K (Kim, 2019) 

±10%, ±20% (Lu, 2020) 

±1 K, ±2 K (Lu, 2021) 

from 0 °C to ±4 °C 
(Bushby, 2001; 
Castro, 2003) 

±2 °C (Rosato, 2020) 

Offset of return air 
relative humidity 
sensor 

±10% (Rosato, 2020)  

Offset of mixed air 
temperature sensor 

±1 K, ±2 K (Lu, 2021) 

from -10% to 
+10% 

(Kim, 2019) 
from 0 °C to ±4 °C 

(Bushby, 2001; 
Castro, 2003) 

from -3 K to +3 K (Kim, 2019) 

Offset of fresh air 
temperature sensor 

from -3 K to +3 K (Kim, 2019) 

Offset of fresh air 
flowrate sensor 

15%, 30% (Lu, 2021) -2 °C, -4 °C (Zhang, 2017) 

±1, ±2, ±4 °C (Granderson, 2020) 

from 0 °C to ±4 °C 
(Bushby, 2001; 
Castro, 2003) 

±10%, ±20% (Lu, 2020) 
±1, ±2, ±4 °C (Chen, 2018) 

±3 °F (Li, 2009; Wen, 2011) 

Offset of fresh air 
relative humidity 
sensor 

from -10% to 
+10% 

(Kim, 2019) 
Freezing of supply 
air flowrate sensor 

0.22 kg/s, 0.5 kg/s (Qin, 2005) 

Poor tuning of 
supply air static 
pressure control 
loop 

Not specified (Qin, 2005) 

Deviation to 
minimum/maximum 
of supply air 
flowrate sensor 

Not specified (Qin, 2005) 

Freezing of air room 
temperature sensor 

24 °C (Qin, 2005) 
Offset of return 
chilled water 
temperature sensor 

+4 °C (Elnour, 2020) 

Offset of supply hot 
water temperature 
sensor 

±2 K, ±4 K (Lu, 2021) 
Offset of supply 
chilled water 
temperature sensor 

±1 K, ±2 K (Lu, 2021) 

10%, 10 °C 
(Papadopoulos, 
2022)  

10%, 10 °C (Papadopoulos, 2022) 

4 °C ,5 °C, 0.9 °C/h (Elnour, 2020) 

Offset of chilled 
water differential 
pressure sensor 

±5000 Pa, ±10000 
Pa 

(Lu, 2021) 
Unstable control of 
heating coil valve 

Not specified (Ginestet, 2008) 

Unstable control of 
supply air fan 
proportional-integral 
-derivative controller 

proportional gain 
of 0.01 and 10 

(Lu, 2021) 

Unstable control of 
supply air 
temperature 
proportional-
integral-derivative 
controller 

proportional gain of 
0.001 and 0.1 

(Lu, 2021) 
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Fault Type  Fault Severity References Fault Type Fault Severity References 

Unstable control of 
supply air fan flow 

Not specified (Ginestet, 2008) 
Delay of supply air 
fan speed control 

1 s (Lu, 2021) 

Delay of supply 
chilled water pump 
speed control 

1 s (Lu, 2021) 
Unstable control of 
supply chilled water 
pump 

Not specified (Lu, 2021) 

Offset of chilled 
water flow sensor 

0.1 kg/s, 50% 
(Papadopoulos, 
2022)  

Offset of hot water 
flow sensor 

0.1 kg/s, 50% (Papadopoulos, 2022)  

Unstable control of 
supply air damper 
proportional-
integral-derivative 
controller 

Not specified (Qin, 2005) Inversed supply and 
exhaust air 
temperature 
sensors  

Not specified (Ginestet, 2008) 
proportional gain 
of 0.05 and 5 

(Lu, 2021) 

 

Table 5: Fault type and severity for fans and pumps in the reviewed papers 

Fault Type Fault Severity References  Fault Type Fault Severity References  

Decreased supply 
air fan motor 
efficiency 

Not specified 
(Chakraborty, 
2019; Li, 2019) 

Slipping of supply air fan belt Not specified 
(Li, 2009; Wen, 
2011) 

By 0%-30% (Kim, 2019) Limited supply air fan speed Maximum 25% (Montazeri, 2020) 

By 15% and 30% (Lu, 2021) Supply air fan stuck Not specified (Montazeri, 2020) 

Decreased supply 
chilled water motor 
pump efficiency 

By 15% and 30% (Lu, 2021) 
Reduced supply air fan 
flowrate 

By 10%, 12.5% and 
15% 

(Liang, 2007) 

By 14%  (Xu, 2002) 

Reduced chilled 
water flowrate 

By 15%, 20% and 
25%  

(Liang, 2007) Limited return air fan speed Maximum 35% (Montazeri, 2020) 

 
In addition to the fault types reported in the previous tables, it should be underlined that additional fault types have 
been investigated in the reviewed papers: cooling coil/heating coil/filter/duct/pipe fouling (Liang, 2007; Pourarian, 
2015; Lu, 2021; Han, 2010; Zhang, 2017; Lu, 2021; Kim, 2019; Basarkar, 2011; Qiu, 2020), poor pipe insulation (Lu, 
2021), and duct leakage (Ginestet, 2008; Lu, 2021; Kim, 2019). 

3.4. Weather conditions, simulation duration and time-step 

Weather conditions affect the operation of AHUs and faults may present diverse impacts depending on the season; 
therefore, a fault analysis assessment on varying the period of the year should be performed and if considering 
multiple climate regions could allow the assessment of the effects of faults under different load conditions and, thus, 
it would strengthen the results significance. In addition, it should be noticed that a fault can be (1) a static fault (if it is 
constant over the analysis period), or (2) an abrupt fault (if it arises suddenly during the analysis period and stays at 
a constant level after occurrence) or (3) a degradation fault (if it gradually drifts over time); as a consequence, the 
duration of faulty tests could also affect the results of fault impact analyses. Table 6 classifies the 31 reviewed papers 
in terms of location, season, duration of simulation and simulation time-step (if specified), highlighting that: (i) 
Mediterranean climatic conditions have been considered only in (Rosato, 2020; Rosato, 2022; Rosato, 2021b); both 
summer and winter scenarios have been investigated only in 15 studies (Castro, 2003; Chakraborty, 2019; Chen, 
2018; Granderson, 2020; Kim, 2019; Li, 2009; Li, 2019; Lu, 2020; Lu 2021; Pourarian, 2015; Rosato, 2020; Rosato, 
2021b; Schiendorfer, 2012; Wen, 2011; Zhang, 2017). The adopted simulation time-step was varied from a minimum 
of 2 seconds (Qin, 2005) up to a maximum of 15 minutes (Kim, 2019; Zhang, 2017), with a simulation duration ranging 
from 0.6 hours up to 2 years. 

Table 6: Location, season, duration and simulation time-step in the reviewed papers 

Location Season Simulation Duration Simulation Time-Step References 

Miami, Houston, San Francesco, 
Seattle, Chicago (USA) 

Whole year 1 year 15 min (Zhang, 2017) 

Chicago (USA) Whole year 7 days 1 min (Lu, 2021) 

Seoul (Korea) Not specified Not specified Not specified (Han, 2010) 

Not specified Summer 10 hours Not specified (Liang, 2007) 

Denver (USA) Spring 2 days 1 min (Papadopoulos, 2022) 

Chicago (USA) Whole year 2 years Not specified (Chakraborty, 2019) 

Boston (USA) Winter  1 month 5 min (Deshmukh, 2019) 

Iowa (USA) Whole year 5 days 6 min (Schiendorfer, 2012) 

Not specified Winter 6 weeks 1 min (Verbert, 2017) 

Iowa, Tennessee (USA) Whole year 1÷7 days 1 min (Granderson, 2020) 

Washington (USA) Whole year 14 days Not specified (Castro, 2003) 

Iowa (USA) Whole year 24 hours Not specified 
(Li, 2009; Pourarian, 2015; 
Wen, 2011) 

Iowa (USA) Not specified 24 hours 30 s and 60 s (Montazeri, 2020) 

San Francisco (USA) Not specified 12 hours 5 s (Salsbury, 2001) 

Shanghai (China) Summer 24 hours 36 s (Qiu, 2020) 

Iowa (USA) Summer 24 hours Not specified (Shahnazari, 2019) 

San Francisco, Iowa (USA) Not specified 2÷8 hours Not specified (Xu, 2002) 
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Location Season Simulation Duration Simulation Time-Step References 

Chicago (USA) Whole year 1 day, 7 days Not specified (Chen, 2018) 

Naples (Italy) Whole year 1 year 1 min (Rosato, 2020) 

Aversa (Italy) 
Summer and 
winter 

From 0.6 hours to 6.2 
hours 

1 min (Rosato, 2021b) 

Aversa (Italy) Summer 
From 1.4 hours to 5.1 
hours 

1 min (Rosato, 2022) 

Doha (Qatar) Summer 3 months 1 min (Elnour, 2020) 

Hong Kong (China) Not specified Not specified 2 s (Qin, 2005) 

Chicago, Atlanta (USA) Not specified Not specified Not specified (Basarkar, 2011) 

Not specified Not specified Not specified 10 s (Bushby, 2001) 

Not specified Fall 1 week 5 min (Ginestet, 2008) 

Knoxville, Tennessee (USA) Whole year Whole year 15 min (Kim, 2019) 

Chicago (USA) Whole year Whole year 5 min (Lu, 2020) 

Atlanta, Miami, Chicago, San 
Francisco (USA) 

Whole year 250 hours 5 min (Li, 2019) 

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION  

The scientific literature on data-driven AFDD algorithms mostly focused on simulation faulty datasets due to the 
difficulties of obtaining lab/field data. In this paper, the most significant scientific studies focusing on the development 
of digital twins of air-handling units for fault detection and diagnosis purposes were systematically reviewed and 
categorised. The review highlighted that:  

i. dual-duct dual-fan variable air volume AHUs have been poorly modelled and simulated;  
ii. the most used software platform for modelling and simulating AHU operation is EnergyPlus (EnergyPlus, 

2022);  
iii. the more frequently investigated fault types in the reviewed papers are: return air damper stuck, offset of 

supply air temperature sensor, fresh air damper stuck, cooling coil valve stuck, offset of room temperature 
sensor and offset of fresh air temperature sensor;  

iv. the effects associated to the simultaneous occurrence of multiple faults have to be additionally analyzed;  
v. the performance of AHUs under shoulder seasons and Mediterranean climatic conditions has not been 

considered enough and requires further researches;  
vi. the development of future energy models for existing buildings should consider the occurrence of faults 

(instead of considering nominal/healthy operation only) to improve their accuracy and transparency;  
vii. next works should focus on the development of new category of fault-modelling features in the most used 

simulation and modelling platforms.  

It should also be underlined that AFDD strategies that are only tested using simulation datasets might experience 
problems when they are applied to real buildings mainly due to sensors’ accuracy and noise, as well as typical 
differences between real data and simulated outputs (taking into account that simulation models cannot perfectly 
and/or completely predict the real building systems’ operation). Finally, according to the scientific literature, there was 
a significant lack of assessment of both performance and scalability of data-driven AFDD approaches using simulated 
data in comparison to real building data. 
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Renewable energy sources have become an important research topic with the exhaustion of limited resources in our 
world and the increasing awareness about environmental pollution. It has become an inevitable reality for our world 
to notice renewable energy sources. In addition to environmental pollution, issues such as the greenhouse effect 
caused by the carbon components released into the atmosphere causing climate changes or the deterioration of the 
ecological balance also emphasise the contribution and importance of renewable energy sources. One of the 
important methods to ensure the efficient use of energy is to forecast energy demand. For the pricing of energy, 
demand forecast values are used. The accuracy of the estimation method is very important in the current climate and 
for successful determination of energy imports and exports, national energy production capacity and economic added 
value for different types of energy. With the help of demand forecasting with a high accuracy rate, significant 
contributions can be made to the country with successful planning in the energy market. The future of energy 
consumption, which can be predicted monthly, is a significant criterion that will also determine the need for renewable 
energy sources in Turkey. Thanks to this evaluation, it will be possible for our country to develop a sustainable energy 
strategy. The aim of this study is to estimate Turkey's total energy demand and to determine the rate of use of 
renewable energy resources for this demand. In the study, ARIMA (Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average), one 
of the time series analysis methods, was used to predict monthly electricity consumption and monthly electricity 
production with renewable energy sources. As a result of the study, it was found that 52.29% of electricity 
consumption in July 2022 could be met by electricity generation obtained from renewable energy sources. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The energy resources that people use have changed constantly as technology has advanced. The depletion of our 
world's limited resources, combined with a growing awareness of environmental pollution, has increased the 
importance of renewable energy sources and created an important research area. Aside from pollution, issues such 
as the greenhouse effect caused by carbon components released into the atmosphere, causing climate change or 
disrupting ecological balance, highlight the contribution and importance of renewable energy sources. 

Renewable energy sources are critical for our country's future. Energy demand estimation is an important method for 
ensuring efficient energy use. Energy pricing is based on demand forecast values. One of the most important issues 
here is determining the method we will use to estimate. According to the needs of the business, both qualitative and 
quantitative methods can be used. Choosing the right method and making the right estimation will allow businesses 
to maintain their continuity and stay competitive. The accuracy of the estimation method is critical in determining 
current and successful energy imports and exports, national energy production capacity, and economic added value 
for various types of energy. With successful energy market planning, significant contributions to the country can be 
made thanks to high-accuracy demand forecasting. 

The literature has frequently investigated the country's consumption needs in traditional energy fields. Some of these 
studies are given here. Oronzio and Nardini worked on electricity consumption forecasting in Italy using linear 
regression models in their work in 2009.Taşkiran worked on Turkey's electricity consumption forecasting using genetic 
programming in his 2011 study. Zhang and Wang studied Fuzzy wavelet neural networks for city electric energy 
consumption forecasting in their 2012 study. Meng et al., in their work in 2014, worked on monthly electric energy 
consumption forecasting using multiwindow moving average and hybrid growth models. Bagnasco et al. in 2015 
worked on electrical consumption forecasting in hospital facilities. Le et al., on the other hand, worked on multiple 

electric energy consumption forecasting using a cluster-based strategy for transfer learning in smart building in their 
2020 work. 

The future of our country's energy consumption, which will be estimated using monthly energy consumption data, is 
also an important criterion that will determine the need for renewable energy sources in Turkey. Our country will be 
able to develop a sustainable energy strategy as a result of this evaluation. The goal of this research is to estimate 
Turkey's total energy demand and to determine the rate at which renewable energy resources are used to meet that 
demand. One of the time series analysis methods used in the study was ARIMA (Autoregressive Integrated Moving 
Average), which was used to estimate monthly electricity consumption and monthly electricity production using 
renewable energy sources. The method for this study is presented in Section 2 with the results in Section 3; the 
conclusion and discussion will be in the fourth and final section. 

2. METHODS 

A time series is a series of measurements taken over time of the same variable(s). Typically, measurements are 
taken at regular intervals, such as daily or monthly. In time series analysis, an ARIMA (p, d, q) (Autoregressive 
Integrated Moving Average) model is a stochastic process that fits to time series data and predicts future points in 
the series (Carta et al., 2018). The model was made up of three parts: AR, I, and MA. The parameters had an impact 
on these components (p, d, q). Each of them is briefly explained below (Carta et al., 2018): 

Auto Regressive model (AR): An autoregressive model AR(p) specifies that the output variable is linearly dependent 
on its previous values as well as a stochastic term. An autoregressive model's order is the number of immediately 
preceding values in the series that are used to predict the current value. AR(p) represents an autoregressive model 
of order p. The AR(p) model is defined as in Equation 1. 

Equation 1:   𝑋𝑡 = 𝑐 + ∑ 𝜑𝑖𝑋𝑡−1 + 𝜀𝑡
𝑝
𝑖=1         (1) 

Where: 

 𝜑1, … . 𝜑𝑝 are the parametrers of the model,  

 c is a consant and  

 𝜀𝑡 is white noise. 

Integrated (I): It denotes the degree of series order d differencing. In statistics, differencing is a transformation that is 
applied to time series data in order to make it stationary. A process Yt is stationary if the probability distributions of 
the random vectors  (𝑌𝑡1, 𝑌𝑡2,…𝑌𝑡𝑛) and (𝑌𝑡1+1, 𝑌𝑡2+1,…𝑌𝑡𝑛+1)  are the same at all arbitrary times 𝑡1, 𝑡2, … , 𝑡𝑛 all n, and 

all lags or leads 𝑙 = 0 ± 1 ± 2 ±⋯  𝐴 stationary time series is not affected by the time at which it is observed. The 
difference between consecutive observations is computed to differentiate the data (Carta et al., 2018). 
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Equation 2:       𝑦𝑡
′ = 𝑦𝑡 − 𝑦𝑡−1                                                     (2) 

Where:  

 𝑦𝑡 , 𝑦𝑡−1 are the values of the series, respectively, at time 𝑡, 𝑡 − 1, and  

 𝑦𝑡
′ is the differenced value of the series at time 𝑡. 

Moving Average Model (MA): A common approach for modelling univariate time series in time series analysis is the 
moving-average MA(q) model. According to the moving-average model, the output variable is linearly dependent on 
the current and various past values of a stochastic term. The moving average model of order q is denoted by the 
notation MA(q). The MA(q) model is defined as in Equation 3:  

Equation 3:      𝑋𝑡 = 𝜇 + 𝜀𝑡 + 𝜃1𝜀𝑡−1 +⋯+ 𝜃𝑞𝜀𝑡−𝑞        (3) 

Where  

 𝜇 is the mean of the series,  

 𝜃1 , … , 𝜃𝑞  are the model parameters, and 

 𝜀𝑡 is white noise (Carta et al., 2018). 

3. EXPERIMENTAL STRUCTURE 

For the study, electricity consumption data in Turkey for 66 months (January 2017 to June 2022) were obtained from 
EPİAŞ. At the same time, data were collected for Turkey's total energy production for 42 months between January 
2019 and June 2022 from TEİAŞ. For this, only 3 items were considered: Geothermal + Wind + Solar; Renewable + 
Waste; Hydraulic. Figure 1 shows the monthly electricity consumption. 

 
 

Figure 1:  Monthly electricity consumption 

Figure 2 presents the monthly total data of geothermal, wind and solar energy. The graph in Figure 3 shows the 
monthly total energy production for renewables and waste. Figure 4 shows the monthly total data of hydraulic energy. 

 

Figure 2:  Monthly geothermal+wind+solar production 
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Figure 3:  Monthly renewable + waste production 

 

 
Figure 4:  Monthly hydraulic production 

In the beginning, an Augmented Dickey-Fuller Test was carried out on the collected data. It was determined whether 
or not the series in question possesses a unit root, and thus whether or not the series may be considered stationary. 
In light of the findings: it was determined that the series in question was indeed stationary on the grounds that the 
test statistic did not exceed the critical value in absolute terms.  

After that, the graphs of the data's autocorrelation function were obtained. Autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation 
graphs of monthly electricity consumption data are given in Figure 5; Figure 6 shows autocorrelation and partial 
autocorrelation graphs of monthly geothermal, wind and solar energy production data; Figure 7 shows autocorrelation 
and partial autocorrelation graphs of monthly renewable + waste production data and finally Figure 8 shows 
autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation graphs of monthly hydraulic production data. 

After that, a series of experiments were carried out one after the other in order to determine which of the AR-MA-
ARIMA models was most appropriate for the data, and the AIC and BIC values of the data were compared. Because 
it had the lowest AIC and BIC values, the ARIMA (1,0,0) model was selected as the best option. 

 

Figure 5: Autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation graph of electricity consumption data 
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Figure 6: Autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation graph of geothermal+wind+solar data 

 

Figure 7: Autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation graph of renewable + waste data 

 

 

Figure 8: Autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation graph of hydraulic data 
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4. RESULTS 

Using the monthly electricity consumption of Turkey and the monthly energy production data from the given renewable 
energy sources, the ARIMA method was used to estimate the next month's generation and consumption levels. In 
this section, the ARIMA-obtained estimation results are shown.  

When working with ARIMA(1,0,0), which is the best model for the estimation of monthly electricity consumption, the 
AIC value was found to be 2107.0975, while the BIC value was found to be 2113.6207. The graph in Figure 9 shows 
the actual values and the values estimated by ARIMA, that is, the model fit. 

  

Figure 9: Model fit graph for electricity consumption estimation 

The estimation results are given in Table 1. 

Table 1: Estimation results of electricity consumption 

 Parameter Value Standard Error t-statistic P-value 

Constant 11635550.0572 4.0014e-10 2.907880429302332e+16 0 

AR{1} 0.53555 0.01005 53.2905 0 

Variance 4039863102917.313 4.7588e-17 8.489267944379207e+28 0 

 

The same model was used to estimate the generation of geothermal, wind and solar energy resources. The AIC value 
of the model was 1234.3585 and the BIC value was 1239.4992. Figure 10 shows the fit graph of the estimation for 
the production of these energy sources. The estimation results are given in Table 2. 

 

Figure 10: Model fit graph for electricity geothermal +wind + solar production estimation 
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Table 2: Estimation results of geothermal+wind+solar production  

 Parameter Value Standard Error t-statistic P-value 

Constant 1333318.8877 665277.1079 2.0042 0.045053 

AR{1} 0.67677 0.17279 3.9167 8.9767e-05 

Variance 303879972897.6466 0.39369 771883980983.0619 0 

 

The same model was used to estimate the generation of renewable+waste energy resources. The AIC value of the 
model was 1076.7119 and the BIC value was 1081.8527. Figure 11 shows the fit graph of the estimation for the 
production of these energy sources. The estimation results are given in Table 3. 

Figure 11: Model fit graph for electricity renewable+waste production estimation 

Table 3: Estimation results of renewable+waste production  

 Parameter Value Standard Error t-statistic P-value 

Constant 3638.2481 453874.2594 0.008016 0.9936 

AR{1} 1 0.79525 1.2575 0.20859 

Variance 18143078010.7988 1.2199 14872430412.0097 0 

The same model was used to estimate the generation of hydraulic energy resources. The AIC value of the model 
was 1304.7823 and the BIC value was 1309.923. Figure 12 shows the fit graph of the estimation for the production 
of these energy sources. The estimation results are given in Table 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 12: Model fit graph for electricity hydraulic production estimation 
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Table 4: Estimation results of hydraulic production  

 Parameter Value Standard Error t-statistic P-value 

Constant 1223119.3928 755917.4846 1.6181 0.10565 

AR{1} 0.8063 0.10676 7.5527 4.2628e-14 

Variance 1646335950040.643 0.13858 11880050979054.41  0 

5. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION 

The aim of the study was to estimate Turkey's total energy consumption and production and to determine the rate of 
use of renewable energy resources for this demand. For this, the ARIMA method, which is frequently used in time 
series, was used for estimation. As a result of the study, electricity consumption in July 2022 will be 26142728.79 
MWh; electricity generation was estimated to be 6836472.95 MWh for hydraulic energy, 6044875.02 MWh for 
geothermal+wind+solar energy and 788560.31 MWh for renewable+waste. 

It has been determined that a total of 52.29% can be met by electricity generation from renewable energy sources: 
26.15% from hydraulic, 23.12% from geothermal, wind and solar energy, 3.01% from renewable resources and waste. 
The rate of utilization of renewable energy sources is quite high. The realisation of this ratio will be a desirable situation 
for our country.  

In the future, these data can be estimated by different methods, such as machine learning methods. Working with 
more data can be expanded by enlarging the data size. The case study shows that this method is accurate and 
applicable for estimating data on electricity consumption and generation of renewable energy sources. The method 
can also be applied for different energy sources. 
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Abstract: Coriolis flowmeters are used when direct mass flow rates and density measurements are desired. This 
phenomenon is achieved by directing the passing fluid to a U-shaped tube, resulting in Coriolis force. With the help 
of the Coriolis force, a phase shift occurs between two sides of the measurement tube. Furthermore, a flow separator 
is used in order to increase measurement accuracy with two identical measurement tubes. Coriolis flowmeters have 
relatively high pressure drop values as compared to other flowmeter types, and this is an issue that needs to be 
addressed. In this study, pressure drop minimisation of a Coriolis-type flowmeter was performed. Firstly, a 3D 
numerical study was carried out in order to obtain pressure drop, and the numerical study was validated with 
experiments. Accordingly, an orthogonal optimization study was performed with three independent variables: 
separation angle, upper curvature radius of the measurement tube, and lower curvature radius of the measurement 
tube. The pipe length was kept constant and the influence of the mentioned variables were investigated 
simultaneously. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) studies were carried out for proposed design points for a 
constant flow rate value. Finally, the variation in pressure drop with respect to varying flow rate was obtained for the 
optimized measurement tube. During numerical simulations, shear stress transport (SST) turbulence model was 
used. 
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1. INTRODUCTION   

Coriolis-type flowmeters are widely used in cases in which mass flow measurement is important. Moreover, Coriolis-
type mass flowmeters cause higher pressure losses compared to other type of flowmeters. Cascetta (1996) showed 
that the effect of the pressure of the fluid passing through the measuring pipes in Coriolis mass flow meter devices 
leads to mismeasurements. Sultan (1992) performed an experimental study on a Coriolis mass flow meter with a 
straight measuring pipe. In the study, the temperature of the water passing through the system was kept above the 
ambient temperature at certain values. As a result, it was revealed that the measurement accuracy and stability of 
the flowmeter were adversely affected, and it was important for the temperature of the fluid passing through the 
system to be close to the ambient temperature for higher accuracy measurement. Bobovnik et al. (2004) numerically 
investigated the effect of flow conditions on the accuracy of the Coriolis flowmeter. In this direction, fully developed, 
asymmetrical, and swirl flows were modelled at the inlet of the flowmeter and investigations were conducted for each 
flow type. In addition to these, estimations were made on the effect of the moment causing deflection in the flowmeter 
tube on the accuracy of the flowmeter. As a result, it was revealed that the distortion in the flowmeter pipe was 
inversely proportional to the Reynolds number in the internal flow. It was stated that the compressibility of the fluid 
may cause errors in the density and mass flow measurements of Coriolis flowmeters, and they conducted a study on 
the effect of this situation in beam type flowmeters (Hemp et al. 2006). The masses of the flowmeter tube and the 
fluid passing through it and the compressibility of the tube and flow were considered as spring constants. A heap 
parameter model containing these variables was proposed. The expressions giving the total error were derived using 
the 2-dimensional continuum mechanics model, and it was stated that the results could be used for the measurement 
of two-phase flows containing gas.  

Enz (2010) investigated the effect of asymmetric actuator and detector placement on the measured phase shift in 
Coriolis-type mass flow meters. Enz mentioned that asymmetrical placement caused by manufacturing or improper 
assembly would cause the formation of a phase shift which will cause a change in the sensitivity of the flowmeter. A 
systematic perturbation analysis was used in the analytical model from which the data was obtained. As a result, it 
was revealed that the aforementioned asymmetrical placement changes the sensitivity of the flowmeter and may 
cause possible erroneous measurements. Wang and Hussain (2010) investigated the effect of pressure on the 
measurement value of Coriolis flowmeters. Therefore, they proposed a theoretical method based on the linear 
damping model. They also revealed that this model was suitable for flow sensors of any shape and configuration. It 
was observed that the test results performed at high and low pressure gave highly accurate results with the data 
estimated by the theoretical method. Kumar et al. (2011) performed numerical method studies on Coriolis mass flow 
meters used in flows with low Reynolds values. Especially in flows with low Reynolds values, measurement errors 
may occur due to the forces arising from fluid structure interaction in the Coriolis mass flowmeter.  It was shown that 
if Reynolds correction values were used to reduce the error in the measurement due to low Reynolds number, the 
error fell below 0.2%. Basse (2014) mentioned that in the case of two-phase flow in Coriolis flow meters, there were 
measurement errors due to the movement of the center of mass. According to the study of Basse, the bubble theory 
caused measurement errors due to phase decoupling. Considering the vibrational motion of a fluid particle under the 
influence of a certain external force, the equation of motion of the particle was derived and formulations were obtained. 
The results obtained could be used for measurements of water-air, water-oil and water-sand mixtures. Furthermore, 
Basse (2016) mentioned that in the case of two-phase flow in Coriolis-type mass flow meters, possible damping 
caused a temporarily lack of flow measurement. It was stated that the biggest reason for the mentioned damping 
formation was the discretization of the continuous and dispersed phase. According to the bubble theory discussed, it 
was assumed that the particles were not in interaction with each other and were homogeneously dispersed in the 
fluid. Based on this theory, the terms work per cycle and power were derived from damping, and cases where the 
continuous fluid was water and the dispersed fluid was air, oil and sand were exemplified separately.  

Clark et al. (2006) focused on the requirements of the tube and flow transmitter in order to achieve fast dynamic 
response in Coriolis-type mass flow meters. Experimental studies were carried out by placing a new 1500 Hz 
transmitter instead of the 750 Hz transmitter on a commercially available straight tube flowmeter. As a result, it was 
stated that the use of high frequency transmitter shortened the response time and the new flowmeter responded to 
flow changes in 3.8ms. Shanmugavalli et al. (2010) stated that the use of piezoelectric sensors instead of electrostatic 
or electromagnetic actuators used to create vibrations in Coriolis flow meters would increase the air gap around the 
measured mass and reduce the vibration damping effect of the compressed air film. In addition, it has been stated 
that piezoelectric sensors were compact and could measure sensitively in a wide range, as well as having a superior 
signal-to-noise ratio and eliminating high-frequency noises. With experimental studies, it was determined that the 
piezoelectric element used for propulsion and sensing was the best location by placing it at different points of the 
tube. Xing et al. (2014) proposed a new method for the measurement of liquid-gas mixture fluids based on the 
measurement principles of ultrasonic and Coriolis flow meters. In this study, a new measurement model was derived 
by connecting an ultrasonic and a Coriolis flowmeter in series and combining the measurement models of the two 
flowmeters. In the model, the gas phase volumetric flow rate was taken from the ultrasonic flowmeter and the total 
mass flow rate was taken from the Coriolis flowmeter to form the input data of the model. It was stated that the density 
to be read from the Coriolis-type mass flow meter could also be used as an input.  

Kutin et al. (1999) stated that the main disadvantage of Coriolis flowmeters is that they cause more pressure loss 
than other flowmeters. In their studies on Coriolis flowmeter with curved and straight measurement tube geometry 
with the same pressure loss, it was revealed that the flowmeter with straight measurement tube had important 
advantages such as a wider frequency range, simpler design and smaller dimensions without resonance effects. 
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Rongmo et al. (2018) carried out numerical methods and experimental studies of dual-phase flows in gas-liquid 
Coriolis mass flow meters. The Coriolis mass flow meter studied had two U-shaped measuring pipes. In the 
experiments, nitrogen gas was injected into the water flow at certain rates in order to provide the gas-liquid dual-
phase flow condition. As a result of the studies, it was determined that the experimental results obtained were quite 
consistent and compatible with the results of numerical methods. In addition, it was stated that the dual-phase flow 
at low flow values gave higher results than the single-phase flow and caused error. Hu et al. (2021) stated that the 
design and production of Coriolis-type mass flow meters took a relatively long time. Therefore, the study was carried 
out on certain design parameters to shorten the design time and production process. In this study, the numerical 
simulations of the Coriolis mass flowmeter, which consisted of double measuring pipes with U- shaped geometry, 
were performed. As a result of the comparison of the results obtained using the SST turbulence model with the 
experiments, it was revealed that it gave more accurate results in the mass flow rate and phase difference values 
passing through the flowmeter. Hu et al. claimed that fluids with higher viscosity would generate higher shear stresses 
on the walls of the measuring tube. It was stated that this situation may cause changes in pressure loss and thus the 
viscosity of the fluid could be determined.  

2. NUMERICAL STUDY AND VALIDATION 

The design and fluid domain of the designed Coriolis mass flowmeter are shown in Figure 1. The fluid coming to the 
Coriolis mass flowmeter was separated into two measuring tubes by the flow separator in the flowmeter. It exited the 
flowmeter by passing through pipes with ninety-degree elbows and recombining through the flow combiner.  

 

a)                                              b)                                            

Figure 1: Designed Coriolis-type mass flowmeter a) CAD model of the design b) fluid domain  

2.1. Mesh generation and mesh independency study 

Within the scope of the study, the mesh of the fluid domain of Coriolis-type mass flow meter was generated using 
polyhedral elements. Meshes consisting of polyhedral elements require fewer elements and achieve better values in 
quality parameters such as skewness and orthogonality, which are important for the accuracy of numerical 
simulations. The main reason for this is that the elements of the mesh elements with more surfaces have more 
adjacent elements. As a result, more accurate results are obtained in CFD analysis. The generated polyhedral 
meshes of the fluid domain are shown in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2:  Mesh generation in the fluid domain 

Finer mesh was adapted in the flow separator in order to detect the flow separations and distortions that occured in 
this region. Twelve inflation layers, which were important for wall function to get more accurate results, were 
generated. A mesh independency study was carried out on the Coriolis flowmeter model. CFD studies were 
proceeded with the 2nd grid model by taking into account computational time. The grid independence work results 
are shown in Table 1. 
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Table 11: Mesh independency study 

Mesh 
 

Number of Elements 
 

Pressure Loss 
[Bar] 

Grid 1 1.38 million 1.077 

Grid 2 2.16 million 1.066 

Grid 3 7.12 million 1.063 

2.2. CFD study 

The k-ω SST turbulence model was used in CFD studies. In the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) study, it was 
determined that the flow was turbulent at all flow rates defined as the boundary condition. As a result, in CFD analysis, 
the inlet length was modeled to be at least ten times the inlet diameter so that the flow could occur under fully 
developed conditions. Water was selected as the working fluid under normal conditions as in the experiment. Flow 
rates to be used in the experiment were defined to the CFD solver as the input boundary conditions of the mass flow 
meter. As another boundary condition, the pressure boundary condition was given to the outlet of the mass flowmeter 
and this was defined as the effective pressure equivalent to the atmospheric pressure. The pressure losses obtained 
as a result of the CFD study are shown in Table 2. 

Table 12: Pressure loss values obtained with numerical study 

 Mass Flow Rate 
[kg/s] 

CFD 
[Bar] 

0.2 0.061 

0.5 0.307 

0.8 0.693 

1.0 1.066 

1.2 1.479 

1.4 1.953 

1.6 2.560 

1.8 3.123 

2.3. Experimental study and comparison of experimental and numerical results  

The flowmeter, which was designed and performed CFD simulations, was manufactured to validate the results. In the 
experimental study, the flow reaching the Coriolis-type mass flowmeter was measured using an electromagnetic 
flowmeter. Pressure loss was determined from the inlet and outlet of the Coriolis mass flowmeter using a differential 
pressure transmitter. In order to make measurements at different flow rates, measurements were made by changing 
the flow values with the help of frequency control. A schematic drawing of the experimental study is shown in Figure 
3. 

 

Figure 3:  Experimental setup 
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The comparison of pressure losses in the experimental CFD study are shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Pressure loss comparison between CFD and experimental study 

Pressure loss comparisons of the experimental measurements were made for different flow rate conditions and the 
numerical simulations performed in ANSYS Fluent are illustrated in Figure 4. It was seen that experimental and 
numerical results were in good agreement with each other. 

3. PRESSURE DROP OPTIMIZATION BASED ON TAGUCHI METHOD 

The Taguchi optimization method is widely used to examine multiple parameters on output. In the Taguchi method, 
the design parameters and their level numbers are determined. As a result, by changing the determined parameter, 
a matrix consisting of different design points is obtained. In this way, instead of examining all combinations of the 
determined parameters, the optimum design is reached by examining the design points suggested by the method. 

In the study, three different design parameters were considered to investigate the effect of pressure loss. These were 
the angle of the flow separator, the radius of curvature of the elbows in the upper section of the measuring pipe, and 
the radius of curvature of the bends in the bottom section of the measuring pipe. The matrix proposed by the Taguchi 
method was obtained by using Minitab software by changing four levels of three selected design parameters. The 
optimization study was carried out for nominal flow rate of 1 kg/s. In the original design of the Coriolis mass flowmeter, 
the angle of the flow separator was 60º, and the radius of curvature of the four elbows located at the top and bottom 
of the measuring pipe was 60mm. Three design parameters that affected the pressure loss are shown in Figure 5. 

           

                                     a)                                                       b)                                                           c) 

                          Figure 5: Three design parameters a) angle of flow separator b) radius of curvature of the elbows in the upper 
section c) radius of curvature of the bends in the bottom section 

Taguchi matrix, which was obtained by using Minitab program, is shown in Table 3. The Taguchi method proposes a 
matrix consists of sixteen different design points. 
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Table 3: Taguchi matrix for Coriolis-type mass flowmeter 

Design Flow separator angle 
[°] 

Upper radius of curvature 
[mm] 

Bottom radius of Curvature 
[mm] 

Design 1 40 50 50 

Design 2 40 55 55 

Design 3 40 60 60 

Design 4 40 65 65 

Design 5 50 50 55 

Design 6 50 55 50 

Design 7 50 60 60 

Design 8 50 65 65 

Design 9 60 50 60 

Design 10 60 55 65 

Design 11 60 60 50 

Design 12 60 65 55 

Design 13 70 50 65 

Design 14 70 55 50 

Design 15 70 60 55 

Design 16 70 65 50 

In the Taguchi method, the parameters that the designer cannot control or change while the process is in progress, 
or that it is not possible to vary, such as environmental conditions, are expressed as noise. In the Taguchi method 
study, the signal-to-noise ratio examines the variation of the output under different noise conditions, depending on 
the purpose of the study (Methods and Formulas for Analyze Taguchi Design - Minitab, n.d.). 

In order to minimize the pressure loss to lower values, the design with the smallest loss was chosen as the better 
option. The results of the analyses for sixteen different design points are shown in Table 4 below. Figure 6 presents 
the results of the signal-to-noise analysis. 

Table 4: Taguchi optimization results 

Design Flow separator angle 
[°] 

Upper radius of curvature 
[mm] 

 Bottom radius of Curvature 
[mm] 

 Pressure Loss  
[Bar] 

Design 1 40 50 50 1.0399 

Design 2 40 55 55 1.0256 

Design 3 40 60 60 1.0130 

Design 4 40 65 65 0.9989 

Design 5 50 50 55 1.0570 

Design 6 50 55 50 1.0558 

Design 7 50 60 60 1.0295 

Design 8 50 65 65 1.0289 

Design 9 60 50 60 1.0851 

Design 10 60 55 65 1.0700 

Design 11 60 60 50 1.0807 

Design 12 60 65 55 1.0651 

Design 13 70 50 65 1.1335 

Design 14 70 55 50 1.1314 

Design 15 70 60 55 1.1257 

Design 16 70 65 50 1.1240 
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Figure 6: Taguchi optimization signal to noise analysis 

As seen in Figure 6, the design in which the lowest pressure loss occurred was Design 4. In addition, when the signal 
to noise ratios of the analyses were investigated, it was seen that the strongest signal came from the design where 
the angle of the flow separator was 40º and the radius of curvature for both upper and lower elbows was 65mm. It 
was observed that the decrease in the angle of the flow separator and the increase in the radius of curvature of both 
the upper and bottom elbows reduced the pressure loss. This situation was also seen when the signal to noise ratios 
and their ranks were examined in Figure 6. It can be seen that the factor that had the major effect on the pressure 
loss was the angle of the flow separator. With the optimization study using the Taguchi method, pressure loss of the 
Coriolis-type mass flow meter decreased by 6.3%. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

In this study, the design of a Coriolis mass flow meter was carried out, and pressure losses at different flow rates 
were determined by CFD simulations. Subsequently, the prototype flowmeter was produced and experiments 
performed. With the experimental study, the pressure losses occurring at different flow rates in the numerical 
simulations were determined and the CFD study validated.  

Figure 7 shows the velocity distribution obtained as a result of CFD analysis of the experimental model. In the velocity 
distribution, flow distortions appearing on the wall of the flow separator were seen. In addition to these, it was seen 
that the flow slowed down in regions where flow started to separate. Figure 7 illustrates the inlet region velocity 
distribution of the Design 4 model with the lower pressure loss obtained as a result of the Taguchi optimization study. 

  

                                                a)                                                                                                   b) 

Figure 7:  Inlet region velocity distribution a) experiment model b) Design 4 

Flow distortions on the wall of the flow separator and measuring tubes of the flowmeter with reducing angle flow 
separator 60° to 40° were minimized.  
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It was seen that the effect of the flow disturbance caused by the flow separator walls was mostly eliminated. In Figure 
8 the flow separation due to the walls of the flow separator is shown as velocity vectors.  

 

                                                a)                                                                                                   b) 

Figure 8:  Inlet region velocity vectors a) experimental model b) Design 4 

In the study, by reducing the angle of the flow separator, the effect of the walls on the flow was prevented and the 
negative effect of the separator on the speed was reduced. As seen in Figure 8, flow separations that occurred on 
the walls of the flow separator and at the junctions of the measuring pipe of the flowmeter and the flow separator 
were prevented. The decrease of pressure in the inlet of the flowmeter is shown in Figure 9. 

 

a) b) 

Figure 9: Inlet region pressure distribution a) experimental model b) Design 4 

As seen in Figure 9, the flow separator in experimental model led to local pressure rising where the flow started to 
separate. Pressure drop in flow separator was minimized with reducing the angle of the flow separator and increasing 
the radius of curvature of both elbows.  

In Figure 10, the pressure distributions in the inlet region of the designs which had the lowest pressure losses at four 
different angles as a result of the Taguchi method optimization study are shown. As pressure distributions were 
examined, areas with high pressure could be seen to minimize with varying angle of flow separator and radius of 
curvature of the both elbows. In addition, the pressure increase caused by the pointed region of the flow separator 
and the change of the affected area for different angles were seen. As the angle of the flow separator increased, 
more regions having 1.3 bar pressure can be seen.  
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a)                                                                                                 b) 

 

                                         c)                                                                                                      d) 

Figure 10: Inlet region pressure distribution a) Design 4 b) Design 8 c) Design 12 d) Design 16 

A decrease in pressure loss occurred by reducing the angle of the flow separator compared to the experimental model 
with Design 8. Although it had an equal flow separator angle with the experimental model and the radius of curvature 
of the lower elbow of the measuring pipe was reduced, it was determined that the pressure loss decreased by 
increasing the radius of curvature of the upper elbows of the measuring pipe in Design 12. Studies have indicated 
that reducing the radius of curvature of the elbows caused an increase in the pressure loss as shown in Design 16. 

5. CONCLUSION 

An optimization study was carried out in order to reduce the pressure loss of a Coriolis-type flowmeter. For this 
purpose, the selected design criteria were analyzed with the combinations suggested by the Taguchi method. With 
the Taguchi method optimization study, numerical studies of sixteen design points were carried out by changing three 
design parameters by four levels. The aim of the optimization study was to determine the parameter changes that 
minimize the pressure loss caused by the Coriolis mass flowmeter in the line. As a result of the CFD simulations of 
sixteen different design points, 6.3% decrease in pressure loss was obtained with the Design 4 model suggested by 
the Taguchi method. In addition, in the numerical study made with other models suggested by the Taguchi method, 
it was observed that reducing the angle of the flow separator in the geometry of the measuring pipe and reducing the 
radius of curvature of the elbows of the measuring pipe affected the pressure loss. Signal noise analysis was 
performed in Taguchi analysis using Minitab software. In the study, it was seen that Design 4 had the highest signal 
value. This situation can be seen as a validation of the CFD study results. In addition, in the numerical simulations of 
the Taguchi results, it was seen that the design criterion with the greatest effect on the pressure loss of the Coriolis 
mass flowmeter was the angle of the flow separator, and the effects of the upper and bottom elbow radius of the 
measuring pipe on the pressure loss were close. 

Due to their curved shaped measuring pipes, Coriolis mass flowmeters have a higher pressure loss than other 
flowmeter types. In order to reduce the pressure loss caused by Coriolis mass flow meters, the measurement pipe 
should be designed with the fewest possible elbows and a model that keeps the continuity of flow. The reduction in 
pressure loss could be further increased by reducing the angle of the flow separator to the lowest possible angle and 
raising the radius of curvature of the elbows to the highest extent permitted by the dimensions of the flowmeter. In 
future studies, the fluid structure interaction model (FSI) will be used to investigate the effects of vibration of measuring 
tubes. 
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Abstract: The energy slab is a hybrid structure to utilize geothermal energy by encasing heat exchange pipes with a 
horizontal layout. However, the ambient air temperature may interfere with the thermal performance of the energy 
slab due to direct exposure. Such an unfavourable situation can be improved by installing a thermal insulation layer 
on the energy slab. This study experimentally investigated the applicability of the two types of energy slabs (floor-
type and wall-type) equipped with the aerogel-type thermal insulation, which were constructed in an underground 
parking lot. During the thermal performance tests, the thermal performance of the energy slabs was investigated by 
measuring the inlet and outlet temperatures of the energy slabs. In addition, the structural integrity of the energy slabs 
was assessed from the measured temperature and thermal strain at the energy slabs. It was found that the installation 
of the thermal insulation layer enhanced the thermal performance of the energy slab and prevented surface 
condensation. In addition, it was realised that the induced thermal stress especially during the cooling operation of 
the energy slab should be carefully handled to prevent damage to parking lot structures.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The ground source heat pump (GSHP) system is the most efficient way of heating and cooling buildings (Faizal et 
al., 2016; L’Ecuyer et al., 1993). The GSHP system consists of two main components, i.e., a heat pump and a ground 
heat exchanger (GHEX). In general, a closed-loop vertical GHEX has been widely adopted in the GSHP system. This 
type of GHEX is installed by equipping plastic pipes in a vertically drilled borehole backfilled with grout material to 
induce heat exchange between the circulating fluid and the surrounding medium. However, the construction cost for 
the closed-loop vertical GHEX is significantly high, accounting for approximately 50% of the total installation cost of 
the GSHP system (Blum et al., 2011). The high construction cost is mainly owing to the additional borehole drilling, 
and it results in a prolonged payback period of the initial investment cost of the GSHP system. In order to reduce the 
total installation cost of the GSHP system, a closed-loop GHEX can be installed horizontally without a drilling process, 
which is called a closed-loop horizontal GHEX. However, the thermal performance of closed-loop horizontal GHEXs 
is too low to be adopted in the GSHP system because it is largely influenced by the ambient air temperature (Esen 
et al., 2007; Tarnawski et al., 2009). In addition, it is hard to be installed in a dense construction site because a 
considerable installation area is required when a long-length heat exchange pipe is installed to obtain a demanded 
thermal load. Recently, adopting the GHEXs inside infra-structures (i.e., slab of building, pile foundation, tunnel and 
diaphragm wall) has been reported as being able to overcome these disadvantages so that sufficient construction 
areas and construction costs should be secured (Lee et al., 2016; Lee et al., 2018; Park et al., 2021; Xia et al., 2012). 

An energy slab is one of the hybrid structures that allows for utilizing geothermal energy by encasing the closed-loop 
horizontal GHEX in the slab of a building (Kayaci et al., 2019; Nam & Chae, 2014). The energy slab can contain a 
long length of the heat exchange pipes without the necessity of an additional construction site. However, its low 
thermal performance owing to direct exposure to the ambient air temperature is still an important issue to be 
addressed (Choi & Sohn, 2012). Therefore, Moon & Choi (2015) remarked that the energy slab should be combined 
with other types of GHEX, such as energy piles (Moon & Choi, 2015). Meanwhile, equipping thermal insulation inside 
the energy slab was introduced to relieve the effect of ambient air temperature (Lee et al., 2018). A Phenol foam (PF) 

board was proposed as an optimal material for thermal insulation in the energy slab, considering the thermal insulation 
performance and the economic feasibility (Lee et al., 2021). This study introduced a new way to improve the thermal 
performance of the energy slabs, installing them in an underground parking lot. In this approach, it was necessary to 
install thermal insulation in the energy slabs to minimize the thermal interference induced by the ambient air 
temperature. However, because the PF board was a closed-cell structure by foaming and curing the phenolic resin, 
it was vulnerable to external loads. That is, the PF board-type thermal insulation was inappropriate for the floor-type 
energy slabs installed in the underground parking lot, which can be stressed by automobile loads. In order to 
compensate for this unfavorable situation, aerogel-type thermal insulation was considered in this study. This new 
thermal insulation shows similar thermal conductivity to the PF board-type thermal insulation while having a thin and 
flexible configuration. Therefore, the aerogel-type thermal insulation can be less vulnerable to automobile loads while 
securing enough thermal insulation performance. Moreover, surface condensation was expected to occur on the 
concrete slabs in the winter season owing to temperature variations in the heat exchange pipes. In particular, the 
surface condensation in underground parking lots results in significant safety problems. Consequently, the 
applicability of this novel type of energy slab in underground parking lots considering the thermal performance and 
surface condensation was assessed in the paper for future practice. 

Periodic temperature changes in the heat exchange pipes can have a fatal effect on the integrity of the infra-
structures. The thermo-mechanical behaviour induced by temperature changes in GHEXs have been extensively 
studied. For example, Sung et al. (2018) conducted experimental and numerical studies on thermo-mechanical 
behaviour of the large-diameter cast-in-place energy pile (Sung et al., 2018). In addition, the thermo-mechanical 
behaviour of the energy tunnel was studied (Barla et al., 2019). Sterpi et al. (2017) analyzed the energy wall by the 
finite element analyses (Sterpi et al., 2017). However, the stability of the energy slab with respect to periodic 
temperature changes in the heat exchange pipes has not yet been investigated. 

This study experimentally investigated the applicability of the two types of energy slabs (floor-type and wall-type) 
equipped with the aerogel-type thermal insulation, which were constructed in an underground parking lot. The thermal 
performance tests (TPTs) were carried out in the constructed energy slabs by simulating the cooling operation of the 
GSHP system. During the tests, the thermal performance of the energy slabs was investigated by measuring the inlet 
and outlet temperatures of the heat exchanger. In addition, the occurrence of surface condensation was determined 
by monitoring temperatures at the concrete slabs and comparing them with the ambient air temperature. Finally, the 
structural integrity of the energy slabs in the cooling operation was assessed from the measured temperatures and 
thermal stresses at the wall-type energy slab. 

2. CONSTRUCTION OF ENERGY SLAB IN UNDERGROUND PARKING LOT 

2.1. Overview of construction site 

The residential building where the energy slabs were constructed was located in Daejeon city, Korea. This building 
consisted of two floors above the ground and one basement floor. The basement floor was constructed for the purpose 
of an underground parking lot and a machine room. Details of the residential building are summarised in Table 1. 
Before the construction, a subsurface geotechnical investigation was performed in the middle of the construction site, 
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and the results are summarised in Table 2. The geological distributions were in the order of the buried layer, 
sedimentary layer, weathered soil layer, and weathered rock layer from the ground level. Further, the thermal 
conductivity of shallow ground formations (i.e., buried layer in this study) was measured by KD2-pro, which was based 
on the transient hot-probe method, because the energy slabs exchange heat energy mainly with the shallow ground 
formations. The thermal conductivity was estimated by averaging the measured values at randomly selected three 
points in the ground where the basement floor was planned to be constructed. As a result, the average thermal 
conductivity of the buried layer was estimated to be 1.2 W/(m·K). 

Table 1: Details of residential building equipped with energy slab 

Type Details 

Location Daejeon City, Korea 

Purpose / Structure Detached house / Reinforced concrete 

Land / Construction area 410 m2 / 193 m2 

Total floor area 386 m2 

Building scale One basement floor (parking lot and machine room), two ground floors 

Height 9 m 

Table 2: Results of subsurface geotechnical investigation 
Depth (m) Division Type N-value(count/cm) 

0.0 ~ 2.7 Buried layer Silty sand with gravel 4/30 ~ 13/30 

2.7 ~ 3.7 Sedimentary layer Silty sand 5/30 

3.7 ~ 11.0 Weathered soil Silty sand 17/30 ~ 50/13 

11.0 ~ 15.3 Weathered rock Silty sand 50/7 ~ 50/10 

2.2. Design of energy slab in underground parking lot 

Figure 1 shows the layouts of the constructed floor-type and wall-type energy slabs. The floor-type energy slab was 
constructed in the middle of the underground parking lot, while the wall-type energy slab was constructed on the wall 
of section A (refer to Figure 1 (a)). Heat exchange pipes inside the energy slabs were installed in a spiral configuration 
by maintaining the distance between adjacent heat exchange pipes (i.e., pitch) to be 400mm. Note that the heat 
exchange pipes in the outlet parts (i.e., sections B and C in Figures 1 (a) and (b), respectively) were thermally 
insulated to control the pitch of 400mm in the energy slabs. The specifications of the constructed energy slabs are 
summarised in Table 3.  

 

(a) Energy slabs in underground parking lot 

 

(b) Details of section A (Wall-type energy slab) 

Figure 1: Floor plans of constructed floor-type and wall-type energy slab 
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Table 3: Specifications of constructed energy slabs 

Type of 
energy slab 

Pipe material 
Pipe diameter 

(mm) 
Pitch 
(mm) 

Installation area 
(m2) 

Total length 
(m) 

Floor-type 
High-density 
polyethylene 

(HDPE) 
25 400 

49.5 123 

Wall-type 18.5 55 

Figure 2 shows sectional views of the constructed energy slabs. As previously described, the PF board-type thermal 
insulation was inappropriate for the floor-type energy slabs in the underground parking lot because the slabs could 
be stressed by automobile loads. Therefore, aerogel-type thermal insulation, which shows similar thermal conductivity 
(i.e., 0.02 W/(m·K)) to the PF board-type thermal insulation (i.e., 0.018 W/(m·K)) while being thin and flexible, was 
selected for the constructed energy slabs. 

 

 

(a) Floor-type energy slab (b) Wall-type energy slab 

Figure 2: Sectional views of constructed energy slab 

K-type thermocouples were equipped in the concrete slabs above the aerogel-type thermal insulation and the 
concrete slabs, in which the heat exchange pipes were placed as shown in Figure 2, to examine surface condensation 
during the tests. Meanwhile, strain gauges (PMFL-60-2LT) were equipped inside the wall-type energy slab to 
investigate the thermo-mechanical behaviour of the wall-type energy slab corresponding to temperature changes 
(Figure 2 (b)). The installation locations of the K-type thermocouples and the strain gauges are summarised in Table 
4. 

Table 4: Detailed locations of thermocouples and strain gauges 

Locations 
Sensor type Name Type of 

energy slab 
Floor plan Slab type 

Floor-type 
energy slab 

1 
(Figure 1 (a)) 

Concrete slab above aerogel-type thermal insulation 
((A) in Figure 2 (a)) 

K-type thermocouple T1A 

Concrete slab possessing heat exchange pipe 
((B) in Figure 2 (a)) 

K-type thermocouple T1B 

Wall-type 
energy slab 

2 
(Figure 1 (b)) 

Concrete slab above aerogel-type thermal insulation 
((C) in Figure 2 (b)) 

K-type thermocouple T2C 

Concrete slab possessing heat exchange pipe 
((D) in Figure 2 (b)) 

K-type thermocouple T2D 
Strain gauge S2D 

3 
(Figure 1 (b)) 

Concrete slab possessing heat exchange pipe 
((D) in Figure 2 (b)) 

K-type thermocouple T3D 
Strain gauge S3D 

2.3. Construction procedure of energy slabs 

Figures 3 and 4 show construction procedures of the floor-type and wall-type energy slabs, respectively. Both energy 
slabs were constructed under a similar procedure: arranging and fixing heat exchange pipes, connecting the return 
and supply pipes, pouring concrete on each slab, and installing aerogel-type thermal insulation.  
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(a) Arrangement of heat exchange pipes (b) Fixing heat exchange pipes (c) Connection of supply and return pipe 

 
 

 

(d) Placement of concrete on floor slab 
(e) Installation of aerogel-type thermal 

insulation 
(f) Placement of concrete to adjust 

leveling 

Figure 3:  Construction procedure of floor-type energy slab 

  

 

(a) Arrangement of heat exchange 
pipes 

(b) Fixing heat exchange pipes 
(c) Connection of supply and return 

pipe 

 

 

 

(d) Placement of concrete on wall slab 
(e) Installation of aerogel-type thermal 

insulation 
(f) Placement of cement mortar and 

installation of bricks 

Figure 4: Construction procedure of wall-type energy slab 

3. IN-SITU THERMAL PERFORMANCE TEST (TPTS) WITH CONSTRUCTED ENERGY SLABS 

3.1. Experimental conditions for in-situ TPT 

The in-situ TPT was proposed to evaluate the thermal performance of GHEXs by simulating artificial heating or cooling 
load (Lee et al., 2018, 2022; Miyara et al., 2011; Park et al., 2017). In this study, artificial thermal loads were supplied 
to the constructed energy slabs by maintaining the inlet temperature and the flow rate of a working fluid with the aid 
of a constant-temperature water bath (Figure 5). During the tests, changes in the outlet temperature were 
continuously measured. Then, the thermal performances of the constructed energy slabs were evaluated by 
calculating heat exchange amounts through Equation 1 (Lee et al., 2018). 

Equation 1: Heat exchange amount of GHEX                                                           𝑄 = 𝐶�̇�∆𝑇 =  𝐶�̇�(𝑇𝑖𝑛 − 𝑇𝑜𝑢𝑡) 
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Where: 

 Q = heat exchange amount of GHEX (W) 

 ṁ = mass flux of circulating fluid (kg/s) 

 C = specific heat capacity of working fluid (kJ/(kg·K)) 

 ΔT= temperature difference (K) 

 Tin = inlet temperature of energy slab 

 Tout = outlet temperature of energy slab 

Figure 5 shows the experimental setup and monitoring instruments established in the machine room (refer to Figure 
1 (a)). The inlet temperature was kept constant at 25°C during the TPTs to simulate cooling operation. The flow rate 
of a working fluid was determined to be 7.4 L/min to satisfy the Reynolds number greater than 4,000, which was the 
threshold value to generate fully turbulent flow inside the pipes. An intermittent operation of 8 hours operation and 16 
hours pause was applied to replicate the heat-pump operation in commercial buildings. The TPTs were conducted 
for seven continuous days. 

  

Figure 5: Overview of experimental setup and monitoring instruments established in machine room 

3.2. Result of TPTs 

Figure 6 shows changes in the inlet and outlet temperatures, and the flow rate of a working fluid during the TPTs at 
each energy slab. The temperature differences (i.e., heat exchange with the surrounding ground) occurred only during 
the operation phases when the flow rate of a working fluid was generated at 7.4 L/min. The average temperature 
difference during the TPTs was more than 2°C, indicating stable heat exchange was obtained in both types of the 
energy slabs. The average heat exchange amounts of the floor-type and wall-type energy slabs were 2,260 W and 
866 W, respectively. Further, the average heat exchange amounts per unit area of the floor-type and wall-type energy 
slabs were 45.7 W/m2 and 46.8 W/m2, respectively. Since both types of the energy slabs had the identical 
configuration of heat exchange pipes (i.e., spiral configuration with 400 mm pitch), a similar average heat exchange 
amount per unit area was obtained. In other words, the thermal performance of the energy slab was significantly 
influenced by the configuration of heat exchange pipes, not the structure type (i.e., wall-type or floor-type). 

The thermal performance of the floor-type energy slab was compared with that of the floor-type energy slab discussed 
in the previous study (Lee et al., 2018). Table 5 shows the construction conditions and the TPT results of the two 
floor-type energy slabs. Although the energy slab constructed by Lee et al. (2018) exchanged heat energy with the 
surrounding ground of higher thermal conductivity and held the configuration of heat exchange pipes denser than the 
energy slab in this study, the current energy slab yielded the average heat exchange amount per unit area 
approximately 2.7 times greater than the energy slab of Lee et al. (2018), which was constructed on the ground 
surface, and thus the ambient air temperature could significantly interfere with heat transfer in the energy slab even 
equipped with PF board-type thermal insulation. On the other hand, the energy slab in this study effectively relieved 
the influence of the ambient air temperature by being installed in the underground parking lot. Such different 
construction condition significantly improved thermal performance.  
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(a) Floor-type energy slab 

 

(b) Wall-type energy slab 

Figure 6: Inlet, outlet and ambient air temperatures and flow rate of a working fluid during TPTs  

Table 5: Comparison on construction conditions and TPT results between floor-type energy slab in this study and that in 
previous study (Lee et al., 2018) 

Type 
Floor-type energy slab 

in this study 

Floor-type energy slab 

in previous study (Lee et al., 2018) 

Heat exchange pipe material (diameter) HDPE (25 mm) 

Total length of heat exchange pipe 123 m 85 m 

Pitch 400 mm 300 mm 

Installation area 49.5 m2 25 m2 

Density of heat exchange pipe 

(Total length of heat exchange pipe/Installation area) 
2.73 m/m2 3.4 m/m2 

Thermal conductivity of ground formation 1.2 W/(m·K) 2.05 W/(m·K) 

Thermal conductivity of thermal insulation material 
0.02 W/(m·K) 

(Aerogel) 

0.018 W/(m·K) 

(Phenol foam (PF) board) 

Average heat exchange amount 

(7 days) 
2,260 W 430 W 

Average heat exchange amount per unit area 45.7 W/m2 17.2 W/m2 
 

3.3. Investigation of surface condensation 

The occurrence of surface condensation in the energy slab was examined by estimating the temperature changes at 
the K-type thermocouples installed in each concrete slab (i.e., T1A, T1B, T2C and T2D in Table 4) during the TPTs. 
Figure 7 shows the temperature variations corresponding to the installed location of the thermocouples. The 
temperatures in the concrete slabs equipped with heat exchange pipes (i.e., below the aerogel-type thermal 
insulation, T1B and T2D) repeatedly increased and decreased in accordance with the intermittent operation of the 
constant-temperature water bath. Meanwhile, the temperatures in the concrete slabs located above the aerogel-type 
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thermal insulation (i.e., T1A and T2C) were changed regardless of the intermittent operation. Rather, they showed a 
similar tendency to the variation of the ambient air temperature. This result indicated that the concrete slab above the 
aerogel-type thermal insulation and the concrete slab possessing heat exchange pipes became thermally 
independent by installing the aerogel-type thermal insulation. That is, surface condensation may not occur in the 
constructed energy slabs in the underground parking lot even though the temperatures in the concrete slab 
possessing heat exchange pipes become lower than that of ambient air during the heating operation of the GSHP 
system. 

 

 

(a) Floor-type energy slab (b) Wall-type energy slab 

Figure 7: Temperature variations of concrete slab above aerogel-type thermal insulation, concrete slab possessing heat 
exchange pipe, and ambient air during TPTs according to types of energy slab  

4. STRUCTURAL STABILITY OF ENERGY SLAB IN UNDERGROUND PARKING LOT 

During heat pump operations in a GSHP system, temperature reduction in an energy slab (i.e., heating operation) 
shrinks concrete, and temperature increase in an energy slab (i.e., cooling operation) expands concrete, which may 
cause thermal stress on the energy slab. This can be a potential threat to the structural integrity of the energy slab. 
In this study, thermal stress in the wall-type energy slab was investigated by simultaneously measuring the changes 
in T2D, T3D, S2D and S3D during the TPTs. Note that the strains in S2D and S3D were measured at the end of each 
operation phase.  

Figure 8 shows the changes in temperature and thermal stress at the concrete slab possessing heat exchange pipes 
during the TPTs. The thermal stresses were calculated by the measured strains assuming the elastic modulus of 
cement mortar as 36,500 MPa referring to the previous study (Yurtdas et al., 2004). 

  

(a) Center of wall-type energy slab (b) Conner of wall-type energy slab 

Figure 8: Changes in temperature and thermal stress at concrete slab possessing heat exchange pipe during TPTs 
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As illustrated in Figure 8, the thermal stresses were accumulated due to the continuously elevated temperature in 
concrete (i.e., T2D and T3D) from the initial stage. In addition, the thermal stress at the centre of the concrete slab 
(i.e., S2D) was larger than that at the corner of the concrete slab (i.e., S3D). Because S3D was located in the corner 
of the wall-type energy slab as shown in Figure 1, the strain was restricted by nearby building structures. On the other 
hand, since S2D was located in the centre of the wall-type energy slab (refer to Figure 1 (b)), the strain restriction in 
S2D was relatively lower than that in S3D, which increased the thermal stresses as well. As a result, the thermal 
stress at the centre of the wall-type energy slab was approximately 2,350 kPa at the end of the TPT, which was higher 
than that at the corner of the wall-type energy slab as much as 1,100 kPa (Figure 8). In the previous study, the tensile 
and compressive strengths of concrete were varied with the properties of cement mortar (Chen et al., 2013; Singh et 
al., 2015; Yurtdas et al., 2004). In particular, the tensile strength of cement mortar can be smaller than 2 MPa (Chen 
et al., 2013; Singh et al., 2015). That is, the structural integrity of energy slabs can be threatened by excessive thermal 

stress according to the result of this study. Consequently, it is necessary to secure enough tensile strength of cement 
mortar for the energy slab, especially to manage the thermal stress induced by cooling operation. 

5. CONCLUSION  

In this study, the thermal behaviours of the energy slabs constructed in an underground parking lot and equipped 
with aerogel-type thermal insulation were experimentally investigated. A series of TPTs was performed in the 
constructed energy slabs. Then, thermal performance, the occurrence of surface condensation, and structural 
integrity were investigated by analyzing the measured data in the TPTs. The following are the primary findings of this 
study. 

1. The floor and wall-type energy slabs had stable thermal performance. In addition, the energy slabs 
constructed in the underground parking lot could have sufficiently improved thermal performance by reducing the 
thermal interference by the ambient air temperature. 

2. The aerogel-type thermal insulation layer thermally isolating the concrete slabs with heat exchange pipes 
from ambient air refrained from surface condensation. This was especially critical when the temperature in the 
concrete slab encasing heat exchange pipes became lower than the ambient air temperature during the heating 
operation of the GSHP system. 

3. The maximum thermal stress was estimated to be approximately 2,350 kPa at the end of the TPT. Therefore, 
it was necessary to secure enough tensile strength of cement mortar for the energy slab, especially to manage the 
thermal stress induced by cooling operation. 
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People spend most of their daily lives indoors and indoor environments should be warm in winter and cool in summer 
to be considered comfortable. With the increasing human population, more energy needs arise due to the required 
comfort conditions, therefore, energy efficiency gains great importance. Thermal insulation of windows in closed 
environments is extremely important to reduce energy use. This study presents a new approach on supporting pillars 
in vacuum glass technology, which has gained importance in recent years. The effect of using divergent and 
convergent cylindrical pillars instead of traditional cylindrical pillars on window thermal insulation performance was 
evaluated. With the 2D CFD model, firstly, after the verification from the company data and literature, the simulations 
were repeated by changing the thermal properties of the glass and pillars material. The effect of this change on the 
window heat transfer coefficient (Uw) was examined. In all analyses, the outdoor temperature was assumed to be 5 
degrees centigrade and the indoor temperature to be 25 degrees centigrade. It was seen that the Uw value in the 
reference state was 1.21 W/m2K. With divergent cylindrical pillars, the Uw value decreased by 37.5% to 0.76 W/m2K; 
with convergent cylindrical pillars it decreased by 24.4% to 0.919 W/m2K. It was understood that for vacuum glass, 
the thermal properties of glass were more decisive than the properties of pillars. It was also understood that better 
insulation would be obtained in vacuum glass by using divergent cylindrical pillars. In the study, the results of Uw 
were given for values ranging between 0.1-0.4 W/mK for glass and 0.04-0.20 W/mK for pillars.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Global warming continues to be one of the biggest threats to our world, despite the awareness and precautions taken 
worldwide (Cuce et al., 2014a). Fossil-based energy production, destruction of forest areas and greenhouse gas 
emissions draw attention as the most important sources of global warming (Cuce et al., 2016a). For this reason, the 
most important way to reduce the effects of global warming is the efficient use of energy resources (Cuce et al., 
2014b). Buildings are responsible for approximately 40% of global energy consumption, mainly due to the energy 
consumed by the devices used when heating or cooling the indoor air to create a comfortable space (Roy et al., 
2022). Considering the energy losses in buildings, an energy loss of up to 60% occurs from the window areas that 
cover approximately 30% of the building envelope (Wani et al., 2019). Therefore, one of the most effective ways of 
reducing energy losses in buildings is improved glazing technologies used in window areas. Using glazing 
technologies with low thermal conductivity values can significantly reduce energy costs (Cuce, 2017). Currently, 
double glazing technology is widely used in window areas worldwide. Still, the U-value of this technology is high, and 
most of the energy losses in buildings occur from these windows rather than areas such as building envelope, floor, 
and roof (Cuce et al., 2014c). Table 1 shows the average U values for building elements (Cuce et al., 2015a).  

Table 1: U-values of building structure elements (Cuce et al., 2015a). 

Element U-Value (W/m2K) 

Wall 0.3 
Roof 0.16 

Ground 0.25 
Window 2 

The low U-value of double-glazing technology has prompted scientists to look for new glass technologies. Especially 
in the last decades, various smart glazing technologies have been produced and used more and more (Cuce et al., 
2015a; Aguilar-Santana et al., 2019). Today, there are many types of glass widely used in buildings, such as single 

clear or gray tint glazing, double clear or gray tint glazing, and double or triple glazing with low-e. As shown in Table 
2, the U-values of these glass technologies can vary widely. Significant improvements can be made in their thermal 
permeability depending on the number of glass layers and the filler material (Cuce et al., 2015b).  

Table 2: U-Values of some glazing technologies (Cuce et al., 2015b). 

Glazing Type U-Value (W/m2K) 

Single glass 0.84 
Double glass 0.49 

Double glass with low-e 0.37 
Triple glass with low-e 0.29 

In general, there are many advanced glazing types produced for purposes such as high thermal insulation and 
maximum benefit from sunlight. We can count the most important ones as multilayer glazing, suspended films, phase 
change material (PCM) glazing, aerogel glazing, low-emittance coating, smart glazing, photovoltaic (PV) glazing and 
vacuum glazing (Cuce et al., 2015c; Kira Kumar et al., 2018). Among these technologies, vacuum glazing draws 
attention because it has great potential and is a constantly developing technology for reducing the cooling loads of 
buildings in summer and heating in winter (Fong et al., 2007; Eames et al., 2008). Vacuum glazing is lighter than 
other multi-layer glasses and is more economical than glasses filled with inert gases, as they do not require any gas 
costs. They also have superior optical properties compared to aerogel filled or tinted glasses. In general, a vacuum 
glass is formed by vacuum evacuation between two layers of glass, as shown in Figure 1 (Ghosh et al., 2016).  

 
Figure 1: Top view (A) and cross-sectional view (B) of a vacuum glazing (Ghosh et al., 2016). 
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The edges of the glasses are hermetically joined to each other in order to maintain a vacuum of less than 0.1 Pa 
between the two glass layers. Small support elements are used between the two glass layers so that the glass layers 
do not break or come into contact with the pressure effect (Zhao et al., 2007). Since the support elements cover very 

small areas compared to the glass area, they are not noticeable from a distance of about 2-3 metres and do not 
create an optically significant obstacle. We can say that the critical role of the vacuum glass concept is to eliminate 
the transmission and convection effects by creating a gap between two glass plates, thus providing significant 
improvements in U-values (Cuce et al., 2016b). In this context, pillars used between the glass plates create a 

conduction path that accelerates the heat flow between the two environments and may cause a decrease in thermal 
performance. For this reason, it is essential to choose the appropriate material, pillar geometry and distance between 
two pillars. There are some studies on this subject in the literature. Cuce and Riffat (2015) numerically investigated 
the first commercial vacuum glass concept with their CFD study. After the accuracy of the created CFD model was 
verified with the catalogue data provided by the manufacturer, changes in the product’s thermal performance were 
observed when translucent aerogel pillars were used instead of the currently used pillars. Results showed that if 
existing pillars were replaced with aerogel pillars, the U-value of 1.20 W/m2K could be reduced to 0.67 W/m2K. In 
addition, this value could be reduced further to 0.40 W/m2K by optimizing the number of pillars. Zhu et al., (2022) 
investigated the effects of pillars on thermal performance in the vacuum glass concept in terms of geometric, 
conductivity value, and placement parameters. In addition, the analytical models created were verified with the 
measurements taken experimentally. According to the results obtained from the study, besides the height and shape 
of the pillar, the distance and arrangement of the pillar also have significant effects on the thermal performance. 
Another result obtained from the study was that up to 30% less heat loss could be achieved by reducing the contact 
areas. In another study, Xi et al., (2021) investigated the effect of continuous vacant pillars on mechanical properties 
in vacuum glass. Surface tension and deformations were observed for different areas and arrangements using the 
ANSYS program. The results revealed that increasing the number of pillars caused a worsening of the mechanical 
properties. For this reason, optimum pillar number, pillar arrangement and pillar material selection were important in 
terms of mechanical performance as well as thermal performance. 

In this study, the effects of pillars used in the vacuum glass concept on thermal performance were investigated. For 
this purpose, a model was created on the ANSYS program and the accuracy of this model was verified with the 
catalogue data of a commercial product of Pilkington Spacia. In the study, various geometric models were created 
for different pillar materials and the effects of conductivity value, contact area and hollow structure were examined. 
In addition, after the optimum number of pillars was found, the arrangement of the pillars was changed and the effects 
on the thermal performance were also observed. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

This study’s aim was for thermal analysis of vacuum glass, which has an important place in innovative glass 
technology. For this purpose, by creating a numerical model, materials with different thermal properties and 
geometries and the change in Uw value were interpreted. In order to increase the reliability of the study, the produced 
sample was taken as a basis and compared with the literature studies. A 2D CFD model was used for work under 
continuous conditions. The visuals and mesh details of the created model are given in Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2: 2D CFD model and mesh image. 

The vacuum environment between two sheets of glass minimises the effects of transmission and convection, except 
for the solid body. Therefore, the thermophysical properties of the supporting pillars gain importance. Thermophysical 
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properties of glass and pillars used in the study are given in Table 3. First, by keeping the transmission coefficient of 
the glass constant, the effect of using pillars with different thermal conductivity coefficients on the system was 
interpreted. Then, the effect of using glass with different thermal conductivity coefficient on the system was evaluated. 
Finally, the effect of using pillars with different geometries on the system was investigated. 

Table 3: Properties of glass and pillars. 

Properties/Materials Glass Pillars 

Density (kg/m3) 2500 100 

Specific heat capacity (J/kg.K) 800 800 

Thermal conductivity (W/m.K) 0.1-0.4 0.01-0.04 

The benefit of the vacuum environment to the system was that the transmission and convection effects were 
eliminated and the transmission was provided only through the pillars. The energy equation was solved through the 
CFD model and its equation is as follows (ANSYS FLUENT, 2013): 

Equation 1: Energy equation 
𝜕(𝜌𝑐𝑢𝑇)

𝜕𝑥
+
𝜕(𝜌𝑐𝑣𝑇)

𝜕𝑦
= 𝜆 (

𝜕2𝑇

𝜕𝑥2
+
𝜕2𝑇

𝜕𝑦2
) 

As the boundary condition, the outdoor temperature was 5°C and the convection coefficient was 25 W/m2K, the indoor 
temperature was 25°C and the convection coefficient was 5 W/m2K. Coupled was preferred as the solution method 
and first-order discretization was preferred for energy discretization. The energy convergence criterion was taken as 
10-6. First, the CFD model was verified by using the manufacturing data and literature, then the solutions with different 
thermophysical properties were repeated. The results were then compared using pillars of different geometries.  

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

In the study examining the effect of the vacuum environment between the double glazing on the Uw value, firstly, the 
independence of the CFD model from the mesh was tested. For this purpose, a comparison was made with reference 
to the average temperatures of the inner and outer window surfaces at different cell numbers. Detailed results are 
given in Table 4. For the smallest cell size, 2.5x10-4 m was considered sufficient. 

Table 4: Mesh-independent solution details for CFD model. 

Minimum cell size (m) Inner average 
temp. (K) 

% change Outer average temp. 
(K) 

% change 

1.5x10-4 294.413 - 278.982 - 

2x10-4 294.515 0.034 278.963 0.0068 

2.5x10-4 294.406 0.037 278.92 0.015 

While sizing the CFD model, the results were obtained based on the smallest production size of 200mm x 350mm. 
In order to validate the model, both the experimental data of the manufacturer and the studies in the literature were 
used. Detailed comparison is given in Table 5. When the table was examined, it was seen that the CFD model created 
was compatible with the literature and technical data. 

Table 5: CFD, manufacturer data and literature comparison for model validation. 

 k value of glass (W/m.K) k value of pillars (W/m.K) Uw (W/m.K) 

PILKINGTON 0.10 0.04 1.20 

Cuce and Saffa (2015) 0.10 0.04 1.24 

Present study 0.10 0.04 1.216 

After the mesh-independent solution and model validation, work was started for new results. First, the physical 
properties of rectangular pillars material were kept constant and the effect of using glass with different transmission 
coefficients on the Uw value of the system was examined. It was observed that the Uw value of the window was 
approximately 1.21 W/m2K when the pillars thermal conductivity coefficient was a constant 0.04 W/mK in the 
reference case and the glass thermal conductivity coefficient was 0.1 W/mK. The temperature distribution of the 
window at 5°C ambient temperatures and 25°C degrees indoor temperature is given in Figure 3. When the visual was 
examined, it was understood that the temperature gradients were clearly stacked in these regions, since the heat 
conduction was realised through the pillars. It was also seen that the temperature gradients did not cross each other. 
From this situation, it was understood that the distance between the pillars was sufficient. More frequent placement 
of pillars can be both visually inconvenient and costly. Placing pillars at greater distances may reduce strength due 
to vacuum. 
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Figure 3: Temperature distribution in the window for 5°C outdoor and 25°C indoor temperatures. 

The Uw values of the window are given in Figure 4a in response to the different values of the glass thermal 
conductivity. When the thermal conductivity of the glass was increased to 4 times and 0.4 W/mK, it was seen that the 
Uw value of the window exceeded 2.7 W/m2K. In this case, it was clear that the Uw value of the window increased 
significantly with the glass thermal conductivity. For heat transfer coefficients of 0.1-0.4 W/mK, the Uw value of the 
window can be found with the following Equation 2: 

Equation 2: 𝑈𝑤 = 0.3913 + 9.0715𝑘𝑔 − 8.125𝑘𝑔
2
 

Figure 4: (a) The effect of the glass thermal conductivity coefficient on the Uw value of the window and (b) window Uw values 
versus different heat conduction coefficients for glass and pillars. 

The window Uw value was not only affected by the thermal conductivity of the glass. The thermal conductivity 
coefficient of the supporting pillars in the vacuum environment was also an important parameter. When the thermal 
conductivity of the glass was kept constant at 0.1 W/mK and the thermal conductivity of the pillars increased from 
0.04 to 0.2 W/mK, it was seen that the Uw value of the window increased by 25% to 1.528 W/m2K. When the glass 
thermal conductivity coefficient was fixed at 0.4 W/mK and the pillars thermal conductivity coefficient was increased 
from 0.04 to 0.2, it was understood that the Uw value of the window increased by 79% to 4.868 W/m2K. This indicated 
that the window Uw value increased more significantly by the pillars with increasing glass thermal conductivity 
coefficient. The graph of window Uw values for different glass and pillars thermal conductivity coefficients is given in 
Figure 4b. When the graph is examined, it can be seen that the increased thermal conductivity coefficient for pillars 
had a higher effect rate on the Uw value of the window as the glass heat transfer coefficient increased. This situation 
revealed that it was extremely important to use glass with a low thermal conductivity coefficient in vacuum glass 
technique. CFD results show that the Pillars effect can be limited by the glass properties. In this study, the effect of 
thermal properties of glass and pillars on the window Uw value was included. However, not only thermal properties 
are effective on results. It was clear that zero convection effects and conduction and radiation effects played a role in 
heat loss in vacuum environment. In this study, radiation effects were neglected and focused on transmission effects. 
In this case, besides the thermal properties of pillars in conduction effects, the design was also extremely important. 
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After designing cylindrical pillars, the effects of convergent and divergent cylindrical pillars design will be discussed 
in this section. 3 different pillars designs are shown in Figure 5.  

 
Figure 5: 3 different pillars design 

The cylindrical pillars case was accepted as 1 so that the cross-sectional area remained constant and 2 new designs 
were created. In Case 2, the divergent cylindrical design was examined starting from the hot side, and in Case 3, the 
convergent cylindrical design was examined starting from the hot side. In all designs, dimensioning was done by 
keeping the cross-sectional area constant. An example of the window temperature distribution for divergent and 
convergent pillars geometry at reference temperatures when the glass thermal conductivity coefficient was 0.1 W/mK 
and the pillars thermal conductivity coefficient was 0.04 W/mK is shown in Figure 6. When the visual is examined, it 
can be seen that the inner surface temperature was 24.234 degrees in the divergent pillars design for an indoor 
temperature of 25 degrees, and 24.212 degrees in the convergent pillars design. It can be said that the divergent 

pillars design was a better option in thermal insulation by reducing the conduction effects. 

Figure 6: Temperature distributions in the window for the design of divergent and convergent cylindirical pillars. 

In the design of divergent and convergent cylinder pillars, it was seen that the thermal effects were concentrated 
around the pillars. In the divergent design, it was understood that the pillars created conduction resistance and 
prevented the thermal bridge. For a healthier comparison of the 2 new designs compared to the use of standard 
pillars, firstly, the Uw values of the window for the divergent and convergent cylindrical pillars design were compared 
for glass and pillars with different thermophysical properties. Detailed graphics are given in Figure 7. In both designs, 
it is seen that the window reduced the heat transfer coefficient compared to the reference design. With increasing 
glass thermal conductivity, the effect of the thermal property of the pillars on the window thermal conductivity 
coefficient became evident. In divergent pillars design, it was seen that the minimum and maximum Uw values 
changed in the range of 0.76-3.82 W/m2K, and in the convergent pillars design, it changed in the range of 0.92-3.82 
W/m2K. It was seen that the minimum Uw value was obtained at 0.1 W/mK for glass and 0.04 W/mK for pillars and 
0.76 W/m2K. 
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Figure 7: Window Uw values versus different heat conduction coefficients for glass and pillars (a) divergent cylindirical pillars and 
(b) convergent cylindirical pillars. 

4. CONCLUSION  

In this study, material properties and the effect of pillar design on window heat transfer coefficient (Uw) in vacuum 
glass technique were evaluated with 2D CFD model. The Uw value was 1.216 W/m2K in the reference state in the 
CFD results, while the Pilkington Company data was 1.20 W/m2K. The following findings were obtained in the study 
conducted with the firm data and the model verified from the literature: 

 The 2D CFD model was useful for window analysis. The model was consistent with both firm data and 
literature; 

 Window heat transfer rate was affected by both glass and pillars heat transfer coefficient; 

 For cylindrical pillars, when the heat transfer coefficient of the pillars was increased by using glass with a 
thermal conductivity of 0.1 W/mK, it was seen that the Uw value rose above a maximum of 1.5 W/m2K; 

 For cylindrical pillars, it was seen that the effect of the thermal properties of the pillars on Uw increased as 
the glass heat transfer coefficient increased; 

 It was observed that using divergent and convergent cylindrical pillars yielded lower Uw than the reference 
design; 

 The Uw value, which was 1.216 W/m2k in the reference case, was found to be 0.76 W/m2k with divergent 
cylindrical pillars and 0.92 W/m2K with convergent cylindrical pillars; 

 With the study, it was understood that the main parameter for the Uw value of the window was the heat 
transmission coefficient of the glass, the pillars effect was not as dominant as the glass, and the divergent-
convergent cylindrical pillars design increased the insulation effect. 
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Abstract: The most critical equipment in an electrical transmission and distribution network is the power transformer.  
These transformers are sized based on the power and voltage level they handle, while isolation and cooling inside 
the transformer become more complicated with the increase of the transformer’s volume. Mineral-based oil has 
already proven itself in terms of its excellent dielectric and thermal properties and is the most common insulating fluid 
used in transformers for insulation and cooling purposes. In recent years, however, due to concerns on environmental 
impact, cost increase, and safety, alternative oil technologies have been sought for the replacement of mineral-based 
oils, and in this regard, intensive research efforts have emerged on biological oils for use in the transformers. In this 
paper, the use of bio-based ester oil in transformer applications was investigated comparatively with the currently 
used mineral oils in terms of sustainability, safety, and electrical performance. Chemical and electrical properties of 
ester oil were compared with those of mineral oil. Furthermore, detailed electrostatic simulations on a transformer 
utilizing bio-based ester oil performed in BEST A.Ş Company are also presented. Initial results from the electrostatic 
simulations show that the ester oil exhibited promising electrical performance; however, there were some issues that 
still need to be addressed before its use can become widespread in transformer applications. Finally, suggestions on 
possible solutions for discussed issues and future research direction on bio-oil based transformers are presented. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Transformers are one of the most expensive and critical components in electrical power systems. A failure in a 
transformer causes economic losses, injuries and even causalities. It is therefore essential to ensure that transformers 
operate safely throughout their working life. Transformer post-failure analysis shows that insulation failures are the 
leading cause of transformer failures (Bartley and Hartford, 2003). Insulation oil and insulation paper are the most 
well-known insulating materials for transformers. The transformer oil impregnates the gaps in the insulation paper 
and fills the gaps between the components in the transformer tank to increase the dielectric strength of the insulation. 
Transformer oil not only acts as an insulating fluid, but also conducts heat that is generated in transformer windings 
and cores. Another usage of the oil in transformer is detection of faults and prediction of service life by analysing 
dissolved gases formed at extreme temperatures or during partial discharge and arcs. Therefore, even without the 
need to open the transformer, potential faults can be detected in advance and necessary precautions can be taken. 

Mineral-based oils are commonly used in transformers. Such oils have many desired electrical and thermal-physical 
properties. With its low-cost and wide-availability, it has been used in oil-immersed transformers of all voltage ratings 
since the beginning of the transformer industry. However, it is very poorly biodegradable and if a spill occurs, it can 
cause serious contamination of the environment. With increasingly-stringent environmental rules and regulations, the 
transformer industry is placing more emphasis on the environmental aspect of a transformer along with adequate 
technical performance. Due to the increasingly-depleted mineral oil resources in the coming years, this sector seeks 
alternatives to mineral oil. As a result, the use of new insulating fluids with high biodegradability becomes extremely 
important (Martin et al., 2006).  

Of all the eco-friendly substitutes for mineral oil, esters are probably the most widely used insulating fluids ever. 
Generally, there are two types of esters available on the market, one is the natural ester that is based on "renewably-
sourced" vegetable oils, and the other is the synthetic ester made from petroleum products. Although some poor 
properties of esters limit their use, the low oxidation stability of natural esters has been used for many years around 
the world in small to medium distribution transformers (up to 66 kV) (Hopkinson et al., 2009). The most attractive 
feature of esters is that they are highly biodegradable and non-toxic. Therefore, in the event of a spill, they do not 
pose a risk to the environment around the ester-filled transformers. Two other advantages that also motivate the 
growing interest in esters are low fire-risk and high-moisture absorption ability. The burning point of esters are 
generally above 300ºC, providing greater operational safety for in-service transformers than mineral oil (Stockton et 
al. 2007). The high moisture saturation levels of esters result in the absorption of water from cellulose materials, thus 
protecting the insulation paper from aging and deterioration. 

Due to the aforementioned advantages of ester oils, their use in the transformer industry is increasing. For example, 
up to 230 kV and 200 MVA transformers, industry leaders in USA have already started utilizing ester oils (Anon, 
2008). Since the physical and chemical properties of esters are different from those of mineral oil, important 
considerations emerge at both design and production stages of ester oil-based transformers. Therefore, an in-depth 
understanding of the dielectric properties of esters and their impact on transformer design and fabrication are 
required. Previous studies have provided extensive information on the differences between the properties of esters 
and mineral oil (Amanullah et al., 2005.; Binns et al., 1982; Z Wang et al., 2007). However, there are still important 
issues to be investigated in ester oils. When we consider the structural arrangement inside a transformer, conductors 
and grounded components create a very complex situation in terms of electric field distribution. Therefore, it is 
essential to study the degradation mechanisms of esters in various electric fields. A good understanding of the 
dielectric properties of esters is critical in the application of esters in large power transformers.  

In this paper, chemical and physical properties of both mineral and ester oils are presented. Based on these 
properties, thermal and electrical properties of both oil types are discussed in a comparative manner. Analysis results 
for a 70 MVA, 36/12 kV two power transformers, one with a mineral oil and the other with ester oils, from Maxwell 
simulations are provided.  

2. MATERIAL PROPERTIES OF ESTER AND MINERAL OILS 

The most commonly used mineral oils in transformers are composed of different hydrocarbons such as Paraffin, 
Olefin, Naphten and Aromate. These hydrocarbons consist of carbon and hydrogen bonded by single or double 
bonds. The aging stability of the molecules varies depending on the 28 types of bond structures. Due to various 
effects such as pyrolysis, hydrolysis and applied electric field, bonds tend to collide, resulting in different dissolved 
gases (Boris et al., 2008). Although mineral oils are very reliable for use in power transformers due to their aging 
properties and low viscosity, their negative effects on the environment, and temperature and humidity dependent 
electrical and dielectric properties are their major disadvantages (MUSA SEZER, 2009). 

Instead of mineral oils, which are commonly used for cooling and insulation purposes in the transformers, more 
environmentally friendly oils that are largely soluble in nature have been desired by the industry for long time. As an 
alternative to mineral oils, there are synthetic or naturally formed ester oils. Esters are all formed by synthesizing an 
acid and an alcohol. However, only Poly and Complex esters are suitable to withstand the voltage levels required in 
a high voltage (HV) transformer (Boris et al., 2008). An exemplary ester formation reaction is shown in Figure 1. The 
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reaction of glycerol and fatty acid results in triglyceride and water. An important property of ester oil is that its viscosity 
is higher than mineral oil. For example, the viscosity of vegetable oil is 4-5 times higher than that of mineral oil. Lower 
viscosity is desirable, because lower viscosity in an insulating liquid provides higher cooling efficiency. 

 
Figure 1:  Esterification and hydrolysis reaction 

The chemical reaction of alcohol and three acids in Figure 1 results in an ester molecule called triglyceride and water. 
The reverse of this reaction is called hydrolysis as shown in Figure 1 (Boris et al., 2008). In this reaction, fatty acid 

components are effective in oxidation process and provides stability to the oil. A high ratio unsaturated single fatty 
acids exhibit better oxidation properties than di- or tri-unsaturated fatty acids (Tenbohlen and Koch, 2010; 
Gockenbach and Borsi, 2008). Figure 2 illustrates that, due to the effect of oxygen on the double carbon bonds, the 
triglyceride is broken down and some or all of the acids are separated. The aging process of vegetable oils can be 
explained by the adhesion of unsaturated bonds under oxidation and heat stress, that is, the formed double carbon 
bond. The number of double bonds determines the durability of the oil. The higher the number of double bonds 
(unsaturated fatty acids), the less the oil's durability. However, the higher the saturated fatty acid ratio, the more 
stable the oil when it is in contact with air. 

 
Figure 2: Breakdown of fatty acids 

The biodegradability of transformer oils, on the other hand, is a very important feature determining how 
environmentally-friendly the oil is. This feature mostly depends on the chemical structure of the oil and its ability to 
dissolve in water. Vegetable oils have a high degree of degradability; these properties are not affected by where they 
are used. Mineral oils, on the other hand, are not ready to decompose. Vegetable-based oils, unlike mineral oils, 
degrade easily under anaerobic conditions (Willing, 2001).  The degradability of vegetable oils is not affected by the 
antioxidant additives added to them (Schneider, 2006). Strict environmental measures and legal regulations increase 
the interest in degradable transformer oils.  

According to the data obtained from the literature review and analysis, it was seen that the aging processes of mineral 
and natural esters were similar at and below the normal operating temperature of the transformer, but the aging 
process was faster in mineral oil at high temperatures (Prevost, 2009). Therefore, in transformers operated at high 
temperatures, it was more appropriate to use natural ester oil instead of mineral oil. 

From an electrical point of view, when natural ester liquid is used instead of traditional mineral oil, the electric field 
distribution in the insulation system changes due to the difference in dielectric properties. While the dielectric constant 
(ε) of natural ester liquid is higher than the dielectric constant of mineral oil, the permeability of printing board and 
paper made of kraft pulp impregnated with natural ester liquids is also higher. As a result, when designing an ester-
filled transformer, the electric field distribution and voltage levels in the insulation system should be carefully analyzed. 
The accuracy of the dielectric coefficient values is very important for the accuracy of these analyses. The relative 
dielectric coefficients of the materials are given in Table 1 (Prevost, 2009). 
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Table 1:  Dielectric properties of ester and mineral oil (Prevost, 2009) 

  Temperature  

 25 °C 90 °C 130 °C 

Mineral Oil M 2,4 2,2 

Natural Ester 3,3 3,0 2,9 

 
 

   

Mineral Oil  Temperature  

 25 °C 90 °C 130 °C 

Low Density Pressboard 3,9 3,9 4,1 

High Density Pressboard 4,5 4,7 4,9 

 
 

   

Natural Ester  Temperature  

 25 °C 90 °C 130 °C 

Low Density Pressboard 4,4 4,4 4,5 

High Density Pressboard 4,6 4,8 5,2 

3. ANALYSIS RESULTS 

In this study, electric field distribution of 70MVA, 36/12kV power transformer with both mineral oil and ester oil was 
investigated in ANSYS Maxwell V2021 R2 (ANSYS Inc. n.d.).  First of all, a 2-D drawing of the coil assembly structure 
with the dxf file extension was simplified and redrawn. After the insulation structure picture was prepared in 2-D, 
axisymmetry was applied. This model was rotated 360 degrees around the y-axis, and the y-axis was accepted as 
the rotation axis and the core leg center was placed on this axis. The rectangular transformer surrounding the 
structure represents the boiler. Figure 3 shows the simulated 2-D winding and insulation structure and the 
corresponding section in 3D. The windings in the structure are low voltage (LV), high voltage (HV) and regulating 
windings, from left to right, respectively. 

 

Figure 3: The simulated 2-D winding and insulation structure and the corresponding section in 3D 

During the analysis, 0 kV was given to the boiler as the voltage value since the transformer boiler was at ground 
potential. In the analysis, not only AC voltage but also lightning impulse and clipped wave test analyses were made. 
While analysing the insulation test of the LV winding, 0 kV voltage was given by grounding the HV and regulating 
windings. Likewise, while the HV winding insulation test was being analysed, 0 kV voltage was given by LV grounding, 
but since the regulating winding was connected to the HV winding, the regulating winding was given equipotential 
with the HV winding. In total, six analyses were performed for each power level. The reason for this was there were 
three low voltage - between core, three high voltage - low voltage. The voltage values applied for the 70 MVA 
transformer are given in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Voltage values applied for 70MVA Transformer 

 Power 70MVA 

 HV LV 

Applied Voltage (AC) 70 kV 28 kV 

Basic Lightning Impulse Insulation 
Level (BIL) 

170 kV 75 kV 

Chopped Wave Level (CW) 187 kV 83 kV 

In Table 3 and Table 4, the analysis results are given in detail. The gaps, given in Table 3 and Table 4 are illustrated 
in Figure 4. According to these results, the electric field intensity occurring in the oil spaces when mineral oil was 
used was higher than the electric field intensity occurring in the oil space when ester oil was used. When we look at 
the same situation in PRESSPAPER & PRESSBOARD (PSP) structures for solid insulation, we see that the opposite 
was the case. In other words, electric field strength in PSP structures was higher when ester oil was used than in 
PSP structures in mineral oil. As a result, the electric field strength shifts to solid insulation.  

Table 3: Analysis Results for a 70 MVA Mineral Oil-Filled Transformer and Safety Margins (130 °C) 

   AC BIL CW 

  mm 
Max 

kV/mm 
Safety 

margins % 
Max 

kV/mm 
Safety 

margins % 
Max 

kV/mm 
Safety 

margins % 

LV to Core 

Oil Gap-1 5 1,03 86,60 2,77 85,64 3,07 85,55 

PB-1 3 0,55 98,79 1,46 98,70 1,62 98,69 

Oil Gap-2 2 1,05 90,31 2,81 89,62 3,11 89,56 

PB-2 1 0,55 96,33 1,48 96,06 1,63 96,04 

Oil Gap-3 6 1,11 84,67 2,96 83,57 3,28 83,47 

HV to LV 

Oil Gap-1 8 3,37 47,97 8,20 49,46 9,02 49,46 

PB-1 4 1,78 97,03 4,33 97,11 4,76 97,11 

Oil Gap-2 9 3,47 41,82 8,44 43,49 9,28 43,49 

Table 4: Analysis Results for a 70 MVA Ester Oil-Filled Transformer and Safety Margins (130 °C) 

   AC BIL CW 

  mm 
Max 

kV/mm 
Safety 

margins % 
Max 

kV/mm 
Safety 

margins % 
Max 

kV/mm 
Safety 

margins % 

LV to Core 

Oil Gap-1 5 1,01 86,87 2,71 85,93 3,00 85,85 

PB-1 3 0,66 98,54 1,76 98,43 1,95 98,42 

Oil Gap-2 2 1,03 90,51 2,75 89,83 3,05 89,77 

PB-2 1 0,66 95,57 1,78 95,25 1,97 95,23 

Oil Gap-3 6 1,08 84,98 2,91 83,88 3,21 83,81 

HV to LV 

Oil Gap-1 8 3,27 49,55 7,95 50,99 8,74 50,99 

PB-1 4 2,13 96,46 5,16 96,56 5,68 96,56 

Oil Gap-2 9 3,37 43,59 8,18 45,20 9,00 45,20 

 

Figure 4: Illustration of the gaps given in Table 3 and Table 4 
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In Figure 5 and Figure 6, the view of the electric field distribution within the structure is given for transformers with 
mineral oil and ester oil, respectively. The electric field strength on the PSP in Figure 5 was a slightly lighter green 
compared to Figure 6, confirming that the electric field strength was reduced. However, when ester oil was used, the 
electric field intensity especially at the corners of the first disc of the HV winding increased. Since the windings contain 
paper insulation around them, the field increase in solid could also be detected with the decrease in electric-field in 
the liquid. Mineral oil has a wider range of blue hues on the PSP. In ester oil, on the other hand, a greener colour 
variation can be seen on the PSP and a red colour variation covering a slightly larger area around the edges. In this 
case, in analyses using ester oil, the area levels in the conductive paper insulation increased and a denser region 
became dark red, but decreased to yellow more rapidly. This increase in area gradient was precisely the point of 
attention. Especially for higher voltage transformers it may be necessary to use additional edge protection or a 
potential ring on the end disk. This detailed effect can be clearly seen by comparing the two pictures in Figure 5 and 
Figure 6. Higher dielectric constant creates critical points at the edges of the structures rather than the windings. The 
main reason for this was the use of standardized insulation thickness tables created according to the dielectric 
constant value of mineral oil in the analysis. When ester oil was used, the electric field on the conductor insulation 
would increase, as this was not the approach in the analysis. As a result, the effect of the higher dielectric constant 
caused critical points at the edges rather than the windings.  

 

Figure 5:  HV lightning impulse analysis electrostatic field distribution insulated with mineral oil (130 °C) 

 

Figure 6:  HV lightning impulse analysis electrostatic field distribution insulated with ester oil (130 °C) 
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Many studies have been carried out on the endurance of transformers with mineral and ester oil to lightning and 
switching impulses (Prevost, 2009). It was seen that the breaking voltage of ester oils was approximately 14% lower 
than mineral oils in lightning tests and 8% lower in switching tests (Liu and Wang, 2013). The polarity also had an 
effect on the oil breaking voltage value. There was an obvious polarity effect where the applied negative polarity 
resulted in a lower discharge starting voltage. In general, the average lightning impulse and switched impulse 
breakdown voltages of ester liquids were slightly lower than that of mineral oil under both the positive and negative 
poles (Liu and Wang, 2013). 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this study, mineral and ester oils were presented comparatively in transformer applications and then electrostatic 
analysis were made through electromagnetic simulations. The same Weidmann limit curve was used for both oils 
when comparing the analysis results. (Liu and Wang, 2013). However, the findings showed that the margin of safety 
started to decrease more rapidly in ester oil after 145kV voltage. The miscibility of the natural ester liquid with mineral 
oil was almost 100%, but more than 7% contamination of the natural ester liquid with mineral oil lowered the flash 
point of the mixture below 300°C. 

The dielectric breakdown voltage of an insulating fluid was its ability to withstand electrical stress; the voltage at which 
breakdown occurred between two electrodes under the prescribed test conditions. A breakdown voltage characteristic 
in ester liquid was better for small gaps than mineral oil. However, for the larger gap, a reduction in breakdown voltage 
was seen for natural ester fluids compared to mineral oil. In the analyses using ester oil, it was seen that the electric 
field strength increased in solid insulations, while the electric field intensity in the oil channel decreased. This increase 
in area gradient was precisely the point of attention. Especially for higher voltage classes it may be necessary to use 
extra additional edge protection or a potential ring on the final disk. At the same time, the intensity of the field sliding 
towards the isolation paper should be controlled. In the long run, the winding may cause the insulation paper to 
deteriorate. 

Both natural and synthetic ester liquids showed a relatively lower breakdown voltage compared to mineral oil in terms 
of insulation. There was also an obvious polarity effect where the negative polarity resulted in a lower discharge 
starting voltage. In general, the average lightning breaking voltages of ester liquids were slightly lower than that of 
mineral oil under both the positive and negative poles. If transformer design has to consider the safety margin for 
insulation design criteria, then it is reliable to use the lower level in safety limits instead of the estimated withstand 
voltage. 
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As a result of the increasing population and rapidly developing technology around the world, the need for energy on 
a global scale is increasing day by day. The fossil fuels used to meet this energy need cause irreversible damage to 
the environment. Therefore, the efficient use of energy resources is extremely important. In this respect, in addition 
to increasing the use of renewable energy sources, it is essential to improve the efficiency of existing technologies. 
For example, even small improvements in energy efficiency in cooling applications, which account for 6% of energy 
consumption worldwide, will be effective in preventing major environmental problems. The most used cycles in 
refrigerator applications are vapour compression refrigeration cycles, thermoelectric refrigeration cycles and 
absorption refrigeration cycles. Among these cycles, vapour compression refrigeration cycles have the highest COP 
values. They are also noisy and contain an environmentally harmful refrigerant. Although thermoelectric refrigeration 
cycles have lower COP values compared to other cycles, they are widely preferred especially in portable refrigerator 
applications, thanks to their silent and vibration-free operation, no moving parts, fast response times, and no harmful 
refrigerants. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Energy requirements are increasing day by day as a result of the increasing population and increased technology to 
improve living standards. Carbon dioxide emissions caused by use of such technologies is creating climate problems 
on a global scale. For this reason, it is essential to develop technologies that will enable devices to work for long 
periods more efficiently with less energy. Refrigerators are used in almost every home, office or common area in daily 
life (Choi et al., 2018) and since the amount of energy consumed by refrigerators constitutes 6% of the energy 

produced worldwide, it is extremely important to ensure that these devices operate in the most efficient way (Negrão 
and Hermes, 2011). In general, the cooling section of refrigerators is kept at about 3°C and the freezing section at -
18°C. Refrigerator efficiencies are theoretically defined as the theoretical efficiency of the Carnot cycle. However, in 
practice, the actual efficiency is far from these values due to thermodynamic irreversibility. The efficiency of a 
refrigeration cycle increases as it approaches the Carnot efficiency. Especially in recent decades, studies have been 
carried out to reduce the energy consumption caused by refrigerators and to bring the efficiency values closer to the 
theoretical Carnot cycle efficiency. In this study, the thermoelectric cooling system used in refrigerators and vapour 
compression cooling systems were compared in terms of COP and energy efficiency (Yang, Jung, and Kang, 2015).  

2. THERMOELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR CYCLES 

Thermoelectric coolers used in thermoelectric refrigerator systems are based on the Peltier effect. Thermoelectric 
coolers are devices that convert electrical energy into thermal energy (Guclu and Cuce, 2019). Thermoelectric coolers 
consisting of P and N-type semiconductor materials are electrically connected in series and thermally parallel between 
two ceramic plates, and when a current is applied to the circuit, one of the surfaces starts to heat up and the other to 
cool as a result of the Peltier effect. By placing the cold surface in a cabinet, a thermoelectric refrigerator is created 
(Cuce, Guclu, and Cuce, 2020). A typical thermoelectric refrigerator is illustrated in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Schematic description of thermoelectric refrigeration system 

 
Thermoelectric coolers are generally used with aluminium fins attached to their surfaces in order to accelerate the 
heat removal from the surface. Advantages such as no moving parts, silent and vibration-free operation, long life, 
lightness and compact size, and compatibility with automation are the most important factors in choosing 
thermoelectric devices. The most important parameters affecting the efficiency of a thermoelectric cooler are applied 
current, temperature difference between surfaces and electrical contact resistance (Zhao and Tan, 2014). Figure of 
Merit, cooling power and COP values are taken into account when evaluating the performance of thermoelectric 
refrigerators (Enescu and Virjoghe, 2014). The most important factor limiting the use of thermoelectric coolers is the 
low coefficient of performance (COP) values. For this reason, especially in recent years, researchers have explored 
methods to increase the efficiency of thermoelectric coolers. One of the applications made for this purpose was the 
use of a fluid on this surface in order to increase the amount of heat removed from the hot part of the thermoelectric 
cooler. The performance of the system increased when a refrigerant was circulated on the hot surface. Cuce et al. 
(2020) observed the changes in the cooler cabinet temperature by circulating various nanofluids from the hot surface 
in a thermoelectric refrigerator application. According to the results obtained from the study, it was possible to achieve 
up to 55% improvement with 1% Al2O3-Water nanofluid compared to the base water fluid. Although the COP values 
of thermoelectric coolers vary depending on the applied voltage, the temperature differences between the surfaces 
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and the ambient temperature were between 0.3 and 1 at 27°C ambient temperature up to 30°C surface temperature 
differences (http url n.d.). Thanks to these improvements, the use of thermoelectric coolers is becoming increasingly 
common, especially in portable refrigerator applications (in-car refrigerators, minibars, picnic coolers). However, COP 
values for household refrigerators are still small compared to conventional refrigeration cycles. 

3. VAPOUR COMPRESSION REFRIGERATION CYCLES 

The basic principle in the vapour compression refrigeration cycle is to extract heat from the low-temperature 
environment. The mechanical cooling system that provides this cycle consists of an evaporator, condenser, 
compressor and expansion valve (Sumeru, Nasution, and Ani, 2012). The refrigerant circulated in the cycle takes the 
heat from a low-temperature environment and transfers it to a high-temperature environment with a phase change 
throughout the cycle, and thus the cooling process is performed (Ustaoglu et al., 2020). The schematic representation 
of a typical vapour compression refrigeration system is shown in Figure 2 (Ahamed, Saidur, and Masjuki, 2011). 

 
Figure 2: Schematic description of vapour compression refrigeration system (Ahamed, Saidur, and Masjuki, 2011) 

Vapour compression cooling systems are among the most widely used systems in refrigerator applications. Although 
the COP values of vapour compression refrigeration cycles are generally in the range of 2.7-3.5, high energy 
requirements and increasing energy prices necessitated studies to increase the efficiency of these systems.  

4. ABSORPTION REFRIGERATION CYCLES 

Waste heat from fossil fuels used to produce steam or heat in industrial processes is converted into useful energy by 
using it in absorption refrigeration cycles. Thus, the ready electrical energy consumption used in conventional vapour 
compression systems can be reduced. As  result, by reducing the amount of fossil fuels used in power plants, 
greenhouse gas emissions that cause environmental problems can be reduced. Unlike vapour compression systems, 
environmentally harmful working fluids are used in a limited way. Despite its environmental advantages, the use of 
absorption refrigeration cycles has been limited compared to conventional vapour compression refrigeration systems 
(Crepinsek, Goricanec, and Krope, 2009). Although absorption refrigeration cycles are like vapour compression 
refrigeration cycles, they are separated from each other due to the difference in the compressor part. A typical 
absorption refrigeration cycle is shown in Figure 3 (Srikhirin, Aphornratana, and Chungpaibulpatana, 2001). 

 
Figure 3: Schematic description of absorption refrigeration cycle (Srikhirin, Aphornratana, and Chungpaibulpatana, 2001) 
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5. COMPARISON OF REFRIGERATION CYCLES 

Bansal and Martin (2000) compared vapour compression, thermoelectric and absorption refrigeration cycles. In the 
study carried out for three household refrigerators with the same capacity, comparisons were made in terms of using 
environmentally harmful refrigerants, noise and energy efficiency. According to the results obtained from the study, it 
was determined that although the conventional vapour compression refrigeration cycle was the most efficient and 
economical, its operation was noisier than other cycles. In addition, the refrigerator operating with the absorption 
refrigeration cycle was observed as the quietest operating system, while the refrigerator operating with the 
thermoelectric refrigeration cycle was observed as the most expensive system. Hermes and Barbosa (2012) carried 
out a comparative study to investigate the thermodynamic efficiency of thermoelectric, vapour compression and 
Stirling refrigeration cycles. During the study it was observed that the vapour compression refrigeration cycle was 
more efficient than the thermoelectric refrigeration cycle. Manohar and Adeyanju (2014) conducted a study 
experimentally comparing a commercial vapour compression refrigerator with a thermoelectric refrigerator. During 
the experiments, the falling period of 325ml of water in the glass jar from 32°C to 6°C was observed. While the water 
in the cooler section of the vapour compression refrigerator dropped to 6°C in 61 minutes, this time was observed as 
69 minutes in the thermoelectric beverage cooler. On the other hand, it was determined that while the water 
temperature decreased linearly in the vapour compression refrigerator, it decreased exponentially in the 
thermoelectric refrigerator.  

6. CONCLUSION 

In this study, the refrigerators operating on the thermoelectric refrigeration cycle, the conventional vapour 
compression refrigeration cycle and the absorption refrigeration cycle were investigated in terms of energy efficiency, 
COP values and environmental factors. Among the selected refrigeration cycles, the vapour compression refrigeration 
cycle had the highest COP values. At the same time, although these refrigerators were noisy ones, they were the 
most widely used today, especially in household refrigerators. Thermoelectric refrigerators had lower COP values 
compared to other refrigeration cycle refrigerators. However, they were widely preferred especially in portable 
refrigerator applications like in-car refrigerators, minibars, picnic coolers, thanks to their silent and vibration-free 
operation, no moving parts, fast response times, and no harmful refrigerant. 
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With developing technology and increasing opportunities, the energy demands of both countries and individual users 
are increasing day by day. As a result of increased energy production to meet this growing demand, environmental 
pollution is also becoming a significant problem. In order to overcome this problem, countries are trying to reduce 
environmental pollution by signing new protocols. One of the best measures that can be taken for this purpose is to 
reduce carbon emissions by reducing the proportion of fossil fuels used in energy production stages. On the other 
hand, by constructing buildings (which are responsible for a large part of global energy consumption) with more 
efficient materials, efficient use of energy resources could be achieved, thus reducing carbon emissions. New 
generation buildings are expected to provide thermal, acoustic and visual comfort as well as meet the need for shelter. 
For this purpose, glass products are widely used in buildings today. However, heat losses and gains and light 
transmittance caused by glass, which is frequently used in building coating applications as well as being used in 
window areas due to their superior optical and mechanical properties, have negative effects on the energy 
consumption of buildings. In order to overcome this problem, researchers are working on new generation smart glass 
technologies and smart glass applications are being used at an increasing rate today. With the use of these smart 
glass applications, in addition to providing economic and social benefits to the users, carbon emissions are also 
reduced as a result of the efficient use of energy resources. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

As a result of the rapid depletion of fossil fuels and the increasing energy demands of humanity, world energy policy 
has turned to new, efficient and low/zero greenhouse gas emission energy production (Aste et al., 2018). Not only 
the production management of energy but also the efficient use of the energy produced is important in preventing 
environmental pollution and achieving the targets of reducing greenhouse gas emissions (Omer, 2008). In this 
respect, efficient use of energy resources in commercial and residential buildings, which constitute approximately 
40% of energy consumption in developed countries, has a significant role (Balaras et al., 2005). On the other hand, 
heat losses from the building envelope and window areas are responsible for a significant portion of the energy 
consumed in buildings. In addition to meeting the need for shelter from new generation buildings in the developing 
world, superior thermal, optical and acoustic comfort properties are expected. In order to meet these desired features, 
glass and glass products are used as building elements in building applications today (Cannavale et al., 2009). In 
addition to their important mechanical properties such as high fracture toughness and elastic modules, glass, which 
finds its place in almost every area of our daily life thanks to its superior optical properties, is widely used in buildings, 
especially in building surfaces (Hampshire, 2007). The glass used on these surfaces should be selected in 
accordance with the region, environment and climatic conditions. With the use of the right product, energy efficiency 
can be increased, and low/zero greenhouse gas emission targets can be one step closer. For example, in a building 
where the right glass is chosen in the right window areas, the heating and cooling loads of the users can be 
significantly reduced (Soltys et al., 2018). 

2. SMART GLAZING TECHNOLOGIES 

Glass used as a structural element in buildings is expected to have basic properties such as aesthetic appearance, 
sufficient light transmittance, lightness and sufficient strength, low thermal conductivity value and corrosion resistance 
(Hess, 2004). Glass suitable for these features is widely used in buildings for two purposes. The first of these is the 
way it is used as a coating on a building envelope; a building element that separates indoor and outdoor conditions. 
The most important features expected from the glass used for this purpose are resistance to wind effects, high optical 
transmittance, and low thermal conductivity (David et al., 2011). The two most commonly used glass types for this 
situation are laminated glass and tempered glass. Laminated glass is a composite structure formed by combining at 
least two sheets of glass with a polymeric layer (Saadatian et al., 2021). Tempered glass, on the other hand, has high 

tensile strength and is frequently preferred in building envelopes, stairs, and doors in the construction industry 
(Nielsen et al., 2021).  

Another common use of glass is as a structural element in buildings in window areas. It is used in almost every 
building today to provide ventilation, lighting, and thermal comfort in the interior of the buildings (Singh, Gorgolis and 
Karamanis, 2015). For this reason, choosing the right window is extremely important in terms of comfort and efficient 
use of energy resources as windows are responsible for 40% of the total heat losses in buildings, thus reducing 
energy consumption in buildings (Cuce and Riffat, 2015). Today, advanced technologies are used in window areas. 

2.1. Thermochromic glazing  

Windows made of thermochromic materials, whose optical properties and colour change as a result of temperature 
changes, help to reduce the energy consumption values of buildings by providing the opportunity to control heat and 
light transmission. The most widely used thermochromic material is vanadium oxide. In addition, various polymers 
can be used as thermochromic materials (Rezaei et al., 2017). 

2.2. Phase changing material (PCM) glazing 

PCMs with high thermal energy storage capacity are used to reduce energy loads by transferring the stored energy 
into the building or by absorbing the heat from inside the building. Many types of PCM can be used in building 
applications, but particularly paraffin-based PCMs are preferred due to their superior optical properties (Li et al., 
2020). Building energy needs can be reduced up to 57% with a system created with the appropriate PCM selection 
(Nghana and Tariku, 2016).  

2.3. Electrochromic and gasochromic glazing 

Electrochromic materials change colour when exposed to a DC voltage, and with it, their optical properties change. 
Thanks to these features, it is widely used in building applications where the light transmittance is required to be 
adjusted (Granqvist et al., 2018). Gasochromic windows are created by adding a layer of diluted hydrogen gas 
between two sheets of glass. In this way, the colour and light transmittance of the windows can be adjusted. Although 
gasochromic windows are simpler than electrochromic windows, they require more control equipment (Wittwer et al., 
2004).  
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2.4. Low emissivity and reflective glazing 

Low emissivity glass, which is formed by coating the glass with a metal or metal oxide coating material, do not pose 
a significant optical disadvantage since they allow most of the visible light spectrum through. However, they prevent 
heat conduction as they block other wavelengths. Thanks to these features, they can reduce unwanted heat losses 
from window areas by up to 48% (Han et al., 2010). Reflective glass, on the other hand, has a thin metallic or metal 
oxide reflective layer. Thanks to this layer, which is of a gold or silver colour, radiation effects can be reduced without 
a significant change in the U-value of the glass (Gorantla et al., 2018) 

2.5. Suspended particle and liquid crystal glazing  

Suspended particles and liquid crystal glass have an electroactive mechanism. Randomly dispersed particles 
between the glass layers align when a voltage is applied, thus providing optical transmittance. When the electric 
current is removed, the light transmittance decreases again. Suspended particle glass has a faster response time 
compared to electrochromic glass. In addition, the transparency of the windows can be adjusted to different levels, 
which is another important feature. However, if we compare the amount of energy consumption for the two types, 
then electrochromic glass is more advantageous. In addition to building applications, they are widely used in the 
aerospace and automotive industries (Barrios et al., 2015). 

2.6. Photochromic glazing  

In general, photochromic glass with energy-absorbing properties change colour depending on the intensity and 
distribution of incoming light. It is widely used in buildings, especially in window areas. They change colour depending 
on the angle of incidence of the sun's rays and provide a comfortable living space for the users (Zaiat et al., 2016). 

Although smart glass technologies generally provide benefits to users in terms of energy savings, choosing the right 
glass technology is extremely important. For example, although thermochromic glass is suitable for hot climates, they 
are not ideal for temperate climates. Similarly, electrochromic and suspended particle glass are insufficient for cold 
climate conditions. However, by using these technologies in suitable regions, U values suitable for the region 
conditions can be obtained (Rezaei et al. 2017). 

Table 1 summarises the main characteristics of electrochromic, thermochromic and gasochromic glass technologies 
(Nageib et al., 2020). 

Table 1: Features of some smart glazing technologies (Nageib et al., 2020) 

  Electrochromic Gasochromic  Thermochromic 

Thickness (mm) 6 6 6 

Solar Transmittance 0.419 0.460 0.530 

Reflectance 0.168 0.161 0.078 

Absorptance 0.413 0.379 0.392 

Visible Transmission (%) 61 54 48 

Solar Heat Gain Coefficient 
(%) 

46 52 65 

U-Value ((W/m2K) 2.2 2.6 2.7 

3. POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF SMART GLAZING TECHNOLOGIES 

Significant energy losses occur in buildings, especially due to low U-values from window areas. These energy losses 
greatly effect environmental pollution (Cuce et al., 2015) and there are difficulties in reaching the low/zero greenhouse 

gas emission target due to the excess energy consumption. For this reason, the selection of suitable glass, window 
and facade materials is extremely important (Cuce and Cuce, 2016); by using energy-efficient smart glass 
technologies, it is possible to prevent energy losses and thus provide less environmental pollution. There are some 
studies in the literature comparing smart glass technologies in terms of environmental effects. Elkhayat et al. (2020) 

carried out a life cycle analysis study and compared electrochromic glass and low emissivity glass, two examples of 
smart glass technologies, with conventional double-glazed glass. According to the data obtained as a result of the 
study, in cases where smart glass systems were used, energy savings of up to 87% could be achieved, as well as 
significantly reducing carbon emissions.  

If we look at the potential economic impacts of smart glass technologies, the initial costs can be high compared to 
conventional glass or other building elements. However, thanks to the energy efficiency they provide, they pay for 
themselves after a certain period of time. Therefore, in the selection of window and building envelope materials, an 
economic analysis should be made first and the technology that will provide optimum benefit should be selected. 
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Yousef et al. (2020) examined various glass technologies in terms of economic aspects with their energy analysis 
study. In the cost-benefit analysis conducted to determine the optimum glass technology for different climatic 
conditions, parameters such as glass system, glass type, filling material and glass thickness were investigated. The 
data obtained from the study showed that low emissivity glass come to the forefront economically. If this type of glass 
technology was used, payback periods were calculated as less than 4.5 years for both hot climate regions and cold 
climate regions. Kavitha and Molykutty (2020) conducted a study to compare low emissivity glass with single-layer 
clear glass in terms of life cycle, carbon emission amount and energy cost. In their study, they have shown that in the 
case of using low emissivity glass, savings of 4.64% could be achieved compared to using single sheet glass. 

When we look at the potential social effects of smart glass technologies, the comfort conditions of buildings affect the 
quality of life of the users. By creating appropriate indoor conditions, it is possible to increase the physical, mental 
and mental health of the users, and thus their quality of life and performance. In this respect, buildings that are 
illuminated in appropriate amounts and provided with thermal comfort are an interesting subject for research as they 
can raise the living standards of the users. Ashrafian and Moazzen (2019) examined various window combinations 
in terms of the mental comfort of users in a school building. The results obtained from the study showed that with a 
sufficiently large window area, lighting energy costs could be reduced by up to 15%. On the other hand, it should be 
said that the use of a natural light source instead of an artificial light source influences the performance of both 
teachers and students. 

4. CONCLUSION  

In this study, the use of smart glass technologies as a building element in building applications has been examined. 
Glass, which is preferred in buildings, especially in window areas and building coatings, come to the fore thanks to 
their superior optical properties, lightness, ease of application, and high tensile strength. Glass that is generally 
preferred in building facade applications include tempered glass and laminated glass. However, especially in recent 
years, smart glass technologies offering higher thermal, optical and acoustic comfort conditions, are preferred in place 
of traditional glass technologies in building applications. There are many types of smart glass technologies such as 
electrochromic glazing, thermochromic glazing, phase change material glazing, gasochromic glazing, suspended 
particle and liquid crystal glazing, and low emissivity glazing (Cuce et al., 2015). Choosing the right glass technology, 

considering climatic conditions, economic and environmental effects, is extremely important for the efficient use of 
energy resources. In addition to the economic benefits it provides, smart glazing technologies is used more and more 
widely around the world, as it plays an important role in achieving the low/zero greenhouse gas emission targets of 
countries (Cuce and Cuce, 2016). 
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Low or zero energy buildings are becoming increasingly popular and the use of passive-house principles are providing 
a solid foundation for achieving energy consumption targets and good indoor quality. However, such design 
methodology has been better received in central and northern Europe than in the south and the Mediterranean, where 
people are used to houses that are open to the external environment. This habit is in contrast to the basic principles 
of good airtightness, energy efficiency and the achievement of a good indoor air quality. Because of this mentality 
and current construction methods, it has been noticed, according to the European Environment Agency, that the 
average heating consumption of residential properties in Greece is almost double that of Sweden. To unlearn a given 
situation is more difficult than to learn something new and the current crisis is an opportunity to investigate new design 
principles and methodologies, to face the critical construction issues and challenges, to develop practical 
manufacturing solutions as well as to communicate that good airtightness is not a disadvantage. A zero energy 
building procedure in southern and Mediterranean climate should balance the proper design requirements with the, 
often contradictory, local ways and demands of using buildings. Furthermore, this procedure should place much 
importance on the human experience and satisfaction with the building’s architecture and user’s habits, rather than 
just the national or European legislations based on numbers. A building needs good airtightness but this requirement 
sounds like a negative and deterrent request to local communities. Research over the last 12 years of the Greek 
experience constitutes a practical field of experiments with different results to take in to consideration and avoid 
compromising the way to a low-consumption society with proper indoor air quality. Especially regarding airtightness, 
there cannot be any achievement without the acceptance and the contribution of the local population. This research 
was based on BlowerDoor tests applied in Greece since 2010 and reflects the situation on the existing building stock, 
along with interviews with home owners and professionals (engineers, architects and contractors), and provides 
conclusions and suggestions for similar cases. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

This paper presents the results of the first 100 airtight tests in Greece, from 2010 to the present. The inspections 
were carried out in private homes and in large-scale commercial buildings, of different construction dates, renovated 
or not, in various cities around the country and on islands. Most of the inspections were carried out in the area of 
Attica and in the city of Athens. From these results, very useful conclusions emerged about how energy sustainable 
recently-built cities (built in the last 60 years) are, their energy footprint and above all the habits of the population that 
lives in them. Wasteful buildings have created wasteful people and habits with the result that there is a risk of failure 
of energy upgrade moves, energy savings and a substantial reduction of the energy footprint. The construction 
techniques used in the past have evolved little, resulting in the use of state-of-the-art materials with old techniques. 
This results in the failure of new materials, often resulting in more negative consequences than the problems they 
are trying to solve. A specific method was followed to record the results and the final conclusions described at the 
end. In addition to recording the inspections, building users, engineers and craftsmen were interviewed on the subject 
of the airtight housing. 

2. METHODOLOGY OF AIRTIGHTNESS CONTROLS 

The date of construction of the building, the surfaces of each apartment and the volume were recorded. Subsequently, 
the facilities were separated into those that had remained in the same conditions since they were built, those that had 
undergone a general renovation, and new premises. Most of the new construction was large commercial buildings, a 
100-room hotel and LIDL stores. The following is a detailed list of all measurements with the corresponding results. 

Table 1: The list of the first 100 measurements in Greece 

Nr 
Day of 

measurement 
n50 (Air changes 

per Hour) 
Residential 

use 
Commercial 

use 
Year of 

Construction 
Refurbished / 

Existing or New 
Location 

1 26/04/10 3,58 1  
1998 E Athens 

2 23/05/10 7,80 1  
1985 E Athens 

3 14/05/11 3,08 1  
1985 E Athens 

4 01/12/11 7,65 
 1 1980 E Athens 

5 26/02/12 6,12 1  
1983 E Athens 

6 17/05/12 5,84 1  
1980 E Athens 

7 30/11/12 4,02 1  
1982 E Athens 

8 05/12/12 4,34 1  
2004 E Athens 

9 17/02/13 14,58 1  
1968 E Athens 

10 04/06/13 12,11 1  
1982 E Athens 

11 13/07/13 6,91 1  
1982 E Athens 

12 05/05/14 7,49 1  
1977 E Athens 

13 14/05/14 6,85 1  
1985 E Athens 

14 19/08/14 4,95 1  
1968 E Athens 

15 24/10/14 8,65 1  
1985 E Athens 

16 14/12/14 6,54 1  
1985 E Athens 

17 12/02/15 11,53 1  
1968 E Athens 

18 29/03/15 9,85 1  
1983 E Athens 

19 17/05/15 5,64 1  
2013 E Athens 

20 23/07/15 7,56 1  
1985 E Athens 

21 26/10/15 6,24 1  
1980 E Athens 

22 02/11/15 4,56 1  
1973 R Athens 

23 04/02/16 5,36 1  
1968 E Athens 

24 29/04/16 4,65 1  
1985 R Athens 

25 08/05/16 3,95 1  
1995 R Athens 

26 09/07/16 4,58 1  
1994 E Athens 

27 23/09/16 4,96 1  
2011 E Athens 

28 15/01/17 6,58 1  
1968 E Athens 

29 24/02/17 8,59 1  
1975 E Athens 

30 03/04/17 4,61 
 1 2017 N Mitilini 

31 29/05/17 3,98 1  
1987 R Athens 

32 27/08/17 5,78 1  
1968 E Athens 

33 23/11/17 6,85 1  
1968 E Athens 

34 12/02/18 1,12 
 1 2017 N Tripoli 

35 14/03/18 3,97 1  
1969 R Athens 
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36 26/03/18 5,48 1  
1985 R Athens 

37 05/04/18 6,58 1  
1974 E Athens 

38 15/05/18 1,68 
 1 2017 N Athens 

39 18/10/18 1,41 
 1 2018 N Mesologgi 

40 03/02/19 6,45 1  
1960 R Athens 

41 23/02/19 0,98 
 1 2019 N Amaliada 

42 05/03/19 3,00 1  
1974 R Athens 

43 26/04/19 2,58 1  
1990 R Athens 

44 07/05/19 4,85 1  
1972 R Athens 

45 13/06/19 5,60 1  
1985 E Athens 

46 27/10/19 4,80 1  
1998 E Athens 

47 25/11/19 6,50 1  
1989 E Athens 

48 07/12/19 1,31 
 1 2019 N Arta 

49 14/12/19 3,54 1  
1975 R Athens 

50 01/02/20 1,68 
 1 2020 N Limnos 

51 01/04/20 8,89 
 1 2020 N Kos 

52 30/04/20 3,25 1  
2005 R Athens 

53 04/05/20 1,45 
 1 2020 N Moudania 

54 30/05/20 1,32 
 1 2020 N Kasandria 

55 15/06/20 4,52 1  
1974 E Athens 

56 28/07/20 4,68 1  
1985 R Athens 

57 09/08/20 3,62 1  
1995 R Athens 

58 03/11/20 1,44 
 1 2020 N Athens 

59 18/04/21 2,65 1  
1972 R Athens 

60 17/05/21 1,24 
 1 2021 N Thasos 

61 06/06/21 3,56 1  
1972 E Athens 

62 12/06/21 2,89 1  
1974 R Athens 

63 15/06/21 6,45 1  
1985 E Athens 

64 04/07/21 4,58 1  
2005 R Athens 

65 13/07/21 0,90 1  
1992 R Voula 

66 15/07/21 4,06 1  
1995 E Athens 

67 27/08/21 3,58 1  
1972 R Athens 

68 11/09/21 2,96 1  
1973 R Athens 

69 15/09/21 6,27 1  
1975 E Athens 

70 18/09/21 4,65 1  
2005 E Athens 

71 27/09/21 3,54 1  
1972 R Athens 

72 04/10/21 4,85 1  
1972 E Athens 

73 07/10/21 6,35 1  
2004 E Athens 

74 13/10/21 2,45 1  
1985 R Athens 

75 19/10/21 1,56 1  
2009 R Athens 

76 27/10/21 6,52 1  
1995 E Athens 

77 31/10/21 3,54 1  
1997 R Athens 

78 04/11/21 2,58 1  
1985 R Athens 

79 16/11/21 3,65 1  
1999 R Athens 

80 25/11/21 4,75 1  
1972 E Athens 

81 29/11/21 3,65 1  
1982 R Athens 

82 09/12/21 5,89 1  
2021 N Egina 

83 11/12/21 4,85 1  
1986 E Athens 

84 28/12/21 2,75 1  
2015 R Athens 

85 13/01/22 4,77 1  
1980 R Voula 

86 17/01/22 6,45 1  
1976 E Athens 

87 19/01/22 3,25 1  
2011 R Athens 

88 23/01/22 2,94 1  
2015 R Athens 

89 29/01/22 5,23 1  
1985 E Athens 

90 03/02/22 4,32 1  
1978 E Athens 

91 05/02/22 5,28 1  
1995 E Athens 

92 07/02/22 3,25 1  
2005 R Athens 

93 10/02/22 6,45 1  
1969 E Athens 

94 11/02/22 2,54 1  
1972 R Athens 

95 16/02/22 6,98 1  
2005 E Athens 
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96 18/02/22 5,85 1  
1972 E Athens 

97 19/02/22 8,65 1  
1969 E Athens 

98 09/03/22 4,85 1  
2015 E Athens 

99 29/03/22 8,95 1  
1967 E Athens 

100 04/04/22 1,08 
 1 2021 N Sparta 

From the above list, 52 existing buildings were measured in which no additional intervention had been made since 
they were constructed. It was observed that the average rate of air exchange was n50 = 6.49 (Figure 1). 

Figure 1: The airtightness of 52 premises built from 1967 to 2015  

It was observed that in the 14 new buildings that were measured and constructed since 2017, the average rate of air 
exchange was n50 = 2.44 (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2: The airtightness of 52 14 new built premise from 2017 to 2021  

Finally, 34 buildings had been constructed since 1960 and had been renovated in recent years. To a large extent, the 
apartments that had been renovated since 2000 chose to replace their sliding frames with opening ones. The average 
rate of air exchange was n50 = 3.43 (Figure 3). 
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Figure 3:  The airtightness of 34 premises built from 1960 to 2010 

The trend of airtight controls in Greece (Figure 4) shows an upward trend, without being particularly impressive, given 
that they do not exceed 30 measurements per year. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4: The trend of airtight controls in Greece since 2010 

The following graph shows the maximum and minimum temperatures in the region of Attica during a year (Figure 5). 
The green line indicates the ideal temperature for the internal comfort of man. The red line indicates the registered 
temperatures in Attica (region of Athens). It is confirmed that the requirement for space heating is about five months 
a year (from November to March), the requirement for cooling is about two months (July and August) while for the 
remaining five months the buildings in Attica are enough to stay with windows open and achieve ideal temperatures 
indoors. 

According to the Hellenic Statistical Authority (www.statistics.gr), the number of building permits increased from 
15,342 to 18,928 (approximately 23.4%) from 2018 to 2020, while the new buildable areas for the same period 
increased from 3,532,675 m² to 4,129,281 m² (approximately 17.9%). At the same time there was a large building 
stock (4,105,637 buildings) last recorded in 2011 of which 2,990,324 were residential. The rest were public buildings 
(schools, hospitals), shops and business premises, hotels, churches, etc. Of the above total number of buildings, only 
19,968 were made of wood, 34,868 were made of metal, 723,249 were made of stone and 2,368,696 were made of 
concrete and bricks. The average primary energy consumption in Greek residential buildings was 306.55 KWh/m²; in 
temporary accommodation buildings (hotels) it was 451.06 KWh/m²; while in public buildings it was 791.32 KWh/m². 
New buildings under construction are required to issue an energy certificate but there is no prevention, specification 
or requirement to check the airtightness of the building envelope. 
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Figure 5: The monthly diurnal average temperature in Attica  

It is obvious that there has been a noticeable improvement in the airtightness of buildings since 1960 but this is due 
more to the advanced technology of the frames and not to the new sealing practices of the buildings. It was observed 
that a renovated apartment reduced its losses by only 47.15% (from 6.49 to 3.43) compared to its original condition. 
A modern construction improved by only 28.86% compared to a renovated property of 1960 (from 3.43 to 2.44) while 
it achieved only 24.59% of its target given that the ideal airtightness would be n50 = 0,6. 

The above numerical results lead to the conclusion that no matter how advanced technological products appear in a 
market, if end users do not want to achieve the goal of airtightness, any move towards sustainability and green growth 
will be incomplete and in the end much more harmful. This is because huge sums of money will have been spent on 
research, materials and labour without ever being amortized due to poor application and use. 

In addition to the above measurements of the buildings, the habits of the residents were also recorded. The results 
showed that to a large extent the term airtightness created a very negative impression and that the largest percentage 
of people (56.3%) lived in buildings that did not offer suitable living conditions. It was also striking that heat losses in 
both winter and summer, due to air changes, were considered acceptable and necessary, even though they caused 
large increases in energy costs. Τhe conflicting opinion on the term airtightness and the use of a sealed building is 
also of interested and shows the general confusion about the subject. Τhe following list (Table 2) shows the answers 
of the respondents.  

Table 2: The results of the questionnaire 

Question Options % Replies 

How do you feel by the phrase: "the house is hermetically sealed”? 

 Positive feeling of hygiene 0.0% 

 Negative feeling, that I am "suffocating" and lacking oxygen 87.5% 

 Neutral feeling, doesn't affect me  12.5% 
 
How attractive is a fully airtight house to you?  

 Very much, I want it. 50.0% 

 Not at all, I would avoid it 43.8% 

 Indifferent 6.2% 
 
How effectively do you think you ventilate your home when it's very cold?  

 Fairly effective, I ventilate as much as needed 50.0% 

 Very effective, I ventilate all day 25.0% 

 Not so efficient because we are away most of the time 25.0% 
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How effectively do you think you ventilate your home when it's very hot? 

 Fairly effective, I ventilate as much as needed 50.0% 

 Very effectively, windows and patio doors are almost always half-closed or tilted 18.8% 

 Not so efficient because we are away most of the time 31.3% 
 
Do you think ventilation burdens energy consumption in large temperature differences in winter or summer?  

 
Yes, it is burdensome to some extent but it is a necessary necessity of the house, 
so it is a waste in an acceptable context 62.5% 

 
No, it does not particularly burden energy consumption and daily ventilation is 
mandatory 12.5% 

 
Yes, it greatly burdens energy consumption and I keep the house as long as it 
becomes closed in large temperature differences 25.0% 

 
In your home, do you think you have more problems in winter or in summer? 

 In the winter when it is very cold 18.8% 

 In the summer during the great heat 18.8% 

 In both periods 56.3% 

 
We have no problem in any case, we live with satisfactory thermal comfort 
conditions 

   
6.1% 

 
How often do you ventilate your house in the very cold winter? (In 24 hours) 

 Less than an hour 56.2% 

 Between one and two hours 25.0% 

 More than 3 hours   0.0% 

 There is always a small window always open and tilted (usually the bathroom) 18.8% 
 
In the summer with the air conditioner running, do you leave any windows open? 

 No, when the air conditioner is on, all windows and patio doors are closed 56.8% 

 Yes, there is always a tilted window or a balcony door ajar 43.8% 
 
In the summer with the use of the air conditioner, do you feel discomfort and some unpleasant conditions? 
(Headache, dizziness, dry mouth or other?)  

 No, I don't mind using the air conditioner in the summer at all 31.3% 

 
Yes, that's why I only keep the A/C on for a few hours in the hot weather and with 
the windows open 

68.8% 
 

 
Have you noticed in the winter in extreme cold, raising the internal temperature but still not feeling well and feeling 
that something is wrong? (Chills, cold fingers, discomfort, etc.)?  

 No, whenever the heating works, we have no problem 50.0% 

 Yes, although the heating works, we feel some kind of discomfort 50.0% 
 
Place in order of priority and importance (from 1 the most to 4 the least), the reasons why we need to ventilate 
our home   

 To renew oxygen and create well-being 62.0% 

 To prevent the formation of liquefaction and mold 23.0% 

 For sanitization (elimination of germs and prevention of diseases) 12.0% 

 To remove the stench    3.0% 

3. CONCLUSION 

The main conclusion was that the concept of good airtightness in the Mediterranean regions refers more to a negative 
feeling and therefore was a deterrent effect for the population. For this reason, traditional construction techniques are 
still being used but applying modern building materials in the wrong way. This results in a waste of financial resources 
without achieving the expected result of building low energy buildings. Before the general reconstruction of modern 
buildings, special emphasis should be placed on informing, educating and raising public awareness, starting even 
from a young age in primary schools. It should be widely understood that the daily way of life and behaviour of a 
population has a direct effect and consequence on the economy, health, and even the energy independence of a 
country. Regulations and laws are not enough if they are not understood, just as it is not enough to supply expensive 
and advanced products without proper training of applicants and users. Unfortunately, it turns out that in hot climates, 
habits and lifestyle create conditions that lead to greater energy waste and a worse quality of life. 
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Abstract: Global energy demand has increased alongside the improvement of technology, as has the importance of 
energy sources as the need for both conventional energy and alternative energy sources has increased. Conventional 
energy sources, which was the pillar of the Industrial Revolution, are facing a threat of both exhaustion and negative 
environmental impacts. According to TEİAŞ data, when the last two years were evaluated in terms of installed power 
according to Turkey's primary energy sources, it was observed that the rate of solar energy installed power had 
increased from 6 percent to 7.3 percent.  Considering the Solar Energy Potential Atlas created by the General 
Directorate of Renewable Energy, it was seen that Turkey is a productive region in terms of sunshine duration. The 
photovoltaic panel system, which has an important role in Turkey, was designed and analysed via the Ansys program. 
In this study, the efficiency of solar cells made of different materials was analysed numerically with the Ansys program 
for electricity production in Istanbul. Considering the monthly average solar radiation data for the province of Istanbul 
between 2004 and 2018, their efficiency was compared using amorphous silicon (a-Si), cadmium telluride (CdTe) 
and gallium arsenide (GaAs) solar cells. In addition, the maximum and minimum temperature and total heat flux 
values for 3 different solar cells were shared separately. When the efficiencies of silicon (a-Si), cadmium telluride 
(CdTe) and gallium arsenide (GaAs) solar cells were compared, it was observed that Si solar cell values had the 
lowest values in the summer months, while GaAs solar cell values had the lowest values in the winter months. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Parallel to the developing technology, energy demand has reached its highest level due to industrialisation and rapid 
population growth. Awareness of the energy crisis has led researchers to seek new solutions and to work on the use 
of new technologies. It has been estimated that fossil fuels, especially oil, will be depleted within the next 200-300 
years; these are the conventional energy sources that meet the majority of current energy demand. To find a solution 
to this problem, it is necessary to carry out many R&D / P&D projects related to both conventional energy and 
alternative energy sources. Renewable energy has great importance in terms of meeting the needs of countries with 
domestic resources, reducing their dependence on foreign sources, ensuring sustainable energy use by diversifying 
resources, and minimising the damage to the environment as a result of energy consumption. Today, approximately 
20 percent of the energy consumed worldwide is obtained from renewable sources. Despite the current high level of 
dependence on fossil fuels, the use of renewable energy has been increasing over recent years. 

Turkey has been keeping up with the global trend in recent years, and has made significant progress in the field of 
renewable energy. To the end of 2016, Turkey's total renewable energy installed power was approximately 35GW, 
while 35 percent of total electricity production was met by renewable resources. The majority of this installed power 
consisted of hydraulic energy. Although the share of resources defined as modern renewable energy types such as 
wind and sun have increased over the years, they are not yet at a satisfactory level. Turkey has huge potential for 
solar energy as an energy source and its installed solar power has increased by 202 MW in the first two months of 
2021. In addition, by the end of February 2022, our solar installed capacity reached 7953 MW. However, Turkey does 
not use its solar energy potential as much as other countries, for example, when the average radiation intake of 
Germany and Turkey are compared, Turkey receives about 2.5 times more sun than Germany. Turkey has very high 
radiation values among European countries. 

In this study, Steady State Thermal analysis was carried out in the Ansys program on the photovoltaic panel using 
Si, CdTe, and GaAs solar cells. The model for the solar cells was designed in the SOLIDWORKS program. Energy 
efficiency was investigated for the province of Istanbul between the years 2004 and 2018 considering the monthly 
average solar radiation data announced by TEİAŞ and by tolerating the wind speed on different solar panels.  

The monthly average solar radiation data for the province of Istanbul is shared in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1: Monthly average solar radiation data for the province of Istanbul between the years 2004-2018 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1 Material selection 

The most commonly used solar thin films are Amorphous Silicon (a-Si), Cadmium Telluride (CdTe), and Gallium 
Arsenide (GaAs). The properties of these materials and their functions as solar thin films are compared and listed in 
Table 1. Plain glass was used as the substrate material for this study. The thin film materials used were a-Si, CdTe, 
and GaAs.  
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Table 1: Comparison of commonly used thin film materials for solar cells 

Material 
Amorphous  

Silicon 
Cadmium 
Telluride 

Gallium  
Arsenide 

Efficiency 21.2± 0.4 21.0 ± 0.4 18.4±0.5 

Efficiency  
Performance at 
high temperature 

4%-8% 
Efficiency  
decreases  

(R.R. Lunt et al., 2011) 

9-11%  
Efficiency  
decreases  

(J. Cui et al., 2014) 

Low change 
(Papež et al., 2021) 

Cost Cheap More expensive than Silicon 
More expensive than 

Cadmium telluride 

Environmental 
Impact 

Non-toxic 
Toxic because of  

Cadmium 
Toxic because of  

Arsenide 

Band Gap (eV) 
1.7 

(A. Ndiaye et al., 2021) 
1.5  

(M. Graetzel et al., 2012) 
1.43  

(Alarifi et al., 2021) 

In Table 1, it can be observed that amorphous silicon has a less toxic effect than other solar cells. In addition, it can 
be seen that the GaAs solar cell, which has a toxic effect and high cost, is more resistant to high temperatures. In the 
study, solar cell efficiency for amorphous silicon was 21.2; for Cadmium telluride it was 21.0, and for Gallium Arsenide 
it was 18.4. 

2.2 Design model 

The model was created in the SOLIDWORKS program. Analysis was made using Ansys software that carries out 
numerical simulations. Mechanical and thermal properties were calculated using the given boundary conditions. The 
geometry of the substrate material model created was a thin plate of glass of dimensions 796mm x 1112mm x 3mm. 
The thin film was also created on the substrate using SOLIDWORKS with dimensions 162mm x 162mm x 0.127mm. 
Monthly ambient temperature data was taken from TEİAŞ. Convective heat transfer coefficient (h) was taken from 
TEİAŞ data and applied to all exposed faces as different values for every month. In the study, Ansys analysis was 

made on a photovoltaic panel with an area of  2𝑥1,5 𝑚2 for 24 solar cells. The 6 different layers of the panel are shown 
in detail in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Schematic display of PV panel layers 

The values of density, thermal conductivity, specific heat, and thickness of the layers of the photovoltaic panel are 
shared in Table 2. 

Table 2: Physical properties of the PV panel layers. 

Layer 
Name 

Density   

(𝑘𝑔/𝑚3) 
Thermal 
Conductivity      
(𝑊/𝑚𝐾) 

Specific 
Heat  
( 𝐽/𝑘𝑔𝐾) 

Layer 
Thickness 
(𝑚𝑚) 

Tedlar 1200 0.2 1250 0.05 

EVA 960 0.35 2090 0.8 

a-Si 2330 148 677 0.127 

GaAs 5320 55 330 0.127 

CdTe 5900 5 210 0.127 

Glass 3000 1.8 5000 3 
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Tedlar is preferred as the backing sheet for PV modules due to its excellent strength, weather resistance, UV 
resistance, and moisture barrier properties. These properties significantly improve module life (Krieger et al., 2006). 
EVA is ethylene vinyl acetate, a material that has good radiation transmission and low degradability to sunlight. This 
is a thermoplastic polymer, which is used in solar modules for encapsulation (Oliveira et al., 2018). 

2.3 Mesh independence study 

A mesh independence study was carried out to determine the appropriate mesh structure. In this study, 3 different 
mesh situations were designed to determine the most accurate mesh structure. The mesh structure and properties 
of the designed cases are shared in Table 3. 

Table 3: Schematic representation of mesh independence structures and element counts 

 Case1 Case2 Case3 

   
Element Size 4 6 8 

Nodes 516750 233953 135681 

Elements 378914 169246 99938 

Skewness 0.637 0.599 0.544 

Average Radiation 
Heat Transfer 

(𝑊/𝑚2) 
404.30 404.30 404.30 

Average Ambient 
Temperature (℃) 

19.75 19.75 19.75 

PV Panel 
Temperature (℃) 

91.41 91.09 90.79 

Cell Efficiency (%) 14.09 14.12 14.15 

2.4 Boundary conditions 

In this study, heat flux, ambient temperature and film coefficient were used as boundary conditions. The value range 
of the boundary conditions used and the surface on which they applied are given in Table 4. 

Table 4: Boundary conditions values 

Boundary conditions Value  Surface 

Heat Flux (𝑊/𝑚2) 155 - 682 Tempered Glass  

Heat Flux (𝑊/𝑚2) 155 - 682 Aluminium Frame 

Ambient Temperature (°C) 9 - 30  Tempered Glass 

Ambient Temperature (°C) 9 - 30  Aluminium Frame 

Film Coefficient (𝑊/𝑚2) 5 Tempered Glass  

Considering the boundary conditions given in Table 4, analyses were performed at 13 different heat flux and ambient 
temperature values for each month of the year and the average of the months. Since the value of air velocity was not 
taken into account in the analysis, no fluid-induced cooling effect was observed. 
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3. ENERGY ANALYSIS 

This study was carried out to determine the energy efficiency of different types of solar cells in the PV Panel system 
that were designed using Ansys program. Thermal analysis was carried out using the annual average radiation and 
monthly average temperatures shared by TEIAŞ. As a result of these analyses, the photovoltaic panel surface 
temperature was determined separately for each month. The values found are given in Table 5. 

Table 5: Monthly average ambient temperatures and average radiation values for Istanbul from 2004-2018 

 

Ambient Temperature 
(°C)  

Average Radiation 
(per hour) 
 (𝑊/𝑚2) 

Average Radiation 
Corrected (per hour) (𝑊/

𝑚2) 

January 9.00 268.86 188.20 

February 12.00 339.14 237.40 

March 14.00 495.71 347.00 

April 19.00 716.71 501.70 

May 21.00 874.71 612.30 

June 27.00 974.57 682.20 

July 29.00 940.71 658.50 

August 30.00 866.29 606.40 

September 28.00 639.29 447.50 

October 20.00 313.43 219.40 

November 17.00 280.14 196.10 

December 11.00 221.43 155.00 

Average 19.75 577.58 404.31 

Since there will be systemic and environmental losses in the monthly average radiation values in Table 5, analyses 
were carried out by finding the monthly corrected radiation values by multiplying with a loss coefficient of 0.7. 

4. THERMODYNAMIC ANALYSIS 

The important parameter to be considered in thermodynamic analysis is the cell efficiency, which expresses the 
energy efficiency. The electrical losses from the panels occur because of the temperature. Cell efficiency (𝜂𝑐), which 
also depends on the temperature, can be calculated as follows (Evans et al., 1981). 

Equation 1: Cell efficiency   𝜂𝑐 =  𝜂𝑜[1 −  𝛽(𝑇𝑐 − 25)]                                                

Where:  

 𝜂𝑜 = efficiency under standard test conditions (STC),  

 𝑇𝑐 = cell temperature, and  

 β = thermal coefficient of electrical efficiency which changes depending on the material of the solar cells. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The results of the analyses made considering the annual average corrected radiation value of 404.31 𝑊/𝑚2 and the 

ambient average temperature value of 19.75°C are shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3: Temperature values on the PV panel (closed version) 

As seen in Figure 3, the maximum temperature was 100.66°C when the annual average corrected radiation and 
maximum ambient temperatures were taken into account. As expected, it was observed that the temperature values 
in the middle area of the system were higher. 

In addition, considering the average values, only the temperature graph of the part where the photovoltaic cells are 
located is shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Temperature values on the PV panel 

In Figure 4, it was observed that the maximum temperature value was 100.53°C on the solar cells in the middle parts. 
While the wind speed was set to be 0 in the analysis, the cooling effect that occurre with natural convection was not 
taken into account. Lower solar cell temperatures could be achieved if wind speed was taken into account. 

The efficiency values of 3 types of solar cells (a-Si, CdTe, GaAs) calculated by considering the surface temperature 
values of the solar cells calculated in Ansys are shown in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Monthly efficiency values of a-Si, CdTe and GaAs solar cells 

In Figure 5, the monthly efficiency values of solar cells were between 0.09-0.188 when amorphous silicon was 
preferred, between 0.196-0.244 when CdTe was preferred, and between 0.165-0.182 when GaAs was preferred. In 
all three cases, the highest efficiency was calculated in December and the lowest efficiency was calculated in June. 

Considering the thermodynamic calculations and Ansys analysis for the province of Istanbul for the period 2004-
2018, the results were found to be similar. As a result of thermodynamic calculations, it was concluded that the most 
efficient panel type was CdTe. It was observed that the panel efficiency was adversely affected by the temperature 
increase between April and October for all three-panel types. In addition, it can be concluded that Si-based panels, 
which were the most adversely affected panel in the summer and spring months, were the panels that were commonly 
used in Istanbul weather conditions. 
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Abstract: Developing technology and increasing population is causing a significant increase in energy consumption 
demand. Hence, reducing the carbon footprint is of great importance day by day. To serve this purpose, the world 
struggles to reduce dependency on fossil fuels and develop new strategies to use renewable energy sources more 
efficiently especially in buildings as they are responsible for 30% of total energy consumption. It is well known that 
using solar panels, heat pumps, high-efficiency insulation, and lighting can reduce the energy consumption of 
buildings up to net zero energy. In this study, we investigated the efficiency of solar panels installed on a dormitory 
building in Istanbul to reach a nearly-zero energy building. Owing to enhanced building information modelling 
applications and energy analyses, appropriate structural materials/systems (insulation, lighting, wall-to-window ratio, 
etc.) and their characteristics can be determined to reach a nearly zero energy building. 6 different energy efficiency 
scenarios were examined in the study to establish the most appropriate. When the examined scenarios were 
compared, it was seen that the best result was the Net Zero scenario. With the improvements in the Net Zero scenario, 
the annual energy consumption density was 8.71 kWh/m2. When compared with the reference building, it was 
observed that it reduced the energy consumption intensity by an average of 97.26%. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The increasing population has boosted the demand for energy and the use of fossil fuels that harms nature. Therefore, 
unlike conventional energy sources, the use of renewable energy sources should be increased. Efforts to reduce 
energy consumption in buildings, which constitute 30 percent of total energy consumption, will reduce greenhouse 
gas and CO2 emissions and will be an important factor against global warming. In this context, various international 
agreements on climate change have been made, including the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change, the Kyoto Protocol, and the Paris Agreement. The agreement reached by the countries in the European 
Green Deal aimed to emit fewer emissions by using more renewable energy. 

Aydın (2019) aimed to increase awareness of the importance of energy management while reducing energy 
consumption by considering Türkiye’s growing energy demand. In this context, energy improvements of public and 
residential buildings, especially those with low energy performance, and the implementation of systems is very 
important in order to improve energy efficiency. Cabeza and Chàfer (2020) declared that there were very few studies 
that considered the main part of building design and how a convenient design could reduce environmental effects, 
like energy consumption. A further shortcoming was observed in the implementation of these technologies in the 
energy performance of existing buildings towards sustainability in the review study. Energy efficiency depended on 
the performance of the building in the three dimensions of sustainability which are environment, society, and 
economy. Considering these parameters, Carvalho et al. (2021) performed energy analyses for building roofs with 
solar thermal collectors in Portugal. The area and the slope of the collectors were 2m2 and 35°, respectively. 
Additionally, the collectors were oriented to the south quadrant. Initially, the existing baseline model was simulated in 
Cypetherm REH, then it was optimised with the Revit package.  

BIM (Building Information Modelling) is defined as the process supported by different technologies, contracts, and 
tools, including the management of digital representations for the functional and physical properties of locations after 
they are produced. The first step of research involves creating BIM in Autodesk Revit; building elements to 
automatically recognize each other, after allowing a parametric modulation, the corresponding parameters create 
between themselves. This is followed by a determination of the location, orientation, and thermal properties of the 
building. Thus, using BIM can provide the correct energy estimates in the design process. 

Petri et al. (2017) highlighted BIM's contribution to energy efficiency during the building's operating phase. It was 

stated that energy optimization and greenhouse gas emission reduction might be possible owing to the tools of BIM. 
A further study using building information modeling (BIM) tools aimed to use such solutions to meet the sustainability 
requirements of the construction industry (Kumar et al., 2022). To serve this purpose, energy and sustainability 
analyses were performed by considering the parameters such as solar energy analysis, PV potential, solar path, and 
solar radiation analysis. A case study was performed by Malik et al. (2022) to analyze the consumption and conversion 
of energy by a rooftop solar plant resting on a residential building in Ghaziabad, Uttar Pradesh. In the study, SAP-
LAP (Situation Actor Process-Learning Action Performance) methodology was employed to evaluate the impacts of 
combined renewable energy technologies. The analyses were validated by using the Revit package. Ates and Singh 
(2021) evaluated the one-year performance of a 30 kWp photovoltaic solar power plant installed on the roof of the 
Köprübaşı Vocational School of Manisa Celal Bayar University. The simulated results took into consideration the 
efficiency of all components of the system. It was calculated that the PV system on the roof would generate 48,612.15 
kWh of electrical energy per year under solar irradiation of 1,817.67 kWh/m2. It was also stated that the results 
perfectly matched the measured values. Shin et al. (2019) divided a building into two to create two different cells with 
similar infrastructure. Solar PVs were attached to only one of the cells. The analysis results showed that the solar 
PVs could supply the whole energy demand of the building annually. 

Generally, solar panels, heat pumps, high-efficiency insulation, and lighting are employed to reach the zero energy 
targets in buildings. The buildings might be new ones that are designed according to the zero-energy concept or 
existing ones that need to be improved to reach this goal. Considering all the parameters that affect energy efficiency, 
it is known that cost-optimal design and appropriate material selection are the most important factors. In this study by 
using the BIM tool, plan, construction, design, and operations were simulated thus energy analysis with or without 
photovoltaic panels, lightning analysis and emissions were determined. Green Buildings Studio (GBS) was employed 
to perform CO2 emission analyses. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1 Building Information Modeling (BIM)  

The energy consumption of a residence can be modelled by considering five main uses: heating; hot water; lighting; 
electrical appliances; cooling. The base load is accordingly divided into the share of hot water production and other 
electricity consumers (electrical appliances, lighting, room cooling). All appliances, lighting, and cooling systems are 
assumed to be electrically powered and powered only by power sources (Karunathilake et al., 2019). Buildings require 

a certain amount of energy to operate to maintain the comfort and functionality of the occupants. To estimate the 
required amount of energy, you need to create an energy balance. Sunlight through openings, as well as internal 
energy from appliances and consumers, reduces the amount of heating energy that must be supplied. Additional 
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energy is required to operate lighting, ventilation, and building services. Subtracting the profit from the total loss gives 
you the total energy demand you have to supply (Schlueter and Thesseling, 2009). 

The analysed building was a dormitory with 4 floors and 1,187 m2 areas, and the location of the building was 41.0333 
latitudes and 28.9167 longitudes in the Arnavutköy district of Istanbul. A sample simulation study was carried out to 
increase the energy efficiency of buildings with BIM tools and energy simulations. The building information model of 
a dormitory building was created by the Revit package. Then alternative energy analyses were performed for the 
building via Green Building Studio and Insight 360 software. The simulation study aimed to demonstrate the capacity 
of building information modeling programs and add-on energy analysis in providing and improving energy efficiency 
in a building sample in comparison with numerical values. The floors and sections of the dormitory building, 3D model 
of the dormitory building and analytical energy model created by Revit are shown in Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Models designed by Revit  a-The floors and sections of the dormitory b- BIM model c- Energy model 

2.2 HVAC (heating, ventilating and air conditioning) system 

One of the best solutions to reduce energy consumption in buildings is to upgrade HVAC systems. Although the 
preference for a high-efficiency HVAC system in buildings improves comfort conditions, it also affects energy 
consumption considerably. Therefore, the selection of the appropriate HVAC system is the primary feature in efforts 
to reduce energy consumption. Atthajariyakul and Leephakpreeda (2005) investigated the comfort conditions in their 
study and determined suitable scenarios for its use in buildings. According to Shin et al. (2019), improving the comfort 
conditions by using VRF (Variable Refrigerant Flow) system in a renovated building minimised heat loss. The types 
of HVAC systems that are recommended by Autodesk Insight and their associated Energy Use Intensity (EUI) values 
are shown in Figure 2. 

  

Figure 2: HVAC systems recommended by the Autodesk Insight interface 
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Considering Figure 2, it was observed that the EUI value of the system was close to zero when a high-efficiency VAV 
(Variable Air Volume) system was preferred. When high-efficiency heat pump options were preferred, the EUI value 
reached -300. If the Energy density value used was negative, it meant that the preferred system produced energy 
within a year. Therefore, it can be said that the system had a decreasing effect on the total EUI. In addition to the 
heating and cooling functions provided by the heat pump, VAV systems that provide high humidity control were 
preferred. When Vav systems were preferred, they increased the energy consumption of the system and the 
installation cost, while positively affecting the comfort condition inside the building. Although it is known that there 
are buildings where Vav and heat pumps are used together, analysis programs such as Autodesk insight do not have 
an energy analysis to cover hybrid use. 

2.3 Lighting Efficiency 

The design of the lighting system is an important part of the building and is considered an important aspect of the 
building's sustainability. Ensuring the sustainability of a building has the potential to save energy and waste. Due to 
rising energy costs, indoor artificial lighting has become an important factor in most developed countries. As a result, 
the visual comfort of the room's climate can be compromised by energy-saving strategies. Accurately estimating the 
energy consumption of a building is an important strategy to achieve the goal of reducing energy demand and 
increasing energy efficiency. Various methods and indicators were proposed to monitor and measure the building's 
energy performance to implement the strategy. 

Artificial lighting has been used for many years to complement lighting in buildings, but it is reported that artificial 
lighting harms health. Daylight provides better visual conditions compared to artificial light as it contains continuous 
changes in intensity, direction, and spectral composition. Wong (2017) summarised and compared a building’s 
innovative daylight lighting systems. Such systems can be classified as light guide systems (also known as windows) 
or light transport systems (Cabeza and Chàfer, 2020). Figure 3 illustrates the types of current setting values that can 
be used to compare lighting efficiency with the help of Autodesk Insight and their corresponding EUI values.  

  

Figure 3: Lighting efficiency recommended by the Autodesk Insight interface 

When Figure 3 is examined, it is seen that the Energy Use Intensity (EUI) value of the lighting systems suggested by 
Autodesk insight ranges between 48.41 kWh/m² and -8.83 kWh/m² annually. Energy analysis was subsequently 
performed using Autodesk Insight 360 and Green Building Studio to investigate the sustainability effect of the type of 
lighting to be used in buildings. With Autodesk Insight, analysis was performed using 7.53kWh, 47.68kWh, 32.46kWh, 
17.82kWh, 0kWh, and -8.59kWh options in terms of annual energy use intensity per square meter for lighting 
efficiency. With the Green Building Studio tool, the average lighting power density was found. The lighting power 
density was compared to similar buildings and the ratio between lighting consumption and electricity consumption 
was calculated.  

2.4 PV Efficiency  

The installation of solar photovoltaic panel systems on rooftops is a globally oriented and used application. With the 
influence of recent technological developments, renewable energy sources have become more prominent. 
Photovoltaic panels, which can give benefits such as savings, low cost, easy installation, and eco-friendly energy 
generation, are examined under two topics: mono-crystal and poly-crystal. Mono-crystal panels have a single crystal 
structure, have a high-efficiency rate, and take up less space when compared to other types. They are especially 
preferred for small spaces but are also preferred when high energy is required, such as space stations. However, 
they are also more expensive but have a longer life span. Poly-crystal panels are a newer technology and are low in 
productivity, but they are cheaper and easy to set up. Ates et al. (2021) and Shin et al. (2019) stated that mono-

crystal panels were the type used generally in practice. In this study, we also employed mono-crystal panels. The 
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panel efficiency values were compared with the help of Autodesk Insight and the EUI values produced are shared in 
Figure 4. 

  

Figure 4: PV- Panel efficiency recommended by the Autodesk Insight interface 

When Figure 4 was examined, it was observed that there was a difference of -126.89 in terms of energy use intensity 
when a 16% efficient panel was used when considering the panel efficiencies offered by Autodesk Insight 360. This 
value was found to be -147.27 when an 18.6% efficient panel was used and when a 20.4% efficient panel was used, 
the EUI was reduced by -161.46. There was no panel with different efficiency to choose from in the Autodesk Insight 
program. 

Afterward, energy analysis was performed to investigate the sustainability impact of the photovoltaic panel type to be 
used in buildings using Autodesk Insight 360 and Green Building Studio. With the Autodesk Insight tool, analysis was 
implemented using polycrystalline photovoltaic panels with 16%, 18.6%, and 20.4% efficiency. For the Green Building 
Studio tool, it was possible to implement the analysis using monocrystalline photovoltaic panels with 13.8% efficiency, 
polycrystalline photovoltaic panels with 12.3% efficiency, and thin film photovoltaic panels with 7.5% efficiency. Panel 
efficiency values cannot be added to both programs manually. This situation leads us to use only the efficiency values 
suggested by the Autodesk Insight 2022 and Autodesk Green Building Studio 2022. 

3. SUSTAINABILITY ANALYSES 

For the results of study 6 different scenarios (Reference Building based on Green Building Studio Scenario; 
Reference Building based on Insight Scenario; Alternative Meeting the Arch 2030 Target Scenario; Net Zero Value 
Alternative Scenario; Alternative Based on Ashrae 90.1-2010 Standard Scenario; and Alternative with Lowest Energy 
Consumption Scenario) were examined. The numbers of the scenarios and the program information used for the 
analysis are shared in Table 1. 

Table 1: All scenarios examined according to the interface used 

 

First, the results from the Autodesk Insight interface for the reference building and the results from the Green Building 
Studio program were given. The Green Building Studio interface subdivides all results into detailed tables, but instead, 
the Insight program interactively shows the effect on the total energy value as it adjusts each variable. Energy Use 
Intensity compares over EUI value and results are expressed in red, orange, or green colors depending on the 
simulation result from bad to good. Reference building scenario in the energy-efficient development study of the 
reference structure was the initial simulation that formed the basis of the values for a healthy comparison of all results. 
It was the situation that gave the reference energy expenditure, which was put forward as a basis for examining many 
alternatives and determining energy efficiency.  
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After analyzing the reference building analysis results, alternative scenarios were examined by using Green Building 
Studio and Insight programs. The purpose of these scenarios was to create alternatives that showed how much the 
building information model could be improved with energy analysis programs. It consisted of 4 alternative simulation 
scenarios obtained as a result of the development of the reference structure with the Green Building Studio and 
Insight energy analysis programs. Afterward, a total of 6 scenarios were examined and compared, together with 2 
analysis scenarios for the Reference building. 

The first scenario was the Arch 2030 Target Insight scenario. It was the scenario where the criteria determined within 
the scope of the Arch 2030 Target, which aimed to create carbon neutral buildings by eliminating the use of fossil 
fuels, were applied to the building by the Insight program. The variables were determined by the international 
standards used by the Insight program. The variables and results of this scenario, which were obtained without the 
researcher's intervention in the data, were used for comparison purposes. The second scenario was the Net Zero 
scenario in the Insight Program. With the aim of sustainable development in cooperation with the World Green 
Building Council, the criteria determined within the scope of the “Net Zero Value Alternative”, which aimed to increase 
100% net zero carbon buildings in all buildings by 2050, were determined by the Insight program scenario applied. It 
aimed to transform a structure built in the study project into a net zero carbon structure. The data were not interfered 
with by the researcher. The third scenario Green Building Studio Alternative with Lowest Energy Consumption 
scenario was the only alternative available directly from the Green Building Studio program. The Green Building 
Studio alternative scenario with the lowest energy consumption meant that all possible energy improvements in the 
building were made at the highest level. Although it was a result that increased energy efficiency, there were some 
problems in the application of this alternative. While the lowest results in terms of energy expenditure values were 
combined, the design, user needs, or the consequences of indirect effects were not considered. The last building 
scenario was Ashrae 90.1-2010 Standard created by Green Building Studio. It was a simulation scenario where the 
changes that make the building comply with Ashrae 90.1 standards were applied to the structure by the Green 
Building Studio program without the researcher's intervention in the data. 

Reference Building Analysis Results from Insight Program: according to the Insight simulation (Figure 5a), which 
revealed the result of the analysis made by entering realistic values to determine the built state of the building, the 
annual energy use intensity of the “Reference Building” scenario was 212 kWh/m2. Arch 2030 Target Insight Scenario: 
according to the Insight simulation (Figure 5b), which aimed to create energy-efficient structures that could reach the 
Arch 2030 targets in terms of architecture and determines the variables in line with these targets, the scenario of 
“2030 Target” was 21.8 kWh/m2 as a result of annual energy use intensity. Net Zero Insight Scenario: based on 
Insight simulation with variables aiming to reach 100% net zero carbon target of buildings by 2050 (Figure 5c), the 

annual energy use intensity result of the “Net Zero Value Alternative” scenario was 8.71 kWh/m2. 

 

Figure 5: Analysis results in terms of Insight energy use intensity per year (kWh/m2) a- Reference Building Analysis b- Arch 2030 
Target Insight Scenario c- Net Zero Insight Scenario 

Reference Building Analysis Results from Green Building Studio Program: according to the circular graph (Figure 6a) 
which show the areas of energy consumption throughout the year in the fuel and electricity categories: 78.8% of 
annual fuel was used for heating and 21.2% for hot water. For electricity annually: electronic home appliances 31.7%; 
cooling 22.9%; Lighting 17.7%; pumps and systems 12%; ventilation 8.3%; and 0.9% was used for external loads. 
Green Building Studio Alternative with Lowest Energy Consumption Scenario: Figure 6b shows the areas of use 
throughout the year for fuel and electricity consumption, 63.6% of the annual fuel was used for HVAC; 36.4% of this 
was used for hot water needs. 38.7% of the annual electricity was used for household appliances: 21.6% for lighting; 
18.3% for cooling; 6.4% for ventilation and 1.1% for external loads. Ashrae 90.1-2010 Standard Green Building Studio 
Scenario: Figure 6c shows in which areas the annual energy was spent: 76.5% of the annual fuel was consumed for 
heating and 23.5% for hot water. Of the annual electricity, 40.2% was for household appliances; 22.4% for lighting; 
17.5% for cooling; 17.5% for ventilation; 1.1% for pumps and systems; 1.2% for external loads. The highest load in 
electricity consumption belonged to lighting and household appliances. 

a b c 
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Figure 6: Green Building Studio Annual Electric End Use Results a- Reference Building Analysis b- Green Building Studio 

Alternative with Lowest Energy Consumption Scenario c- Ashrae 90.1-2010 Standard Green Building Studio Scenario 

4. CONCLUSION   

As a result of the analysis made, Table 2 compares the scenarios. 

Table 2: Comparison of data from the Green Building Studio Program 

 

Table 2 shows the data taken from the scenarios created using green building studio. The 3 Green Building Studio 
scenarios we used in the table (Reference Building, Alternative with Lowest Energy Consumption, Alternative Based 
on Ashrae 90.1-2010 Standard) Annual Energy Cost, Lifecycle Cost, Energy Use Intensity (EUI), CO2 Emissions 
Large SUV Equivalent, CO2 Emissions Onsite Fuel were compared and it was seen that the scenario that ensured 
sustainability, reduced carbon dioxide emissions and saved money was the Alternative with Lowest Energy 
Consumption green building studio scenario. Photovoltaic Potential Annual Energy Savings result was 201,835 kWh, 
Natural Ventilation Potential result was 48,324 kWh, Photovoltaic Potential Nominal Rated Power result was 164 kW 
and Photovoltaic Potential Total Installed Panel Cost 1,311,424 dollars.  

According to the results of the insight analysis, the annual energy use density of the reference building scenario was 
212 kWh/m2. The annual energy use intensity of the Alternative Meeting the Arch 2030 Target was 21.8 kWh/m2. The 
scenario that gave the best results was the Net Zero Value analysis scenario with an annual energy use intensity of 
8.71 kWh/m2. It was observed that the scenario with the least energy consumption intensity, in which carbon dioxide 
emissions were reduced and sustainability was ensured, was the Net Zero Insight scenario.  

When Green Building Studio scenarios and Insight Program scenarios were compared in terms of energy use 
intensity, it was seen that the reference building scenario analysed through the Green Building Studio program had 
the highest energy use intensity. Following it, Green Building Studio was in 2nd place in terms of energy use intensity 
as a result of the ASHRAE 90.1 standard. In 3rd place was the analysis scenario of the Green Building Studio program 
with the lowest energy consumption. The reference building Insight analysis scenario ranked 4th in terms of energy 
use intensity. The Arch 2030 insight was seen in 5th place and when the energy use intensity was considered, the 
alternative that gave the lowest result was the Net Zero analysis with 8.71 kWh. Considering the 1st scenario, the 
analysis was carried out with the limited number of HVAC system, lighting system and PV-panel system options 
suggested by the Autodesk Insight program. In the second scenario, with the help of the Green Building Studio 
program, we could choose the building type (dormitory) and were offered a wide variety of detailed calculations. The 
reference building scenario made with Green Building Studio gave more realistic results. The reason why EUI values 
of scenarios such as Arch 2030 Target and Net Zero were quite low was that the proposed scenarios did not consider 
the comfort conditions of those who will lived in the buildings. 

a c b 
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Table 3: Comparison of all scenarios in terms of energy use intensity 

 

5. DISCUSSION 

Analysis programs used to reduce energy consumption in buildings offer a simple and predictable approach. The use 
and development of programs will give more realistic results for the calculation of energy consumption in buildings. 
The deficiencies identified in the programs used in the study were mainly Autodesk insight and did not allow manual 
interventions. It was one of the important shortcomings of the programs that they could not make a calculation when 
a hybrid system in which ventilation systems such as VAV, VRF and Heat pump were used at the same time, or when 
different lighting systems were used in a building. Scenarios such as Architecture 2030 or Net Zero, which are updated 
and developed, provide a comparison of the results of the building designed to serve. 
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Abstract: Hydrogen is a carbon-free energy resource which can be produced from a wide range of sources, and 
hydrogen blending is a transitional stage in the shift from natural gas to hydrogen systems. However, the introduction 
of hydrogen has also raised widespread safety concerns. This paper uses Fluent numerical simulation software to 
simulate the leakage of hydrogen-blended natural gas in the kitchen to analyse the concentration distribution and its 
variation pattern after the leakage. An experimental platform was set up to carry out the leakage experiments and a 
mixture of nitrogen and helium gas was used instead of hydrogen-blended natural gas for the simulations and 
experiments. The simulation results showed that the leaking gas spread and accumulated towards the top of the 

space, gradually filling the entire area as the leak continued. As the proportion of hydrogen blending in the leaking 

gas increased, the diffusion capacity of the gas in the confined space increased. As the flow rate of the leaking gas 
increased, the average level of leaking gas concentration increased and the gas stratification in the confined kitchen 
diminished. The experimentally measured gas concentration distribution agreed with the Fluent simulation results. 
After demonstrating the feasibility conditions of the model, the diffusion of hydrogen-blended natural gas in the kitchen 
was further simulated. It was concluded that blending hydrogen into natural gas would promote the diffusion of the 
gas after a leak, and the gas would be more widely distributed in the kitchen, resulting in an increased risk in the 
event of a leak. 

 

 

 

 

Keywords: hydrogen-blended natural gas; numerical simulation; leakage and diffusion; domestic kitchen 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Hydrogen blending with natural gas is the trend of the green development of natural gas. Blending hydrogen with 
natural gas can promote the green development of energy and solve the problem of hydrogen by-products from 
chemical plants. However, the physical and chemical properties of hydrogen differ significantly from those of methane, 
the main component of natural gas, with hydrogen being less dense than methane and likely to spread faster in case 
of leakage. The wide explosion limits of hydrogen and the blending of hydrogen into natural gas increases the dangers 
of the natural gas pipeline network, including problems of leakage dispersion during transport, fire and explosion and 
thermal radiation, and the adaptability of end-user equipment.  

Numerical simulations of combustible gas leak dispersion in different spaces have been widely carried out. Obstacles 
impact the leakage and dispersion of combustible gases in confined spaces; they can block the dispersion of 
combustible gases, and the concentration of gases varies from location to location (Li et al., 2017). Leakage and 
diffusion experiments with helium in a confined space have shown that at low leak rates, the gas first accumulated at 
the top of the confined space, gradually spreading downwards. At the same time, at high leak rates, the gas was 
evenly distributed around the leak point (Kirillov, Korobtsev and Nikolaev, 2009). Simulations of low-rate leakage and 
dispersion of hydrogen-helium gas mixtures in confined spaces have shown that the size of the leak aperture had a 
small effect on the concentration at the monitoring point. In contrast, the location of the leak, the mass leak rate, and 
the time of the leak had a significant effect (Prasad, Pitts and Yang, 2011). The results of an experimental study of 
the parameters of similarity between hydrogen and helium distributions showed that helium could be used as a good 
proxy for similarity when plume release was involved (Bernard-Michel and Houssin-Agbomson, 2017). The diffusion 
behaviour of the remaining gas after a leak was studied using a hydrogen leak in a closed cylinder chamber. It was 
concluded that the risk increased with increasing leak height (Afghan Haji Abbas, Kheradmand and Sadoughipour, 
2020). For hydrogen diffusion under typical ventilation conditions inside a fuel cell vehicle, CFD simulations showed 
that the airflow from the front vents pushed a large amount of hydrogen towards the rear, preventing it from expanding 
across the vehicle through the upper area (Salva et al., 2012). Simulating the consequences of an accidental 

hydrogen leak for warehouses larger than 15,000m, it was found that the peak pressure generated by the ignition of 
hydrogen in the warehouse varied considerably with the release rate, the volume of the warehouse, and the presence 
of a ventilation system (Bauwens and Dorofeev, 2014).  

For potential leaks from hydrogen-fuelled vehicles parked in private garages, the risk posed was most affected by the 
total amount of gas released (Gupta et al., 2009). The different roof angles in the garage affect leakage, with the most 
minor hydrogen concentration at a roof angle of 120° (Hajji et al., 2014). For the diffusion process of hydrogen leaking 

from fuel cell vehicles (FCVs) in underground car parks where the volume of the combustible zone grows non-linearly 
with time and has a latent period, ventilators could effectively avoid the dangerous situation of hydrogen leaking from 
underground parking lots (Choi et al., 2013). Experimental results on the leak build-up behaviour of hydrogen-blended 
natural gas in residential housing showed that mixing the gas with hydrogen increased the leak rate of the gas at the 
same leak pressure (Lowesmith et al., 2009). The experimental results of diffusion stratification of the hydrogen and 
natural gas mixture showed that there was concentration stratification in the leak, which decreased with time after the 
leak stopped, and that no separation of hydrogen from natural gas was observed for any of the studied situations 
(Marangon and Carcassi, 2014). The results of the study on the diffusion of hydrogen-blended natural gas in the valve 
chamber for different hydrogen volume concentrations, wind speeds, leak diameters, and leak port orientations 
showed that hydrogen-blended natural gas diffused in the valve chamber in the order of the boundary and then the 
centre, along the direction of the leak port (Jia et al., 2021). The different layouts of the building environment had a 
significant effect on the gas leakage and dispersion patterns, with the closed layout having the highest blocking 
function for ambient winds, the most substantial vortex effect, and the widest range of high gas concentrations (Liu 
et al., 2018). Simulations of combustible gas leaks can be carried out using FLACS software. For three models, 
garages, large car parks and tunnels, leak dispersion and explosion simulations were carried out, showing that the 
explosive intensity of methane and hydrogen gas mixtures were much stronger than that of methane, but the resulting 
explosion overpressure was lower than that of pure hydrogen gas (Middha, Engel and Hansen, 2011). 

With the rise and development of numerical simulation software, the use of numerical simulations to study the spread 
of leaks and the consequences of leaks is increasing. However, numerical simulations without experimental validation 
lack a certain degree of reliability due to the various influencing factors under actual operating conditions. In addition, 
existing studies have focused on a single gas, such as natural gas or hydrogen only, and on a fixed model for 
experimental simulations. In the context of future energy trends and the actual operating environment of natural gas 
pipelines, it is important to study the diffusion of hydrogen-blended natural gas leaks and the consequences of 
flammable gas leaks and explosions in different types of confined spaces. 

The main focus of this paper is on hydrogen-blended natural gas leaks in the domestic kitchen using numerical 
simulation methods to verify the method’s accuracy through experiments. The results of this study were intended to 
facilitate the subsequent analysis of the consequences of hydrogen-blended natural gas leaks and promote the 
transition to green gas and the use of hydrogen-blended natural gas in the future. 
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2. METHODOLOGY 

2.1. Mathematical model  

Blending hydrogen into natural gas at the same temperature and leak size will increase the leak rate and volume flow 
rate and will not change the leakage pattern of the gas. The amount of leakage after pipeline failure depends primarily 
on factors such as orifice size and pipeline pressure. 

The integrated pipe-small hole model can be derived from the small hole leakage model and the pipe leakage model. 
These three models allow for a leakage flow algorithm that can be applied to any size of pipe. In the case of a small 
hole leak, the pressure at the leak hole is less than the pressure at the pipe's start because of the resistance losses 
along the gas flow in the pipe. Assume that all the gas in the pipe flows out of the leak hole and that there is no flow 
downstream. At this point, the pressure at the leak hole is the highest, and the possible leak flow is also the highest. 

Blending hydrogen into natural gas will change the basic parameters such as gas density and frictional resistance 
coefficient. By substituting the basic parameters of the gas at different blending ratios into the above algorithm, the 
leakage flow rate of the hydrogen-blended gas can be calculated, and simulations can be carried out based on the 
calculated results.  

2.2. Numerical simulation model  

Based on the actual construction of the experimental kitchen, a conventional size model of the kitchen measuring 
2.5m × 1.6m × 2.6m was built using the ANSYS pre-processing software ICEM. The geometric model was simulated 
to build the detectors and shelves required for the experiment. The airflow caused by the diffusion of gas leaks during 
the experiment was simultaneously simulated to bring about disturbances. The domestic kitchen was equipped with 
a worktop, door, window, wall, range hood, leak point, etc. The leak point was a circular hole with a diameter of 8mm 
located on the cooktop below the range hood. The specific geometric model is shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 27: Geometric drawings of the domestic kitchen 

Combining simulation and experiment, nine detectors were installed in the kitchen and distributed on four horizontal 
surfaces. Oxygen concentration monitoring points were installed at the detection points to derive the changes in 
oxygen concentration in the kitchen during the leak simulation. The locations of the oxygen concentration monitoring 
points in the numerical simulation are shown in Figure 2.  

 
Figure 2: Location map of oxygen concentration monitoring points 
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2.3. Numerical simulation parameter setting 

For the mesh division and monitoring point setting, the pressure-based solver was selected, and the transient 
calculation mode needed to be set for the simulated leakage process. The ICEM software was used for the non-
structural mesh division of the established kitchen geometry model, and 139w was adopted as the minimum number 
of grids to meet the calculation accuracy requirements. 

The location coordinates of the nine monitoring points in the model were point 1 (500,1550,2050), point 2 
(1530,50,2050), point 3 (760,960,1680), point 4 (2320,960,1680), point 5 (1500,500,1680), point 6 (760,500,1150), 
point 7 (1500, 960,1150), point 8 (2320,500,1150), and point 9 (1500,500,200). The volumetric concentration fractions 
of oxygen at the nine monitoring points were selected for output to facilitate the comparison of the experimental output 
data. As the trend and magnitude of oxygen concentration changes derived from detectors located in the same plane 
were essentially the same, the analysis of the results was carried out by selecting one detector point from each of the 
four planes to represent the oxygen concentration changes in that plane. Detector 1 was selected for the highest 
plane z=2.05m, detector 5 for plane z=1.68m, detector 8 for plane z=1.15m, and only detector 9 for the lowest plane 
z=0.2m. 

In the boundary condition settings, the operating table and the wall were always set as wall boundary conditions. The 

leak point was set as a velocity inlet. The velocity and flow rate at the leak point were calculated by taking the actual 
data into the equation: the mass flow rate of the gas decreased and the leak rate increased as the percentage of 
hydrogen doping increased. Doors and windows were set as wall boundary conditions. The simulation verified that 
an open cooker hood would rapidly dilute the combustible gas in the kitchen, resulting in no explosive area, so the 
study was carried out with the cooker hood closed as a wall boundary condition.  

In the gas parameter settings, pure nitrogen, pure helium, and a nitrogen-helium mixture (20% vol of helium) were 
used for numerical simulations of leak dispersion in the domestic kitchen. Based on the small-bore leak model, the 
pipe leak model, and the derived integrated pipe-small bore model for any leak size, the relevant calculation methods 
for leak flow, pressure in the pipe, and pipe temperature were collated and derived. According to the basic parameters 
such as gas density and frictional resistance coefficient under actual working conditions, the leakage volume and 
leakage rate of hydrogen blended natural gas were calculated, and the leakage flow rate at different pressures were 
obtained by varying the pressure at the leakage. Simulations and experiments were carried out to analyse the leakage 
volume's effect and the leaking gas's composition on the concentration distribution in the kitchen. 

2.4. Experimental research 

This study used a model of the same size and structure as the numerical simulations to conduct a comparative study 
of the diffusion of hydrogen-blended natural gas leaks in the domestic kitchen. As both methane and hydrogen are 
flammable and explosive gases, the safe, non-toxic, and common gases, nitrogen and inert helium, were chosen to 
replace natural gas and hydrogen for the diffusion experiments.  

The experimental site was a model of a domestic kitchen built in the gas laboratory of Chongqing University. The 
dimensions of the kitchen model were 2.5m x 1.6m x 2.6m in length, width, and height, and the interior contained a 
range hood, cooktop, gas water heater, gas stove, and other equipment. The leak was set in the centre of the gas 
stove on the cooktop, from a gas hose with an inner diameter of 8mm. The construction of the kitchen is shown in 
Figure 3.  

  
Figure 3: Kitchen structural layout Figure 4: Detector layout in the kitchen 
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To monitor the changes of nitrogen and helium concentrations in the kitchen during the experiment, the KB6000III 
gas alarm controller and BS03II point type gas detector from Hanwei Technology were selected. The full range 
deviation of the detector was ≤±5% FS and the sampling method was natural diffusion; nine oxygen concentration 
detectors were placed at different heights in the kitchen by installing shelves in the kitchen to monitor the influence 
of nitrogen and helium leaks on the indoor gas concentration distribution in the kitchen in a comprehensive manner. 
9 oxygen concentration detectors were located in four planes at z=0.2m, z=1.15m, z=1.68m and z=2.05m. The actual 
arrangement of the detectors in the domestic kitchen is shown in Figure 4. 

The leak source used high-pressure nitrogen and helium cylinders. When mixing the gases, the nitrogen and helium 
cylinders prepared by the manufacturer were used. The pressure of the nitrogen cylinder was 14.0±0.5MPa and the 
capacity was 40L while the pressure of the helium cylinder was 14.0±0.5MPa and the capacity was 40L. The pressure 
of the nitrogen 80% vol helium 20% vol blending cylinder was 9.5±0.5MPa. The cylinder outlet was connected to a 
bellows with a solenoid valve and a flow meter, which could be adjusted by adjusting the pressure at the outlet of the 
pressure reducing valve and the opening of the solenoid valve to change the leakage flow. A gas hose with an internal 
diameter of 8 mm was connected to the bellows which entered the kitchen through a reserved hole, and the leakage 
port was fixed in the centre of the cooker. 

The data acquisition system for the experiment consisted of a KB6000III gas alarm controller and a BS03II point type 
gas detector. The data acquisition system worked on the principle that the sensor monitored the oxygen concentration 
at the measurement points in real-time and transmited the data remotely to the controller via a transmission line, 
where the changes in oxygen concentration at each measurement point could be observed in real-time and the data 
recorded. 

By arranging the gas concentration detection points in the domestic kitchen, the change in gas composition over time 
at each characteristic point in the kitchen after a gas mixture leak was clarified. The experiments were carried out 
using pure nitrogen, pure helium, and nitrogen-helium mixtures under the same conditions as the simulations. The 
results would be compared and analysed to see if the results matched, and the accuracy of the simulation results 
and feasibility of the simulation model would be evaluated. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1. Numerical simulation results 

Numerical simulations were carried out with three gases - pure nitrogen, nitrogen-helium mixture, and pure helium - 
at three leakage flows of 4 Nm3/h, 8 Nm3/h, and 12 Nm3/h to obtain the variation of the gas distribution in the kitchen 
under different operating conditions.  

 
Figure 5: Variation of oxygen concentration at different heights for different gases at a leakage flow rate of 8 Nm3/h 

The trend in concentration at the detection point was the same for the three different leak flow rates of 4Nm3/h, 
8Nm3/h, and 12Nm3/h, so the 8Nm3/h case was used as an example. Figure 5 shows the variation of oxygen 
concentration over time at four different detection points in the kitchen at a flow rate of 8Nm3/h for 3600 s. The curves 
in the same colour represent the variation of oxygen concentration at the same detection point for different leak gases. 

The general trend in the graph showed that when different types of gas leaked in an enclosed space, they all spread 
and gathered towards the top of the space, and as the leak continued, the gas gradually spread downwards until it 
filled the whole space. As seen from Figure 5, at a leakage flow of 8 Nm3/h, the oxygen concentration at each detection 
point in the kitchen dropped the most and the fastest when pure helium was leaking. In contrast, the oxygen 
concentration decreased the least and the slowest when pure nitrogen was leaking. The effect of the leak flow rate 
on the trend of oxygen concentration change was consistent at each point. The increase in the leak flow rate 
accelerated the decrease in oxygen concentrations in the kitchen and increased the average level of leak gas 
concentrations throughout the kitchen. In addition, as detector 9 was located below the leak and the oxygen 
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concentration at detector point 9 changed the least and the slowest, it could be concluded that a gas leak had a more 
minor effect on the oxygen concentration distribution below the leak. 

 
Figure 6: Variation of leak gas concentration at a pure nitrogen leak flow rate of 8 Nm3/h 

Figure 6 shows the change in concentration of the leaking gas when the leakage flow of the pure nitrogen was 8 
Nm3/h. As seen from the figure, the change in concentration of the leaking gas exibited the opposite trend of the 
change in oxygen concentration in the kitchen. Taking detection point 5 as an example, in the same situation, the 
change in oxygen concentration was about 3.2% while the change in leak gas concentration was about 15.1%. During 
the leakage process, the change in oxygen concentration was not significant, but the concentration of leak gas 
increased rapidly. 

 
Figure 7: Variation of oxygen concentration at different height detection points for pure nitrogen leaks 

Figure 7 shows the variation of oxygen concentration with time at four selected detection points located at different 
levels when pure nitrogen was leaked at 4Nm3/h, 8Nm3/h, and 12Nm3/h. From top to bottom, the four detection points 
were 1, 5, 8, and 9. The overall trend was that oxygen concentration changed rapidly and decreased sharply as the 
altitude increased. 

When pure nitrogen leaked at 4Nm3/h, 8Nm3/h, and 12Nm3/h, the oxygen concentration at detection point 9 
decreased by 0.00325, 0.00584, and 0.00869, respectively, when the leak time reached 3600s, indicating that the 
upward leakage of nitrogen had no significant effect on the gas distribution in the space located below the leak point. 
The nitrogen leak spread upwards due to their leak velocity and buoyancy which significantly impacted the gas 
distribution in the area above the leak point. 

As the leak volume increased, the oxygen concentration at detection points 8, 5, and 1, located above the leak point, 
also decreased to a greater extent with the three detection points followed a similar trend. The figure shows that the 
three curves gradually overlapped when the leak volume was 12 Nm3/h. When the leakage flow was small, there was 
a clear stratification at different heights in the kitchen. As the leakage flow increased, the leaking gas spread rapidly 
within a short period, spreading and gathering towards the top of the kitchen under the effect of buoyancy. The 
decrease in oxygen concentration showed a gradual increase from top to bottom. The significant stratification of the 
leaking gas in the kitchen indicated that the blending of helium into the nitrogen reduced the density of the mixture, 
increasing the diffusion capacity in the confined space after the leak, and increasing the average concentration level 
of the leaking gas throughout the confined space. 

The flow diagrams formed by different flow rate leaks at a cross-section of 1.15m height, as represented by pure 
nitrogen in the simulation results, allow further study of the gas stratification law. The effect of increasing leakage on 
the gas flow in the space obtained is shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8: Y=1.15m planar flow distribution at different leakage volumes 

Figure 8 shows the flow distribution of pure nitrogen in the Y=1.15m plane for different leakage flow operating 
conditions; the legend illustrates the magnitude of the flow velocity in space. As can be seen from the figure, as the 
leak volume increased, the flow rate of the leaking gas in the kitchen increased and the leak caused coiling of the 
surrounding air, making the indoor airflow intensity increase. When the leakage volume was small, the leakage gas 
showed an apparent stratification phenomenon at different heights in the kitchen: as the leakage flow rate increased, 
the stratification phenomenon decreased. The simulation results analysed the causes of this phenomenon: the 
increase in leak flow caused disturbance to the air in the kitchen, so the higher the leak volume, the faster the airflow 
and the weaker the stratification phenomenon. 

3.2. Experimental verification results 

To ensure the accuracy of the domestic kitchen gas leakage model, the simulation results under the same conditions 
were compared with the experimental results, and the comparison results are plotted on the same coordinate system. 

 
Figure 9: Comparison of oxygen concentrations at monitoring points 8,5,1 

Different monitoring points were selected for comparison under the three leakage conditions to comprehensively 
compare the experimental results and the numerical simulation results. Figure 9 shows the experimental simulation 
concentration comparison for monitoring point 8 with a leakage flow of 4Nm3/h, monitoring point 5 with a leakage flow 
of 8Nm3/h, and monitoring point 1 with a leakage flow of 12Nm3/h, respectively. 

As seen from the oxygen concentration comparison graph, there was a specific deviation between the experimental 
and numerical simulation results. The numerical simulation results showed an overall linear decreasing trend of 
oxygen concentration change while the experimental monitoring concentration change graph had fluctuations, and 
the experimental oxygen concentration was slightly lower than the overall oxygen concentration in the numerical 
simulation. The reasons may be that there was a certain monitoring error in the experimental sensors and controllers 
and there was a certain response time. The room and experimental device airtightness also caused errors, while the 
simulation process did not have these influencing factors, so there was a certain deviation between the two. 

The experimental and simulated data showed the same overall trend for different leak flow rates and gas 
compositions, with pure nitrogen, nitrogen-helium mixtures, or pure helium leaking in a confined space, spreading 
mainly above the kitchen and surrounding area due to buoyancy. This trend was evident in the experimental data 
and the numerical simulations, with the oxygen concentration decreasing at each monitoring point in the kitchen as 
the leak time increased. Leak point 8, located at the lowest level above the leak point, was the most affected by the 
initial velocity of the leaking gas. Therefore, the experimental data from this point fluctuated the most. 

The error range between the experimental results and the results of simulations was always within the acceptable 
range of 5%, so the experimental results were considered to be in general agreement with the simulation results. 
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Therefore, the numerical model developed had acceptable accuracy and reliability in hydrogen-blended natural gas 
leakage and diffusion processes in confined spaces. 

3.3. Study of the consequences of spill dispersion 

After simulating the diffusion of leaks using helium and nitrogen instead of hydrogen and natural gas and verifying 
the feasibility of the model with experiments, the diffusion of hydrogen-blended natural gas in the domestic kitchen 
was simulated by numerical simulation to study its consequences. 

Hydrogen-blended natural gas at 0% vol, 10% vol, 20% vol, and 30% vol was selected for the consequence 
simulations in the kitchen model above. The simulation time was 1 hour to investigate the distribution pattern of 
combustible gases in the kitchen after a long period of low flow rate leakage. 

 
Figure 10: Distribution of gas concentrations at 600s with different hydrogen blending ratios (the red shaded areas in the graph 

are areas where the gas concentration is greater than the lower explosion limit) 

Figure 10 shows the distribution of natural gas leakage to 600s in the kitchen at different hydrogen blending ratios; 
the red surface in the figure indicates where the gas concentration was greater than the lower explosive limit of the 
gas sub-interface. As can be seen from the figure, the gas diffusion distribution of different hydrogen blending 
proportions was significantly different. As the proportion of hydrogen blending increased, the leakage flow rate of the 
gas increased, the diffusion rate increased, and the area larger than the lower limit of the gas explosion became 
larger. As seen from the figure, the explosive volume in the kitchen was small for a 600s leak at 0%, 10%, and 20% 
hydrogen blending conditions, being concentrated in the cooktop above and near the range hood. However, when 
the proportion of hydrogen was 30%, the entire top of the kitchen was an explosive area, and the explosive volume 
occupied half of the kitchen volume, indicating that hydrogen doping accelerated the diffusion of natural gas. 

 
Figure 11: Distribution of gas concentrations at different hydrogen blending ratios at the 1800s (the red shaded areas in the graph 

are areas where the gas concentration is greater than the lower explosion limit) 

Figure 11 shows the distribution of gas leaks up to 1800s in the kitchen at different hydrogen blending ratios; the red 
surface of the figure indicates where the gas concentration was greater than the lower limit of the gas explosion sub-
interface. As seen from the figure, When the leak occurred up to the 1800s, the explosive area occupied the whole 
upper part of the kitchen in all operating conditions. The explosive area in the kitchen gradually increased as the 
percentage of hydrogen blending increased. The explosive area occupied half of the kitchen when no hydrogen was 
blended and almost the entire kitchen when hydrogen was blended at 30% vol, indicating that the more hydrogen 
blended in the gas, the greater the risk from a leak. 
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Figure 12: Graph of combustible gas volume change for different hydrogen blending ratios 

Figure 12 shows the volume change in the kitchen above the lower explosive limit for different hydrogen blending 
ratios. As can be seen from the figure, the greater the proportion of hydrogen blending, the higher the combustible 
gas volume curve was until the explosive gas filled the entire kitchen. The gases with hydrogen ratios of 0% vol, 10% 
vol, 20% vol, and 30% vol in the kitchen could explode the 8.63m3 volume of gas that filled the entire kitchen in the 
time required, respectively, the 2600s, 2500s, 2400s, 2200s. This illustrated that the explosive volume in the kitchen 
increased as the proportion of natural gas blended with hydrogen increased. Mixing hydrogen with natural gas 
promoted the spread of the gas after a leak so it was more widely distributed in the kitchen and posed an increased 
risk in the event of a leak. 

4. CONCLUSION 

The feasibility of using this numerical simulation method to study the diffusion of gas leaks in confined spaces has 
been thoroughly verified by using nitrogen and helium in place of natural gas and hydrogen to carry out leak dispersion 
simulations and demonstrate the simulations’ accuracy. The following conclusions were obtained. 

(1) the more the leak volume increased, the faster the oxygen concentration at each detection point decreased and 
the greater the average level of the leaking gas concentration in the kitchen; 

(2) Helium blending accelerated the diffusion of nitrogen, and as the proportion of helium increased, the average 
concentration level of the leaking gas in the entire restricted space increased. If the leaking gas was hydrogen-
blended natural gas, as the proportion of hydrogen blending increased, the combustible range in the kitchen increased 
as did the risk; 

(3) The leaking gas showed an apparent stratification phenomenon with the concentration of the leaking gas gradually 
decreasing from top to bottom in the kitchen. The stratification phenomenon was evident for small leaks and 
progressively decreased as the leak volume increased. 

Fluent was used to simulate the dispersion of hydrogen-blended natural gas leaks in the domestic kitchen and the 
following conclusions were obtained. 

(1) A leak of hydrogen-blended natural gas first spread upwards forming an explosive area larger than the lower 
explosive limit range at the leak outlet and the top of the kitchen. As the leak continued, the explosive area gradually 
moved downwards until the kitchen was filled with hydrogen-blended gas; 

(2) In the leaking process of different proportions of hydrogen-blended gas, the greater the proportion of hydrogen 
blended, the larger the volume of the explosive area in the kitchen, and the shorter the time to fill the kitchen with 
explosive volume. Blending hydrogen into the gas would promote the spread of gas after the leak and the risk caused 
by the leakage would increase. 
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Due to the growing world population and urbanisation, global food demand is increasing rapidly. Along with the 
increasing global For this reason, monitoring the agricultural production process is important in terms of sustainability 
and efficiency. Today, network technology has created the possibility to control and monitor agriculture area in real-
time. IoT applications, which can offer real-time monitoring of the whole process of agriculture production, are 
designed to help efficient resource management, low-cost agriculture, and improved quality and quantity. Smart 
agriculture technology supported by cloud technology, increases agricultural production and provides energy 
efficiency by using resources at an optimum level. This technology is providing an opportunity for sustainability in 
agricultural production by monitoring the parameters of the process simultaneously. The integration of fully automated 
systems is the focus of the transformation for digitalisation in agriculture. In this study, the real-time data monitoring 
& control application was carried out with Particle Photon Wi-Fi IoT Development Board based on the STM32 ARM 
Cortex M3 controller. Because of the web-based remote monitoring and control interface, it was possible to measure, 
evaluate and influence agricultural information such as temperature, humidity and water levels. The designed module 
had the opportunity to simultaneously evaluate and intervene in basic agricultural activities such as fertilization and 
irrigation via mobile devices. In this study, a Device-to-Device (D2D) model was proposed which coould monitor 
agricultural production in web-based real-time data with the interaction of microcontrollers, cloud technology, and 
sensors. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The scarcity of irrigation resources is one of the most significant pressures on water use in agricultural production. 
World agriculture consumes about 70% of the freshwater withdrawn each year (World Bank, 2022). The optimal use 
of water resources for agricultural production is still a vital requirement worldwide. It is thought that efficient irrigation 
practices could reduce the volume of water applied to agricultural areas by 30-70% and increase the crop yield by 
20-90% (Saccon, 2018). In this sense, it is very important to intervene effectively in the irrigation process in agriculture 
and the integration of sensor networks and the Internet of Things (IoT) is a suitable solution. By 2026, it is estimated 
that the market value of smart agriculture worldwide will be 34.1 billion dollars (BIS Research, 2022) and IOT 
efficiency in global agriculture will be 28.6 billion dollars (Statista, 2022). The main purpose of incorporating 
information technologies into agricultural production is to increase agricultural production and productivity 
(Chhachhar, Qureshi, Khushk, & Ahmed, 2014).  

In this context in the study, a programmed irrigation module was proposed by monitoring the parameters of the 
agricultural production process simultaneously and real-time data will measure sustainability in the agricultural 
production. In the following part of the study, there is a literature review on the subject then, in the third part, there 
hardware and software designs are presented. The last part is the conclusion part of the study in which the data and 
results obtained from the module are shared. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Agricultural research, which incorporates information technologies into the agricultural production process in different 
aspects, has generally aimed to increase the quality and efficiency of agricultural production. While some of the 
studies carried out in this framework focused on agricultural lands, some of them produced solutions for greenhouse 
production. Studies have also been concerned with several parameters related to different processes of agricultural 
production. 

A distributed architecture-based agricultural business data management information system was proposed in a 2013 
study (Li Minbo, Zhu, & Guangyu, 2013). The study modelled a proposed IoT system to monitor agricultural products 
and their quality. In another study conducted in 2010, the integration of IOT technology with control networks and 
information networks was discussed (Zhao, Zhang, Feng, & Li, 2010). Another study in 2017 summarised recent 
applications of wireless sensor networks in agricultural research: classifying and comparing various wireless 
communication protocols, energy efficiency and energy harvesting techniques for wireless sensor networks that could 
be used in agricultural monitoring systems (Jawad, Nordin, Gharghan, Jawad, & Ismail, 2017). An IoT architecture 
was also proposed in another study dealing with typical agricultural methods and problems in greenhouse production 
(Dagar, Som, & Khatri, 2018). The proposed model was a simple architecture of IoT sensors that collected information 
and sent the data to the server over the Wi-Fi network. Another study conducted in 2020 offered a platform designed 
to monitor the status of dairy cattle and feed grain in real time (Alonso, Candanedo, García, Prieto, & González, 
2020). The model proposed on the axis of The Internet of Things (IoT), Edge Computing (EC), and Distributed Ledger 
Technologies (DLT) aimed to enable the digitisation of all parts of the value chain. In another study conducted in 
2020, researchers reviewed the latest IoT technologies for smart greenhouse farms as well as current greenhouse 
cultivation technologies (Rayhana, Xiao, & Liu, 2020).  

As the studies indicate, information systems play an important role in increasing productivity in traditional farming 
methods. Another example, modelled in detail by Gondchawar and Kawitkar, was observing processes such as 
weeding, spraying, and moisture sensing (Gondchawar & Kawitkar, 2016). Simultaneous monitoring of agricultural 
processes was key to productivity in agriculture. Here, the monitoring of humidity and temperature values came to 
the fore. The study by Prathibha, Hongal, and Jyothi included monitoring of temperature and humidity in the 
agricultural field via sensors using the CC3200 chip (Prathibha, Hongal, & Jyothi, 2017). Patil and Kale suggested in 
their study monitoring agricultural fields with a webcam using Information Communication Technology (ICT) and 
taking values with sensors (Patil & Kale, 2016). However, the details of this module were not included in the study 
and the model remained at the descriptive level. Similarly, in another study based on the temperature, humidity, and 
PH values of the soil, the model was designed with an Arduino Nano microcontroller, but the distribution of data to 
the internet environment was not covered (Sihombing & Listiari, 2020).  

In this study, unlike other studies, a model was proposed that would simultaneously monitor agricultural production 
over temperature and humidity parameters. The prominent feature of this model was that it offered steps to integrate 
sensors, microcontrollers, cloud systems, APIs, and servers. The study went beyond the abstract architectural 
proposal and included concrete software and integration steps. The following section presents the hardware and 
software designs. 

3. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE 

In this part of the study, the Device-to-Device (D2D) scenarios are defined and presented as illustrated in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1: Proposed architecture 

In the designed module, the process can be summarised as: 

Process 1: temperature and humidity information were transmitted from the soil with the DHT11 sensor and the 
location information (Google Map API) of Particle Photon to the cloud environment with the Particle API. 

Process 2: the data was transmitted from the cloud environment to the server with GET request. Using the location 
information received on the server, the weather forecast data in the area where the module was located was received 
via OpenWeather and transmitted to the interface.  

Process 3: The weather forecasts and current values (temperature-humidity) about the location are seen via the 
interface and the user tells the Particle API whether the irrigation system should be commissioned or not with the 
POST request. 

Process 4: With the information coming from the user, the irrigation system can be operated via the relay connected 
to Particle.  

In the next part of the study, the hardware and software designs of the designed module and processes are described. 

2.1. Hardware design   

The basic hardware for the D2D model, which was designed for real-time monitoring of production data in agriculture, 
was a Particle Photon Wi-Fi IoT development board based on STM32 ARM Cortex M3 controller and integrated with 
Broadcom BCM43362 Wi-Fi chip (Particle, 2022). Considering the lack of infrastructure in agricultural production 
areas, a SIM card integrated LTE supported development card Boron LTE CAT-M1 (NorAm) could also be used 
instead of a WiFi-integrated development card (Particle, 2022). However, since the Boron development board could 
not be supplied due to the global silicon supply problem, the WiFi integrated module was preferred in the study. Since 
there was no hardware or software difference for both development boards, the designed module could also be 
adapted to the Boron LTE CAT-M1 (NorAm) board. 

For the efficient use of agricultural irrigation systems, water resources must be activated in the right amount and time. 
In addition, adjusting the electricity consumption of water pumps to the optimum level should be considered for energy 
consumption in production. In this context, the DHT11 Temperature and Humidity Sensor module, which was used 
in the real-time remote monitoring and control system, was included to measure the moisture and temperature values 
of the soil. The DHT11 temperature and humidity sensor was an advanced sensor unit that outputs a calibrated digital 
signal (Aosong, 2022). The heat and humidity data coming from the DHT11 sensor created an input value to control 
the required levels in production and the water engine to be used for production will be started and stopped when 
necessary. Instead of DHT11, SHT10 Soil Temperature and Humidity Sensor Module can also be preferred to receive 
data from the deeper part of the soil (0-75 cm) (Adafruit, 2022). 

A 1-channel relay module triggered by 5V voltage was used to control the on and off position of the water motor 
(Roboticafacil, 2022). The relay triggered the module with a webhook when the user deemed it necessary. The DATA 
pin of the sensor was connected to the D1 pin of the Particle Photon, and the signal pin of the relay module to the D6 
pin of the Particle Photon. The connections of the transferred hardware are shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2:  Hardware connections 

2.2. Software design 

In this part of the study, the software design of the module are presented, as are the hardware and sensor components 
software (Process 1 and Process 4), server and Particle API (Particle, 2022) integrations (Process 2), and codes on 
the server that triggered Particle API (Process 3). Also shared are the codes (Process 1 and Process 4) that enabled 
the integration of the sensor and relay with Particle Photon and Particle API in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Process 1 and Process 4 
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Lines of code (1-43) presented in Figure 3 executed Process 1. In the first 13 lines, the libraries are defined, 
connection channels of devices, and variables. In the first line is included the Google Map API for the device's location 
information and the device connections are defined in lines 5 and 6. The temperature of the soil was stored in "tempC", 
the humidity in "hum", the location of the module in "locationInfo" and the on/off status of the relay in the variable 
"relay_status". Between lines 15-28 were defined the functions that would run when Particle was launched for the 
first time. Among these functions, the Particle.variable() function served to pass variables (tempC, hum, locationInfo, 
relay_status) to the Particle API. Lines 44-62 of the code built the backward interaction of the device with the Particle 
API, namely, Process 4. The relay function defined in line 20 was expressed between lines 44-62. In the "on" state 
of the data variable (to be detailed in Process 3), which came to the IF-ELSE conditional statement with the POST 
method, the relay was turned on (line 54), and the relay_status variable was transmitted to the Particle API (line 55). 
Conversely, with lines 48 and 49, the relay was turned off and the relay status information was transmitted to the 
Particle API.  

Figure 4 presents the code lines that enabled Particle API integration with the server (Process 2). 

 

Figure 4: Process 2 

The getData() function, which was on the 4th line of the code written in PHP language, was designed to connect with 
the Particle API with the GET method and to get the necessary data (tempC, hum, relay_status, locationInfo). The 
$device_id included in the parameters of the function was the serial code of the Particle device; the $access_token 
contained the authentication key for the secure connection and the $data_type parameter contained the data to be 
retrieved. 

For data received from Particle API in JSON type, in the SQL database, in the table named soil_data, were defined 
data_id, data_type, timestamp, and data_value columns and stored the data in the database. A cronjob (0 * * * * 
/usr/bin/php /var/www/html/soil/data_to_database.php) was created on the Linux server and enabled the server to 
write the data to the database with the GET method every hour and completed Process 2.  

We can see the codes on the server that triggered the Particle API (Process 3) in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: Process 3 
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For Process 3, the author defined a form in the interface and positioned the button value on or off for the value from 
the relay_status variable. The value that came from the form with the "arg" argument was passed to the relay_status 
(relay) function defined in the Particle on line 12. The value mentioned between lines 13-22 was passed to the Particle 

API with the POST method.  

With the OpenWeather API integration, the weather forecast values and the interface design in which real-time data 
would be transmitted to the user through the location information of the device are presented in Figure 6. 

 
 

Figure 6:  User Interface 

The author designed the zone A marked on the interface to transmit real-time temperature and humidity information 
and the status of the relay to the user, and to enable the user to turn the relay on/off. The user can make a decision 
for the agricultural area by evaluating the 7-day weather forecast data in the B region and the hourly data during the 
day in the C region. The decision-making process in question could have been submitted to the algorithm by pre-
defining the temperature and humidity values and evaluating the weather forecast values for the day or week. Since 
the aim in this study was the automation of the production process with a real-time monitor system, this alternative 
was not chosen. 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, the author developed a D2D model that could monitor agricultural production in real time, using DHT11 
humidity and temperature sensor, relay, and Particle Photon microcontroller hardware. In the developed model,  
Google Map API for the device's location information and OpenWeather API integrations for the weather forecast 
values of the received location were also included. The received data was stored on the Linux-based web server and 
designed PHP-based software for the web interface. 

The prototype model was tested between 23.05.2022 and 12.06.2022 at 40° 56' 35.6208'' N, 29° 7' 17.7024'' E 
coordinates for 21 days and the hourly values were saved to the SQL database. The daily average distribution of the 
temperature and humidity values are shown in Figure 7. 

A 

B 

C 
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  Figure 7: Temperature and humidity values (daily average) 

The data consumption information of the designed module are shown in Figure 8. The total number of data transfers 
used in the tested date range was 81,585 and the daily average number of data was 3,885. Each publish, subscribe, 
function, or variable consumed one Data Operation regardless of size, and Particle gave 100,000 Data Operations 
per month in free usage (Particle Photon, 2022). 

 

  Figure 8: Data Operations 

In the 21-day data usage, the lowest 1,126 and the highest 5,430 data were transferred. Each data operation had a 
maximum size of 622 to 1024 bytes. The daily data size used over the average number of data was calculated 
between 2.3 MB and 3.8 MB. The reason for the change in the number of data used daily was the increase in data 
traffic during the opening and closing of the relay. No data was lost during the testing process. 

Thanks to the module, the producer would simultaneously monitor the agricultural production, decide whether the 
irrigation system should work, and confirm the situation with data, thus saving energy and resources in the irrigation 
process. 
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Abstract: Renewable energy is the key to a sustainable and environmentally friendly world. Hydropower production 
has grown in popularity as the most rapidly growing renewable energy source due to its ability to provide green 
energy. The hydrokinetic turbine is a potential technology that generates electricity from flowing river; this contrasts 
with traditional hydroelectric technology, which needs enormous dams or reservoirs to provide a sufficiently high head 
to operate the turbine. Numerous villages in distant places are situated near rivers and streams with very high-water 
velocity at the mountain bed. Savonius hydrokinetic turbine, due to its simplicity in design have been selected for the 
study. The purpose of this article is to compare the computational results with the experimental data conducted in 
laboratory and irrigation channels. The experimental analysis was performed in a channel with flow 0.6 m/s at 
Reynolds number 1.2 x 105. The maximum value of power coefficient (Cp) was found to be 0.24 at tip speed ratio 
(TSR) value 0.95 with a blockage ratio of 32%. Numerical simulations are performed using the Computational Fluid 
Dynamics (CFD) programme ANSYS Fluent 19.2. The Unsteady Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes (URANS) 
equations are used to solve a three-dimensional SHKT simulation. The findings indicated that the data of 
computational and the experimental are in good agreement and the error between the values are less than 4%.  

 

 

Keywords: Savonius turbine, hydrokinetic turbine, Computational Fluid Dynamics, vertical axis turbine 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

About 21% of the world's ultimate energy consumption was supplied by sources other than coal and nuclear power 
(REN21, no date). There are two basic kinds of hydrokinetic turbines based on axis of rotation: an axis that is either 
horizontal or vertical (De Marco et al., 2014; Gupta and Subbarao, 2020). Horizontal axis turbines are more efficient 
than vertical axis turbines in terms of power output. Nevertheless, the simplest and most cost-effective turbine to build 
is the vertical axis turbine (Badrul Salleh, Kamaruddin and Mohamed-Kassim, 2019). Over time, experts have found 
vertical axis wind turbines to be enthralling, which has helped lead to significant breakthroughs in this technology. 
However, in the recent decade, research into this technique for gathering river streams has increased. Hydrokinetic 
turbines, such as the Savonius hydrokinetic turbine, have gained a lot of attention recently from researchers (Rengma 
et al., 2021).  

In the late 1920s, S. J. Savonius invented the Savonius rotor, an axis that runs vertically across the middle (Savonius, 
1925). To create the cross-section of a Savonius Rotor, you first cut a cylindrical object in half and then move both 
halves in opposite directions, such that the cross-section looks like the letter "S."(Savonius, 1931). A schematic of 
this design is shown in Figure . The country and annual scientific production are shown in Figure 2. 

The differential in drag between the advancing and returning blades is what causes the turbine to rotate. In order to 
increase the net driving force, either increase the positive force on the forward blade or decrease the negative force 
on the return blade (Kamoji, Kedare and Prabhu, 2008).  Since the river flow is only in one direction, the rotor 
spins around its axis and the change of coefficient of drag is experienced on both the advancing and the returning 
blades, resulting in the change in torque produced by a rotor at constant ω. The change in torque cyclically varies 
during the rotation of the rotor (Rengma and Subbarao, 2022). Hydrokinetic turbines are ones that use water flow 
to generate mechanical power. These turbines offer many advantages like simple construction, low noise, reduced 
wear on moving parts, better self-starting, etc. (Gupta, Biswas and Sharma, 2008).  

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 1: Geometrical parameters of SHKT 

Kamoji et al. (Kamoji, Kedare and Prabhu, 2009a) experimentally tested helical Savonius rotors which were 
conducted in an open jet wind tunnel. Coefficient of static torque, coefficient of torque and coefficient of power for 
each helical Savonius rotor were measured. The maximum Cp of 0.21 was obtain at Reynolds number of 1,50,000. 

Nomenclature a Diameter of shaft 

H Height of turbine [m] ρ Density of water [kg/m3] 

D Diameter of turbine [m] P Power [W] 

Do Diameter of end plate [m] Cp Power coefficient 

e Gap between the two blades [m] Cm Moment coefficient 

t Thickness of the blades [m] 
Abbreviations 

A Area (HxD) [m2] 

U Free stream velocity [m/s] AR Aspect ratio [H/D] 

g Gravitational acceleration [m/s2] OR Overlap ratio [e/D] 

ω Angular velocity [rad/s] TSR Tip speed ratio [ωD/2U] 
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Figure 2: Country and annual scientific production 

Wahyudi et al. (2013) developed a new design of Savonius Tandem Blade by expanding the swept area that could 
increase drag force on the blades. The study was conducted under water velocity of 1 m/s for three types of Tandem 
Blade Savonius (TBS) such as Overlap, symmetrically and Convergence. Further, the study was carried out on CFD 
simulation and optimisation using Response Surface Method (RSM) to determine tandem radius and clearance blade 
to produce a maximum pressure drop. The result concluded that the convergent TBS model could produce maximum 
pressure drop and maximum power at tandem radius of 27 mm and clearance blade of 2.75 mm. Mohamed et al. 
(2011) computationally investigated the performance of the Svonius turbine by placing an obstacle shield on the 
returning blade. Further, the blade shape was also optimised. Their computational results were validated with the 
results of Hayashi et al. (2005).  

Zemamou et al. (2020) computationally designed an optimal Savonius wind turbine blade using machine learning 
Taguchi method. The computational modelling was validated with the published paper of  Blackwell and Robert 
(Sheldahl, Blackwell and Feltz, 1978). Patel et al. (2017a) conducted an experiment in a small laboratory, large 
laboratory and real irrigation canal. The aspect ratio of more than 1.8 provided better effeciency in irigation canals. 

Different researchers have studied different blade shape and blade angle but previous studies have not included the 
comparison of performance analysis of computational data with the irrigation canal results. This study provides the 
feasibility to deploy computational results in real canal application. The overlap ratio of 0.16 was decided for the 
SHKT, in which the proper overlap ratio was found between 0.15 to 0.25 and the turbine aspect ratio of 1.8 gave a 
better performance (Patel et al., 2017b).   

2. DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE PARAMETER 

According to Savonius hydrokinetic turbine theory, its theoretical power may be computed as follows (Pham and 
Member, 2014): 

𝑃𝑇ℎ𝑒𝑜𝑟𝑦/𝑖𝑛 =
1

2
𝜌𝐴𝑈3 

 (1) 

Because of the blade profile and wide flow domain, a portion of the energy that impacted the turbine was unavoidably 
wasted: this was due to the turbine's spin. Kinetic Energy (KE), or power coefficient (Cp), can only be collected in a 
turbine cross-section because of this limitation. The following is the turbine's actual power output: 

𝑃𝑇𝑢𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑒 = 𝐶𝑃
1

2
𝜌𝐴𝑈3 

(2) 

To calculate hydrokinetic turbines' kinetic power coefficient, the tip-speed ratio (TSR) must be taken into account 
(Jones, 1889). The expression is given as: 

𝜆 =
 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑑𝑒 𝑎𝑡 𝑡𝑖𝑝

𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟
=
𝜔𝐷 

2𝑈
 

(3) 

The expression for outlet power extraction (𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡) is given as: 

𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡 = 𝑇ω =  
2𝜋𝑁𝑇

60
 

(4) 
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The torque coefficient (𝐶𝑚) is generally expressed as: 

𝐶𝑚 =
𝑇

1
2
𝜌𝐴𝑈2𝑅

 
(5) 

The power coefficient (Cp) is the ratio of input power to output power. The formula is as follows: 

3. COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING 

The assumptions used for the CFD modelling were: 

1) Steady and inviscid flow; 
2) Thermal radiation and body forces due to gravity are neglected; 
3) All the fields of interest, including pressure, flow velocity, density, and temperature, were differentiable; 
4) The turbulent viscosity was isotropic, which meant the ratio between Reynolds stress and the mean rate of 

deformations was the same in all directions. 

3.1    Computational domain 

 

Figure 3: Open channel of 3D computational domain 

Ansys Design Modeler was used to construct the 3D geometry. In order to collect the turbine's angular velocity, an 
enclosed cylinder was built around the turbine itself. The turbine's rotation was calculated by dividing the 
computational domain into two zones (i.e., stationary and spinning). The cylinder's circumference was used as an 
interface to ensure that the flow remained uninterrupted. A three-dimensional open channel computational domain 
is shown in Figure 3. 

3.2    Mesh generation 

A non-conformal, unstructured grid was employed, as shown in Figure , with tetrahedral components for meshing. 
The flow near the turbine blades was captured by creating an inflating layer around the turbine blades.  

3.3    Boundary condition and solver simulation 

Boundary conditions used for numerical analysis are given in Table . Inlet boundary condition was assigned as 
velocity inlet (Dirichlet boundary condition) which corresponded to free steam velocity. The outlet boundary condition 
was set to be outflow. The top of the channel was assigned as symmetry. Side and bottom wall boundaries were set 
as wall.  

The rotation of the domain was first defined using the steady-state solver with MRF and the solution was further 
simulated in a transient manner using a sliding mesh motion technique. 

𝐶𝑝 =
𝑃𝑜𝑢𝑡
𝑃𝑖𝑛

= 𝐶𝑚𝜆 
(6) 
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Figure 4: Meshing near the blades 

The converged steady state result from the MRF simulation was used to initialise the transient SMM solver. A finite 
volume method (FVM) multiple reference frame (MRF) was applied to a rotating zone and set at an angular velocity 
to resolve the transient flow problem. Second order Upwind scheme was applied to discretise convective terms and 
the pressure was interpolated by applying a linear interpolation scheme. The diffusive terms were solved using a 
central difference scheme. Pressure velocity coupling was solved using Semi-Implicit Methods for Pressure-Linked 
Equation (SIMPLE). Convergence criteria were obtained at a residual value of 10-5 for each time step. In the case of 
transient solver, moment coefficients (Cm) were simulated over time with accurate reference values. The value of 
time step size is dependent on the value of RPM for each case. Time steps were calculated to account for every 5 
degrees of model rotation. For 6 full rotations, 350 time steps per simulation were run with 40 iterations per time step. 

Table 1: Boundary condition of numerical analysis 

Name Boundary type Boundary condition 

Inlet Velocity inlet 0.5 m/s 
Outlet Outflow Outflow 

Channel Top surface Symmetry Symmetry 

Side and bottom wall Free slip wall Wall 

Rotating zone MRF Rotates at desired rpm 

Turbine No slip Stationary 

3.4    Turbulence model 

The selection of the turbulence model depended on Reynolds number and flow geometry. In this study, Realizable 
k-ε model was selected since it was better to simulate the rotating behaviour of blades and flow through the channel 
(Mohamed et al., 2011). This model comprised of turbulent viscosity and a new transport equation for the dissipation 

rate ε. The turbulence model was validated with the published experimental model and realizable k-ε model (enhance 
wall function) showed good agreement with the published experimental results.  

3.5    Grid independent test and validation  

The simulations were performed for different mesh elements to optimise the simulation time. The moment coefficient 
remained almost constant after certain number of elements which is shown in Figure 5. The 10-5 convergence 
conditions were used for the continuity equation. The top view of the considered Savonius turbine for the validation 
(Hayashi, Li and Hara, 2005) is shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 5: Moment coefficient vs number of elements Figure 6: Top view of Savonius turbine 

Different turbulence models were compared against varying TSR to validate the present study with the published 
experimental result at Reynolds number 1.35x105 (Rotor et al., 2005), which is shown in Figure . Realisble k-e model 
was found to have a similar trend with the experimental data. The value of the moment coeffeceint decreased with 
the increasing TSR. The error between the experimental and computation data were below 10%. The comparision of 
moment coeffecient againt the angle of rotaion for different TSR is also shown in Figure 7. Hence realizable k-e model 
was used to simulate the following numerical solutions.  

Figure 7: Validation of computational model with publish results 

4. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

An experimental concrete water irrigation channel was built at the Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi. Aluminium 
alloy was used to make the turbine blades, and studs and mild steel plates were used to build the test rig's framework. 
Two bearings held turbines in place (UC 204, NTN make). In order to accurately quantify the torque generated by a 
rotating Savonius hydrokinetic turbine, torque must be taken into account. There must be little friction between the 
bearings and the 2mm nylon wire wrapped around the rotor shaft. 

 

Figure 8: Schematic diagram of experimental setup 
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Using a self-aligned bearing on both the upper and lower rotor support shafts prevented undesired torque from arising 
due to slight misalignment. Friction has a significant impact on the performance of a device so, before each 
experiment began, the bearings were cleaned with WD40 and then diesel to minimise friction. A contact tachometer 
measured the shaft's rotational speed (rpm). Savonius turbine torque and power may be measured using a rope 
brake dynamometer configuration. In the experiment, the precision of the spring balance was tested. Velocity in the 
water channel was measured using a cup-type anemometer. The data was collected with the help of a velocity logger. 
The open water channel used in the present study was 0.5 x 0.5 m2 and the schematic diagram is shown in Figure . 
All experiments were performed with a constant velocity of 0.6 m/s; Reynolds number of 1.2×105 for a turbine.  Figure 
9 shows how the turbines were installed in the water channel. 

    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 9: (a) Turbine blade (b) Velocity measurement using cup type anemometer (c) Turbine with test rig (d) Test rig schematic 
arrangement in water channel 

The water level in the channel was maintained to ensure that the rotor was continually immersed in the water. A 
digital spring balance reading of resolution .01 and rotor angular speed were recorded as the rotor was progressively 
loaded to get a torque measurement. At the very least, each result was replicated 10 times. The rotating rotor and 
water canal exit were located 3.5m apart in an organised setup. The rotor was placed at the center viz. 250mm from 
the wall. A 200mm diameter and 360mm turbine was used in the tests.  

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Flume water channels have been used by most of researchers to perform studies in the laboratory. There seems to 
be a strong correlation between laboratory data and computational data which is presented in Figure 10. Real 
irrigation canals, on the other hand, have large variations. The water's movement was hampered by the concrete 
wall's increased friction near the wall. The velocity distribution is shown in Figure 11. Consequently, there was a lot 
of fluctuation in the velocity which was close to real irrigation canal condition. River canals are a better fit for 
performance analysis since Savonius turbine application are mostly in irrigation canals and flowing river streams. 

         

Figure 10: Comparison of Computational and experimental data   Figure 11: Velocity distribution across the channel 
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The computational and experimental data were performed for same geometry and boundary condition. The study 
was carried out at 0.6m/s . The maximum Cp(experimental) of 0.26 and Cp(Computational) of 0.24 was achieved at TSR value 
of 1 and 0.9 respectively. The maximum value of Cp corresponded to high TSR due to the impact of blockage ratio. 

The measurement error associated with the maximum value of Cp was 4.05 %, as shown in Equation 8. The following 
approaches were used to estimate the measurement uncertainty. 

𝐶𝑝 =
𝑃

1
2
𝜌𝐷𝐻𝑈3

=
(𝑊 − 𝑆)𝑔𝑅𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑓𝑡𝜔
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The maximum uncertainty was observed at TSR with a value of 1.02. The value of uncertainty against different value 
of TSR ranging from 0.4 to 1.3 is shown in Error! Reference source not found.. The value of performance analysis 

of computational and experimental data were in good agreement with each other and the error was below 4%. 

 

Figure 12: Uncertainty analysis of experimental data 

6. CONCLUSION 

This study investigated the comparison of computational results with experimental results. The power coefficient (Cp) 
and moment coefficient (Cm) of the turbine corresponding to different TSRs value was calculated. The results can be 
summarised as follows: 

(i)  The realizable k-ε (enhance wall) turbulence model showed good agreement with the computational results; 

(ii) The uncertainty associated with the maximum value of Cp was 4.05 %. The error in both data of computational 
and experimental were below 4%; 

(iii) The experimental results showed higher Cp when compared to computational data. This might be due to the wall 
effect on the concrete canal and fluctuation of water velocity. 
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Abstract: The importance of the mechanical ventilators has increased as their presence became more of an issue 
during the COVID-19 pandemic. The air/oxygen control unit is the vital element of the machine that adjusts the air 
quality according to the patient’s needs. For this purpose, design optimization of a mechanical ventilator control unit 
was performed. The design procedure was conducted by taking into account safety and flow adjustment 
considerations. Furthermore, a Venturi-type flowmeter was designed and embedded into the main body of the 
ventilator. Flow measurements using a Venturi flowmeter were achieved successfully. Afterwards, a computational 
fluid dynamics study was carried out to estimate the flow behaviour at varying valve opening conditions. Also, a 
numerical noise prediction study was accomplished based on Broadband Noise Source Model. Finally, the effect of 
inlet pressure on flow rate was investigated with a parametric study, and required inlet pressure was determined. The 
results showed that the Venturi meter with a 4mm throat diameter at 0.5 bar inlet pressure condition satisfied the 
desired operating conditions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Mechanical ventilators are widely used in medical devices such as anaesthetic apparatus and new-born care units; 
their presence became more of an issue during the COVID-19 outbreak. With the help of the air/oxygen control unit, 
the pressure, flow rate, and concentration of the air and oxygen can be adjusted. From this point of view, the control 
unit can be considered one of the most important parts of mechanical ventilators. 

Air/oxygen control units consist of two identical lines: one for air and the other for oxygen. At each line, a pressure 
transmitter is used to measure the inlet pressure of the line. Passing fluid reaches an on/off solenoid valve, which is 
used to cut off the fluid under undesirable flow conditions such as high pressure and flow rate. A second proportional 
solenoid valve is used to regulate the flow conditions like oxygen concentration and flow rate. The fluid leaving the 
solenoids enters a flowmeter in order to measure the flow rate of the line. The fluids passing from these two identical 
lines merge and reach a relief valve to prevent the delivery of highly pressurized fluid to the patient. The measured 
flow rate values are used to obtain the desired value of fluid properties with the help of a proportional solenoid valve 
via a proportional integral derivative (PID) controller. 

In previous years, studies on the control unit design of mechanical ventilators were very limited. However, there were 
studies related to the design, simulation, and manufacturing of mechanical ventilator devices during the COVID-19 
pandemic (Samantha et al. 2022; Ochoa-Ortiz et al. 2022; Mabrouki et al. 2022; Morrissette et al. 2021; Miño et al. 
2021; Dhanani et al. 2020). El-Hadj et al. (2021) indicated the deficiency of medical devices and carried out design 

and numerical simulation of a mechanical ventilator. A fluid-structure interaction-based computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) study was conducted regarding the machine’s pressure and volume control modes. Also, they investigated the 
parameters affecting ventilator output. Swaroop et al. (2021) performed a conceptual design procedure of a low-cost 
portable mechanical ventilator considering various parameters and operating modes. Accordingly, they proposed 
using mechanical ventilators for COVID-19 and pulmonary disease patients as a form of respirator. Giri et al. (2021) 
conducted a design simulation procedure of a mechanical ventilator based on artificial intelligence. Automatized 
ventilation and cost reduction were specified as objective functions. The properties of the air passing through the 
ventilator were successfully modelled before it reached the patient. Hao et al. (2021) proposed a pneumatic model 
for mechanical ventilators considering its pressure, flow rate, and tidal volume based on the fuzzy-control method. 
The breath cycle of the patient was divided into four stages, and each of them was simulated, respectively. 
Furthermore, the ventilation process could be adjusted according to the patient’s breath behaviour. Alsalaet et al. 
(2021) proposed a new flowmeter called the laminar flowmeter for mechanical ventilators and used it in their own 
design. They investigated five different flow sensors and suggested the 3D-printed one for measurements. They also 
tested various laminar flowmeter configurations and indicated that the condensed expiratory air was the most 
important issue for flow measurement. 

The aim of this study was to achieve a compact design of a mechanical ventilator control unit with reasonable noise 
values. Flow rate was measured by a Venturi-type flowmeter, which was embedded into the control unit body at each 
line. Flow measurements and acoustic analysis were carried out for two different Venturi dimensions. Afterward, a 
CFD study was conducted for varying proportional solenoid valve opening ratios. Finally, the effect of inlet line 
pressures on flow rate was investigated in order to obtain the desired flow rate. Accordingly, design optimization of 
the air/oxygen control unit was achieved. 

2. DESIGN PROCEDURE 

Mechanical ventilators can be either stationary or portable. The total weight and the power consumption are critical 
issues, especially in portable versions. The main aim of the design procedure is to achieve a compact structure in 
order to decrease the weight while minimizing power consumption and manufacturing costs. This compact control 
unit consists of four main subunits: pressure control unit, flow rate control unit, flow rate measuring unit, and 
overpressure safety unit. 

The pressure control unit is composed of a pressure transmitter. Pressure transmitters do not let the air/oxygen pass 
through the lines when its pressure is not within the allowed pressure ranges. A proportional solenoid valve works as 
a flow rate control unit by adjusting air/oxygen discharge. A compact Venturi meter embedded in the control unit body 
measures the passing fluid through the tubes. In order to prevent delivering high pressurized fluid, a relief valve is 
located when two lines merge before the outlet, which works as an overpressure safety unit. The schematic layout of 
the mentioned control unit can be seen in Figure 1 below. 
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Figure 1: Schematic layout of the air/oxygen control unit 

2.1. Flow measurement 

The flow measurement concept is a crucial issue for mechanical ventilators because various oxygen concentrations 
and flow rates are required for patients with respect to their needs, which are determined by their age, weight, and 
disease. A differential pressure flow measuring principle was implemented and a Venturi meter used in order to 
measure the flow rate within the study. 

The differential flow measurement method was based on changing the cross-sectional area of the flow, resulting in 
velocity and pressure alteration, which is known as Bernoulli’s Law. Flow measurement was achieved by a Venturi-
type flowmeter. For this purpose, two pressure transmitters were located at the inlet and throat of the Venturi tube. 
The flow rate can be calculated with the differential pressure and cross-sectional area data. 

The design procedure and sizing of the Venturi tube was performed according to the TS EN ISO 5167-4:2003 
“Measurement of fluid flow by means of pressure differential devices inserted in circular cross-section conduits 
running full — Part 4: Venturi tubes” standard. The throat diameter was selected as 3mm but numerical simulations 
showed that noise values were quite high. Accordingly, a second Venturi design study was carried out with a 4mm 
throat diameter. The details of the mentioned Venturi meter are presented in Figure 2 below. 

 

Figure 2: Venturi meter with 4mm throat diameter 

2.2. Safety and flow adjustment considerations 

The desired total flow rate was 100 l/min and the pressure was 20 mbar at the outlet and a maximum of 2 bars at the 
inlet of the air/oxygen control unit. A manual regulator was placed upstream of each line of the control unit to ensure 
pressurized fluid(s) upstream. In case of any overpressure condition, which was measured by inlet pressure 
transmitters, fluid flow was cut off by on/off solenoid valves. Furthermore, the outlet pressure value was controlled by 
a relief valve. For any high-pressure condition, it releases a high-pressure fluid mixture before delivering it to the 
patient. 

Another desired matter was to provide proportional control of oxygen and air. The amount of oxygen and/or air was 
adjusted by the operator. The flow rate of each line was measured by flowmeters. By using proportional solenoid 
valves, the flow rate was regulated with the feedback signals obtained from the electronic control device according 
to the patient’s requirements and a PID control was achieved. 
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2.3. Manufacturing of the control unit body 

The control unit body was manufactured from aluminium for its relatively lightweight and easy machining. Due to the 
negative rake angle during the machining process of the Venturi meter, the main body was manufactured as two 
separate parts. These parts were connected by two stud bolds. O-rings were used to provide sealing between these 
parts. Finally, the required machining process was conducted for pressure transmitters, solenoid valves, and the 
pressure relief valve. The figure of the manufactured air/oxygen control unit is presented in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Manufactured air/oxygen control unit with electronic control board 

3. NUMERICAL STUDY 

The numerical study was composed of grid generation and CFD simulations on the computational domains. Firstly, 
a turbulence model was selected and boundary conditions were determined. Afterwards, mesh generation was 
performed and a grid independence study was carried out with the specified turbulence model and boundary 
conditions. Finally, a noise prediction study was conducted. 

3.1. Turbulence model 

Flow simulations are carried out in order to visualize the flow pattern and gain knowledge about its details. A 3D CFD 
study was conducted within the control unit for this purpose. Numerical solutions of the continuity and Navier-Stokes 
equations were performed simultaneously with an iterative method. Under steady-state conditions, the k- turbulence 
model was implemented. This model was established according to turbulence kinetic energy (k) and turbulence kinetic 
energy dissipation rate (ε) transport equations. The governing equations of the mentioned turbulence model for k and 
ε are presented below (Ansys, Inc. 2013). 
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Where:  

 Gk and Gb = turbulence energy generation terms due to velocity gradients and buoyancy, respectively 

 YM = fluctuating dilatation 

 σk and σε = turbulent Prandtl numbers for k and ε, respectively  

 Sk and Sε = source terms 

 C1ε, C2ε and C3ε = constants  

 μt = eddy viscosity  
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Eddy viscosity μt is defined as: 

Equation 3:         𝜇𝑡 = 𝜌𝐶𝜇
𝜀2

𝑘
 

Where:  

Cμ = constant 

The values of the constants and the turbulent Prandtl numbers were presented in Ansys (2013). 

The iterative solution was performed by dividing the computational domain into control volumes and by integrating 
the differential equation over the control volume. Second-order discretization was implemented along with the 
numerical study. Compressibility effects were taken into account, and a density-based solution was applied. 

3.2. Boundary conditions 

Inlet and outlet pressure boundary conditions were specified in the computational domain. A parametric study was 
carried out for varying differential pressures and flow rate variation with respect to valve opening 

3.3. Grid independency 

Grid independency is an important issue in CFD studies because the results are highly affected by the mesh scheme. 
In order to achieve a mesh independent solution, three different mesh schemes were implemented in the 
computational domain: coarse, medium, and fine. Simulations were carried out for 2 bar inlet pressure at 50% valve 
opening condition and the results are tabulated and presented in Table 1. 

Table 1: Grid independence study 

Mesh Scheme Number of Elements Flow rate [l/min.] Variation [%] 

Coarse 920,790 180,82 - 

Medium 1,554,540 183,60 1.53 

Fine 2,455,674 183,92 0.17 

According to the results, 1.53% variation was observed in the results when the mesh scheme was upgraded from 
coarse to medium. On the other hand, there was no significant change in the results with the fine mesh scheme 
adopted in the computational domain. Accordingly, a medium mesh scheme with a total number of elements of 
1,554,540 was selected for numerical simulations. 

During grid generation in the computational domain, unstructured tetrahedrons were used. On the other hand, 
boundary layer mesh was adopted near pipe walls in order to capture the gradients. The details of the grid structure 
are shown in Figure 4. 

 

Figure 4: Grid generation in the Venturi flow meter 
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3.4. Noise prediction 

The noise prediction study during fluid flow was performed numerically based on the Broadband Noise Source Model, 
which was calculated from Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) equations. The reference acoustic power value 
was set as 4 e-10 in the acoustic model, which was applicable for air. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

Manufacturing of the control unit with two different throat diameters was achieved and the specified equipment was 
located on the main body. Flow rate and pressure measurements were executed successfully. The acoustic noise 
predictions of the designs were also investigated. Furthermore, a parametric study was carried out for inlet pressure 
in order to obtain the desired flow rate values.  

4.1. Experimental results 

Flow rate measurement verification was performed with a reference flowmeter. The reference flowmeter and the 
manufactured air/oxygen control units were connected in serial, respectively, on a line, and the flow rate data obtained 
from the Venturi meter was compared with the reference flowmeter. Figure 5 shows the experimental flow rate 
measurements. 

 

Figure 5: Flow rate measurement on manufactured control unit 

To be able to measure the flow rate, a regulator was placed at the inlet of each Venturi tube. The inlet pressure was 
set to 0.5 bars manually. After that, the voltage of proportional solenoid valve was increased gradually to adjust the 
valve opening. Finally, the variation of the flow rate was observed with respect to the valve opening for the Venturi 
meter with 3mm and 4mm throat dimensions, respectively. Figure 6 presents the comparison of flow rate 
measurement at each line on two different control body units. 

 

Figure 6: Flow rate measurement on manufactured control unit 
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Results show that the measured values from Venturi meter were in good agreement with the reference flowmeter. 
Note that the desired maximum total flow rate value was 100 l/min. under 50-50% oxygen-air mixture condition the 
expected discharge was 50 l/min at each line. Considering the measured flow rate values with the reference diameter, 
results were overlapping each other, especially under 50 l/min flow rate conditions. Results showed that the flow rate 
measurement was achieved successfully. 

4.2. Validation of the numerical study 

In order to achieve a parametric numerical study with respect to valve opening and flow rate under various inlet 
pressure conditions, it was crucial to validate the numerical simulations. Accordingly, a comparison of numerical 
simulation with experimental results was performed. Figure 7 shows the experimental and numerical results of the 
flow rate passing through each line.  

 

Figure 7: Validation of numerical study with experiments 

Figure 7 shows that the numerical results were in good agreement with the experimental data. Maximum variation 
between the numerical and the experimental results was observed at 100% valve opening condition.  For instance, 
the experimental and numerical flow rate results at each line was obtained as 60.2 l/min and 64 l/min., respectively. 
This situation showed that the maximum gap between the experimental and numerical results was 3.8 l/min., which 
was 6.3%. 

4.3. The effect of inlet pressure on flow rate 

Determining the inlet pressure of the air/oxygen control unit was crucial because the total flow rate was directly 
proportional to the inlet pressure. The total requested flow rate from two lines is 100 l/min so, a parametric numerical 
study was conducted for varying line inlet pressures at different valve openings for the air/oxygen control unit with a 
4mm throat diameter. CFD simulations were executed at four different valve opening conditions: 25%, 50%, 75% and 
100% for various inlet pressure values. The results are presented in Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8: Flow rate measurement on two different control unit body 
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The results showed that at 2 bar inlet pressure and 100% valve opening condition, the flow rate value was almost 5 
times the desired discharge. The flow rate versus valve opening graph showed similar behaviour for 1 bar and 0.5 
bar inlet pressure conditions, and both of them satisfied the required flow rate values. Accordingly, a 0.5 bar inlet 
pressure value was specified during the design procedure. 

4.4. Comparison of acoustic noise predictions 

One of the most important aims of this study was to accomplish a compact design of an air/oxygen control unit. For 
this purpose, the flow domain should be as narrow as possible. Accordingly, the design of a Venturi with a 3mm throat 
diameter was conducted. However, it was seen that the velocity values, especially at the throat section, were pretty 
high, so a second design study was performed to obtain a Venturi meter with a 4mm throat diameter. 

Several numerical simulations were executed for varying inlet pressure and valve opening conditions. It was obvious 
that the maximum flow rate occurred at 100% valve opening. Furthermore, the desired flow rate was satisfied with 
the 0.5 bar inlet pressure condition. Accordingly, the situation of this combination was selected as the comparison 
criteria. Figure 9 shows the predicted noise values of the Venturi meter at 0.5 bar and 100% valve opening conditions.  

 

a)         b) 

Figure 9: Comparison of predicted noise values of the Venturi meters at 0.5 bar and 100% valve opening a) unit with 3 mm throat 
diameter b) unit with 4 mm throat diameter 

It is clearly seen that average and maximum predicted noise values decreased along the Venturi meter by increasing 
the throat diameter of the air/oxygen control unit. Accordingly, the second design was preferred to be used in the 
mechanical ventilator. 

5. CONCLUSION  

The importance of the mechanical ventilators has increased because their presence became more of an issue in the 
COVID-19 outbreak. In this paper, design optimization of a mechanical ventilator air/oxygen control unit, which adjusts 
the air quality according to the patient’s needs, was performed. The design procedure was based on the related 
standards and a comparison of two different air/oxygen control units was conducted. Flow measurements were 
achieved on the manufactured control unit bodies and validated with a reference flowmeter. Moreover, a 3D numerical 
CFD study was carried out in order to investigate the effect of inlet pressure on flow rate. Finally, a numerical noise 
prediction study was performed based on the Broadband Noise Source Model. It was seen that the numerical 
simulations were in good agreement with the experimental data and the control unit design with 4mm throat diameter 
was proposed due to its lower noise values. 
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Abstract: This study was carried out at the Vakko Production Center's Printing Unit to investigate saving water, 
chemicals, energy and unnecessary labour used in post-press washing processes, and to make sustainable 
production with less waste. In the first stage, the feasibility study was conducted by comparing the water, chemical 
energy consumption and labour time of Haspel washing machines used in post-press washing with the Continuous 
Washing Machine. In this feasibility study, it was calculated that 98% water, 97.5% chemical and 90% energy savings 
could be achieved by using a “New Generation Continuous Washing Machine”. Accordingly, it was predicted that the 
processing time would be shortened by 70%. In the second stage, in line with theoretical calculations and predictions, 
it was ensured that the New Generation Continuous Washing Machine was integrated into the Printing Unit. The 
amounts of water, energy and chemicals used after printing in washing with this machine were determined and 
compared with theoretical calculations. It has been determined that the savings rates realized with the New 
Generation Continuous Washing Machine and the results in the theoretical calculations show parallelism with each 
other. As a result of the washings carried out in the facility, 97% of water, 95% of chemicals, 89% of energy and 73% 
of time were saved. With this study, savings were made in the use of our limited resources such as water and energy; 
nature and the environment were protected as a result of the use of fewer chemicals and less wastewater and positive 
contributions were made to both the business and the country's economy. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The global water reserves are 1.384.120.000 km3 and a large part of this, about 97.5%, is salt water in the 

seas and oceans. Table 1 shows the distribution of world water reserves. Salt water needs to be desalinated 

to make it usable. However, since this process requires energy, it is often not economical due to its cost. 
Likewise, toxic sludge formed as a result of production treatment pose an environmental problem in terms 

of content and quantity. The remaining 2.5% of water consists of polar ice and groundwater. The rate of 

usable fresh water is only 0.007% of the total water reserves, which corresponds to 98.000 km3. Due to the 
lack of water management in responding to the needs of the increasing population, the presence of water 

has been brought to a critical level. In the distant past, the criteria for water consumption have not established 

but the unpredictability of the pace of industrial development, the belief that clean water was inexhaustible 
and commercial concerns may have brought the situation to the fore. However, it is not possible to put 

forward the same thesis for the near future. For years, serious warnings about water scarcity have been 

made by the relevant circles based on the results of research by water-related organizations and affiliated 
units such as the United Nations World Water Council (UNCWW), the World Health Organization (WHO) 

and the World Resources Institute (IWR). While there were water shortages in 26 countries with a population 

of 300 million in the 1990s, a severe water shortage at the global level, predicted to affect 66 countries and 
2/3 of the world in 2050, has been predicted (Kalaycı et al., 2021). 

 
Table 1: Distribution of water reserves in the World 

 Water Source Quantity (km3) % 

Saline Waters    Seas & Oceans 1.348.000.000 97.39           

             Arctic Glaciers                       27.820.000        2.01       

Fresh Waters             Groundwater     8.062.000        0.58          

             Lakes&Rivers                            225.000        0.02         

  Steam in the Atmosphere      13.000 0.0001 

   Total 1.384.120.000 100 

 

This study was built in order to save water, chemical, energy and labour used in post-press washing 
processes and to make a sustainable production with less waste at Vakko's Production Center, one of the 
first Design Centers in the textile sector in Turkey, supported by the Ministry of Industry and Technology of 
the Republic of Turkey. There are a lot different types of textile materials in use as well as different printing 
techniques. The most represented among them are conventional screen and digital ink-jet printing. Screen 
printing is considered to be the dominant printing technique in the textile world (Vujčić et al., 2018:303). 

Different effects influence printed textile materials during exploitation: washing, heating, chemical agents, 
light, etc. A prime factor that influences the print quality of textile materials is the washing treatment (Vujčić 
et al., 2018; Stančić et al., 2014; Nijesh, 2022; Hossain et al., 2017; Küpeli, 2019). Washing also means 

water and chemical consumption, and there is a high consumption of water in dyehouses. Table 2 shows 
the distribution of water consumption used in dyehouses (Alfons et al., 2009). 

 
Table 2: Distribution of water consumption used in dyehouses 

 
Process % 

Bleaching 38-40 

Dyeing 14-16 

Printing 8-10 

Boiler 12-14 

Other 22-24 

 
While washing aims to remove excess chemicals from silk, water and chemical reduction should be considered, 
therefore, in place of traditional washing methods, an attempt to reduce water, chemicals and energy consumption 
has been tried by using the continuous washing method. With this study, it was aimed to save nature and the 
environment as a result of savings in the use of our limited resources such as water and energy, using fewer 
chemicals and generating less waste water, and accordingly, making positive contributions to both the business 
and the country's economy.  

 
1.1 Silk fibre (Atav et al., 2011) 

 
Silk is made by the silkworm of the Bombyx Mori species when it forms a cocoon as part of its life cycle (Figure 1). 
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The cocoon is formed by the silkworm combining the secretions from two separate glands in a hole at the end 
of the lower lip and knitting them around itself as a single wire. Silk fibres are obtained by pulling unwrapping the 
cocoon under appropriate conditions (Figure 2). Silk yarn is formed by combining many fibres (Figure 3) and silk 
fabrics are obtained by the weaving of those yarns (Figure 4). 

 
 

 Figure 1: silk-cocoon              Figure 2: Silk fiber                      Figure 3: Silk yarn                  Figure 4: Silk twill fabric 

 
1.1. Printing process on fabrics 

 
Printing is the process of coloring and patterning regionally determined areas on the fabric. With the template 
used in the printing technique (Figure 5), the dye is transferred to the fabric surface. Acid dyes are used in silk 
fabrics. Since the sieve used in the printing technique is prepared as a template, this printing technique is also 
known as template printing or sieve printing (Stančić et al., 2014; Nijesh, 2022; Hossain et al., 2017; Küpeli, 2019). 

A sieve made of paint-permeable or impermeable parts is used on the surface of the polyester or polyamide cloth 
prepared by stretching the panel. After the paint is spread on the surface of the screen, it is transferred to the 
material by applying pressure to the screen with the help of a tool called rack (Figure 6). This application is among 
the direct printing techniques (Figure 7). 
 

 Figure 5: Print template Figure 6: Different sized tails Figure 7: Direct Print 

 

1.3 Fixing, washing and drying 

 
After printing, it is necessary to fix the paint to the silk fabric. Every printed fabric (except those used for transitory 
purposes such as photo shoots) needs post-treatment to complete the printing process. Steaming opens up the 
fabric fibres so the dyes can be fixed (Hasanbeigi, 2013). This process is applied at 102°C and saturated in steam 
for 40 minutes. Then, the washing process is performed to remove the paint and paste that were not fixed on the 
surface of the fabric. This process was carried out on different machines (Haspel, Continuous Washing). After the 
washing process, the fastness values of the fabric (washing, dry cleaning, sweat, etc.) were passed through the 
finishing scarf for a good and soft attitude. Then the dry fabric is passed through the Ramoz machine for weft 
straightness and dimension fixing. 
 
Haspel Washing Machine 

This machine consists of elliptical cylinders that rotate the boiler and fabric. The fabric is left in the boiler and the 
ball heads are sewn together. Then, water and washing chemicals are added into the boiler and the machine is 
operated. As the elliptical cylinders rotate, the fabric in the boiler rotates around the cylinder slowly to make a full 
turn. The water is heated by heat transfer by passing boiling water through the hot water pipeline to the cold water 
in the boiler. The fact that the working principle is simple and almost all its parts are mechanical has led these 
machines to serve Vakko for 47 years without interruption. Existing machines (Figures 8 and 9) require only annual 
periodic maintenance and do not stop at all during the year due to failure. However, despite all these positive 
features, the existing washing machines consume a lot of water compared to modern washing machines and cause 
friction, tension and breakage-related fabrics to wear out. 
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Figure 8: Haspel Washing Machine-1 Figure 9: Haspel Washing Machine-2 

 
Open Width Continuous Washing Machine 

The fabric is washed by passing through five washing cabinets arranged in series (Figures 10 and 11). The 

temperature, water level and chemical amount of each cabinet can be set separately. These data is entered from the 

machine's control panel and recorded. Multiple washing prescriptions can be prepared. Heating is provided by hot 

oil. During washing, the fabric rotates over the round cylinders with a certain tension and enters the washing bath 

inside the cabinet. Water is sprayed on the printed surface from the pipes with holes just above the cylinders. At the 

end of each cabinet, the fabric is tightened by passing between the two cylinders and passes to the next cabinet. The 

first cabinet is the dirtiest and the last cabin is the cleanest. Since the printed fabric encounters minimum tension, 

friction and breakage during washing, abrasions caused by these do not occur. In addition, due to the fact that data 

such as washing chemical recipe, temperature, duration are under control thanks to software and automatic dosing, 

labour errors are minimal. This system consumes much less water, chemicals and energy than the old generation of 

washing systems. 

 

 
Figure 10: Open Width Continuous Washing Machine, Drawing 
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Figure 11: Open Width Continuous Washing Machine 

2. METHOD 

In this study, the washes performed with the Haspel (conventional) and continuous washing machines were 
compared in terms of water, energy and time. The washing recipes of the washes performed with both machines 
are given  in Figures 12 and 13, respectively (Özel et al.,2019). The number of washing baths in the Haspel was 

five and the water inside the machine was 1-1.5 tons and was discharged and refilled in each bath. 

 
There were 5 washing cabinets in the open width continuous washing machine. Cabinet water fill rate was 
determined according to the product to be washed (80% fullness in light colours, 100% fullness in dark colours). 
When the water fell below a certain level during washing, water and chemicals were automatically added to the 
machine. When the bath water was excessively contaminated and there was a risk of soil contamination, the 
water of the appropriate cabinet could be drained by hand and new water added. If desired, multiple washing 
prescriptions could be prepared  by entering at the control panel of the machine. 

 
As can be seen in the washing diagrams, while 5 baths were used separately with the Haspel, the continuous 
machine consisted of 5 cabinets and the water taken into the machine was used repeatedly. 

 

 
 

Figure 12: Haspel Washing Machine, Washing Diagram 
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Figure 13: Open Continuous Washing Machine, Washing Diagram 
 

3. RESULTS 

Based on the Haspel washing machines used in the Vakko-Empireme plant, a feasibility report was created. With 
these machines, 1,350 metres of fabric were washed daily. As a result of the examinations made in the field, it was 
observed that up to 5,000 meters could be washed per day with the continuous machines. The energy consumption 
of the machines was examined and the return on investment (ROI) was calculated. It was determined that 98% water, 

97.5% chemical and 90% energy savings could be achieved. Based on these results, it was predicted that up to 84% 
decrease in the washing cost of 1 metre fabric may occur. 

 
After the continuous washing machine was being used in production, the data were collected and daily average 
consumption values were created according to the 6-month data (Table 3). 
 

Table 3: Daily consumption values in printed washing 

 
1 day ( 8 hours) Amount of Water 

Spent (tons) 
Amount of Chemicals 
Spent(kg) 

Amount of Electricity 
Spent(kWh) 

Amount of 
Fabric 
Washed(m) 

 
Two haspel machines 

 
      80 

 
80 

 
1100 

 
1350 

Open Width 
Continuous Washing 

4 2.1 55.75 5500 

Machine     

     

 

In the light of these data, the amount of water, chemical and energy used to wash 1 metre of printed fabric and 
the process time were calculated (Table 4). 

 
Table 4: Washing process consumption values (based on washing 1 metre printed fabric) 

 

 Water(kg) Chemical (g) Energy (kW) Duration (sec.) 

Haspel Washing 59 59 814 21.3 

Continuous Washing 1,59 2.88 0,09 5,71 

Projected Savings 98 97.5 90 70 

Actual Savings (%) 97 95 89 73 

 
Frictional wear, fracture and soil contamination seen in the Haspel washing (Figure 14) were improved and are 
shown in Figure 15. 
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                  Figure 14: Flaws in Haspel Washing Figure 15: Flaws in the continuous  Washing 

 
While there was graying in the white areas in the washes carried out in the Haspel washing machine, the fabrics 
washed in the continuous machine were clean and no pollution was seen. 

4. CONCLUSION 

As a result of the theoretical calculations and feasibility reports, Vakko-Emprime started production by establishing 
a washing unit in order to protect resources and increase efficiency. While 1,350m fabric was washed in the Haspel 
unit in 1 day (8 hours) using 80kg chemical, 80 tons water and 1,100 kW electrical energy, 5,040m of fabric was 
washed in 1 day (8 hours) using 2.1kg chemical, 4 tons water and 55.75 kW electrical energy when switching to 
the continuous washing unit. 

 
As a result of the comparisons made on the basis of one metre of fabric, it was determined that 97% water, 95% 
chemical, 89% energy and 73% time were saved with the continuous washing machine in the enterprise. These 
results were similar to the results in the theoretical calculations. In addition to all these advantages of the continuous 
washing unit, it was concluded that errors such as soil contamination and breakage were reduced in the resulting 
product. 

 
With this study, it can be seen that the use of limited resources such as water and energy has been saved, and 
nature and the environment have been protected as a result of lower chemical use and less wastewater formation, 
and accordingly, positive contributions have been made to both the business and the country's economy. 
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Abstract: Traditional air conditioners use condensation dehumidification to deal with the moisture load in the air, which 
requires very low evaporation temperature and result in low COP. Due to the existence of liquid condensate, there 
are risks such as bacterial breeding, device corrosion and so on. Furthermore, it can only be used to dehumidify. To 
utilize in low humidity conditions, it needs an additional device to realise humidification. The newly proposed 
desiccant-coated heat pump system uses adsorption to deal with the moisture load, eliminating the emergence of 
liquid water and regenerating the adsorbent by condensing waste heat, which can achieve high COP. The 
configuration of desiccant-coated heat pump replaces the condenser and evaporator of traditional vapor compression 
refrigeration system with desiccant-coated fin-tube heat exchangers. In this study, a fresh air dehumidification and 
humidification heat pump unit was built and its performance under Shanghai summer condition and GB winter 
condition was tested. Results showed that, under Shanghai summer conditions, the fresh air unit could treat the fresh 
air to a 24-28°C and 12-15g/kg DA supply air. The dehumidification capacity of the system could reach 2.15L/h and 
COP could reach 5.19. Under GB winter conditions, the fresh air unit was able to treat the fresh air to a 25-32°C and 
7-15g/kg DA supply air. The humidification capacity reached 1.44L/h and COP was 5.52. The fresh air volume was 
designed to be 350m3/h, the average power consumption of the compressor was 700W, meaning that the system 
could efficiently deal with the fresh air heat and humidity loads both in summer and winter. 

 

 

 

 

 

Keywords: air conditioner; desiccant-coated heat exchanger; adsorption dehumidification; humidification without 
liquid water  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Nowadays, with the improvement of human requirements for comfort, the humidity control of the living environment 
has become an increasingly important issue. There is a large area of land located in the monsoon climate zone where 
the weather is cold and dry in winter and hot and wet in summer, and this requires heating and dehumidifying in winter 
and cooling and humidifying in summer (Webster, 1998). We know that the temperature and humidity of the air do 
not exist independently: when we cool the air alone, as the temperature decreases, the saturated vapour pressure of 
the air will decrease, and the absolute content of water vapour in the air will remain unchanged. Its relative humidity 
is bound to rise. When we heat the air alone, as the saturated vapour pressure increases, its relative humidity will 
inevitably decrease. This is why we feel dry in an air-conditioned room in winter. So dehumidification and 
humidification in summer and winter are more and more important. 

For dehumidification, most existing air conditioners use the condensation method; that is, the air is cooled to a lower 
temperature, the moisture in it is saturated, and then it is condensed into liquid and discharged. This method first 
needs to reduce the air temperature below the dew point temperature which requires a very low evaporation 
temperature (Chua, 2013; Huang, 2016; Mohammad, 2013). The air conditioner adopts the principle of inverse Carnot 
cycle for refrigeration and the coefficient of performance COP can be calculated as COP = Q/P=T_eva/(T_cond-
T_eva ). That is to say, reducing the evaporation temperature will greatly reduce the COP of the system. In addition, 
dehumidification by condensation will generate a large amount of liquid water, and the existence of liquid water has 
the risk of breeding bacteria and corroding metals. In recent years, some high-efficiency dehumidification 
technologies, such as rotary dehumidification (Ge, 2014; Liu, 2022), solution dehumidification (Gao, 2013; Dong, 
2022), and membrane dehumidification (Cho, 2022; Wang, 2022; Woods, 2014) have been widely studied. Chua et 
al. (2018) proposed a hybrid composite desiccants membrane dehumidification system: the moisture removal of the 
system could reach 5.9g, and the energy efficiency was improved by 40% compared with silica gel systems. Zhang 
et al. (2016) proposed a heat pump driven and hollow fibre membrane-based two-stage liquid desiccant air 
dehumidification system: the COP of the system varied from 4.5 to 5.5 with different compressor power, and the 
dehumidification rate of the system under the typical hot and humid conditions in south China was 3g/kg dry air. 

For humidification, the most commonly used method is to use a humidifier. The humidifier needs to have water 
continuously added, which results in a waste of water resources. Moreover, due to the long-term existence of liquid 
water in the humidifier, there is also the breeding of bacteria, thus requiring frequent cleaning to prevent causing 
pneumonia or other diseases (Arundel, 1986; Guo, 2021). Therefore, waterless humidification technology is a 
research hotspot. Researchers have developed many kinds of waterless humidification technologies such as rotary 
humidification (Tu, 2020; Yang, 2020) and membrane humidification (Liu, 2017; Burioka, 2000). Tu et al. (2020) 
proposed a three-stage rotary air humidification unit and, with heat recovery, the humidification efficiency of the 
system could reach 1.2. Kawamoto et al. (2016) combined a desiccant humidification system with a heat pump and 
the efficiency of the combined system reached 1.62. 

 Most of the above methods to humidify and dehumidify needed additional devices and energy input. To control 
temperature and humidity simultaneously without an additional device, a lot of research in recent years has focused 
on desiccant-coated heat exchangers (DCHE). The desiccant material is coated on the surface of the tube-fin heat 
exchanger. The fluid that flows through the tube is responsible for taking away the cold and heat load, and the 
desiccants adjust the humidity through adsorption and desorption. Ge et al. (2011; 2010) did both experimental and 

theoretical work on a solar-driven DCHE cooling and dehumidifying system and found that it can be regenerated at 
50°C-80°C and COP could reach 0.45. Jagirdar et al. (2018) developed a mathematical model to evaluate DCHE, 
which considered solid mass transfer resistance, fin efficiency, and parasitic power. Chai et al. (2019) established a 
fresh air dehumidification system with a desiccant-coated heat exchanger which was regenerated by a heat pump. 
Puttur et al. (2022) proposed a 3D-printed DCHE that offered high thermal energy efficiency of 56%.  

Because the DCHE can realise isothermal adsorption by letting cold fluid flow in the tubes when adsorbing, the 
regeneration temperature is reduced. So that it can use the condensation heat of the heat pump system to regenerate. 
Replacing the evaporator and condenser of the heat pump system with DCHEs constitutes a desiccant coated heat 
pump system (DCHP) (Figure 1).  

Nomenclature  Subscripts  
d Humidity ratio of the air (g kg-1 dry air) a Air side 
h Enthalpy(kJ kg-1) avg Average 
hfg Condensation heat of water(kJ kg-1) c Cooling 
HU Average humidification rate(L h-1) comp Compressor 

 Mass flow rate of the air (kg s-1) cond Condensation 

DE Average dehumidification rate (L h-1) deh Dehumidification 
P Power input (W) eva Evaporation 
Q Enthalpy change (W) h Heating 
T Temperature (oC) hum Humidification 

Abbreviation  lat Latent  

DCHE Desiccant coated heat exchanger in Inlet 
DCHP Desiccant coated heat pump out Outlet 
COP Coefficient of performance tot total 

m
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By switching over the 4-way valve, DCHEs can adsorb and regenerate alternately. Tu et al. (2017) found that the 
COP of the DCHP can reach more than 7. Hua et al. (2019; 2018) did both experimental and simulation research on 
the DCHP, results show that the COP can reach 7.19 at GB Shanghai summer condition, and the moisture removal 
rate can reach 11 g/kg DA. 

The researchers have verified that the DCHP can control temperature and humidity efficiently. However, the present 
works mainly focus on the dehumidification performance of the DCHP. In this paper, a fresh air dehumidification and 
humidification system based on a desiccant-coated heat pump working in the monsoon climate region was 
experimentally verified. At the same time, the operating parameters such as the switching time of the system were 
optimised. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

2.1. Description of fresh air dehumidification and humidification system 

The structure of the fresh air dehumidification and humidification system can be seen in Figure 1. It can be divided 
into two parts, the refrigeration system, and the air duct. The refrigeration system consisted of a compressor, an 
electronic expansion valve, two DCHEs (desiccant coated heat exchangers) alternately adsorbing and desorbing, 
and a four-way valve that switched working modes. The air duct consisted of a four-ventilation valve, two centrifugal 
fans, and two three-ventilation valves. The refrigeration system provided heat and cooling capacity, taking away 
adsorption heat, and providing regeneration heat. The air duct was responsible for sending the air to be heated and 
humidified to the condenser, and the air to be cooled and dehumidified to the evaporator. Specifications of the main 
components in the system are summarised in Table 1. Because of the utilization of the 4-ventilation valve, the volume 
of the system was very compact. The main body of the system was in a 100cm x 100cm x 25cm box. The DCHE 
used in this study (Figure 2) was coated by column chromatography silica gel with the method of dip coating, and the 
coating density was 200g/m2. 

 

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of desiccant-coated heat pump system 

Table 1: Main components of the experimental setup  

Specifications of heat exchangers DCHE1&2 

Inner diameter of copper tube (mm) 8.82 

Outer diameter of copper tube (mm) 9.52 

Transverse tube pitch (mm) 25.4 

Longitudinal tube pitch (mm) 22 

Fins thickness (mm) 0.105 

Fins spacing (mm) 2 

Size (mm3) 550*220*88 

Mass of desiccant (kg) 2.3 

Desiccant type Column chromatography silica gel 

Main components Manufacture Model 

Compressor (R410A) Shanghai Highly VBD110SKMA3D6 

Throttle valve Sanhua DPF(T01)1.3C-07 

Four-way valve Sanhua SHF(L)-3H-12U-52 
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Figure 2: Desiccant coated heat exchanger 

The working process of the system under summer conditions is shown at the top of Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the desiccant-coated fresh air dehumidification and humidification system working under summer 
and winter condition 
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In mode 1, DCHE1 worked as an evaporator, and DCHE2 worked as a condenser. Fresh air from inlet A with high 
temperature and humidity was sent to DCHE1 by 4-ventilation valves. After being cooled and dehumidified by DCHE1, 
the treated fresh air was sent into the room from outlet B by a 3-ventilation valve. The return air from inlet C was sent 
to DCHE2 by the four-way valve. After the return air has taken away the regenerated condensation heat and the 
water regenerated by DCHE2, it became exhaust air and was sent outdoors by outlet D. When the dehumidification 
capacity of the desiccant on DCHE1 could not meet the dehumidification requirements, the system would switch to 
mode 2. To switch from mode 1 to mode 2, it was necessary to switch the 4-way valve to turn DCHE1 into a condenser 
and DCHE2 into the evaporator. The desiccant on DCHE1 could be regenerated by the hot refrigerant, and DCHE2 
could be used as an evaporator to cool and dehumidify fresh air. As for the air duct, the 4-ventilation valve and 3-
ventilation valves should all be switched so that fresh air can flow through DCHE2 and be sent inside. The return air 
flowed through DCHE2, taking away the condensation heat and water desorbed by DCHE2. 

The working process of the system in winter conditions was similar to that in summer, except that the fresh air in 
winter needed to be heated and humidified. Therefore, in winter conditions, the fresh air entered the room through 
the condenser and, while being heated, it took away the desorption water while the return air passed through the 
evaporator and the moisture was absorbed by the desiccant and then discharged out of the room. The difference 
between the operating conditions in winter and summer was that the four-way valve direction was opposite in the 
same operating mode, that is, in mode 1, DCHE1 was a condenser and DCHE2 was an evaporator and in mode 2, 
DCHE1 was an evaporator and DCHE2 was a condenser.  

2.2. Performance indices and error analysis 

Performance of experimental system was evaluated by 4 indices: temperature drop/rise indicated the sensible ability 
of the system, humidity ratio drop/rise indicated the latent ability of the system, total cooling/heating capacity indicated 
the total ability of the system and COP indicated the efficiency of the system. They can be calculated by the following 
equations: 

Equation 1: temperature drop/rise supply outdoorT T T    

Equation 2: humidity ratio drop/rise supply outdoory y y    

Equation 3: COP 

compressor

Q
COP

P
  

Equation4: total cooling/heating capacity supply outdooraQ m h h   

Where: 

 ∆T = temperature drop/rise during the cooling/heating process (°C) 

 Tsupply= temperature of supply air (°C) 

 Toutdoor= temperature of outdoor air (°C) 

 ∆y = humidity ratio drop/rise during the cooling/heating process (g/kg dry air) 

 ysupply= humidity ratio of supply air (g/kg dry air) 

 youtdoor= humidity ratio of outdoor air (g/kg dry air) 

 COP= coefficient of the performance 

 Q  = total heat capacity of the system (W) 

 Pcompressor = power consumption of the compressor (W) 

 
am  = mass flow rate of the air (kg/s) 

 hsupply = enthalpy of the supply air (J/kg) 

 houtdoor = enthalpy of the outdoor air (J/kg) 

The error analysis of performance indices was conducted according to the method proposed by Kline and McClintock 
(Kline, 1953).  

Equation 5: absolute error calculation 

1/2
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Equation 6: relative error calculation 
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Where: 

 f = function of the independent variables 

 x= variables of the function 

 ∆x = absolute error related to the corresponding variables 

 ∆y = absolute error 

 ∆y/y = relative error 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Performance of experimental system under GB (Chinese standard) Shanghai summer condition (dry bulb and wet 
bulb temperature of outdoor and indoor air were 35°C/28°C and 27°C/21.2°C, respectively) and GB winter condition 
(dry bulb and wet bulb temperature of outdoor air and indoor air were 7°C/6°C and 20°C/14.5°C) (GB 50736, 2012) 
as listed in Table 3 are tested and analysed. The airflow rate of fresh air and return air were both set at 350m3/h. The 
air switchover period was set at 360s. To reduce the accidental error, the following analyses were all based on 4 
steady switchover periods. 

3.1. Shanghai summer condition 

The temperature of supply air and outdoor air during the operating process under Shanghai summer conditions are 
shown in Figure 4. The average temperature of the outdoor air was around 34°C because there existed some heat 
leakage when the outdoor air flowed into the system. In the beginning of every switchover period, the temperature of 
supply air suddenly rose to the highest point because when a DCHE switched from a condenser to an evaporator, 
there existed some exhaust air in the chamber. So, at the beginning of the switchover period, the temperature of 
supply air would be at a high level momentarily. After the discharge of remaining exhaust air, there would still  be an 
increase of temperature because, at the beginning of the period, the adsorption speed was the fastest, so a large 
amount of adsorption heat would be released to the supply air. As more and more water was adsorbed by the DCHE, 
the adsorption speed decreased, so the temperature of supply air decreased during the rest period. The results 
showed that the system could realise stable air supply at 24° - 28°C, the temperature drop range was 6°C -10°C, and 
the average temperature of supply air was 26.36°C. 

The humidity ratio of supply air and outdoor air during the operating process under Shanghai summer conditions are 
shown in Figure 5. The average humidity ratio of outdoor air was around 20g/kg dry air, also a little lower than planned 
because of the leakage. In the beginning of every switchover period, the humidity ratio of supply air suddenly rose to 
the highest point, again because when a DCHE was switched from a condenser to an evaporator, some exhaust air 
remained in the chamber thus, at the beginning of the switchover period, some exhaust air was discharged as supply 
air resulted in a high level of humidity ratio. After the discharge of leftover exhaust air, the humidity ratio of supply air 
reached the lowest point due to the adsorption speed being the fastest at the beginning of the period. As more and 
more water was adsorbed by the DCHE, the adsorption speed decreased, so the humidity ratio of supply air increase 
during the rest period. The results showed that the system could realise stable air supply at 12g/kg dry air to 15g/kg 
dry air, the average humidity ratio drop was 6.08g/kg dry air, and the average humidity ratio of supply air was 
14.01g/kg dry air. The average moisture removal was calculated to be 2.15L/h. 
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Figure 4: Temperature of outdoor air and supply air                       Figure 5: Humidity ratio of outdoor air and supply air 

The COP of the system and power of the compressor during the operating process under Shanghai summer 
conditions are shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that the power of the compressor dropped sharply during the 
switching, because, at the moment of switching the four-way directional valve, the refrigerant flowed spontaneously 
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from high pressure to low pressure and the compressor load was very low. The compressor power increased in the 
whole cycle, indicating that the pressure difference of the system continued to increase in the whole cycle. The greater 
the pressure difference, the higher the compressor power consumption. The COP of the system first increased to a 
highest point because of the low power of compressor, and then decreased to a lowest point because of the high 
supply air temperature and humidity ratio in the beginning of the period. With the total capacity at the highest point, 
the COP of the system reached a local maximum point. In the rest of the period, with the capacity decreasing and the 
power of the compressor increasing, the COP of the system decreased. The average power of the compressor was 
578W, and the average COP of the system was 5.19. 
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Figure 6: Power of compressor and COP of the system 

3.2. GB winter conditions 

The temperature of supply air and outdoor air during the operating process under GB winter conditions are shown in 
Figure 7. The average temperature of outdoor air was around 8°C because there existed some heat leakage when 
the outdoor air flowed into the system. In the beginning of every switchover period, the temperature of supply air 
suddenly dropped to the lowest point: when a DCHE switched from an evaporator to a condenser, some exhaust air 
remained in the chamber which had been cooled and dehumidified by the evaporator. Meanwhile, the desorption 
speed was the fastest, so a large amount of desorption heat was needed, which reduced the heating ability. As more 
and more water was desorbed by the DCHE, the desorption speed decreased, so the temperature of supply air 
increased during the rest period. The results showed that the system could realise stable air supply at 25oC - 32oC, 
the temperature rise range was 17°C -24°C, and the average temperature of supply air was 28.58°C. 

The humidity ratio of supply air and outdoor air during the operating process under GB winter conditions are shown 
in Figure 8. In the beginning of every switchover period, the humidity ratio of supply air suddenly dropped to the lowest 
point because of exhaust air remaining in the chamber when a DCHE switched from an evaporator to a condenser. 
So, at the beginning of the switchover period, some exhaust air discharged as supply air, resulting in a low level of 
humidity ratio. After the discharge of leftover exhaust air, the humidity ratio of supply air would reach the highest point 
due to the desorption speed being fastest at the beginning of the period. As more and more water was desorbed by 
the DCHE, the desorption speed decreased, so the humidity ratio of supply air would decrease during the rest period. 
The results showed that the system could realise stable air supply at 7g/kg dry air-15g/kg dry air, the average humidity 
ratio rise was 4.23g/kg dry air, and the average humidity ratio of supply air was 9.61g/kg dry air. The average 
humidification rate was calculated to be 1.44L/h. 

The COP of the system and power of compressor during the operating process under GB winter conditions are shown 
in Figure 9. The trend was just the same as in the Shanghai summer conditions for the same reasons. The average 
power of the compressor was 700W and the average COP of the system was 5.52. 
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Figure 7: Temperature of outdoor air and supply air                       Figure 8: Humidity ratio of outdoor air and supply air 
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Figure 9: Power of compressor and COP of the system 

4. CONCLUSION  

In summary, we built an experimental set up to study the high efficiency fresh air dehumidification and humidification 
heat pump air conditioning system based on desiccant-coated heat exchanger. We chiefly studied the temperature 
and humidity ratio of supply air and the system COP as parameters to indicate the performance of the system, and 
the main conclusions are as following: 

 In Shanghai Summer condition, the system could achieve a temperature drop of 6°C - 10°C, the moisture 
removal was 2.15L/h, and the COP of the system was 5.19. According to Chinese standard GB12021.3, 
class 1 energy consumption COP was 3.6, so the COP of system established in this paper was higher, 
nearly 50% higher than the standard. 

 In GB Winter condition, the system achieved a temperature rise of 17°C - 24°C, a humidification rate of 
1.44L/h, and the COP of the system of 5.52. 

 The results showed that the system could realise a high efficiency air conditioning process for 350m3/h fresh 
air with a volume for 0.25m3. It has good application value and energy-saving potential. 
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Abstract: Atmospheric water harvesting (AWH), extracting water from the air, provides a promising solution to quench 
the world’s thirst. With energy-saving, portability and scalability features, adsorption-based AWH has had 
overwhelming attention from scientific and industrial communities. In recent years, enormous efforts have been made, 
while the lack of guidance from a thermodynamic viewpoint has led to lower thermal efficiency and dissensus with 
expectations. Herein, thermodynamic insights are presented to reveal the advantages of adsorption-based AWH, and 
the thermodynamic limits of various sorbents under different climate conditions are revealed. The results indicated 
that sorbents with stepwise position at high pressure have higher thermal efficiency, while the lifting thermal efficiency 
was compatible with sorbent’s practical suitability. Particularly, the cooling source-introduced sorption-based AWH 
was proposed to extend the feasible zone using specific sorbents, opening the box of thought in traditional AWH 
which suffers from limited sorbent suitability. Specifically, adsorption with cooling elevates the local humidity, resulting 
in an upgraded working capacity. When employing sorbents with an S-shaped isotherm, the impossibility of water 
harvesting was turned into a possibility when the ambient humidity was beyond the operational humidity range of 
sorbents. The energy consumption was accordingly calculated considering the heat pump or radiative cooling as an 
energy supplier. The results showed that the total energy consumption was increased due to the introduced cooling 
during adsorption, but the advantages in the low-temperature regeneration were more significant owing to employing 
sorbent with stepwise position at high pressure. The climate effect reveals that the performance on sorption was more 
sensitive to the humidity yet the desorption was affected by the ambient temperature dramatically. This paper would 
provide thermodynamic perspective for sorption-based AWH and pave a pathway for optimization of sorbent 
selection, device fabrication and working mode. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Atmospheric water harvesting (AWH), extracting water from the atmosphere, is a promising and sustainable solution 
to the global water crisis, especially in arid regions and remote areas (Tu et al., 2018). Traditional AWH can be divided 
into dewing and sorption methods. Dewing method, also named cooling-based AWH (CAWH), relies on the 
temperature to trigger condensation on a sub-cooling surface. However, when in an arid or cold climate, the dew 
point is lower than zero, resulting in frost problems. Therefore, due to the limited feasible zone and huge energy 
consumption, the sorption method is developing. Sorption-based AWH (SAWH), employing porous nano-sorbents to 
grab moisture from the atmosphere, is a typical thermal-driven pathway (Ejeian and Wang, 2021). The dew point can 
be lifted via the desorption phase, and then condensation will occur more easily than CAWH. Since low-grade thermal 
energy can be utilized, the solar-driven SAWH can become a powerful tool to relieve water stress. Therefore, 
developing an energy-efficient, cost-effective, and decentralised SAWH would make a meaningful contribution to the 
United Nation’s 6th Sustainable Development Goal (SDG6). 

The performance of SAWH must rely on the characteristics of sorbents. Traditional sorbents are silica gel and zeolite, 
but low water uptake limits their applications. In order to improve water uptake, superior metal-organic frameworks 
(MOF) (Kim et al., 2017), hydrogels (Zhao et al., 2019), and composite sorbents (Xu et al., 2020) have been 
developed. MOFs can trap moisture from the extremely arid climate using an accessible porous structure and super-
high specific area, especially for MOF-841, MOF-801, MOF-303, Al-fumarate and so on. Featured MOF with an S-
shaped isotherm, desorption can be achieved by a small temperature swing and is widely used in arid regions. 
Although the hydrogels have a super-high moisture absorbing capacity, their water uptake in the low-humidity region 
is limited. Composite sorbents with hygroscopic salts encapsulated into the porous matrix are widely investigated, as 
CaCl2 and LiCl impregnated into MOF (Xu et al., 2020), active carbon fibre (Wang et al., 2018), mesoporous silicate 
(Zheng et al., 2015), etc. Despite high water sorption capacity, the possible leakage or corrosion problem are still a 
hindrance to practical application. However, great attention has previously focused on developing sorbents with high 
capacity, low-regeneration barrier and fast kinetics (Hanikel et al., 2020). Though lots of effort has been made on 

materials, ignoring the thermal designs of AWH devices led to the fact that excellent sorbents still have low thermal 
efficiency. To this end, giving guidance on the thermodynamic principle is still imperative. 

In this paper, a thermodynamic insight on AWH is presented to peer into the thermodynamic limitations on 
atmospheric water harvesting. Firstly, the thermodynamic limit is revealed to point out the optimisation direction of 
AWH. Secondly, the thermal efficiencies for common sorbents in AWH are analysed to draw a conclusion that the 
thermal efficiency lift is compatible with practical suitability. Then, a pathway to break the hurdles of AWH is proposed 
by introducing a cooling source in the adsorption phase and the energy consumption is carried out. Last but not least, 
the supplier of cooling energy is discussed considering the heat pump and radiative cooling. 

2. THERMODNAMIC LIMIT OF AWH 

Before any analysis of AWH can begin, the thermodynamic limit should be revealed. The thermodynamic least work 
is theoretical minimum work for different technologies. Knowing the thermodynamic limit is helpful to better 
understand the basic principle and optimisation direction for the future. In section, the derivation of thermodynamic 
least work was presented. 

2.1. Theoretical derivation of the least work 

The basic principle of AWH is similar to HVAC (heating, ventilation and air-conditioning) system (Labban et al., 2017). 

With the input of air and work, the air outlet and liquid water are produced, as shown in Figure 1. However, the targets 
of AWH and HVAC are quite different: comfortable air for HVAC but liquid water for AWH. Therefore, different systems 
need different designs. Based on the first and second laws of thermodynamics, the work transfer rate can be 
expressed by: 

Equation 9: Work transfer on AWH 𝑊 = 𝑚𝑎∆𝑒𝑎 +𝑚𝑤∆𝑒𝑤 − 𝑄 (1 −
𝑇0
𝑇
) + 𝑇0𝑆𝑔𝑒𝑛 

Where: 

 ma and me = mass of air and liquid water (kg), respectively.  

 ea and ew = specific exergy of air and liquid water (kJ/kg), respectively.  

The third and last terms on the right-hand side (RHS) represent the heat transfer flow and entropy regeneration in 
this system. 

The specific exergy of humid air and liquid water can be calculated by (Vivekh et al., 2020): 
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Equation 2: Specific exergy of 
humid air. 

𝑒𝑎 = (𝑐𝑝,𝑎 + 𝑌𝑐𝑝,𝑣)𝑇0 (
𝑇

𝑇0
− 1 − 𝑙𝑛

𝑇

𝑇0
) + (1 + 𝑌∗)𝑅𝑎𝑇0𝑙𝑛

𝑝

𝑝0

+ 𝑅𝑎𝑇0 (𝑙𝑛
1 + 𝑌0

∗

1 + 𝑌∗
+ 𝑌∗𝑙𝑛

𝑌∗(1 + 𝑌0
∗)

𝑌0
∗(1 + 𝑌∗)

) 

Equation 3: Specific exergy of 
water. 

𝑒𝑤 = ℎ𝑓(𝑇) − ℎ𝑔(𝑇0) − 𝑇0[𝑠𝑓(𝑇) − 𝑠𝑔(𝑇0)] + [𝑝 − 𝑝𝑠𝑎𝑡(𝑇)]𝑣𝑓(𝑇) − 𝑅𝑣𝑇0𝑙𝑛𝜑0 

Where:  

 cp,a and cp,v = specific heat capacity of air and water vapor (kJ/kgK).  

 Y = humidity ratio of humid air (g/kg)  

 0 = humidity ratio at T0.  

 Y* = mole fraction ratio of vapour to the air.  

 p = pressure of air and  

 psat = saturated pressure at the temperature of T.  

 hf(T) and sf(T) = respective specific enthalpy (kJ/kg) and entropy (kJ/kgK) of saturated liquid at T.  

 hg(T) and sg(T) = respective specific enthalpy and entropy of saturated vapor at T0.  

 vf = specific volume of water (m3/kg).  

 Ra and Rv = gas constant for humid air and water vapour (kJ/kgK).  

 φ0 = relative humidity of humid air.  

The first, second, and third on RHS in Equations (2) and (3) represent the thermal exergy, machinal exergy and 
chemical exergy, respectively. 

 

Figure 1. The basic principle of AWH and HVAC. 

The ideal thermodynamic process is evaluated by the reversible process with no entropy generation. Assuming there 
is no heat transfer exchange with the system, the thermodynamic least work can be expressed as: 

Equation 4: Thermodynamic least work of AWH. 𝑊𝑚𝑖𝑛 = 𝑚𝑎∆𝑒𝑎 +𝑚𝑤∆𝑒𝑤 

Mass of air and water should be satisfied with mass conservation as: 

Equation 5: Mass conservation equations. 𝑚𝑎(𝑌𝑎,𝑖𝑛 − 𝑌𝑎,𝑜) = 𝑚𝑤 

For solar-driven AWH, the thermal efficiency is usually used to evaluate its performance, as defended as: 

Equation 6: Thermal efficiency. 𝜂 =
𝑚𝑤ℎ𝑓𝑔

𝑄𝐻
 

Where:  

 hfg = latent heat of evaporation (45 kJ/mol),  

 QH = input thermal energy (kJ) of the heat source at a temperature of TH.  
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Based on the principle of heat-to-work transformation, the minimum thermal energy can be determined as: 

Equation 7: Ideal thermal energy requirements. 𝑄𝐻,𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 =
𝑊𝑚𝑖𝑛

1 − 𝑇𝑜/𝑇𝐻
 

2.2. Results 

According to the above analysis, the humidity ratio of the outlet ratio should be determined. Here, a parameter named 
recovery ratio (RR) was defined to present the ratio of harvested water to feed air, which was similar to an air 
conditioning system. RR approaching 1.0 means that all moisture of inlet air was captured. According to the above 
equations, the thermodynamic least work can be conducted, as shown in Figure 2.  

Figure 2a showed the effects of recovery ratio on thermodynamic least work, and the ambient temperature is fixed at 
25°C. As indicated in Figure 2a, with the increase of harvested water, the thermodynamic least work increased due 
to the much more work that should be input to peeled moisture from the atmosphere. When the ambient condition is 
25°C and 30%RH and RR of 0.5, the thermodynamic least work is about 207.7 kJ/kg, which is near 1.25 times that 
in RR approaching 0. Besides, high humidity environments are beneficial to reducing the least work, this is different 
from the results of HVAC systems. The reason for the difference is the outlet air is fixed at the comfortable zone for 
HAVC because its target is to provide a satisfied temperature and humidity. For AWH, the humidity ratio of outlet air 
is not considered but the mass of liquid water is the focus. The effects of ambient temperature and humidity on 
thermodynamic least work were investigated in Figure 2b and 2c. The recovery ratio in Figure 2b and ambient 
temperature in Figure 2c were fixed at 0.5 and 25°C, respectively. As shown in Figure 2b and 2c, the thermodynamic 
least work was not insensitive to temperature but sensitive to humidity, which can also be explained by the 
psychrometric chart. As indicated, high humidity and low temperature of the environment are more conducive to 
harvesting water from the atmosphere. 

 

Figure 2: Thermodynamic least work of AWH under the different conditions. 

 

Figure 3: Ideal thermal efficiency of solar-driven AWH under different conditions 

Accordingly, the ideal thermal efficiency could be evaluated by Equations (6) and (7) and as shown in Figure 3. The 
trends of ideal thermal efficiency were opposite to the thermodynamic least work. Higher thermal efficiency occurred 
in higher humidity and lower temperature environments. Also, with the increase of heating source temperature, the 
ideal thermal efficiency increased. For instance, assuming that the ambient condition was 25°C and 30%RH, the ideal 
thermal efficiency was 1.58 for the heating temperature of 70°C and 2.15 for 90°C, and its limit was nearly 2.0 for 
70°C and 2.7 for 90°C when RR was approaching zero. It should be noted that the ideal thermal efficiency was largely 
changed with the increase of humidity, as indicated in Figure 3c. For ambient conditions at 25°C and 80% RH, the 
ideal thermal efficiency was as higher as 6.0. Thus, there was a doubtable statement in various previous works that 
experiments were conducted in high humidity conditions but claimed that high thermal efficiency was achieved 
compared with reported experiments in arid regions. To this end, implementing experimental tests under a uniform 
or standard conditions should be focused on in future works. 
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3. THERMAL EFFICIENCY 

For sorption-based AWH, the actual thermal efficiency must rely on the performance of a specific sorbent. Usually, a 
sorbent with high water uptake and low sorption enthalpy would be a better choice for higher thermal efficiency. In 
this section, the thermal efficiencies using various common sorbents were investigated. 

3.1. Descriptions on sorption-based AWH 

Typically, the sorption-based AWH consists of three thermodynamic processes: sorption in ambient conditions, 
desorption at high temperature and condensation at ambient temperature. In the sorption phase, the air enters the 
sorbent bed and exchanges the moisture from the ambient to the accessible porous structure of sorbents. With the 
natural convection, the adsorption heat can be eliminated. Therefore, in the following analysis, we assumed that the 
temperature of outlet air was the same as that of inlet air. When the sorbent was saturated with moisture absorbing, 
the system was turned into a closed mode. Then the heating source worked to heat the sorbent, accordingly, the 
effective relative humidity in the sorbent unit was reduced. Featured with S-shaped isotherms, the equilibrium at high 
humidity was broken and then the desorption was triggered by the humidity difference between air and pores of 
sorbents. Subsequently, humid air at the outlet of the sorbent unit was transferred into the condenser. In a condenser, 
humid air was cooled down by the ambient temperature due to the high dew point in moist air. The outlet air in the 
condenser was assumed at ambient temperature and 100% RH. Then, the air flows into the sorbent unit for constant 
desorption and condensation. Therefore, the desorption and condensation performances were determined by the 
ambient temperature while the sorption performance was dependent on ambient humidity. 

According to the above descriptions, the thermal energy demands in the desorption phase can be determined as 
(Kim et al., 2020): 

Equation 8: Thermal energy for 
desorption. 

𝑄𝐻 = [
𝑚𝑤𝑐𝑝,𝑠

𝑊𝑑

+𝑚𝑤𝑐𝑝,𝑤 +𝑚𝑎,𝑑𝑒(𝑐𝑝,𝑎 + 𝑌𝑠,𝑖𝑛𝑐𝑝,𝑣)] (𝑇𝐻 − 𝑇𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑) + 𝑚𝑤ℎ𝑎𝑑 

Where; 

 cp,s, cp,w and Wd = specific heat capacity of sorbent and water (kJ/kgK), and water uptake (g/g), respectively.  

 Ys,in = humidity ratio of inlet air in sorbent unit, which is the same as the outlet air of condenser.  

 had = sorption enthalpy of specific sorbent.  

The first and second terms in RHS represent the sensible and latent heat, respectively. 

The thermal efficiency can be calculated by Equations (6) and (8) and the second law efficiency, compared with the 
thermodynamic limit, can be expressed by: 

Equation 9: Second law efficiency. 𝜂𝐼𝐼 =
𝑄𝐻,𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙
𝑄𝐻

 

3.2. Results 

The common sorbents used in AWH, such as MOF-801 (Kim et al., 2018), MOF-303 (Hanikel et al., 2019), Al-
fumarate (Hanikel et al., 2019), MOF-841 (Furukawa et al., 2014), MIL-101 (Feng et al., 2021) and AQSOA Z01 
(LaPotin et al., 2021) were here investigated and their isotherms can be found in Figure 4a. As indicated, the stepwise 
positions of MOF-801 and MOF-303 were at lower pressure than others, paving a pathway to utilization in the ultra-
low humidity region. The MIL-101 had a moderate step, thus it could be used in mid- or high humidity regions. Their 
sorption enthalpies used in this analysis were respective 55, 52, 48, 50, 45.5 and 45 kJ/mol for MOF-801, MOF-303, 
Al-fumarate, MOF-841, MIL-101 and AQSOA Z01. The specific heat capacity was assumed as 1.0 kJ/kgK. Based on 
the isotherms, the trigged humidity for desorption was assumed as 5%, 7%, 18%, 18%, 33% and 10%, respectively. 
The calculated thermal efficiencies and second law efficiencies are shown in Figure 4b-4d under different ambient 
conditions. 
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Figure 4: Thermodynamic evaluations of different sorbents. (a) Isotherms of reported sorbent. (b)-(d) Thermal efficiency and 
second law efficiency for different sorbents at 25°C and 20%RH (b), 30%RH (c), 50%RH (d). 

As shown in Figure 4b, only MOF-801, MOF-303 and AQSOA Z01 could be used at 25°C and 20%RH. Higher heating 
temperature is conducive to improved thermal efficiency. When the heating temperature was 100°C, the thermal 
efficiencies of MOF-801, MOF-303 and AQSOA Z01 were 0.089, 0.147 and 0.199, respectively. Despite low water 
uptake for AQSOA Z01, the thermal efficiency was higher than MOF-801 and MOF-303. This was mainly caused by 
the lower minimum regeneration temperature due to the stepwise position at high pressure. From the view of the 
second law, with the increase of heating temperature, the second law efficiency of MOF-801 and MOF-303 increased, 
while that of AQSOA Z01 inclined to constant. The reason for this phenomenon was the high thermal efficiency of 
AQSOA Z01 leading to the lower thermal energy demand. 

When humidity was increased to 30%RH, the Al-fumarate and MOF-841 could be used, as indicated in Figure 4c. As 
analysed above, the later step of these sorbents made the minimum regeneration temperature lower and the thermal 
efficiencies higher. However, with the increase of heating temperature, the second law efficiency of Al-fumarate and 
MOF-841 increased initially and then decreased. That was caused by the high quality of higher heating temperature. 
Although the thermal efficiency was increased, the second law efficiency was reduced. Besides, compared with 
efficiencies at 20%RH, the thermal efficiencies of MOF-801, MOF-303 and AQSOA Z01 were almost not improved 
due to limited improved water uptake. For a moderate humid region, like 50%RH, the MIL-101 could be used, as 
displayed in Figure 4d. As illuminated, both the thermal efficiency and second law efficiency of MIL-101 were higher 
than others. 

However, the fact are that temperature and humidity in practical applications are changeable due to the weather 
fluctuations diurnally and seasonally (Gordeeva et al., 2020). Therefore, despite the high efficiency of MIL-101, it 
could not be applied in practical arid regions. 

4. PATHWAY FOR NEXT-GENERATION AWH 

To address the above problem that high efficiency and suitability are not compatible, introducing a cooling source in 
the adsorption phase can be a solution for next-generation energy-efficient AWH. Due to the existing cooling effect, 
the effective relative humidity near the sorbent would be improved, thus the sorbents with later steps can be used in 
arid climates. The basic principle of this AWH, named CSAWH, has been clarified in previous work (Feng et al., 
2021). Herein, the comparison of specific energy consumption (SEC) was conducted, as shown in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5. Comparison of specific energy consumption on traditional SAWH and CSAWH. 

As indicated, in the traditional view, MIL-101 is not suitable at 25°C and 30%RH, however, when a cooling source 
was introduced in the adsorption phase, it had the potential to utilize with low-grade thermal energy. In Figure 5, the 
cooling temperature (adsorption temperature) was chosen at 18°C, and it was assumed that such a sub-ambient 
temperature of 7°C was provided by a vapour compression cycle (VCC) with COP of 5.0. The SEC was calculated 
by transforming electricity to solar energy using a photovoltaic (PV) panel with solar-to-electricity efficiency of 20% 
and then the energy consumption in the adsorption phase and desorption phase were summed, as shown in the solid 
line in Figure 5.  Although the efficiency of PV was as low as 20%, the great potential using low-temperature 
regeneration still existed. Its advantage range of heating temperature was lower than 68°C compared with MOF-841 
and Al-fumarate, 91°C with AQSOA Z01 and 100°C with MOF-801 and MOF-303. Also, if the heating energy could 
be supplied by the condenser of this VCC, the energy consumption will be reduced. Besides, due to the tiny 
temperature difference of 7°C between adsorption temperature and ambient, such cooling energy could be provided 
by radiative cooling (RC) with free energy from outer space. Thus, the SEC of MIL-101 was further lower with greater 
potential, as indicated in the dash line in Figure 5. However, the fact was that almost no cooling capacity could be 
provided when the temperature difference was at 7°C using RC in a practical application. Thus, the RC method was 
more suitable for sorbent with linear isotherm to improve the water uptake. 

5. CONCLUSION  

In summary, the thermodynamic insights into atmospheric water harvesting are presented in this paper. The 
thermodynamic limit revealed that the higher humidity and lower temperature were conducive to lower thermodynamic 
least work and higher thermal efficiency. The standard test conditions and comparisons under the same conditions 
are called for in future work due to the different thermodynamic limits at different ambient conditions. The analysis of 
thermal efficiency for common sorbents indicated that the sorbents with stepwise position at high pressure had the 
higher thermal efficiency owing to the low-regeneration temperature, but the fact is it was not suitable for practical 
applications since the weather fluctuates seasonally and diurnally. As a solution, the cooling introduced SAWH 
(CSAWH) was proposed and analysed. The results indicated that introducing a cooling source in the adsorption 
phase could broaden the feasible zone. When cooling energy was provided by a VCC, though the specific energy 
consumption increased, the advantage range was at low temperature. In this case, the heat pump could be used by 
providing cooling in the evaporator and heating in the condenser. Besides, due to the small temperature difference 
between ambient and adsorption temperature, radiative cooling could be used for providing free cooling energy, thus 
the SEC could be further reduced. 
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Abstract: The use of renewable energy is an effective means of achieving carbon peaking and carbon neutrality goals. 
The construction of compressed air energy storage (CAES) plants using salt caverns is an effective way to increase 
the efficiency of renewable energy use. The stability of the salt cavern envelope is critical to the operation of a CAES 
plant. Considering the discontinuity and triaxial stress state of the underground salt cavern envelope, a series of 
triaxial creep-fatigue mechanics tests were conducted on the salt rock using the MTS815 rock mechanics test system. 
The effects on the creep-fatigue damage of the salt rock were investigated by setting different confining pressures 
and stress levels. The main research results and conclusions were as follows: (1) The development pattern of triaxial 
creep-fatigue stress-strain curve was similar to that of ordinary triaxial fatigue, which was also divided into three 
stages: sparse-dense-sparse; (2) In the creep-fatigue test, the residual strain before the high stress plateau was 
larger than that after the plateau, which was different from the ordinary fatigue test. This difference decreased with 
the increase of the confining pressure; (3) The strength and ultimate deformation of the salt rock increased with 
increasing confining pressure; (4) During the high stress plateau, the massive proliferation of dislocations inside the 
salt rock crystals and their accumulation at the barriers were responsible for the greater residual strain before the 
plateau than after it. In this study, the creep-fatigue mechanical properties of salt rocks under different confining 
pressures were investigated, which could provide a reference for long-term stability studies of CAES salt caverns. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The recent spate of extreme weather indicates that global warming caused by carbon dioxide from industrial activities 
in countries around the globe is already affecting climate change. The climate risks associated with this change have 
been recognised. The Paris Agreement requires countries to hold global average temperature increases to less than 
2°C above pre-industrial levels and to work to limit temperature increases to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels 
(Schleussner et al., 2016). Each major industrial power has set carbon peak and carbon neutral targets. The use of 

renewable energy is an effective means of achieving peak and neutral carbon targets. The construction of 
compressed air energy storage (CAES) plants (Figure 1) using salt caverns is an effective way to increase the 
efficiency of renewable energy use (Lund and Salgi, 2009). The key to ensure the stable operation of CAES plants is 
to ensure the stability of the salt cavern surrounding rock. 

 

 
Figure 1: Schematic diagram of a CAES plant using salt caverns. 

In recent years, domestic and foreign scholars have studied the relevant mechanical properties of salt rock from the 
aspects of its strength, deformation and creep properties, and have made certain research results (Li et al., 2020; 
Kang et al., 2021; Jiang et al., 2016; Fan et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020; Fourmeau et al., 2017; Li et al., 2022a). Guo 
et al. (2012) analysed the results of uniaxial cyclic loading and unloading tests on salt rocks and pointed out that the 

loading and unloading deformation parameters could better reflect the deformation characteristics of salt rocks. 
Fuenkajorn and Phueakphum (2010) studied the strength change of Maha salt under the action of cyclic loading and 
unloading and found that the strength change was most affected by the maximum loading profit and the number of 
cycles. Bagde and Petroš (2005) studied the maximum effect of loading amplitude and frequency on rock strength of 
sandstone under cyclic loading in non-static condition to ensure its energy utilization was equal. Wang et al. (2022) 
studied the axial creep model of salt rock under cyclic loading and unloading at low frequencies and found that this 
model was more similar to Burgers' model. 

The above research results have important guiding significance for the fatigue damage of salt rock in uniaxial/triaxial 
condition, and also involve the influence of surrounding pressure on its mechanical properties. However, considering 
the actual operation of CAES reservoir, due to the need of peak regulation, the salt caverns will have to undergo 
periodic gas injection and venting, and the surrounding rock will experience periodic loading and unloading. At the 
same time, when the gas injection ends and the reservoir is operating at full load, the rock surrounding the salt cavern 
would be under peak constant pressure (Figure 2). Therefore, the salt cavern surrounding rock would be subjected 
to a state of alternating fatigue and high stress plateau during the whole operation process. Thus, the study of the 
mechanical behaviour of salt rock under alternating creep-fatigue action is of great practical importance. 

In this paper, the creep-fatigue mechanical properties of salt rock under triaxial condition were studied, and the effects 
on the creep-fatigue damage of salt rock were investigated by setting different confining pressure and stress levels. 
The results will have important reference significance for the safe operation of salt cavern storage reservoirs in 
practical engineering. 
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Figure 2:  Schematic diagram of the operating gas pressure of a CAES plant. 

2. TEST CONDITIONS AND METHODS 

2.1. Test conditions 

The salt rock specimens were taken from the Himalayan Mountains in Pakistan, with a burial depth of 800m to 1000m. 
Salt rocks are a type of evaporite with a glassy appearance. The exterior appears red, pink or orange in a translucent 
state and contain about 5% impurities, such as Na2So4 and mudstone. The specimens were processed by dry cutting 
in accordance with the ISRM, salt rocks with colours as similar as possible and only small differences in crack 
distribution. The standard specimen size was φ50mm x H100mm, the allowable error of diameter was less than 
0.2mm, the deviation of unevenness of both end faces was less than 0.05mm, and the deviation of perpendicularity 
between section and axis was not more than ±0.25°. The specimen is shown in Figure 3(a). 

The test was conducted in a room with temperature of 23-26°and humidity of 55%-56%. The instrument used for the 
test was the MTS815 rock mechanics test system produced by MTS Corporation, USA and the test equipment is 
shown in Figure 3(b). 

 

 
Figure 3: (a) test salt rock specimens, (b) MTS 815 rock mechanics test system. 

2.2. Test methods 

A total of four confining pressure gradients (3, 6, 9, 12 MPa) were set up for the tests. Firstly, the compressive 
strengths of the salt rock samples were tested at different confining pressures. Each confining pressure was tested 
three times, and the results are shown in Table 1. Based on the average compressive strength, triaxial creep-fatigue 
tests were designed for different confining pressures and different stress levels. 

Table 1: Compressive strength of the tested rock salts 

 Confining 
pressure/MPa 

Test No.1 Test No.2 Test No.3 Average/MPa 

3 54.3 57.5 61.6 57.8 

6 71.1 78.2 73.3 74.2 

9 86.8 84.7 90.4 87.3 

12 102.5 108.6 100.3 103.8 
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The salt rock creep-fatigue test loading and unloading paths were as follows: a high stress plateau was inserted every 
two stress cycles. The purpose of this setup was to compare and analyse the effects of two different stress cycles on 
the mechanical behaviours of the salt rock on the same specimen, and to avoid the discrete experimental results 
caused by specimen variability. 

The test was divided into conventional triaxial creep-fatigue (CTCF) test and graded triaxial creep-fatigue (GTCF) 
test. Specific loading and unloading paths: using a computer-controlled program, the surrounding pressure was 
loaded to a predetermined value first. Then it was loaded at 2kN/s to 85% of the peak bias stress as the upper limit 
stress (𝜎𝑎,𝑚𝑎𝑥)and held for one hour(T). This was to simulate the rheological state of the salt cavern envelope after 

the first air injection due to the prolonged high-pressure environment. This was followed by unloading to the lower 
limit stress (𝜎𝑎,𝑚𝑖𝑛) at the same rate. The 𝜎𝑎,𝑚𝑖𝑛 is 3% of the peak bias stress, and the upper and lower values of the 

specific cycle load are shown in Table 2. The test was performed after each completion of two loading and unloading, 
keeping the stress constant for 5 min (Δt), and cyclic loading until the specimen was damaged. 

Table 2: Parameters taken in the CTCF tests 

 Confining pressure/MPa Upper stress limiting/MPa Lower stress limit/MPa Plateau time/min 

3 49.2 4.56 5 

6 64.1 8.2 5 

9 76.2 11.6 5 

12 90.5 14.8 5 

 
The confining pressure for the GTCF test was 3 MPa, and the high stress plateau time was also 5 minutes. The stress 
was loaded in levels, and the initial stress level was 40% of the peak partial stress of 3MPa, and the maximum stress 
rose by 10% every 20 cycles. The 𝜎𝑎,𝑚𝑖𝑛 was 3% of the peak partial stress. Loading until the specimen was damaged, 

the specific path is shown in Figure 4 below. 
 

  
(a)                                                                        (b) 

Figure 4: Loading paths for the creep-fatigue test in CTCF (a) and GTCF (b). 

The stress cycle before the high stress plateau is referred to as A cycle and the stress cycle after the high stress 
plateau is referred to as B cycle. The first cycle was neither before nor after the plateau and was noted as the first 
cycle in the test. 

The test procedure was as follows:  

(1) Open the test machine and place the selected salt rock specimen in the centre of the indenter. Place two 
layers of Teflon gaskets in the middle of the specimen and the indenter, and apply grease in the middle of 
the Teflon gaskets. 

(2) Close the protective cover of the tester and turn on the power of the tester. Set the computer program 
and start the test. 

(3) The specimen is destroyed, the tester stops automatically, turn off the power of the tester, remove the 
specimen and store it in a sealed plastic bag. 
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3. ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

3.1. Effect of confining pressure on salt rock deformations 

The results of the CTCF test on salt rock under 3 MPa confining pressure are shown in Figure 5. After the specimen 
was loaded for the first time and kept in a high stress plateau for one hour, a large deformation was generated. Then 
it entered the alternating creep-fatigue stage, and the test curve also showed the three-stage deformation law of the 
traditional fatigue test (Li et al., 2022b). That is, the first stage of deceleration and deformation, the second stage of 
stable deformation, and the third stage of accelerated deformation. However, the first stage was greatly shortened, 
which was due to the fact that the salt rock specimens had been compacted and dense after the one-hour high stress 
creep stage, and the integrity of the salt rock was improved. 

 

 
Figure 5: The stress–strain curves of the CTCF test under 3MPa confining pressure. 

We recorded the total strain of the test specimen as 𝜀𝑡 and the strain of the first loading of the specimen to the upper 

limit stress as 𝜀𝑖. The difference is defined as ∆𝜀 = 𝜀𝑡 − 𝜀𝑖. According to Figure 6, we can see that with the increase 
of the confining pressure 𝜀𝑡 and ∆𝜀 both showed an increasing trend. This was due to the fact that with the increase 
of the confining pressure, the loose salt rock particles originally damaged by the stress were compacted closely, the 
internal fissures of the salt rock were closed more completely, the fissure surface that can produce slip was locked, 
the salt rock damage self-recovery was enhanced, and the structure of the salt rock was more complete (Ma et al., 
2013). The salt rock gradually changed from brittle-ductile to ductile, the ductility was improved, and the plastic 
deformation capacity increased. This was the embodiment of the peritectic effect. 
 

 

Figure 6: 𝜀𝑡 and ∆𝜀 trends under the different confining pressure. 

3.2. Effect of confining pressure on residual strain 

The axial deformation of salt rock specimens can be divided into reversible elastic deformation and irreversible plastic 
deformation. When the plastic deformation accumulates to a critical value, the salt rock specimen will fail. This part 
of irreversible deformation is also called residual deformation.  

The residual strain (𝜀𝑟𝑠) development pattern of the CTCF test on salt rock under 3 MPa confining pressure is shown 
in Figure 7. We can see that, unlike the conventional fatigue test, the difference between the residual strains in A 
cycle and B cycle of the creep-fatigue test was very obvious, and the residual strain in A cycle was significantly larger 
than that in B cycle, which was consistent with the conclusion obtained from the uniaxial creep-fatigue test. This 
indicated that the presence of the confining pressure did not change this phenomenon. The reason for this 
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phenomenon was the massive accretion inside the salt rock crystals under the high stress plateau and the 
accumulation at the barriers that filled the internal cracks. The salt rock specimens were gradually compacted and 
dense. It can be seen that hardening occurred during the creep period and the specimen resisted deformation more. 
 

 
Figure 7: Calculated axial residual strain from the CTCF test under 3MPa confining pressure. 

Figure 8 shows the average value of the difference between the residual strains (𝜀)̅ of A cycle and B cycle in the 
second stage of the salt rock at different confining pressures. The average value of the difference between the 
residual strains before and after the salt rock plateau decreased gradually with the increase of the confining pressure, 
and the rate of decrease was weakening. This was due to the fact that as the confining pressure increased, the upper 
stress limit increased with the same stress ratio. The salt rock was compacted more tightly during the creep stage. 
As the test proceeded, the fractures inside the salt rock would be completely closed during the high stress plateau. 
The original defects and cracks were difficult to develop. The hardening effect in the creep stage was no longer 
obvious and the residual strain difference between A cycle and B cycle decreased. The decreasing rate indicated that 
the development and expansion of microcracks were suppressed after the increase of the confining pressure to a 
certain level. The high confining pressure prevented the relative slip between the grains of the salt rock. With the 
increase of the confining pressure, it was difficult for the damage to evolve even if the plastic flow produced large 
deformation (Singh et al., 2018). The salt rock may become a macroscopically homogeneous and dense rock sample, 
and the influence of the confining pressure on the creep-fatigue of the salt rock reached a threshold value. 

 
Figure 8: Average value of axial residual strain difference under different confining pressures. 

3.3. Effect of stress level on residual strain 

Through the test, it was realised that the salt rock specimens would eventually undergo damage after 5 grades and 
a total of 96 cycles.  

The stress-strain curves are shown in Figure 9. Throughout the experimental process, the strain during the high stress 
plateau increased significantly with the increase of stress level. During each level of cycling, the strain in plateau 
showed a decreasing trend with the increase in the number of cycles. However, at the fifth level, the strain in the high 
stress plateau decreased first and then increased rapidly with the number of cycles (Fan et al., 2020). At this time, 

the high stress in the plateau was transformed into a force that drove the crack expansion and slip of the crack surface 
until the specimen was finally damaged. 
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Figure 9: The stress–strain curves of the GTCF test. 

Figure 10 shows the variation of residual strain with the number of cycles throughout the graded loading process. We 
can find that the difference in residual strains between A and B cycles started to appear at lower stress levels. This 
indicated that the plateau in lower stress still affected the fatigue deformation of the rock, resulting in a greater residual 
strain in A cycle before the plateau than in B cycle after the plateau. With the increase of stress level, the residual 
deformation of A cycle was still higher than that of B cycle, which was consistent with the pattern obtained in the 
previous paper. With the increase of stress level, the dislocation group of salt rock accumulated at the barrier under 
the original stress level was impacted and penetrated, and the salt rock crystals produced greater slip. After 
encountering a new barrier, dislocations started to accumulate again and the specimen re-entered the compaction 
and compacting stage. This was the reason why the residual strain increased overall both before and after the plateau, 
but showed a decreasing trend during each stage of the cycle.  
 

 
Figure 10: Calculated axial residual strain from the GTCF test. 

4. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the influence of the confining pressure and grade on the fatigue curve and residual deformation of salt 
rock during the experiment was studied by comparing the creep-fatigue test of salt rock under different confining 
pressure and stress levels against the background of the actual operating pressure of salt cavern CAES plants and 
the conclusions were mainly as follows. 

(1) Similar to the uniaxial creep-fatigue test, the triaxial creep-fatigue test curve also showed a three-stage 
development characteristic of sparse-dense-sparse, but its first stage time was significantly shortened and did not 
differ much from the second stage. 

(2) The strength and ultimate deformation of the salt rock increased with the increase of the confining pressure. 

(3) During the creep-fatigue test, the residual strain before the plateau was significantly larger than that after the 
plateau, which was completely different from the conventional fatigue test, and it was also noticed that the difference 
of residual strain before and after the plateau was decreasing with the increase of the confining pressure. 

(4) At the beginning of the graded loading, the effect of high stress plateau on the residual strain of the specimen was 
already reflected, but the residual strain and the residual strain difference were both small, and the values of both 
showed an increasing trend with the increase of the stress level. 
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Abstract: The new era of ejector technology is moving from device scale and entering into system scale. The 
methodology of the regulation mode of the adjustable ejector has been summarised in this paper. Based on the 
aerodynamic theory, a performance prediction model for an adjustable ejector under variable operating conditions 
and variable structures are presented. The regulation characteristics of qualitative regulation and quantitative 
regulation under different operating modes were researched. The results showed that both quantitative regulation 
and quantitative regulation have the characteristics of "constant capacity" and the strongly similar characteristics in 
both regulation modes in form of suction flow rate with varying primary flow rate were discovered. Three different 
“constant capacity” phenomena in ejectors were found, and the similarity indicated that the turbulent flow in the ejector 
had some statistical invariances in the form of the mass flow rate of jetting flow. The operating features in qualitative 
and quantitative combined regulation with varying primary pressure under different primary nozzle opening for 
adjustable ejector were analysed. In the ideal regulation state in qualitative and quantitative combined regulation, the 
adjustable ejector can always work on the best performance in critical mode with highest entrainment ratio and 
efficiency.  
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Ejectors can provide threefold effects, namely pressure lifting, vacuum generating and entrainment mixing. They 
needs limited maintenance, have low costs and no constraints regarding the work fluids. Owing to these advantages, 
ejector technology has entered a new era with the research gradually moving from device scale into system scale 
(Besagni, 2019). With a moving spindle controlling the mass flow rate and pressure, the adjustable ejector is the best 
choice for use in air conditioning and refrigeration (Elbel, 2011; Tashtoush et al., 2019), desalination (Gu et al., 2019; 
Yang et al., 2015), fuel cells (Baba, et al., 2015; Brunner et al., 2012), vapour compression units (Banasiak et al., 
2015; Chen et al., 2018), etc. to maintain high efficiency of the thermodynamic system in the long history of  “Carbon 
Peak” and “Carbon Neutrality”. 

After Giffard invented the condensing ejector in 1858 to solve the feeding water problem of boilers by lifting the 
pressure of replenishment with steam, as shown in Figure 1, the adjustable ejector with integrated spindle valve for 
control of motive flow rate has been used (Kranakis 1982). Around 1901, as the heart of the jet refrigeration system, 
the ejector was invented by Sir Charles Parsons to remove air from a steam engine’s condenser. And then in 1910 
Maurice Leblanc combined the ejector to the first steam jet refrigeration system (Gosney 1982). This system 
experienced a wave of popularity during the early 1930s for air conditioning large buildings (Stoecker 1958). Steam 
jet refrigeration systems were later supplanted by systems using mechanical compressors. Since that time, 
development and refinement of jet refrigeration system have been almost at a standstill as most efforts have been 
concentrated on improving vapour compression refrigeration systems (Chunnanond et al., 2004). With the 
development of solar energy and carbon utilization, the steam jet refrigeration system came into combination and 
hybridization stages (Abdulateef et al., 2009; Sarkar, 2012). In the new period, the ejector acts as an essential 

adjustable compressor to keep the system adapting to the load changes varying with solar energy or operating 
conditions, generally through valve controlling (Riffat et al., 2005), bi-ejector controlling (Bai et al., 2017; Shen et al., 
2005) or combined with frequency conversion controlling of the mechanical compressors (Zhu et al., 2018). 
Adjustable ejectors, with the spindle valve in the primary nozzle controlling the flow distribution in the system, has 
become a hot topic of research again (Chen et al., 2017; Li et al., 2014; Varga et al, 2011; Vereda et al., 2012). 

 

Figure 1: Henri Giffard’s ejector from 1864 with integrated spindle valve for control of motive flow rate (Kranakis, 1982) 

Besides the air conditioning and refrigeration systems, the ejector is also an essential part that governs the overall 
process of the MED–TVC (Multi-Effect Distillation with Thermal Vapour Compression) system. It recycles low-
pressure vapour from the rear effect of evaporator to gain steam with suitable pressure entering the first effect 
evaporator to decrease the consumption of high-pressure motive steam, maximising the performance ratio of the 
system (El-Dessouky et al., 2000). To adapt to the variation of water production load of the system, especially to 
improve the regulation ability for the steam extraction pressure from the turbine in the dual purpose plant, the 
adjustable ejector is usually the best choice (Ihm et al., 2016; Ortega-Delgado et al., 2016).  

Meanwhile, as an excess fuel recirculation and water management equipment, the ejector is a recycle unit in fuel 
cells, especially for Solid Oxide Fuel Cell (SOFC) and Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC)(Kim et al., 
2008; Marsano et al., 2004). Generally, the fixed structure ejector has only one optimum operating point. Deviations 

from the design point mostly result in reduced efficiency for the ejector and the system. Thus, adjustable ejector have 
been discussed to apply for improving the efficiency in partial operating conditions for fuel cells (Brunner et al., 2012; 
Baba et al., 2015). In addition, the compressed air energy storage system is a fast-
growing interdisciplinary research area, in which the adjustable ejector also has wide application prospects (Zhou et 
al., 2020). 

In the new development history of the ejector, understanding the effect of performance changes with the operating 
conditions and the structure in device scale combined with system scale is very important. To make the performance 
characteristics of the adjustable ejector clearer, the performance of the steam ejector on the varying primary pressure 

was analysed based on Sokolov’s aerodynamics theory in the paper. Especially, the similar characteristics of 

qualitative and quantitative regulation for adjustable ejector was researched, and the statistical invariances of 
turbulence flow in ejector were discovered in the form of entrainment flow rate characteristics. Based on the critical 
states transferring characteristics of adjustable ejector in Qualitative and Quantitative Regulation Mode, the 
advantages of adjustable ejector were revealed.  
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2. MATHEMATICAL MODELLING FOR ADJUSTABLE EJECTOR   

2.1 Qualitative and quantitative regulation mechanism of adjustable ejector  

As shown in Figure 2, an adjustable ejector construction is predominantly the same as the traditional fixed structure 
ejector, including a convergent divergent primary nozzle, a suction chamber, a mixing chamber and a diffuser. The 
difference is that the adjustable ejector employs an adjustment spindle which axially extends into the primary steam 
nozzle, and is actuated either manually or by an electric positioner. 

The advantage of the adjustable ejector is that it has three regulation modes. The first mode is named qualitative 
regulation by adjusting the working pressure, just as the traditional fixed structure ejector. The second mode is the 
quantitative regulation by adjusting the primary nozzle throat area by moving the position of the spindle which results 
in the mass flow rate changing the primary fluid at the same pressure. The third mode is qualitative and quantitative 
combined regulation by adjusting the primary nozzle throat combined with varying operating pressure. The fixed 
structure ejector has only one optimum operating point at the design condition, deviations of which mostly result in 
reduced efficiency of the ejector in the qualitative regulation mode. Adjustable ejector can achieve higher efficiency 
in the quantitative regulation with a higher entrainment ratio. Especially, it can always work at its critical operating 
points by adjusting the primary nozzle throat combined with varying operating conditions in qualitative and quantitative 
combined regulation mode, which means that the adjustable ejector can always operate at higher efficiency under 
different condition.   
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Figure 2: Structure diagram of the adjustable ejector construction and analysis model  

2.2 The mathematical model for adjustable ejector  

The semi-empirical aerodynamics theory for the ejector was used to describe the performance of the adjustable 
ejector (Sokolov et al., 1970; Yang et al., 2015), in which it assumed that the mixing of primary flow and suction flow 

began from the entrance of the mixing chamber based on constant-pressure mixing theory and they had independent 
aerodynamics parameters. Base on the assumption, the momentum and mass flow equations can be written as 
follows: 

                            2 m m2 s s2 m s 3 m2 3 m2 s2 3 s2G  ω +G ω - G  +G ω = f  P - P + f  P - P                             (1) 

 d m s mG = G +G = G  1+u                                                        (2) 

Where: 

 Gm = mass flow rate of primary flow (kg/s)    

 Gs = mass flow rate of suction flow (kg/s)    

 Gd  = mass flow rate of discharging flow (kg/s)   

 u =Gs/Gm, entrainment ratio 

 ωm2 = velocity of primary flow at the entrance of the mixing chamber (position 2 in Figure 2) (m/s) 

 ωs2 = velocity of suction flow at the entrance of the mixing chamber (m/s) 
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 ω3 = velocity of mixing flow at the outlet of the mixing chamber (position 3 in Figure 2) (m/s) 

 Pm2 =static pressure of primary flow at the entrance of mixing chamber (Pa) 

 Ps2 = static pressure of suction flow at the entrance of mixing chamber (Pa) 

 Ps2 = static pressure of suction flow at the entrance of mixing chamber (Pa) 

 P3 = static pressure of mixing flow at the outlet of the mixing chamber (Pa) 

 fm2 = calculated area of primary flow at the entrance of the mixing chamber (as shown in Figure 2) (m2) 

 fs2 = f3-fm2 calculated area of suction flow at the entrance of the mixing chamber (m2) 

 f3 = f3 area of the mixing chamber (m2)   

 φ2 = velocity efficiency of mixing chamber,0.975  

Based on the aerodynamic theory of the ejector, the changing of adjustable ejector performance was described by 
altering the ratio of the primary nozzle exit section to the throat and the area ratio of mixing chamber section to the 
primary nozzle throat. The relationship equation of suction pressure and primary pressure in literature of Sokolov was 
conducted in the model to predict the performance of the ejector in subcritical mode with variable suction pressure 
and primary pressure under fixed discharging pressure.  

  3 2
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Where: 

 Pm = pressure of primary flow (Pa) 

 Ps = pressure of suction flow (Pa) 

 Pd = pressure of discharging flow (Pa) 

 fm* =Gmam*/(kΠ*P0) critical flow section area of primary flow (m2) 

 a* = critical velocity (m/s) 

 k = specific heat ratio   

 Π *=
1

0

2

1

 
  

 

k

k
*P

P k
 relative pressure of primary flow at critical section  

 P0 = stagnation pressure (Pa) 

 Πm2 = 2 m s

m m

P P

P P
 relative pressure of primary flow at entrance of the mixing chamber  

 Πd3 = 3

d

P

P
 relative pressure of discharging flow at outlet of mixing chamber 

 Πs2 = 2s

s

P

P
 relative pressure of suction flow at entrance of the mixing chamber  

 λm2 =
m2

m*a
 equivalent isentropic velocity of primary flow at entrance of the mixing chamber 

 λs2 =
s2

s*a
 equivalent isentropic velocity of suction flow at entrance of the mixing chamber 

 λd3 =
3

d*a
 equivalent isentropic velocity of discharging flow at outlet of mixing chamber 

 φ3 = velocity efficiency of diffuser,0.925 

 K1 = velocity efficiency of primary flow, 0.834  

 K2 = velocity efficiency of suction flow,0.812 

2.3 The critical model of ejector  

As shown in Figure 2, the ejector usually operates in three critical modes when the choking happens in the mixing 
chamber. The first critical mode occurs when the velocity of the suction flow reaches the critical value at the entrance 
of the mixing chamber, and the second critical mode occurs at the position of X where the velocity of the suction flow 
reaches the critical value in the mixing chamber, and the third critical mode occurs when the velocity of the discharge 
flow reaches the critical value at the outlet of the mixing chamber.  In the three different working modes, the three 
different critical entrainment ratios are calculated as follows: 
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                                                         (6)       

    Where: 

 (uΠm)1 = entrainment ratio at first critical model 

 (uΠm)2 = entrainment ratio at second critical model 

 (uΠm)3 = entrainment ratio at third critical model 

 θ= 
2

2

s s*

m m*

T a

T a
    temperature ratio 

 Tp = temperature of primary flow  

 Ts = temperature of suction flow 

 qmsX = m*

ms

f

f
calculated mass flow velocity for primary fluid at the section X 

2.4 Calculation method for variable condition characteristics of adjustable ejector  

Based on the mathematical model built in sections 2.2 and 2.3, the performance of the ejector with variable 
operating condition and structure can be exactly predicted. Figure 3 shows the calculation flow chart of variable 
condition characteristics for adjustable ejector. For the ejector characteristics prediction, the structure parameter 
fm*, fm1, f3 should be set originally. Based on the given value of operating conditions such as Pm, Tm, Pd, Ts and 
structure parameters, the performance of the ejector can be calculated through Equation (3) to obtain the 
entrainment ratio u0 for different suction pressure Ps in subcritical mode. While the performance in three different 

critical modes (uΠm)1,(uΠm)2,(uΠm)3 can be calculated through Equation (4), (5), (6) respectively. In every 

calculation step for Ps, select the minimum value of the entrainment ratio as the obtained parameter to match the 
subcritical or critical mode. The variable characteristics of the ejector for different suction pressure Ps can be 

output at a calculation step of Δu in the form of u, Gd, Td. The required value for definite Ps can be calculated 

based on the interpolation method. Based on the calculation flow chart, the variable characteristics for different 
Pm can be obtained. The variable condition characteristics of the adjustable ejector can be calculated by changing 

the throat area of the primary nozzle fm*. To keep Δu in the form of uniform step, every Ps can be set through 

Equation (3) by the given u0. 

 

Figure 3: Calculation flow chart of variable condition characteristics for adjustable ejector  
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3. CHARACTERISTICS OF REGULATION MODE FOR ADJUSTABLE EJECTOR  

3.1 Validation of the mathematical model  

Based on the aerodynamic model proposed above, an adjustable steam ejector was designed and its regulation 
principle and characteristics under different modes were simulated and analysed. The design conditions of the ejector 
were as follows: the primary pressure Pm=0.55 MPa, temperature of the primary fluid Tm=458.15 K, the suction 
pressure Ps=0.015 MPa, the discharging pressure Pd=0.028 MPa and the rated discharging flow Gd=13.89kg/s. The 
structure of the ejector under design condition were as shown in Table 1. The performance prediction of the adjustable 
ejector can be obtained by changing the primary nozzle throat area.  

Table 1: Design structure of the ejector  

Primary nozzle throat diameter Dm* 102.65mm 

Primary nozzle outlet diameter Dm1 225.30mm 

Mixing chamber diameter D3 667.84mm 

Mixing chamber structure  Cylindrical 

Figure 4 shows the performance characteristic curve of ejector with variable primary pressure Pm. It reveals that the 
prediction value was in good agreement with the design point, where the ejector had the best operating performance, 
indicating the accuracy and reliability of the calculation model. Figure 5 shows the comparison between the 
entrainment ratio in critical mode obtained by the calculation model and the experimental data by Chen who had the 
optimal critical entrainment ratios of the ejector with part of long cylindrical mixing chamber (Chen et al., 1997). The 
result showed that the relative error was less than 5%, indicating that the calculation model had high prediction 
accuracy for critical mode.  

 

Figure 4: Characteristic curve under   Figure 5: Experimental verification of calculation  
different modes of ejector     model under critical mode of ejector 

3.2 Qualitative regulation mode of ejector with variable operating condition 

As shown in Figure 4, the entrainment ratio at the design point was the highest, indicating that the structure designed 
by the aerodynamic model was the optimal structure. When the primary pressure Pm was lower than 0.55 MPa, the 
ejector operated in subcritical mode and the entrainment ratio decreased rapidly with the drop of Pm. When Pm was 
higher than the design pressure, the ejector operated in critical mode, and the entrainment ratio decreased with the 
increase of Pm. As shown in Figure 6 to Figure 7, when adjusting the discharging pressure Pd, the operating 
characteristics of the ejector in critical mode had strong similarity and the critical entrainment ratio under different Pd 
converged on a curve which was approximately exponential relationship with the Pm. Which means reducing Pd had 
nearly no effect on the entrainment ratio in critical mode with the primary holding the performance of the ejector in 
critical mode, but reducing Pd could enlarge the working range of the critical mode. In the system scale, when the 
discharging load of the ejector reduced, it had an obvious advantage to reduce Pm and Pd, as the suction flow rate 
kept nearly constant, even increasing a little. And the results show that in qualitative regulation mode the benefit of 
increasing Pm was negative for the performance and efficiency of the ejector. When the needing load for discharging 
flow rate increased, the increasing part in qualitative regulation was mainly from the increasing of the primary flow 
rather than the suction flow. This phenomenon showed the limitations of the qualitative regulation in system scales.  

Significantly, in the qualitative regulation mode with different Pm and Pd, the well-known “constant capacity” 
characteristics of the ejector with increasing Pm were revealed (Munday et al., 1977). Above the point of subcritical 
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mode transferring to critical mode, the suction flow kept nearly constant with a slight decrease with higher Pm. The 
simulation results matched well with Sun’s (Sun, 1997) experiment. Another “constant capacity” characteristic was 
that the entrainment ratio dropped obviously from critical mode to subcritical mode when the discharging pressure 
increased, but when the ejector operated in critical mode, the entrainment ratio kept constant with characteristics of 
“constant capacity” with decreasing of Pd.  

 

3.3 Quantitative regulation mode of ejector with variable structure  

The fixed structure ejector has the best performance only under the design operating condition, whereas the 
advantage of the adjustable ejector is that it can adapt to the change of operating conditions by adjusting the structure, 
which makes the adjustable ejector obtain higher operating performances in a much wider working range. In 
particular, the adjustable ejector has three different regulation modes as mentioned in section 2.1. 

Figures 8 and 9 show the regulation characteristics of the adjustable ejector under different primary nozzle throat 
opening ψ, which is the ratio of the primary nozzle throat area at the adjustment position to the primary nozzle throat 
area under the design structure. As shown in the figures, the adjustable ejector could achieve quantitative regulation 
both with varying primary pressure or fixed primary pressure, and the quantitative regulation mode with varying 
primary pressure Pm, named as qualitative and quantitative combined regulation, could clearly enlarge the working 
range of the critical mode. When the Pm dropped from the design point, increasing the nozzle throat opening ψ made 
the adjustable ejector still able to operate on critical mode with higher and steady performance, avoiding the ejector 
dropping to the subcritical mode with the deterioration of the performance. With the increasing of Pm from the design 
point, reducing the nozzle throat opening ψ could make the adjustable ejector obtain a higher entrainment ratio on 
critical mode. In the ideal regulation state, the adjustable ejector could always work at the best critical mode, with 
highest entrainment ratio and efficiency. Different from the qualitative regulation mode, the suction flow rate could 
also be adjusted in a wide range. Similar with the experimental results of Chen (Chen et al., 2017), the suction flow 
rate increased with the decreasing of throat opening of the primary nozzle in critical mode.  

For the ejector working on the designed point, meaning the ejector had the best performance, adjusting the nozzle 
throat opening ψ would make a clear drop of performance. The adjustable ejector could still work on critical mode 
with a smaller entrainment ratio with the enlarging of the nozzle throat opening ψ, but the suction flow rate dropped 
a little. But when reducing the nozzle throat opening ψ, the adjustable ejector would enter subcritical mode with 
obviously deterioration of the entrainment ratio and suction flow rate. Based on Figures 8 and 9, when the primary 
pressure cannot deviate from the conventional value, the best designed point of the adjustable ejector should be 
different from fixed structure ejector, that the designed primary pressure should be higher than the fixed structure 
ejector to make the adjustable ejector have the best adjusting performance both with higher and lower values of ψ.  
In that way, the adjustable ejector could obtain better and steadier performance on critical mode, with flexible adjusting 
performance for entrainment ratio and suction flow rate.  

Similar with Figure 6, the operating characteristics of the adjustable ejector in critical mode had strong similarity with 
different nozzle throat opening ψ, and the suction flow rate kept the similar “constant capacity” with the increasing of 
primary pressure under different primary nozzle area.  
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3.4 Similarity of qualitative and quantitative regulation of ejector  

Figures 10 and 11 show the similarity of qualitative and quantitative regulation mode, in form of suction flow rate Gs 

and efficiency with varying primary flow rate Gm. With the similar primary flow rate, the primary pressure Pm increased 
from 0.45 MPa to 0.8 MPa in qualitative regulation mode, and the nozzle throat opening ψ increased from 80% to 
160% in quantitative regulation mode. The suction flow rate Gs was nearly the same with equal primary flow rate Gm. 
Both qualitative and quantitative regulation mode showed subcritical and critical characteristics based on primary flow 
rate Gm. In subcritical regulation mode, the suction flow rate and efficiency of ejector dropped noticeably with the 
decrease of primary flow rate Gm, with decreasing of primary pressure Pm in qualitative regulation mode or with 

decreasing of nozzle throat opening ψ in qualitative regulation mode at the design primary pressure Pm. In critical 

mode, the suction flow rate Gs decreased slightly with the increasing of Gm, caused by increasing of primary pressure 
Pm in qualitative regulation mode or increasing of nozzle throat opening ψ in qualitative regulation mode. The special 
characteristic of “constant capacity” occurred in both qualitative and quantitative regulation in critical mode. The 
similarity indicated that the turbulent flow in the ejector had some statistical invariances in the form of mass flow rate 
of jetting flow. The difference was that the suction flow rate in qualitative regulation mode was a little higher than the 
quantitative regulation mode, because the pressure was higher in qualitative regulation mode than the quantitative 
regulation mode at the same Gm, which meant the turbulent flow was a little stronger than the latter.  

 

 

The efficiency of the ejector under the same primary mass flow rate Gm also had strong similarity in qualitative and 
quantitative regulation mode. In subcritical mode, the efficiency dropped noticeably with the decrease of Gm. In critical 
mode, the efficiency decreased slightly with the increase of Gm. But the efficiency in qualitative regulation mode was 
lower than quantitative regulation mode, because with turbulence loss was higher in qualitative regulation mode with 
same Gm and a litter higher Gs.  
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3.5 Advantage of adjustable ejector   

The advantage of the adjustable ejector was that it could achieve qualitative and quantitative combined regulation by 
adjusting the primary nozzle throat united with varying operating pressure. The fixed structure ejector had only one 
optimum operating point at the design condition, deviations from which mostly resulted in a reduced performance for 
the ejector in the qualitative regulation mode by changing the primary pressure. Adjustable ejector can achieve higher 
performance in the quantitative regulation by adjusting the primary nozzle throat with a higher entrainment ratio. 
Particularly, it could always work at its critical operating points by adjusting the primary nozzle throat combined with 
varying operating conditions in qualitative and quantitative combined regulation mode, which meant that the 
adjustable ejector could always operate at highest efficiency under different condition.   

Figure 12 shows the ideal regulation state in qualitative and quantitative combined regulation. In the range of throat 
opening ψ from 80% to 120%, compared to the fixed structure ejector, the adjustable ejector can promote the 
performance of the ejector form subcritical mode to critical mode with the entrainment ratio increasing 195.6% (2.96 
times that of the fixed structure ejector) when the primary pressure decreased. When the primary pressure increased 
relative to the design condition, the entrainment ratio of the adjustable ejector could promote by 29.6% in critical 
mode. The results revealed the effectiveness of the auto-tuning area ratio ejector invented by Gu (Gu et al., 2019). 
With the increasing of primary pressure, the ideal entrainment ratio of adjustable ejector increased at the same time.  

 

Figure 12: Ideal regulation state in qualitative and quantitative combined regulation of adjustable ejector  

4. CONCLUSIONS 

As the new era of ejector technology enters into system scale from device scale, the methodology of regulation mode 
of the adjustable ejector has been summarised in this paper. Based on the aerodynamic theory, a performance 
prediction model for the adjustable ejector under variable operating condition and variable structure has been 
presented. The advantages of the adjustable ejector with three regulation modes were compared with the fixed 
structure ejector and the similarity of performance characteristics of the adjustable ejector under varying operating 
conditions and structures were found. The main conclusions obtained are as follows:  

(1) The ejector had similar performance under different pressure and different structures, with the increasing of 
the primary pressure, the entrainment ratio increased in the subcritical mode and decreased with the increasing of 
the primary pressure. The critical entrainment ratio under different discharging pressure converged on a curve which 
was an approximately exponential relationship with the primary pressure, which meant reducing discharging pressure 
had nearly no effect on the entrainment ratio in critical mode for the ejector if the primary pressure holding the 
performance of the ejector was in critical mode. Increasing suction pressure had a positive impact for the ejector 
performance. 

(2) In critical mode, the suction flow showed special characteristics of “constant capacity”, slightly decreasing 
under different discharging pressures, suction pressures and different structures, which meant that the capacity of an 
ejector was proportional to primary pressure up to a point beyond which the suction flow actually fell slightly. In this 
mode, adjusting the primary pressure in qualitative regulation mode had limiting effect on the suction flow rate, but 
adjusting the throat opening in quantitative regulation mode had an obvious effect on the suction flow rate, and the 
suction flow rate decreased with the increasing of the throat opening.  

(3) The adjustable ejector could enlarge the working range of the ejector in critical mode. Adjustable ejector can 
obtain good adjusting performance in three different regulation modes. In the ideal regulation state in qualitative and 
quantitative combined regulation, the adjustable ejector could always work on the best performance in critical mode 
with highest entrainment ratio and efficiency. In the range of throat opening ψ from 80% to 120%, compared to the 
fixed structure ejector, the adjustable ejector could promote the performance of the ejector form subcritical mode to 
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critical mode with the entrainment ratio increasing 195.6% when the primary pressure decreased. When the primary 
pressure increased relative to the design condition, the entrainment ratio of the adjustable ejector was promote by 
29.6% in critical mode.  

(4) A remarkable find in the paper was the strongly similar characteristics and “constant capacity” in both 
qualitative and quantitative regulation in the form of suction flow rate Gs with varying primary flow rate Gm. The special 

characteristic of “constant capacity” occurred in both qualitative and quantitative regulation in critical mode. The 
similarity indicated that the turbulent flow in the ejector had some statistical invariances in the form of mass flow rate 
of jetting flow. 
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